
LIBERATE OUR ELDERSLIBERATE OUR ELDERS

Humanic Greetings from the 
depths of one of human's most 

diabolical inventions-Prison. My 
name is Keelon Jenkins. Many know 
me by Keelo, but my most prideful 
name is Kujichagulia. I was given 
this name by my ancestral teachers 
24 years ago. Kujichagulia means 
Self Determination in Swahili. It was 
told to me that the name was chosen 
through meticulous observation. 
My teachers gave me this name 
because they said they noticed a 
quality within me. They noticed that 
whatever task I put my mind to and/
or apply myself towards, I would 
stop at nothing to achieve it! Hence, 
I am DETERMINED to be free...

END CIVIL DEATH BY INDETERMINATE SENTENCINGEND CIVIL DEATH BY INDETERMINATE SENTENCING
THE AGREEMENT TO COME HOMETHE AGREEMENT TO COME HOME

STRATEGIC COMMUNITY RELEASE BOARD STRATEGIC COMMUNITY RELEASE BOARD 
AND 5 CORE DEMANDSAND 5 CORE DEMANDS

Over 31,200 people in California have been SYSTEMATICALLY LEFT FOR DEAD after 
receiving the ultimate punishment of an Indeterminate Civil Death sentence of Life With 

Parole or Life Without the Possibility of Parole (LWOP). Over 5200 of the 31,200 'Lifers' are 
serving LWOP. Keelo G is one of them.

California Prison Focus joins the Movement to Free Keelo G. We say: See Keelo. Free Keelo! 
And let a mom have some peace of mind, 27 years after her 21 year old baby makes a mistake with 
horrible consequences - a first time offense - and is told he can never come home again, ever. The 
white prosecutor, judge and jury (with 1 member of color) - decided that the decision young Keelo 
had made was worthy of a lifetime sentence; that her son was not worthy of, and would never be 
granted, a second chance... that he had been deemed, at 21 years old, to be a danger to society for 
the rest of his life, despite having had no tendencies towards violence or intentions to harm anyone. 
With that her baby was bansihed...thrown into a box far, far away, and the key tossed into the sea. 
A family ripped apart, hearts shredded and young dreams dashed. Keelo's absense  tore a gaping                                              
hole in the social fabric of his family and community. One tragedy was turned into two.

More about Keelo, his case and the 
DROP LWOP campaign on p. 26 
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GIVE KEELO A CHANCE

Seeking DROP LWOP artwork to support CPF's Campaign,Seeking DROP LWOP artwork to support CPF's Campaign,
 in collaboration with our allies, to DROP LWOP in collaboration with our allies, to DROP LWOP

California Prison Focus KAGE Universal supports the following statement and demands 
presented by founding members of the Prisoner Human Rights Movement, and which make 
up the basis for CPF''s Agreement to Come Home Program. (See Prison Focus Issue 61) 
We introduce this comprehensive agreement for parole via  a Strategic Parole Release 
Plan, with a Community Release Board (SCRB) at the   forefront of the decision 
making process. This will be composed of  community members, teachers, students,  
clergy man and women, union workers,independent, media, ARTIVISTs, etc. 
 We the people demand the following:
 1. Any prisoner 60 or more years of age should be considered for expedited release,
 immediately,by the SCRB in the interest of justice
 2. Any prisoner that has suffered an ailment that could lead to their death should be 
considered for expedited release, immediately, by the SCRB in the interest of justice
3. Any prisoner who has been incarcerated 25 to 30 years should be considered for expedited
 release, immediately, by the SCRB in the interest of justice 
4. Any prisoner subjected to indefinite punishment based on violation reports which are 
being treated as felonies by the Board of Parole Hearings. Those who have suffered the 
consequences of this double jeopardy should be considered for expedited release, immediately,
 by the SCRB in the interest of justice  
5. An end to civil death by indeterminate sentencing and that all those that meet any of the 
above four demands, especially those who have a support system, adequate housing, jobs etc. 
should be considered for expedited release, immediately, by the SCRB, in the interest of 
justiceIn conclusion, indefinite sentencing is a punishment that never ends and leads to a civil 
death. This is a violation of the US Constitution, falling under cruel and unusual  punishment, 
in which human beings, in particular prisoners, are made to suffer indefinite punishment.

  By Minister of Culture and Arts, King X, aka Pye

Long termer Principle Thinker, Jailhouse 
Lawyer, Paul Redd has finally gripped 

the horns of true freedom. Paul organized and 
resisted from within his cell, before, during and 
after the 2011 and 2013 California Prisoner 
Hunger Strikes, the success to which he was 
instrumental. While jabbing and fighting with 
an ink pen, he fought for others and himself, 
in solidarity with the principals set forth by the 
Prisoner Human Rights Movement Blueprint. By 
doing so he was able to swing like a butterfly and 
sting like a bee and drop his unconstitutional - yet 
state-sanctioned - Civil Death by Indeterminate 
Sentence. Now with the Agreement to Come 
Home, we hope to embrace this liberated elder 
and educator, as an advisor to help rebuild family 
and community ties including the development of 
a Strategic Community Release Board.

Man Down. 

Keep up the good fight!

Breaking News!

“In every aspect this is 
a human-rights issue. The 
Prisoner Human Rights 
Movement was created to 
protect the interests of the 
underclass citizens, the 
citizens who literally don't 
have a voice. The people 
who suffer." Damu Askari X

 A village without the elderly is like a well without water. African Proverb

 INDETERMINATE SENTENCE 
JUST TOOK A DEATH BLOW

Who poses the highest risk to public safety? Kids who make bad 
choices or the adults that throw them away?

Today, while Keelo has grown up and matured, the California Department of so called, 
Corrections and Rehabilitation, remains barbaric and archiac. Keelo speaks with his aging mom 
every day that he is able to, as they both struggle to maintain a sense of hope, for eachother. Keelo 
continues to better himself and to seek justice. Mom continues to wait with a heavy heart, now 
afraid for her baby's health as Covid-19 rages through jails and prisons, nationwide. She fears for 
her own strength as well, but like Keelo, she is determined to be there when the nightmare finally 
ends. It's been ten years since she's been able to visit her son or give him a hug. And almost three 
decades since she's been tending the open wound left by the state to fester. 

Keelo G is still dreaming that he will receive his second chance; that today is the day that the 
public and policy makers will refuse to sit back in mute acceptance, falling for false propoganda 
and perpetuating the idea that his life or the lives of over 32,000 other Californians, are not worth 
saving.       By Kim Pollak

The Principal Thinkers of 
Today Behind the Principal 
Thinkers of Tomorrow. ▬►
Cultivation of a New 
Paradigm    

COLLECTIVE CURRICULUMCOLLECTIVE CURRICULUM

Jailhouse Lawyer Artivists in Action and Solidarity Edition
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NUBE SPEAKS
Liberate the Caged Voices, a program of California Prison 

Focus, provides a platform to hear directly from our 
caged community members, their families and loved ones to 
foster engagement with the local community, while exposing 
the truth of the toxic conditions experienced by California’s 
incarcerated people, and the impact on their families. Adding 
art and culture, the idea is to build awareness, solidarity, and 
human relationship amongst community members on both 
sides of the wall, and take collective action.

As COVID-19 uncovers the system failures across all 
sectors of human life, the call for decarceration and the release 
of incarcerated people most vulnerable to the virus reveals the 
ongoing human rights crisis taking place within our prisons, 
and the need to abolish them. We hear that call! 

California is home to hundreds of elder prisoners subjected 
to decades of state sanctioned cruel and unusual punishment 
by indeterminant sentencing equaling civil death, torture of 
solitary confinement and California Department of Corrections 
and rehabilitation’s (CDCr) dehumanizing tactics, used to also 
punish the family and loved ones suffering alongside them. And 
now, to add insult to injury, these elders are being subjected to 
a potential death sentence by this virus and CDCr’s, and the 
Governor’s, reluctance to release them, despite their vulnerable 
status. Out of love and respect we will focus on these tortured 
elders. 

They will not be forgotten or silenced!
We invite you to join us. Following the spirit of the Prisoner 

Human Rights Movement BLUEPRINT, we will enter into 
dialogue, mutual empowerment, and reciprocal education 
to learn the truth of who these elders are, why they’re aging 
in prison and what we can do together to demand and 
facilitate their freedom, and freedom for all. #FreeThemAll   
#LiberateOurTorturedElders      #MassDecarcerationNow

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

First and foremost, on behalf of everybody at CPF, we want 
to tell our readers that you are all in our hearts and on our 

minds. CPFers stand with you in love and solidarity. Yes, I'm 
using the L word because at times like this, a little L can go a 
long way! And remember, "if you can't be with the one's you 
love, love the ones you're with." 

Californians need to challenge this "worst of the worst" and 
so called risk to public safety propaganda pushed by CDCr and 
biased media. The survivors of long-term solitary confinement 
torture who maintained their sense of integrity and self despite 
decades of soul sucking torture, who put their lives on the line 
for the well being of all, and continue to promote positive 
change in their communities, both inside prison and out, are 
exactly the people we need back in our communities. Let our 
elders and others go home, where they can mend relationships, 
grieve losses and heal.  

It's black and white. Whether it's profit or loss, right is right 
and wrong is wrong.  

CPF aims to replace false propaganda and lies with 
reality, and to bring humanity and justice back to a system 
where there now is none. We aim to empower communities in 
Oakland and statewide, inside prisons and out. We appreciates 
our supporters for making this special issue of Prison Focus 
possible. We are especially grateful to the Akonadi 
Foundation for supporting CPF through their SO LOVE 
CAN WIN Rapid Response Fund. 

On another note, Prison Focus sends a A SHOUT OUT to all 
of our readers who have sent us submissions since and before 
the last issue of Prison Focus. Thank you! We have more than 
8 months worth of submissions that we want to acknowledge. 
Few of them have been published here due to space limitations 
and how many we have at this time. Each and every one has 
been read and is appreciated. Some have been shared with 
our allies and members of the public via CPF's social media 
platforms, Liberate the Caged Voices and Prison Focus Radio. 
In addition,we will include some past submissions in future 
issues of Prison Focus. 

The frequency of publication depends largely on the support 
we receive. So don't forget to support CPF, and encourage your 
peers, family members and others on both sides of the walls to 
help us keep this paper going - until justice and empowerment 
suffocates poverty, human exploitation and oppression out 
of existence. Until every individual can pursue their greatest 
potential, and their right to happiness, we will be here. 

Can't Stop, Won't Stop. In Solidarity, Kim Pollak

“We have to be mindful when talking about this Corona virus in prison and how it affects us, that the prison population 
already has an issue with health and lack of proper health care and treatment. The unsanitary living conditions in prison 
were already at an epic proportion and have been continuously deteriorating. With that being said, now we have this corona 
virus situation and the elderly are at the highest risk. We need to look at the prisoners who they were supposed to start 
releasing in the first place after the Coleman Lawsuit and release them right now so they can be home with their families in 
a safe, non-genocidal environment, and where they won’t be affected or put other people at risk when they come up in here. 
We demand and we should demand that the elders be released on these terms. The 60 and over bill should be passed and 
adhered to.” K.A.G.E. Universal Artivist, Ragee, Lancaster State Prison

“All of the sudden you got 50 to 60% of 
the incarcerated population who are in 
for drug-related, non-violent offenses, the 
guys in the dormitories - all of the sudden 
they’re at the most risk.” Anonymous, CA

“Social distance here is impossible. It may 
look good on paper, but the reality is it’s not 
happening here.” Richard, San Quentin 

LAST CALL TO FREEDOM
Statement of Support by Paul Redd: 

I am Paul Redd/Abbas one of the original hunger strike 
representatives and signees of the historical document 

“The Agreement to End Hostilities.”
I find it an honor to be amongst this class of solid members 

who continue to refuse to compromise or/and debrief under 
any circumstances nor allow our minds to play tricks on us. 

It been a continuous struggle fighting against the obstacles 
CDCR officials, IGI, ISU, SSU alike with their SNY’s now 
referred as designated program yard in attempt to derail 
positive progress.

Now we are up against an even more deadly beast called 
COVID-19 that data showing it largely attacking and killing 
the Afrikan American and minority population that’s at a 
higher risk who suffering from hypertension, diabetes, 
cancer, sleep apnea, etc. Many of us like myself suffer from 
all these diseases listed as a high risk under COVID-19. 

A lot of prisoners here including myself recently had our 
CPAP machine confiscated due to the COVID-19 virus. It’s 
being a lot of hype from some politicians lifers convicted of 
a violent offense should not be released under COVID-19. 

Governor Newsom must be reminded of the long-
standing undisputed data (record) elderly 60 & over serving 
a life sentence only has a 1% recidivism rate of returning. 
The older you are make us less likely to reoffend and less of 
a danger to public safety. 

Here something overlooked or/and being ignored 
by CDCR/Board. All of us released from the SHU by 
DRB under Step 4 and Step 5 was documented by DRB/
Classification as inactive under a 12-months observation. 
Inactive is defined by CDCR officials as not being involved 
in criminal gang activities. Even when they later changed 
it to current activities. It still meant not involved in any 
current criminal gang activities. 

Their own language and definition make us a low-risk 
to moderate. Let’s take it a step further at one time when 
some prisoners were completing the earlier step down 
programs. CDCR officials were handing out Rehabilitative 
Certificates stating folks completed their step down. Those 
were certificates printed up by CDCR officials. 

Next point many of us under our sentences already got 
our max time served which means legally the board has no 
authority to hold us past our maximum term which means: 
a period grossly disproportionate to his or her individual 
culpability for the commitment offense.

Case in point the California Supreme Court in Danneberg 
has acknowledged “Section 3041(b) can not authorize such 
an inmate’s retention even for reasons of public safety 
beyond the constitutional maximum period of confinement. 
Turn to in Re Palmer II 33 CA, 5th 1199 (April 5, 2019) the 
court said prisoners may bring claims directly to the court 
through petitions for habeas corpus if they believe because 
of the particular circumstances of their crimes that their 
confinements have become constitutionally excessive as a 
result. We can presently cite in Re William Palmer II 33 CA 
5th 1199 as precedent in the pleadings. 

There’s no time under COVID-19 to go through normal 
habeas corpus channels. Food for thought here under 
compassionate release provision section PC 1170(e)(a) read 
in part, the court shall have discretion to resentence or recall 
if the court finds that the facts described in subparagraph (a) 
and (b) exist. 

The prisoner is terminally ill with an incurable condition 
caused by an illness or disease that would produce death 
within month as determined by a physician employed by 
CDCR.

Now the court said in order to ensure that such cases 
may be resolved fully and expeditiously we urge any party 
or counsel appealing under section 1170(e) to advise the 
appellate court at the earliest possible time of the nature 
of the issues on and date which a medical professional 
determined the defendant had no more than six months to 
live and to seek calendar preference. (Cal. Rule of Court 
Rule 8.240)

My point for bringing this up, under this COVID-19, 
we can use to expedite hearings and releases for all of us 
meeting the high-risk of this deadly COVID-19 deadly no 
curable virus.

Our fight continues. Each one, teach one.
Your brother in arms, Paul (Abbas)

An estimated 2.2 
million American 
adults are currently 
serving time in prison 
or jail, and more than 
45,000 American 
youth are confined 
in juvenile detention 
facilities, adult 
prisons, and jails. 

Mutawally
KAGE Universal phone interview, May 2020, CSP-Sacramento  

"The COVID outbreak, like any outbreak in these prisons, we seek to 
understand exactly what’s taking place. The mental and psychological effect 
that the COVID virus has been  having on you out there... it has been a hundred 
times worse in these prisons. So it’s having a great effect on our minds, on our 
psychological condition. Every day I see the fellows doing different things to 
guard against it, because the CDCR and medical department is not issuing  us, 
or getting to us information to guard against it. 
there’s no medical staff, and the staff that do come, come and pass out pills and 
other small medications.... There's nothing that the medical staff has offered us. 
Those that do get sick, even then they don't offer them testing. Even those elders 
that have some type of ailment... They don’t offer us testing. None of that. The 
only thing we have gotten from the CDCR, the medical staff here, is a mask. 
These masks are made from a sewn material that actually slows our breathing 
down, especially those that have asthma. Now some of the officers have started 
wearing masks. But most of them don’t. Even to date.

Social distance is very difficult in environments like this. And we have this 
recycled air coming out of these vents. And with these vents, there’s always some 
of us that catch colds and then it goes down the tier. So that’s basically what’s 
taking place..

...Since last month we’ve been on lockdown. During these lockdowns the 
officers will leave the building. And they’ll go out and have BBQ on the side of 
the gym, with a BBQ grill. And they’ll stand there and have whatever. And all 
they do is hang out there all day. They have medical staff coming in, BBQing and 
whatnot. That’s been going on since last month. Under the banner that there’s 
racial tension between black and white. Which is false. So they quarantined 
us, then turned around and slammed us. So we’ve been on extra lockdown. We 
only come out to shower. If they take you to the doctor..., you would be able to 
see all the officers with no masks, BBQing on the grill over there by the side of 
the building. They would have medical staff coming in, BBQing and whatnot."

Mutawally, 63 years old, 
has been in prison for over 
25  years, 22 of those were 
in solitary confinement. 
Despite having over 35 
certificates of completion 
and being a peace maker 
on the yard, with a passion 
for teaching the younger 
generation how to unlock 
their minds and find their 
purpose, he has been 
denied parole multiple 
times since he first became 
eligible for parole almost a 
decade ago. Mutawally is a 
social and political activist.

"I can see the feet of the guys in quarantine 
from my cell." Anonymous

WHAT DO 
FREEDOM MEAN 

2 YOU ?

Damu Askari X
KAGE Universal phone interview, April 2020, 
Kern Valley State Prison

Now you have this coronavirus, you got 
prisoners in here scared to death. They have 
no clue what this thing's gonna do us. There 
are prisoners in here that don't have no family. 
We have to give ’em bread and food, the ones 
of us that have a little means, we have to share 
so they don't have to eat that stuff [potentially 
contaminated prison food]. 
Never having no family, never having money, 
you've been in her 20, 30 years and you sitting 
up here worrying about catching a disease 
that you know will kill you due to your age 
-- Any kind of virus get inside your system 
is a detriment to you when they don't have 
adequate medical treatment.

In regards to people who suffer in silence, 
that ain’t gonna end until the people of 
the world, the people of this nation, start 
speaking out and stopping it, the bleeding. 
People bleeding every day.

There’s a great need for us to come together 
and show our concern.I think we should all 
be upset. We should not only know how 
fortunate we are but we should be out there 
in Sacramento protesting loud and upfront, 
because we know that what we see out here is 
ten or more times worse in there. We can walk 
outside. We can walk away from it. We can put 
a mask on, and choose if we want to be in a 
different environment. But they don’t have a 
choice. They have to stay in there and breath 
what’s in the air that’s coming through those 
ventilation systems. …. We were already up 
against it in there. In Old Folsom there were 
so many people on the tier, if there was one 
person that was sick up in those sweat boxes, 
it was almost inevitable - only a matter of time 
before it would go all down the tier.
We always known that CDCR’s retaliatory. We 
always known it's going to be reprisals for 
any voice you put out there to the public. As 
it relates to fighting for your justice and your 
rights, your human basic rights.

The U.S incarceration rate is 693 
per 100,000 residents - compared 
to 76 per 100,000 in Germany and 
69 per 100,000 in the Netherlands.

YOUTUBE:  KAGE Universal
 See New CPF/KAGE Universal Talking Zines

CPF Facebook live series, Roundtable Dialogues (webinars) . 
Fridays, 10 am. See CPF calendar for details. prisons.org/calendar 
  

Expressions of Brutality

Why then, the misguided, misplaced hatred 
to wanting to hurt us, makes us monsters, 

and in some cases even kill us. Many, many, of 
them are even worse than us. Because, they hurt 
peoples, then cover it up. They sit laugh, wait 
for the General Attorney to defend them with the 
qualified immunity. 

 The courts of course, the defenders of democracy 
- will - justify in a vague language the most 
outrageous expressions of brutality, bestiality, and 
cruelty. What many people (free) don’t realize is 
that these abuses are a form to keep them in check. 
The message is: “If you don’t behave you can end 
up like Hugo Pinnel, or spending the rest of your 
life behind bars.”

 They allow and condone street-executions of 
unarmed elderly, young, and pretty much anyone 
who question the abuse.

On the T.V. programming issue, I bought my 
first prison TV in 1996. In less than 30 days, 

I knew that, I could not depend on it to stay sane.
 However, that is not so with most of the rest 

of inmate population. And that is the problem, 
because ½ of CDCR’s slaves hate and wants to 
kill the other ½. Another huge part do not want to 
read, write or create art. Best example, an elderly 
brother with 40 years of his life inside CDCr’s 
gulags. 

He was afraid to take a copy of my San Francisco 
Bay View newspaper to his cell. Because they 
(℅s) will mess with him. He is not seeing the big 
picture: They already messed with him, by taking 
the best years of his life.

How much worse can it truly get?
 Thank you for your advice on keeping up with 

my studies of history and Revolutionary literature. 
Take care!  Martin

The abuse is getting 
worse in the SHU—I have 
seen and witnessed so 
much abuse from staff. I 
have kept quiet, mind my 
business, but everyone is a 
target. Today, this morning 
as usual, I and other 
prisoners did not get our lunches and the C/O officers are getting more 
and more bold with abuse because prisoners won’t report it. When they 
do, they are handcuffed and severely beaten and given a new charge of 
assault and battery on an officer. I asked the officers today if I can  get 
my lunch, they refused, and laughed in my face and threatened, I spoke 
with respect, I was told by an officer to put handcuffs on me. I refused 
and 2 officers were getting ready to open my cell door and beat me, the 
only reason why they decided not to was only because the officer in the 
control tower was not a regular--so they told me that when they come to 
work at 6 am the next day. that they were going to come in my cell with 
6 officers and beat the shit out of me and break my face and for me to be 
ready. I fear for my life and I believe they will put me in the hospital like 
they did to the other 4 prisoners in the last few months... I don’t know 
what to do.  I don’t know if this letter will reach you. It’s terrible how 
these officers get away with this inhumane abuse. I and other prisoners 
live in fear every day in here, I took a chance writing you this letter, we 
need help in here, sorry and thank you. God bless you Sara and CPF and 
all staff. Sincerely, Baronell

Correctional? Hardly.
"I am writing this because of the extremely negative effects that this 

current period of imprisonment is having on me. My concern is that the 
totally unprovoked, blatant, but clandestine acts of cruelty, deprivation, 
and low intensity torture are slowly but steadily producing the kind of 
internal, psychological conditions that unmistakably lead to acts of 
relapse and reoffence. Furthermore, that the said acts are neither random 
nor accidental, but form a very calculated and deliberate campaign that 
is designed to undermine my mental as well as physical health and well-
being..."  Jonah, CA.
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Letter from The American 
Diabetes Association

Dear Detention Center: 
The American Diabetes Association (ADA), in its 

position as a global authority on diabetes and author 
of the Standards of Care for Diabetes, writes to share 
information that is important for facilities that detain 
people under criminal or civil law during the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the ADA recommends 
that people with diabetes avoid crowds, especially in 
poorly ventilated spaces. This is because the risk of 
exposure to COVID-19 increases in crowded, closed-in 
settings with little air circulation if there are people in the 
crowd who are sick. 

People with diabetes face a higher chance of 
experiencing serious complications from COVID-19.  In 
general, people with diabetes are more likely to experience 
severe symptoms and complications when infected with a 
virus. When people with diabetes experience fluctuating 
blood sugars, they are generally at risk for a number of 
diabetes-related complications. Having heart disease or 
other complications in addition to diabetes could worsen 
the chance of getting seriously ill from COVID-19, like 
other viral infections, because the body’s ability to fight 
off an infection is compromised. 

Viral infections can also increase inflammation, or 
internal swelling, in people with diabetes. This is also 
caused by above-target blood sugars, and both could 
contribute to more severe complications. 

When sick with a viral infection, people with diabetes 
face an increased risk of DKA (diabetic ketoacidosis), 
commonly experienced by people with type 1 diabetes. 
DKA can make it challenging to manage fluid intake 
and electrolyte levels—which is important in managing 
sepsis. Sepsis and septic shock are some of the more 
serious complications that people with COVID-19 have 
experienced. 

In general, we don’t know of any reason to think 
COVID-19 will pose a difference in risk between type 1 
and type 2 diabetes. 

People detained in crowded locked facilities are at 
significantly elevated risk of contracting infectious 
diseases like COVID-19 because of the close confines 
in which they live. The scientific evidence available 
demonstrates that COVID-19 is highly contagious. 

Based on medical expert guidance, governments are 
taking aggressive steps to minimize people congregating 
in crowded spaces, in an effort to reduce transmission 
of this dangerous virus. Some jurisdictions have issued 
“shelter in place” orders for residents, directing them to 
limit their contact with others except for the most essential 
of purposes. 

Detention facilities frequently lack the health care 
resources, space, and staffing to care for people who are 
acutely ill. This is of heightened concern during these 
times of a dangerous pandemic. When a high number of 
detained people take ill, the number of people requiring 
acute care can quickly overwhelm on-site medical 
resources, with outside facilities increasingly pressed to 
their limits. 

Because people with diabetes face a significant and 
higher-than-average risk of getting seriously ill if infected 
with the COVID-19 virus, up to and including the risk 
of death, criminal and civil detention facilities (prisons, 
jails, juvenile facilities, immigration detention centers, 
psychiatric institutions, etc.) should take aggressive steps 
to protect both the health of these individuals and larger 
public health interests in our communities. 

Local officials should explore all possible strategies 
to release people with diabetes and other serious risk 
factors related to COVID-19, and to reduce the level 
of crowding in detention facilities. Medical furloughs, 
compassionate release, and pretrial or early release for 
those most vulnerable to the virus are among options to 
be considered. 

People also need to be provided with ready access 
to warm or hot water, soap and sanitizer, and adequate 
hygiene and cleaning supplies both for handwashing and 
for cleaning their living area. 

People in detention should also be educated on the 
importance of proper handwashing, coughing into their 
elbows, and social distancing to the extent practicable. 
Information about the spread of the virus, the risks 
associated with it, and prevention and treatment measures 
must be based on the best available science. Education 
should be reiterated upon release to best inform individuals 
on how to prepare for a healthy return to the public. 

Thank you for considering this information as you work 
to ensure that detainees with diabetes are safe during a 
difficult time for all. •

American Diabetes Association
2451 Crystal Drive Suite 900 Arlington, VA 22202 
1-800-DIABETES (342-2383) 

Contribute by visiting www.prisons.org/donate

European Committee for the Prevention 
of Torture and Inhumane or Degrading 
Treatment or Punishment (CPT) 

Statement of principles relating to the treatment of persons 
deprived of their liberty in the context of the coronavirus disease 
(COVID-19) pandemic

Issued on 20 March 2020 
The Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic has created 

extraordinary challenges for the authorities of all member 
States of the Council of Europe. There are specific and intense 
challenges for staff working in various places of deprivation 
of liberty, including police detention facilities, penitentiary 
institutions, immigration detention centres, psychiatric hospitals 
and social care homes, as well as in various newly-established 
facilities/zones where persons are placed in quarantine. Whilst 
acknowledging the clear imperative to take firm action to combat 
COVID-19, the CPT must remind all actors of the absolute 
nature of the prohibition of torture and inhuman or degrading 
treatment. Protective measures must never result in inhuman 
or degrading treatment of persons deprived of their liberty. In 
the CPT’s view, the following principles should be applied by 
all relevant authorities responsible for persons deprived of their 
liberty within the Council of Europe area. 

1) The basic principle must be to take all possible action to 
protect the health and safety of all persons deprived of their 
liberty. Taking such action also contributes to preserving the 
health and safety of staff. 

2) WHO guidelines on fighting the pandemic as well 
as national health and clinical guidelines consistent with 
international standards must be respected and implemented 
fully in all places of deprivation of liberty. 

3) Staff availability should be reinforced, and staff should 
receive all professional support, health and safety protection as 
well as training necessary in order to be able to continue to fulfil 
their tasks in places of deprivation of liberty. 

4) Any restrictive measure taken vis-à-vis persons deprived of 
their liberty to prevent the spread of COVID-19 should have a 
legal basis and be necessary, proportionate, respectful of human 
dignity and restricted in time. Persons deprived of their liberty 
should receive comprehensive information, in a language they 
understand, about any such measures. 

5) As close personal contact encourages the spread of the virus, 
concerted efforts should be made by all relevant authorities to 
resort to alternatives to deprivation of liberty. Such an approach 
is imperative, in particular, in situations of overcrowding. 
Further, authorities should make greater use of alternatives to 
pre-trial detention, commutation of sentences, early release and 
probation; reassess the need to continue involuntary placement 
of psychiatric patients; discharge or release to community 
care, wherever appropriate, residents of social care homes; 
and refrain, to the maximum extent possible, from detaining 
migrants. 

6) As regards the provision of health care, special attention 
will be required to the specific needs of detained persons with 
particular regard to vulnerable groups and/or at-risk groups, 
such as older persons and persons with pre-existing medical 
conditions. This includes, inter alia, screening for COVID-19 
and pathways to intensive care as required. Further, detained 
persons should receive additional psychological support from 
staff at this time. 

7) While it is legitimate and reasonable to suspend non- 
essential activities, the fundamental rights of detained persons 
during the pandemic must be fully respected. This includes 
in particular the right to maintain adequate personal hygiene 
(including access to hot water and soap) and the right of 
daily access to the open air (of at least one hour). Further, any 
restrictions on contact with the outside world, including visits, 
should be compensated for by increased access to alternative 
means of communication (such as telephone or Voice-over- 
Internet-Protocol communication). 

8) In cases of isolation or placement in quarantine of a detained 
person who is infected or is suspected of being infected by the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus, the person concerned should be provided 
with meaningful human contact every day. 

9) Fundamental safeguards against the ill-treatment of 
persons in the custody of law enforcement officials (access to a 
lawyer, access to a doctor, notification of custody) must be fully 
respected in all circumstances and at all times. Precautionary 
measures (such as requiring persons with symptoms to wear 
protective masks) may be appropriate in some circumstances. 

10) Monitoring by independent bodies, including National 
Preventive Mechanisms (NPMs) and the CPT, remains 
an essential safeguard against ill-treatment. States should 
continue to guarantee access for monitoring bodies to all 
places of detention, including places where persons are kept in 
quarantine. All monitoring bodies should however take every 
precaution to observe the ‘do no harm’ principle, in particular 
when dealing with older persons and persons with pre-existing 
medical conditions. 

UNDER THE COLOR OF LAW
FISH

KAGE Universal phone interview, May 2020, Recently Released

They have systematically turned all 
indeterminate sentences into a life sentence. 

And they do it in a way that is subtle, all under 
the color of law...  They commit murder. They 
systematically deny us parole, the right to visit 
or reunite with our family, - all under the color of 
law, hiding behind the constitution... They’re not 
holding them n facts of criminal conduct… 

They  manipulate the law, providing $100,000 
jobs for parole board members, a bunch of retired 
cops and correctional officers. We need a Community 
Release Board. Carpenters... We used to have one. 
And that’s when sentences were proportionate to 
the crime. But me, I left [my community] in my 
20s and got out in my late 60s… All my elders 
were gone. But whatever I went through, none of it 
compares to what my ancestors had to go through 
just so I could be here today. 

Time after time we’ve seen the devils overstep 
their boundaries. I mean, Covid has been with 
us a long time. They just calling it something by 
a different name.. all my life... covid, asbestos, 
mass incarceration ... I mean my ancestors, since 
we’ve been in America, been under one system 
or another. This year it’s Covid, last year it was 
something else. Slavery. Now they call it law,  our 
legal system - I don’t know -  but to me, It’s still 
slavery. It’s just slavery under another name. So 
when we talk about recycling we need to start with 
the constitution, at least as far as it concerns us. 

Reality ain’t no joke. And it changes every day. 
We don’t know what’s going to happen tomorrow, 
but we just have to keep our head up and keep on 
pushing. If we get up tomorrow and things have 
changed…  things are going good today, it could be 
all bad tomorrow, we can’t just fold up… go on and 
give up. I can’t quit. I can’t take my ball and go on 
home. I just need to keep on going with it.  Roll on. 

We have to pool our resources and put ourselves 
in a position to do for ourselves. This is nothing 
new, nothing that hasn’t been done before. We 
did it in the 60’s. Other communities do it all the 
time... Let’s stop talking about what someone else 
isn’t doing for ourselves. Let’s just do it.

As we see now, with the Covid, none of us know 
where it’s going. I just hope and pray that the 
people are safe. I’m talking about the people of 
this here world -- the people that has never had 
a voice, and the people that need a voice. And I 
pray that you be safe and sound and never be 
scared of what you don't know, just get to know it. 
Because the world is always going to be the world. 
But you can change things by collective protest, 
collective demonstration, collective action. All of 
these things make a difference. You did it with the 
Prisoner Human Rights Movement, the Hunger 
Strike in California brought out 30,000 strong 
and told CDCR we aren’t tolerating torture under 
no circumstance. Now you can continue to do it 
and you can always do it, even from the greatest 
injustices you can change things. The power is all 
in the people. So all power to the people, all love, 
and continue to push for change.

IRAN PRISON POPULATION
Iran has temporarily released more than 85,000 

prisoners in an effort to combat the spread of the 
new coronavirus in crowded jails, including political 
prisoners. Judiciary spokesman Gholamhossein 
Esmaili told reporters the inmates were allowed out of 
prison after testing negative for Covid-19 and posting 
bail. "Security prisoners" sentenced to more than five 
years will not be let out.

Human Rights activists say the Islamic Republic 
has freed at least a dozen political prisoners in the 
past few days but that the most prominent political 
prisoners remain incarcerated.

Before the March 9 release, Iran said it had 189,500 
people in prison, according to a report Rehman 
submitted to the Human Rights Council in January. 
They are believed to include hundreds arrested during 
or after anti-government protests in November.

The U.S. has urged Iran to free dozens of dual 
nationals and foreigners held mainly on spying 
charges, saying Washington would hold the Tehran 
government directly responsible for any American 
deaths.

Iran has reported 16,169 coronavirus cases and 
988 deaths from the virus in one of the worst national 
outbreaks outside China, where the pandemic 
originated. Officials have blamed U.S. sanctions, 
reimposed on Tehran since Washington quit Iran’s 
2015 nuclear agreement with six powers, for 
hampering Tehran’s fight against the coronavirus.

 Nobody Should Have To Die In Prison
"But what we're asking is for this particular class, 

this Ashker class, to be considered for release for the 
simple fact these men who endured torture inside a 
long-term solitary confinement for over 10, 20, 30, 40 
years -- so many years that they came out to a culture 
shock. A lot of the brothers lost their melatonin. They 
don't have the same complexion; they’s fragile. So now 
the people are saying "Bring our principal thinkers 
home, because they are an asset to their community. 
They shouldn't have to die in prison..." Baridi

THEY'VE SUFFERED LONG ENOUGH
Message from 

“We are asking CDCR when they start releasing people, 
consider these men. Considered that no one is beyond 
redemption. Consider that these men have promoted a 
document that's a historic document to End All Hostilities. 
And under the guise of  that, you know, a lot of programs that 
are in CDCR, once upon time used to be hostile. A lot of these 
elders, these prison activists, so-called “worst of the worst” 
went back to the general population after decades in solitary 
confinement, and ceased all hostilities on the yards.

Their focal point now is to go home and return to their 
families.  They continue making themselves better men 
and women, dis-incarcerated (de-carcerated). These men 
are coming home as a great asset to their society. So when 
you think “the worst of the worst,” you got to realize, these 
men are the “best of the best”. Because even now under the 
harshest conditions, after being tortured for decades, they're 
still saying “Hey, we're promoting peace cuz it's the new 
cool, you know.  We're mentoring you, We’re getting involved 
on a whole ’nother level.”

We want you all to know, the families and the friends and 
all the allies out here, we really want these men to come 
home, who was heroes during the mass hunger strikes. I can't 
put more emphasis on that. These men been suffering long 
enough. So we're asking the Governor to have empathy and 
allow this to resonate to society and the rest of the world, to  

U.S. Prison Population
December 31, 2019:  1,308,009
March 31, 2020 1,287,416  (-1.6%)

"The distinction between those convicted of violent and 
nonviolent crimes...effectively divides incarcerated people 
between those who are deemed worthy of relief and rights, 
and those who are not. The corona virus crisis has not 
changed that dynamic, with officials making a nonviolent 
conviction a prerequisite for already narrow eligibility 
requirements for release. But excluding those convicted of 
violent crimes from Covid-19-related relief fundamentally 
undermines efforts to stop the virus from overwhelming 
prisons."    Michelle Alexander

PRISONER HUMAN 
RIGHTS MOVEMENT
BLUE PRINT 

Overview, December 1, 2015

"The declaration on protection of all persons from being 
subjected to torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment was adopted by the United Nations 
General Assembly in its resolution 3452 (XXX) of December 
9, 1975. The Declaration contains 12 Articles, the first of which 
defines the term “torture” as: “Any act by which severe pain or 
suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted 
by or at the instigation of a public official on a person for such 
purposes as obtaining his or a third person’s information or 
confession, punishing him for an act he has committed or is 
suspected of having committed, or intimidating him or other 
persons.”

California Department of Corrections and rehabilitation 
(CDCr) has systemic and dysfunctional problems that run 
rampant state-wide (within both Cal.'s Women and Men prisons), 
which demand this California government to take immediate 
action and institute measures to effect genuine tangible changes 
throughout CDCr on all levels.

The entire state government was notified and made aware of 
this “Dysfunctional” CDCr prison system in 2004 when it's own 
governmental CIRP blue ribbon commission (authorized by then 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger) reported this finding and fact. 

However, this CDCr state of “dysfunction” was not new to the 
massive number of women, men and youth being kept warehoused 
in CDCr, because they face it daily. (See Cal. Prison Focus News, 
1990s-Present, Prisoner Reports/Investigation and Findings; San 
Francisco Bay View News Articles; ROCK & PHSS Newsletters, 
etc.)

During the historic California Prisoners' Hunger Strikes (2011-
2013), tens of thousands of men and women prisoners in CDCr's 
solitary confinement torture prisons, as well as a third of the 
general population prisoners, united in solidarity in a peaceful 
protest to expose this dysfunctional system officially reported in 
2004 by the CIRP.

The Prisoner Human Right's Movement (PHRM) Blue Print is 
essentially designed to deal with identifying and resolving primary 
contradictions by focusing on the various problems of CDCr's 
dysfunction, including (but not limited to) the following areas:

1.  The systemic problems we face on 180 and 270 designed 
(level 4) prisons and institutions- Deal with all matters of 
chain-of-command, assessing staff's performance and the 
“Culture” of CDCr Staffing;

2.  The Prisoners' Inmate Welfare Funds (“IWF”): Where 
are the monies being allocated and spent (e.g., Canteen, 
Recreation/Entertainment, Visiting, All Available Television 
Channels, Hobby Craft, etc.)???

3. The injustices, brutality and overall Human Rights 
violations facing women and  men prisoners.

In order to deal with these injustices, we insist on:
 1.  The right to document, expose and challenge abuses and 

violations;
 2.  An end to violence and brutality at the hands of prison 

employees;
3. An end to Police Brutality both inside and outside of 

prison; and
4. The right to be safe from retaliation and from being 

coerced, threatened and  blackmailed to betray fellow 
prisoners with false accusations.

We understand that all prisoner activists throughout CDCr 
have been harassed, threatened, and have had acts of over-
generalization of false intelligence directed at them, women and 
men prisoners.

We must all hold strong to our mutual agreement from this 
point on and focus our time, attention, and energy on mutual 
causes beneficial to all of us [i.e. prisoners], and our best interests. 
We can no longer allow CDCr to use us against each other for 
their benefit!! Because the reality is that we are an empowered, 
mighty force that can positively change this entire corrupt system 
into a system that actually benefits prisoners, and thereby, the 
public as a whole... And we simply cannot allow CDCr/CCPOA-
Prison Guards Union, IGI, ISU, OCS, and SSU to continue to 
get away with their constant form of progressive oppression and 
warehousing of tens of thousands of prisoners.      In Struggle,

PHRM-PN Sitawa Nantambu Jamaa
www.prisonerhumanrightsmovement.orgCPF on the frontlines!

  By Umar F. Waldron

Words are Life fire
My pens’ the fuel, and
this paper is the fuse. . .

Once Lit, it can burn
to enlighten, or burn to 
bruse.

I am the master of
this flame; of it’s pains. . .
Poetry is Like, water to 
a dying man. . .

To calm a mans pride;;
Or to help the wounded
man stand. . . 

So, here i have learned
how to correctly, let these
words of fire burn.

"What have i Learned?”

Living tomorrow while dying today 
By Minister C. Borden 

Currently as COVID-19 destroys our world nationally, the 
prisoners are being  Faced with a major dilemma. A dilemma 
of life or death.

As of this moment no grievances are being heard. Many 
prisoners have contemplated suicide and/or been caught  
attempting to do so. And on a major level prisoners’ funds, 
supplies and food storage or becoming depleted. Many are 
preparing for the worst and even more are putting in work in 
order to isolate themselves in the SHU. 

Within these prisons, many are preparing to see the worst 
outcome of this pandemic. For this reason, knowing that my 
release is alleged to be November 2020, I am preparing as a 
man living tomorrow while dying today.

In the event of my demise, the release of my voice shall 
survive with 

A Touch of Love  

Who's Public Safety are We 
Talking About?

The fact is that I am emotionally/psychologically 
sicker now than when I arrived here despite the cruel, 
inhumane, torturous conditions being inflicted upon 
me here now, my aspiration is to become totally 
harmless to both myself and all others and through 
that provide the necessary healing to myself, the 
victims of my thievery, and the society as a whole. 
So, although these conditions and their concomitant 
abuses and mistreatments are so obviously designed 
and carried out specifically to produce frustration, 
rage, depression, and a sense of total disconnect from 
one’s natural humanity, I do hereby absolutely and 
utterly refuse to succumb to such sordid aims and 
purposes. I realize that incarceration, due to the above 
mentioned conditions, has become none other than 
the chief instigator and perpetrator of my addiction 
(to drugs) driven criminal activities. Therefore, I seek, 
against all odds, to stop this cycle that incarceration 
and the punishment paradigm imposes upon me.

Before you dismiss this as mere flowery rhetoric, 
please consider examining the fully documented 
facts of my criminal and mental health history that 
so clearly reflect the dismal failure of incarceration’s 
claim to secure and protect public safety. To continue 
to do what so beyond obviously does not work is 
terribly absurd and cannot possibly indicate an honest, 
sincere, and intelligent effort to solve the problem. 

With Respect, Jonah.

IT’S A SET UP HERE AT PVSP! 
I went from being good, stable, & progress to moving 

backwards & no progress. A lot of dudes here are 
millennials & don’t know anything & do not care 
b-cuz most are going home soon. They don’t know 
how to use the Inmate appeal process, so prison 
officials have been walking all over them. They fear 
reprisals. As a matter of fact recently the facility has 
put two yards on lockdown-status illegally for 21 days 
because an officer who’s in control of opening doors, 
opened a cell door housing two inmates … another 
was alone & trying enter his own cell & they attacked 
him. They do things like this to purposely put this 
prison on lockdown. In all my years I’ve never seen ½ 
of the B.S. that goes on. As bad as it sounds I was way 
better off at Pelican Bay State Prison… My family 
can’t even come to see me & every time they make 
an appointment we go on some sort of lockdown. I’m 
hoping they get it together soon, which I doubt they 
will!! It makes no sense at all for us who have be given 
a chance at a “behavioral override” to be here, it’s a set 
up! All I can do is keep my head down long enough 
to try for another transfer. Sheesh! I got punished for 
being good! Sent to the Twilight Zone…

Love & Respect, 
Last of a Dying Breed,,  Pleasant Valley State Prison

 CDC officials who used every dirty trick, scheme, & set up 
to break me, rip my soul from my body, make me give up all 
hope on life & paint a picture of just how green the grass is 
on the other side.

So I’ve learned a lot over the years, I’ve become very 
strong minded & heavyhearted. My resilience, determination, 
open mindedness, & flexibility have been my best tools. I’ve 
litigated & challenged prison conditions, most of the time on 
my own which came w/ retaliation from officers at time.
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two officers. He still wasn’t walking on his own. His friends 
— his fellow prisoners — have taken it upon themselves to 
nurse him back to health ever since.

....[Later the nurse] continued to explain why we should 
be grateful that we are receiving any care at all... Her main 
agenda was not to hear my needs or concerns or to help 
address them; it was to provoke passivity, assuage anger, 
and prevent revolt. 

The social category of prisoner 
qualifies one as undeserving of a 
decent civilized life. 

Herein lies the cause of the profound spread of the 
virus throughout the institution: the collective sense 
of the undeservingness of prisoners. A vaccination 
would be nice. Proper P.P.E. would help. But the real 
cure for our woes is an affirmation of the inalienable 
entitlement to life for people in prisons and jails.

"...Who’s behind bars today has more to do with our 
collective choices than individual ones. Our nation has spent 
trillions on endless war and systems of mass incarceration 
and mass deportation; yet basic human rights such as a 
living wage, health care, housing and quality education are 
routinely denied on the grounds that we — the richest country 
in the world — cannot afford to provide to all of our people 
what citizens of many other nations are granted as a matter 
of right. If we had invested heavily in the communities that 
need it most, rather than pouring our resources into policing, 
surveillance, prisons and jails, most of the people who are 
behind bars today would not need to be freed by a group of 
protesters staging a “die-out” on the Statehouse grounds.

....[While] California has released nearly 10,000 people 
from prisons and jails and hopefully will release many more, 
most states are responding like Ohio, even though national 
polling indicates...a clear majority who support various forms 
of decarceration. If we, as communities and as a nation, fail 
to free people in this pandemic because we’d rather risk their 
lives than allow them to come home earlier than our criminal 
injustice system originally planned, we should consider 
ourselves guilty of utter disregard for human life.

BUILDING UPON THE LEGACIES 
OF POLITICAL PRISONERS

Statement in Support of Political Prisoners
Abolitionist Law Center April 30, 2020

As poor communities and communities of color continue to 
wade through a gauntlet of crises, it is encouraging to see 

movements and organizations building and seeking solidarity to 
wage a concerted rescue. It is for this reason that we must now, 
at this moment in our people’s historical arch of resistance and 
struggle, extend a last ditch lifeline to our movement’s political 
prisoners who are on their last legs and in many cases literally their 
last breath; and who as seniors constitute the most vulnerable among 
us. Our movement’s political prisoners, who, despite surviving 
countless hostile encounters with the state’s security forces, are on 
the verge of succumbing to old age and infirmities behind the walls 
and gun towers of the empire’s Prison Industrial Complex.

It is also encouraging to see one of the main issues of these 
communities — mass incarceration — come front and center in 
public consciousness. To see it be recognized as the continuation of 
slavery, and more folks be proud to bear the mantle of abolitionist, is 
heartening. We are witnessing a rising tidal wave of consciousness 
that has the potential of lifting society to a higher level of humanity. 
The need to reform or outright abolish the current legal system has 
never been as mainstream as it is today. Just as the abolitionist 
movement, the suffragist movement, the civil rights movement, 
and the Black Liberation/Black Power movement, were all thrusts 
to humanize this society, today’s criminal legal reform and prison 
abolition movements also have the potential to make this society 
more humane. This “mainstreaming” of criminal justice reform is 
the result of the tireless efforts of activists, families, and advocates 
not abandoning their loved ones and communities to the beast of 
mass incarceration.

However, today’s prison abolitionist and prison reform 
movement will fall woefully short of fully humanizing American 
society if it allows the issue of political prisoners to be perceived 
as a radioactive idea. Because of this reactionary and unfortunate 
perception among certain sectors of the reform movement, some of 
these political prisoners themselves have opted to be excluded from 
any reform or abolition campaign. They perceive themselves as 
radioactive to the fight. This is a sad resignation on the part of our 
greatest living champions of justice. This thinking has as much to 
do with the graciousness and self-sacrifice of our warriors behind 
bars as it does to the way the movement itself has allowed the idea 
of radioactivity, futility, and “lost cause,” to influence and infect its 
direction and sense of justice.

In Pennsylvania, Russell Maroon Shoatz, Fred Muhammad 
Burton, Joseph JoJo Bowen and Mumia Abu-Jamal have 
languished in prisons for decades. They are now seniors and in 
poor health. Nationally, Ruchell Cinque Magee, Ramaine “Chip” 
Fitzgerald, Sundiata Acoli, Dr. Mutulu Shakur, Jalil Muntaquin, Ed 
Poindexter, Kamau Sadiki, Kojo Bomani Sababu, Leonard Peltier, 
Jamil Abdullah Al-Amin, Veronzo Bowers, and Rev. Joy Powell are 
among the longest interned human political prisoners in the world. 
These are our Nelson Mandelas. They are all not just our elders, but 
now our elderly. They resist the passage of time, and the effects of 
long term solitary confinement, unconscionable abuses, and prison 
machinations, that have led to terminal illness in many of them. Not 
just every day that they make it through, but every breath that they 
take, is an act of defiance and preservation of dignity.

We believe that not seeing the movement to free political 
prisoners as part of the movement for criminal legal reform is 
partly the cause of the increased distancing and alienation of 
political prisoners from the criminal legal reform movement. This 
all has helped to increase the isolation of the movement to free 
political prisoners and have led to a costly loss of steam in that 
movement. There are also many within the mainstream criminal 
justice reform movement who don’t want it to be associated with 
the radical politics that define political prisoners. This distancing 

and alienation of political prisoners from the criminal legal 
reform and abolitionist movements, which they helped birth 
and gave thrust and vision to, is unacceptable.

As part of the movement for prison abolition and criminal 
justice reform the Abolitionist Law Center and Amistad 
Law Project rejects the idea, whether strategic or tactical, 
that political prisoners are radioactive to the fight for social 
and criminal justice. We are committed to a strong thrust 
to revive the campaign to free US political prisoners. 
However, we believe that this thrust and campaign must 
also incorporate a critical collective examination of the 
previous struggles of the Political Prisoner movement. This 
would fortify an analysis of contemporary conditions for the 
purpose of projecting a new vision for the political prisoner 
movement that is integral to the abolitionist and reform 
movement at large. This collective examination revolves 
around a recommitment to Restorative and Transformative 
Justice centered on healing, accountability, compassion and 
restoration. It would also recognize the harm suffered and 
the enduring harm that retribution causes to the families 
of political prisoners, the injured family’s parties, and our 
communities. This cycle must be broken.

The Abolitionist Law Center and Amistad Law Project are 
committed to supporting and helping to lead the fight for the 
release of Pennsylvania’s political prisoners through whatever 
legal means available and necessary, be it compassionate 
release, clemency, or pardons. We encourage prison 
abolitionists and prison reform movements to prioritize the 
cases of political prisoners. We will devote resources to the 
rebuilding of a Jericho Pennsylvania Chapter. Our support 
for Political Prisoners will not be conditioned upon guilt or 
innocence, nor will we prioritize or lift claims of innocence.

We believe that prioritizing the innocence of our political 
prisoners runs the risk of continually miring our efforts to get 
them released in the never ending retrying and relitigation of 
their cases. Our position is that our political prisoners have 
served enough time and it is time to bring them home. They 
have served over 40 years and are in their 70’s and 80’s. Many 
are among the longest held political prisoners in the world. 
Statistically, they are in the age group that poses no threat to 
the community or society at large. In fact, their continued 
incarceration serves absolutely no more purpose other than 
endless retribution. We believe that with over 40 years served 
we can firmly say retribution has run its course.

We call on the prison abolition and criminal justice reform 
movements, and supporters of Political Prisoners, to join 
with us in committing to the following points:

1.) Organize and support efforts for compassionate release 
of Political Prisoners through executive clemency and/or 
other means available.

2.) Provide letters supporting clemency for political 
prisoners from criminal justice reform groups and restorative 
justice advocacy groups.

3.) Obtain letters supporting compassionate release from 
state reps and politicians representing our communities.

4.) Advocate for a reconciliation and restorative justice 
process between Political Prisoners and the victims in the 
cases for which they were convicted.

5.) Creation of space for political prisoners in the criminal 
legal reform campaigns, such as the campaigns to end life 
without parole/death by incarceration, to release aging 
prisoners, to include violent cases in the equation of criminal 
justice reform, and to release those human beings who are 
most vulnerable to the effects of COVID-19. This would 
include providing space for political prisoner cases to be 
represented on every movement organization’s agenda, 
including rallies and other actions.

6.) Establishment of a Pennsylvania chapter of Jericho to 
help consolidate and assist all campaigns to free the state’s 
political prisoners.•

Trumped-up felony convictions and plea deals leave 
thousands of black Americans unable to vote; unable 
to access housing; unable to hold a wide range of jobs, 
from nail tech to childcare worker; unable even to 
purchase life insurance, rendering them the walking 
dead.

We see it in the rampant environmental racism that 
threatens the lives of black people in low-income 
neighborhoods across the country. Consider that the 
most polluted zip code in Michigan, 48217, is 84% 
black. 

Isn’t it ironic that hundreds of thousands of 
black Americans are in prison for selling small 
amounts of drugs because prosecutors and 
judges maintained they were poisoning the 
community – but when it came to Flint, where 
the whole community was literally poisoned, not 
one official was punished?

If that isn’t enough evidence of genocide, consider 
the last two acts contained in the UN’s definition – 
preventing births or forcibly transferring the children 
of one group to another. In my book, I document 
how black people have been sterilized without their 
knowledge or against their will for decades and are 
still coerced into sterilization to reduce a prison 
sentence. For much of the last century, a majority 
of states carried out eugenics laws, resulting in the 
sterilization of nearly 65,000 Americans, most often 
women of color. In California, nearly 150 incarcerated 
women were sterilized between 2004 and 2013, 
according to the Center for Investigative Reporting. 
And as recently as 2017, a Tennessee judge offered to 
reduce criminal sentences by 30 days for individuals 
who agree to sterilization or long-form birth control 
implants.

Black children are much more likely to intersect 
with the social welfare system, where they are likely 
to end up in foster care or adopted – that is, raised by 
a group other than their own. In New York City, 53% 
of children in foster care are black, though only 25% 
of children in the city are black. In Minnesota, black 
children are three times more likely to be removed 
from their homes than white children. In many cases, 
the “crime” that led to the children’s removal is their 
parents’ poverty, a condition imposed or fostered by 
society.

The physical, financial, mental, and even spiritual 
deaths inflicted on black Americans are evident 
everywhere – in substandard schools, in the food 
deserts that leave black communities without food 
to survive or thrive, in impoverished neighborhoods 
subject to polluted water and air.

That the use of the word genocide would prove so 
shocking suggests that many Americans lack both a 
knowledge of our history and an awareness of the 
circumstances all around them. In Open Season I 
have tried to hold a mirror to America’s face, because 
we know our nation can and must do better. Like the 
CRC members declared nearly 70 years ago, I charge 
genocide. The case is clear. •
Ben Crump is a civil rights attorney in Tallahassee,   FL.

STG: Stop The GenocideSTG: Stop The Genocide

While many people don't believe that we have political prisoners in the U.S., many aging members of the 
Black Power movement, American Indian movement, Chicano movement and others who never had a 
"criminal mentality" in the first place, have been incarcerated, tortured - in long-term solitary confinement and 
otherwise - and denied parole for decades, for their beliefs and political activism. Instead of being recognized 
for the highly principaled intellects and activists that they are, or the sacrifices they have made in the name of 
humanity and for future generations, they have been labeled "Worst of the Worst" and left for dead. 

False Narratives Sustained and Perpetuated by Propaganda, Obstruct Truth and Justice
and Perpetuate the Tendency of People Who are Not Directly Impacted To Turn a Blind Eye

FIRST THEY CAME...
The poetic form of a prose post-war confession first 

made in German in 1946 by the German Lutheran pastor 
Martin Niemöller (1892–1984). It is about the cowardice of 
German intellectuals and certain clergy (including, by his 
own admission, himself) following the Nazis' rise to power 
and subsequent incremental purging of their chosen targets, 
group after group.

First they came for the socialists, and I did not 
speak out—
Because I was not a socialist.
Then they came for the trade unionists, and I 
did not speak out—
 Because I was not a trade unionist.
Then they came for the Jews, and I did not 
speak      out—
  Because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for me—and there was no one 
left to speak for me.

By Ben Crump, The Gaurdian, November 15, 2019

Consider the physical, financial, mental, even spiritual 
deaths inflicted on black Americans

In the weeks since the release of my book, Open Season: 
Legalized Genocide of Colored People, the question I’ve been 
asked most often is whether my use of the word genocide in 
the title was meant to be intentionally provocative, rather than 
reflective of reality.

Surely, genocide is too strong a word for the maltreatment of 
black people in America, some interviewers have suggested. 
True genocide is something that happened in Nazi Germany, 
Armenia and Rwanda, not the United States of America.

Yet we don’t need to look any further than the definition 
contained in article 2 of the United Nations’ 1948 Convention 
on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide:

 “Genocide means any of the following acts 
committed with intent to destroy, in whole or 
in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious 
group.” It then goes on to describe the acts as 
“killing, causing serious bodily or mental harm, 
deliberately inflicting conditions calculated to 
bring about its physical destruction in whole or 
in part, imposing measures intended to prevent 
births, or forcibly transferring children of the 
group to another group”.

The first case for charging the American government with 
the genocide of black Americans was brought in 1951 by a 
group called the Civil Rights Congress (CRC) in We Charge 
Genocide: The Historic Petition to the United Nations for 
Relief from a Crime of The United States against the Negro 
People.

The CRC was attacked, accused of exaggerating racial 
inequality, and disbanded in 1956. In hindsight, the paper – 
and its charge of genocide – was prescient and has stood the 
test of time.

Bryan Stevenson, founder of the Equal Justice Initiative, 
has documented 4,400 racial terror lynchings so far. He has 
brought the historical evidence of genocide to life in an exhibit 
at the National Memorial for Peace and Justice; there, visitors 
walk under 800 steel columns representing black Americans 
who were lynched – some bearing names, some printed with 
“unknown” and the location of the lynching.

Rather than fading into a shadowy past, the case for charging 
genocide has – if anything - only grown stronger and clearer 
since the CRC first brought its petition.

Trayvon Martin, Philando Castile, Tamir Rice, Michael 
Brown, Stephon Clark - daily, the news is filled with 
documentation of black people wrongfully killed by police, 
of black lives treated as though they had no value, of lives 
extinguished without accountability and without justice.

But the evidence of genocide doesn’t stop with outright 
murder. The mass incarceration of black people testifies to a 
prison industrial complex that uses black lives as fuel to feed 
its profits. Consider the generational harm of incarcerating 
black people, who make up only 13% of the population but 
27% of all arrests, 33% of those in jail or prison and 42% of 
those on death row. We see genocide in the generations of black 
families who have been economically and psychologically 
destroyed by a justice system that incarcerated poor blacks 
for using crack cocaine, while slapping the wrists of white 
professionals who used cocaine in its white powder form. We 
see that hypocrisy continue today as opioid use is deemed an 
“epidemic” and disproportionately white users are treated 
as addicts in need of treatment. We see it as the government 
devises ways to profit from the legal marijuana industry while 
thousands of black Americans rot in prison for possessing or 
selling weed to support their families.

We see it in the masses of black Americans who have 
been forced or coerced into felony convictions or plea deals, 
costing them the basic essentials of a successful life – an act I 
call in my book “killing us softly”.

Consider the cascade of consequences that follows a felony 
label, which disproportionately affects black Americans.  

FROM PRISON 2 THE 
STREETS, LET'S STRIKE 
GENOCIDE

Let our people go
By Michelle Alexander, New York Times, May 13, 2020

May 13, 2020Activists, community leaders, medical 
experts and family members of people who are incarcerated 
have been raising their voices to little avail....In Ohio, my 
home state, more than 80 percent of the people caged at 
Marion have been infected with the coronavirus because 
of the state’s lackluster response. [Justice coalitions] 
demanded that Gov. Mike DeWine release 20,000 prisoners, 
about 40 percent of those in state custody, by the end of 
May. In response to coronavirus concerns, Governor 
DeWine commuted seven sentences and created an opaque 
process through which the prison population may have 
been trimmed by roughly 1,300. The bulk of the reduction 
has been accomplished through diversions to alternative 
programs that lowered new prison admissions rather than 
through releases. About 200 people have been recommended 
for early release.

....While the coalition’s demand to release 20,000 people 
might strike some as unreasonable, Gary Daniels, the chief 
lobbyist at the A.C.L.U. of Ohio insists that figure should 
actually be viewed as a floor considering the scale of the 
crisis....“The system is already 10,000 above capacity,” 
he told me. “Roughly 22 percent of people are there for 
technical violations of their post-release conditions. And the 
No. 1 reason people end up in prison is for drug offenses. 
Releasing 20,000 is the baseline.” 

.... As I see it, people who have been convicted of 
violent crimes — not just nonviolent ones — should be 
considered for possible release. Why should we exclude 
from consideration someone convicted of armed robbery 
at 18, who’s still locked up at age 45, simply because he 
has two more years left on his sentence? Our governments 
have been willing to shut down our entire economy, sparing 
only those sectors deemed “essential.” Shouldn’t we also 
consider whether it is truly “essential” for millions of people 
to be caged?

Saying that it has been difficult to persuade policymakers 
to listen to the voices of those most affected would be a gross 
understatement. Given the restrictions on public gatherings, 
activists have had to become remarkably creative. (eg: 
A car caravan followed by a “socially distant die-out” in 
which eople laid in rows, six feet apart. Supporters chanted 
the slogan “20K by May.”  In the days after the protest, I 
wondered what could be said that might make a difference. 
Facts, data, medical evidence and pleas from family members 
have not been enough to stir a meaningful response.....

[Following are excerpts from a letter Alexander shared.] ...I 
walked to the back of the dorm today to check on my friend. 
He is confined to his bed by Covid-19.... [The nurse] knew 
nothing of this man because, while his case is documented, 
no one has come to examine him. A cursory glance will 
show anyone how serious his condition is. Neither he nor I 
have notified the staff because we know from other friends’ 
experiences that he will be thrown into a cell and left to his 
own devices. We believe that we - unqualified inmates - can 
do better.

....I also thought of another friend who, only now after 
two weeks, is beginning to walk on his own again. The virus 
hit him hard. At one point he had such difficulty breathing 
that we thought for certain he would die. We frantically 
scrambled around trying all sorts of remedies, while 
insisting that the guards alert the medical staff. The nurses 
refused to come. For hours, we fought for his life. The only 
thing that helped was boiling water and Vicks 44 in a crock 
pot and allowing him to inhale the steam. In the meantime, 
we contacted his family and told them to contact the 
administration incessantly. After about 3 ½ hours, the nurse 
arrived. She took him to the medical area. Less than an hour 
later, we watched him be carried back into the building by 

CPF and Our Allies 
Riding on CDCr

AMERICA'S RESPONSE 
TO THE HOLOCAUST AND 
OTHER GENOCIDES
Published by the State Historical Society of Iowa

Following its defeat in World War I and the punitive 
peace treaty the followed, Germany fell into a deep and 

extended economic depression. Nationalist leaders found a 
willing audience when they looked for scapegoats who could 
be blamed for the country’s troubles. Adolf Hitler’s National 
Socialist Party claimed that the Jewish people were traitors 
during the war and a blight on the nation. Hitler claimed that 
the Aryan race (northern Europeans) were genetically superior 
to all others and that the Jews were inferior. When he rose to 
power in the early 1930s, he began to impose punitive policies 
to punish and shame the Jews.

Extermination of the Jewish People
With the start of the war, Jews were rounded up and forced 

into work camps to make war supplies for their Nazi captors. 
They imposed similar policies on nations that they conquered, 
including France and eastern Europe. As the war progressed, 
the Nazis moved to even harsher measures until they reached 
the "ultimate solution" to the Jewish question: extermination 
of all Jews under their control. Concentration camps began 
the grisly process of killing Jews in massive numbers. Allied 
troops that began liberating these camps in 1945 were shocked 
at Nazi inhumanity, and German leaders responsible for giving 
such orders were tried and convicted in the Nuremburg Trials 
by international courts for their crimes.

While America knew about pre-war Nazi discrimination 
against the Jews, it did little to protest or demand an end to 
it. There was a heated debate in the nation about American 
involvement in or isolation from European disputes. The U.S. 
refused to expand its immigration policies to accept more Jews 
fleeing from Nazi persecution.

NO STATE EXECUTION 
BY COVID-19!

Car Caravan to San Quentin 

The public must rise in protest to demand justice, 
and that is what happened in front of San Quentin 

on May 9th. The Labor Action Committee To Free 
Mumia Abu-Jamal brought activists together for a a 
car caravan/protest, rally and press conference at San 
Quentin Prison on May 9th, demanding that Governor 
Newsom immediate release the elderly, sick or immune-
compromised prisoners, and all those who are close to 
parole. As we all know, confined spaces like prisons, 
ICE Detention facilities and  jails act as incubators of 
the deadly COVID-19 virus.–

While earlier this year Newsom declared his 
opposition to the death penalty, many confined people 
- some guilty, some not - have been left to die. Some 
are "guilty" of nothing more than questioning or 
challenging a corrupt, abusive system that is destroying 
their communities,creating solidarity amongst prison 
groups and engaging in peaceful protest, like the 16 
men who signed and promote the Agreement to End All 
Hostilities. Those 16 individuals have systymatically 
been denied parole since their release from decades-
long solitary confinement. On Saturday, we mobilized 
to say, No. This is not OK. We demands justice, and we 
won't stop  stop, can't stop, until we have it. 
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people, we recommend the following:
• The purposes and practices of medical isolation and 

quarantine should be clearly described to incarcerated 
people and their advocates, as well as to the corrections 
staff that oversees them.

• Corrections officials should only require people on 
an entire housing unit to stay in their cells (“lockdown”) 
if medical professionals determine a symptomatic person 
resides or works on that unit or contact tracing flags a 
confirmed or suspected case. In this event, time-limitations 
must be clearly communicated to residents and staff. 
Based on current evidence, 5 days is the average time from 
exposure to symptom onset of COVID-19, and 97.5% of 
people show symptoms within 11 days. Depending on how 
evidence

emerges in the weeks to come, unit-specific lockdowns 
could reasonably last 5 to 11 days, but not beyond 14 days, 
without new evidence of the virus entering the housing unit.

All decisions should be documented and communicated 
with health officials. Prisons, jails, and other places of 
detention that are not able to comply with ethical standards 
of quarantine and medical isolation in the COVID-19 
pandemic should urgently implement strategies to release 
or transfer people to locations that have the capacity to meet 
community standards of medical care.

Solitary Confinement is defined by the U.S. Department 
of Justice as: “ [A]ny type of detention that involves: (1) 
removal from the general inmate population, whether 
voluntary or in voluntary; (2) placement in a locked room or 
cell, whether alone or with another inmate; and (3) inability 
to leave the room or cell for the vast majority of the day, 
typically 22 hours or more.”

WHO and CDC define Medical Isolation in a correctional 
context as: “Confining a confirmed or suspected COVID-19 
case (ideally to a single cell with solid walls and a solid 
door that closes), to prevent contact with others and to 
reduce the risk of transmission. Medical isolation ends 
when the individual meets pre-established clinical and/or 
testing criteria for release from isolation, in consultation 
with clinical providers and public health officials…In this 
context, isolation does NOT refer to punitive isolation for 
behavioral infractions within the custodial setting. Staff are 
encouraged to use the term “medical isolation” to avoid 
confusion.

The American Medical Association defines Quarantine 
as: the separation and restricted movement of people who 
were exposed to a contagious disease while awaiting the 
results of testing.

Amend at UCSF works to fundamentally transforms 
culture inside prisons and jails to reduce their debilitating 
health effects, drawing on public health-oriented correctional 
practices from Norway and elsewhere to inspire changes 
in correctional cultures and create environments in the 
U.S.. Amend is currently focused on providing resources, 
expertise, and support to correctional systems confronting 
the global COVID-19 pandemic.•

THE ETHICAL USE OF MEDICAL 
ISOLATION
AMEND: Changing Correctional Culture, April 9, 2020
By David Cloud, JD, MPH; Dallas Augustine, MA; Cyrus 
Ahalt, MPP; & Brie Williams, MD, MS
https://amend.us/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Medical-
Isolation-vs-Solitary_Amend.pdf

This brief clarifies the differences between “medical 
isolation,” “quarantine,” and “solitaryconfinement,” and 

describes the services and benefits that corrections officials 
should provide to people who are separated for medical 
isolation or quarantine so that they are not subjected to 
punitive and traumatizing conditions of solitary confinement. 
It is intended to provide guidance to departments of 
correction, prison and jail residents, advocates, and other key 
stakeholders to help ensure that using medical isolation or 
quarantine to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 in correctional 
facilities follow the highest standards of medical ethics.
The distinction between “solitary confinement”, 
“medical isolation”, and “quarantine”

• Solitary Confinement is the practice of isolating 
incarcerated people from the rest of theprison population 
while simultaneously imposing punitive measures such as 
major restrictionson visitors, phone calls, recreation and 
outdoor time, and access to personal property.

• Quarantine is the practice of separating and restricting 
the movement of people who may have been exposed to a 
contagious disease until results of a laboratory test confirm 
whether or not they have contracted the disease. These 
individuals may have been exposed to COVID-19, for 
example, by spending prolonged time in close proximity to 
someone who has tested positive, or they may have early 
symptoms of a potential COVID-19 infection.

• Medical Isolation is the practice of isolating incarcerated 
people from the rest of the prison population when they show 
signs or test positive for COVID-19 in order to stem the risk 
of COVID-19 transmission throughout the prison.
The ease with which COVID-19 can spread in prisons 
and jails

The millions of people incarcerated in the U.S. are 

particularly vulnerable to infection, illness, and death 
from COVID-19, due to high rates of underlying medical 
conditions coupled with confinement in crowded and 
often unsanitary conditions with limited access to personal 
hygiene products. As the World Health Organization 
(WHO), Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and many others 
have emphasized, social distancing, regular handwashing, 
and frequently sanitizing living spaces are essential to 
preventing the spread of COVID-19 and “flattening the 
curve” (or delaying the transmission of disease in order to 
distribute the need for life saving healthcare resources over 
time rather than all at once).

Unfortunately, it is virtually impossible to follow these 
directives in many correctional facilities, where hundreds 
and even thousands of people are confined in overcrowded, 
often unsanitary conditions — and where people generally 
lack sufficient access to soap, sanitizer, hot water, and other 
materials necessary to minimize the risk of COVID-19 
infection.

Many public health experts, policymakers, advocates, 
and community leaders have called for the swift release of 
as many people as possible from correctional facilities in 
order to mitigate the accelerated spread of the virus among 
incarcerated people, correctional workforces, and the larger 
community. Increasingly, state and local leaders are heeding 
this call. These actions will surely prevent infections, 
alleviate suffering, save lives, and help “flatten the curve” 
inside and outside prisons and jails. However, the number of 
people released to date has been relatively small. Millions 
of people will remain in custody as COVID-19 continues 
to spread. Some of these individuals will require temporary 
quarantine or medical isolation to stem the transmission of 
COVID-19.
The complexity of using isolation as a tactic to 
minimize COVID-19 transmission in jails and prisons

1. Placing people in solitary confinement (punitive 
isolation) will worsen the COVID-19 crisis.Many 
corrections officials lack guidance on how to humanely 
and effectively separate sick orcontagious individuals 
from the general population. At times, the most feasible 
and only available housing units in jails and prisons for 
medical isolation or quarantine of sick patients are those 
used for punitive solitary confinement in “normal” times 
(single cells, solid cell doorsrather than barred, removed 
from the main center of  the prison). Use of these units for 
medical purposes, while often necessary, can run the risk 
of corrections officials falling back on regular policies and 
procedures governing living conditions in these units that 
harm the health of those exposed. (see figure for policy 
differences)

2. Fear of being placed in solitary will deter people 
from reporting symptoms to correctional staff. Experts and 
advocates are deeply concerned that incarcerated people, 
many of whom will go to great pains to avoid solitary 
confinement due to well-established mental and physical 
health harms associated with the experience, will not come 
forward when they have symptoms of COVID-19 because 
they do not want to be placed in such conditions. This 
avoidance of reporting symptoms or illness will not only 
accelerate the spread of infection within facilities but also 
increase the likelihood of prisoner deaths due to lack of 
treatment.

3. Preemptive lockdowns may result in failure to detect 
symptomatic people and cause undue stress to residents. 
Some correctional facilities are preemptively placing entire 
units or facilities on “lockdown” for indefinite amounts 
of time, meaning that people are confined to a small cell, 
alone or with another person nearly all the time. Meals, 
medications, commissary, and other goods are delivered 
to the cell door. Recreation, programming, educational and 
religious services are shut down. As a result, interactions 
with correctional staff and healthcare staff often become 
less frequent and people with symptoms may go undetected.

During the COVID-19 crisis, medical isolation and 
quarantine should be used only as medically necessary, and 
these procedures should result in living conditions clearly 
distinct from those found in solitary confinement.

COVID-19 presents daunting public health challenges 
both inside and outside correctional facilities. Separating 
people who become infected is a necessary public health 
challenge, particularly in prisons and jails. But turning to 
the punitive practice of solitary confinement in response 
to the COVID-19 crisis will only make things worse. 
Research shows that keeping people socially isolated 
in a closed cell without a meaningful opportunity to 
communicate with family, friends, and loved ones or to 
participate in exercise, educational, and rehabilitative 
programming (solitary confinement) causes immense, and 
often irreparable, psychological harm. Emerging evidence 
suggests that the COVID-19 pandemic will last for at least 
several more months. Moreover, some people in prison will 
hide symptoms to avoid being housed in such damaging 
conditions, even if only temporarily.

To minimize the risk of worse health among incarcerated 

INCARCERATED 
ABOLITIONIST 
RETALIATED AGAINST 
FOR SPEAKING OUT
By Ian Alexander

Shadowproof, April 14, 2020

Incarcerated abolitionist organizer Stephen Wilson began 
a hunger strike on April 7 to protest repression and 

retaliation he faced from the Pennsylvania Department of 
Corrections for speaking out about COVID-19 behind bars. 

Wilson is imprisoned at SCI-Fayette, a prison located on 
a toxic waste dump south of Pittsburgh, where he has been a 
vocal critic of the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections’ 
(PADOC) weak response to the outbreak of COVID-19. He 
has been working with outside supporters to raise money for 
incarcerated people across Pennsylvania to buy their own 
soap, cleaning supplies, and sealed foods to help slow the 
spread of the virus. 

Wilson also worked to get the word out about the 
conditions faced by people inside, expressing unflinching 
solidarity with all incarcerated people during this crisis. 

For these simple actions, which PADOC sees as dangerous 
threats to its legitimacy, he has been sent to solitary 
confinement for 30 days.

On April 1, PADOC issued Wilson a misconduct report 
citing a message he sent over GTL ConnectNetwork, 
a privately contracted prisoner email service used in 
Pennsylvania. The message matched word-for-word a page 
on Wilson’s blog, called Dreaming Freedom, Practicing 
Abolition. 

The report stated that a “preponderance of evidence shows 
that Inmate Wilson used GTL message system to have a post 
posted encouraging inmates to hunger strike.” 

The post in question declared his solidarity with people 
hunger striking at New York City’s Rikers Island jail 
complex. That strike was organized to protest the lack of 
personal protective equipment, disconnected phones, and 
overcrowding—deadly conditions that are present even 
when a virus isn’t tearing through the city and its jails. 

People incarcerated on Rikers Island made demands that 
were echoed in recommendations by the NYC Board of 
Corrections for moderate decarceration of the city’s jails: the 
immediate release of people over the age of 50, people jailed 
for parole violations, people especially vulnerable because 
of underlying health issues, and people serving sentences of 
less than one year.

Wilson wrote, “They should not have to go on hunger strike 
for these things to occur, but as usual, jail administrators 
refuse to prioritize prisoners’ health and well being. I fully 
support these prisoners and their demands.”

Preparing to defend himself from these charges at the 
hearing, Wilson looked to legal arguments for the protected 
status of hunger strikes as a form of symbolic free speech. He 
planned to point out the absurdity of the prison’s argument 
that sending a message to friends who post his words on 
a blog could ever “encourage” activity that was already 
underway on Rikers Island, and which people incarcerated 
there could not read, and could therefore not have an effect 
on security. 

But when Wilson arrived at the hearing on the morning 
of April 7,  the official overseeing the hearing had a very 
different set of accusations. According to Wilson, the official 
claimed he had somehow accessed the website and copied 
the message of solidarity into emails that he then circulated. 
The prison rejected the idea that Wilson had written those 
words as “impossible.”

Not only was there no evidence to substantiate this claim, 
but the timestamps show the GTL message from Wilson was 
sent before the blog post was published. 

As punishment, Wilson was subjected to isolation for 30 
days—a punishment harsh enough to elicit sympathy and 
surprise from nearby corrections officers. 

Wilson appealed the misconduct report and is exploring 
legal options with outside supporters. 

“They struck first, now it’s my turn,” he said on April 7, 
vowing to continue to hunger strike until he is released from 
the hole. 

As of Monday April 13, Wilson had not eaten for a 
week, refusing 20 meals. He is committed to a response 
proportionate to the repression, which means a legal 
challenge that fully restores his right to free speech and, 
most importantly for him, keeps PADOC from doing this to 
repress and intimidate others. 

Even under all this pressure, Wilson is in characteristically 
good spirits, angry but unfazed and ready to fight back 
against an arrogant ruling of a racist kangaroo court.

Wilson Targeted To Enforce Prison’s Silence During 
COVID-19

Wilson has been targeted before for daring to organize 
study groups and engage in political education behind the 
walls. But this new wave of repression was designed, his 
supporters argue, to block information flowing out of the 
state’s 27 prisons as DOC places incarcerated people at risk 
of death from COVID-19. 

According to Pennsylvania prisoners, those risks include 

sloppy screening of COs, unsafe handling of food by staff 
without gloves or masks; limited and delayed access to 
cleaning and hygienic supplies; and a statewide lockdown 
that limits access to programs and services, and confines all 
prisoners to their cells for 23 hours and 15 minutes a day. 

PADOC decided to make an example of Wilson by punishing 
him for his political work, formalizing the retaliation with 
vague, shifting, and contradictory accusations of misconduct. 
His supporters argue isolation serves their interest to keep 
him off the phones and out of contact with the outside. 

As Wilson said in a last call before being sent to the hole, 
“Now I am truly a political prisoner.”

The fight for open channels of communication between 
imprisoned people and their families, friends, and supporters 
outside is always part of the struggle against prisons. 

Right now, that fight is intensifying as prisons try to secure 
even greater control over information that could further erode 
their legitimacy by displaying publicly how their negligence, 
error, and malice aids the spread of the coronavirus. 

In a statement released on April 8, Wilson said, “these 
walls are not here only to keep me in but to keep you out, and 
now you see what happens when someone speaks out about 
what’s happening behind these walls.” 

Wilson’s position has been affirmed in part in the responses 
given to his outside supporters, who made phone calls in his 
defense. They were threatened with harassment complaints 
and told they would have their phone numbers blocked by 
the prison. 

One person said they were assured by a corrections officer 
that Wilson would “die in the hole.” Meanwhile, Wilson 
was left with no blanket or fresh clothes, and no access to 
the shower for five days. Most of his property is still not 
accounted for. 

Wilson’s case is important but the stakes are bigger than his 
individual safety. His supporters believe PADOC is engaged 
in an attempt to reinforce the silence necessary to maintain 
violent control inside and the appearance of legitimacy 
outside. 

If prisoners like Wilson can’t publish, share information, 
and make general statements of solidarity, loved ones and 
supporters outside have no way of knowing what’s going on 
inside. Speech is one of the few rights that imprisoned people 
can still claim, and even this varies widely between states 
and facilities. Where it exists, it has to be fiercely defended 
whenever it is attacked. This is critical to organizing and the 
survival of incarcerated people. 

Working with a small group of comrades inside and outside, 
Wilson is preparing to launch a journal in Spring 2020 called 
In The Belly. The journal will be primarily geared toward 
accessible abolitionist political education, written by and for 
incarcerated people, members of their communities, and their 
supporters. The project is small and volunteer-run, but it will 
be free for prisoners •

MASS INCARCERATION 
POSES A UNIQUELY 
AMERICAN RISK IN THE 
CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC
By Alice Speri from 
The Intercept, May 6, 2020 

There is a fundamental flaw in the models that Trump 
administration officials have used to project the curve of 

the coronavirus outbreak as it rips across the United States. 
Those models were based on other countries’ experiences 
with the virus — from China to Italy — and do not account 
for a uniquely American risk factor: mass incarceration.
There are currently 2.3 million people incarcerated in U.S. 
jails and prisons. The U.S. accounts for 4 percent of the 
world’s population and 21 percent of its prisoners. While 
incarcerated people have been released in trickles across the 
country as the U.S. has become the global epicenter of the 
pandemic, those releases are hardly making a dent in the 
density of prisons and jails, and they pale in comparison 
to the tens of thousands of people freed by other countries 
with far lower incarceration rates. So far, at least 295 men 
and women in the U.S. have died after contracting the virus 
behind bars — a figure that is climbing by the day and 
remains “dramatically underreported,” according to experts 
who have been tracking it. The official number of positive 
cases reveals little beyond how few incarcerated people 
are being tested: In the handful of facilities with higher test 
rates, most people were found to be positive. Eight of the 10 
largest outbreaks in the country are in prisons and jails.

But mass incarceration is not only causing people to die 
of Covid-19 behind bars. As corrections facilities become 
hot spots, the virus is also rapidly spreading into the 
surrounding communities. A new model released in April 
by the American Civil Liberties Union suggests that when 

jails are accounted for, estimates of the death toll are off by 
at least 100,000. And that’s for jails alone — not prisons or 
immigration detention facilities.

It’s not hard to imagine why prisons and jails have quickly 
become the epicenter of the epicenter.

“There’s no such thing as social distancing in prison,” a 
man incarcerated in a New York state maximum security 
facility wrote to me. “How can an incarcerated individual 
maintain social distancing in a population of over 2,000?” 
he added. “With 240 men to a block, minus the guards? With 
every man dwelling on all sides of one another, constantly?”

“This is a time bomb,” another incarcerated man wrote. 
“The mess halls and lines traveling to and from, among other 
places, are areas of mass density. They have cut down the 
amount of people per table, but we’re still less than 2 feet 
part.”

“I am sure you can imagine that the jailhouse is in the 
worst state it has been in anyone’s memory,” added the man, 
who has spent the last 25 years in prison. “In this particular 
warehouse, it seems like every day we hear of someone 
in the cell sick, taken to a section of cells for the sick, 
placed in the medical department’s isolation, or taken to an 
outside hospital.” The prison had finally started to provide 
inmates with face coverings, though not real masks, and 
hand sanitizer, he noted. Hand sanitizer is usually banned 
in prisons as contraband, a lawyer said on a recent call, 
“because it has alcohol in it, and I guess they think that 
people are going to drink it.” The fact that some prisons are 
starting to relax the rule is a sign of how dire the situation 
is getting, and how little officials are actually doing to stop 
the virus.

The psychological toll, too, is even more staggering 
behind bars. “I haven’t been this stressed out since I was on 
trial,” a third man wrote to me, before listing all the loved 
ones who were falling ill as he sat in prison unable to be with 
them. “It’s the fear of calling home and finding out someone 
else I held close to the heart passed away. It’s the fear of 
never being able to see someone I love ever again and not 
being able to pay my proper respects.”

Everything Is an Undercount
For the past two months, Sharon Dolovich has been 

tracking the tsunami sweeping through the country’s prisons 
and jails. Early on in the U.S. outbreak, when prisons’ first 
response to the threat was to shut down visits, Dolovich, a 
professor at the University of California, Los Angeles School 
of Law, started a spreadsheet to keep track of each facility’s 
Covid-19 policies. Prisoners’ rights lawyers were scrambling 
to help their clients. Dolovich made the document public “so 
people don’t reinvent the wheel,” she told me. “People were 
writing demand letters and starting to do court filings to go 
to court and try to get people released. Not everybody had to 
do it for themselves — I could share.”

As the virus spread, the spreadsheet quickly grew into a 
more ambitious project — and the most complete picture we 
have of how the crisis is impacting jails and prisons across 
the country. Dolovich started hearing from former students, 
advocacy groups, and strangers offering to monitor releases, 
juvenile detention centers, and requests filed with each 
facility, among other information. When state corrections 
departments began to post regular updates about positive 
cases and deaths, many in response to mounting public 
pressure, a group of students started recording the data daily 
to track the growth of cases over time. They also scoured 
news reports and tapped into other resources to provide data 
that was sometimes more up to date than the official tallies.

“Everything we are seeing is undercounted,” Dolovich 
emphasized. “It’s in the interest of the prison systems to 
pretend these people are not dying from Covid.”

“It’s in the interest of the prison systems to pretend these 
people are not dying from Covid.”

Born as a crisis response tool, the project also aims to 
document the pandemic in the country’s prisons and jails 
before officials have an opportunity to rewrite its history. 
“One of the things that we’re predicting is that after the 
initial emergency has passed, the number of people who 
died during this period and the number of people who are 
reported to have died from Covid are going to be very 
different,” Dolovich said. “I think jails and prisons are going 
to pretend that people died from other things.”

As incomplete as the data might be, UCLA’s Covid-19 
Behind Bars project is breathtaking for the scale of the 
catastrophe it captures. It is also an indictment of a criminal 
justice system that both enables so much death and fails to 
account for it. In addition to 295 deaths, the UCLA project 
has documented at least 21,007 coronavirus cases among 
incarcerated people, as well as at least 8,754 cases, and 34 
deaths, among corrections staff. No government agency has 
compiled or made public this collective data.

According to U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, 
674 detainees have tested positive, out of 1,346 people 
tested. So far, at least one detainee has died of the virus, at 
the Florence staging facility, a transfer center in Arizona. At 
least four ICE staff at the Hudson County Jail in New Jersey 

have died. And cases were reported, among both staff and 
detainees, at more than 40 other facilities. Cases were also 
confirmed at more than two dozen correctional facilities for 
youth, according to the UCLA data.

Part of the reason there’s no official comprehensive dataset 
tracking the impact of the coronavirus in the U.S. prison 
system is because there is no unified system, but rather a 
tangle of federal, state, and local jurisdictions. “It’s always 
been a decentralized fight, state by state, county by county,” 
said Dolovich.

That presents both a massive challenge and an opportunity, 
added Dolovich, whose project also tracks which authorities 
are in charge of various jurisdictions. Because there is no 
centralized body overseeing Covid-19 responses in prisons 
and jails, advocates have been lobbying hundreds of officials 
across the country, while armies of lawyers have been 
working around the clock on behalf of individual clients and 
entire classes of people. They have filed motions with dozens 
of courts arguing for relief that can range from diversion to 
lower sentences to compassionate release. “The level of 
advocacy effort and involvement is actually astonishing and 
inspiring right now,” Dolovich said. “There’s no easy levers. 
So people are basically slamming their heads against the 
wall and trying to see if there’s any kind of weakness they 
can take advantage of to help their clients.”

“We’ve had 40 years of a legal system that’s been crafted 
with the effect of making it extremely hard to provide 
any kind of meaningful constitutional relief for people,” 
she added. “We respond to any kind of social crisis with 
incarceration, and what we’re seeing now is the fruits of 
those efforts.”

Each Its Own Universe
The fragmentation of the U.S. criminal justice system — 

a sprawling, decentralized bureaucracy with thousands of 
jurisdictions and powerholders — has long served to hide the 
full cost of mass incarceration. Comprehensive data on those 
the U.S. deprives of their freedom is virtually impossible to 
obtain in a timely fashion, if at all. The coronavirus crisis has 
laid bare this systemic failure more than ever. The country’s 
more than 3,000 jails, in particular, function like fiefdoms. 
While state corrections departments oversee prisons, and the 
Bureau of Prisons runs federal facilities, jails operate under 
the authority of thousands of local officials. Only a handful 
of states collect data from their jails.

“We literally have thousands of criminal justice systems.”
“There isn’t centralized reporting, responsibility, or 

accountability,” said Insha Rahman, director of strategy and 
new initiatives at the Vera Institute of Justice, which has 
long sought to fill in the gaps in official data and recently 
launched a new tracker monitoring Covid-19 responses 
across the jail system. “It’s actually literally going county by 
county to get that information.”

“It’s so hard to know what’s happening across the entire 
country,” echoed Udi Ofer, the director of the ACLU’s 
Justice Division. “We don’t have one criminal justice system 
in the United States, we literally have thousands of criminal 
justice systems. … It’s so decentralized that every jail, every 
prison is its own universe.”

The ACLU model attempted to account for the 
“uniqueness of every jail and community,” said Lucia 
Tian, the organization’s chief analytics officer, adding that 
their model was the combination of “over 1,200 individual 
models with tailored information from those particular jail 
systems and counties.” The model predicted that, with highly 
effective social distancing in place, accounting for jails 
would increase U.S. Covid-19 deaths by 98 percent — from 
a projected 101,000 to 200,000. With less effective social 
distancing, jails could bump up the death toll by 188,000, for 
a predicted total of 1,177,000.

The UCLA project tracks jails too — though only a few 
jail systems are making coronavirus data readily available 
to the public, mostly in larger cities where scrutiny is 
highest. Those jails have been devastated by the virus. At 
Rikers Island, in New York City, where three inmates and 
nine corrections staff have died, the reported infection rate 
is almost 10 percent. At Cook County jail in Chicago, where 
six inmates and two staff have died, almost 900 inmates and 
staff have tested positive.

In prison, age is a significant risk factor for tens of 
thousands of people: There are nearly 200,000 incarcerated 
people over the age of 55, a number that has spiked by nearly 
300 percent over the last 20 years. That’s indicative not just 
of how many people the U.S. incarcerates, but also for how 
long. About 40 percent of people in prison have at least one 
chronic health condition such as asthma or diabetes, which 
makes those individuals particularly susceptible to serious 
illness with Covid-19.

“We know rural America is at least a couple of weeks 
behind the curve.”

But if people in prison tend to be older and sicker, people 
in jail move in and out at much higher rates, making those 
incarcerated in jails especially vulnerable to catching the 
virus and more likely to spread it. There were 10.7 million 
jail admissions in 2018 alone — and each admission puts 
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WHAT CORONA VIRUS 
TEACHES US ABOUT HOPE
 By Rebecca Solnit, The Guardian, April 7, 2020 

Disasters begin suddenly and never really end. The future 
will not, in crucial ways, be anything like the past, even the 
very recent past of a month or two ago. Our economy, our 
priorities, our perceptions will not be what they were at the 
outset of this year. The particulars are startling: companies such 
as GE and Ford retooling to make ventilators, the scramble for 
protective gear, once-bustling city streets becoming quiet and 
empty, the economy in freefall. Things that were supposed to 
be unstoppable stopped, and things that were supposed to be 
impossible – extending workers’ rights and benefits, freeing 
prisoners, moving a few trillion dollars around in the US – have 
already happened.

The word “crisis” means, in medical terms, the crossroads 
a patient reaches, the point at which she will either take the 
road to recovery or to death. The word “emergency” comes 
from “emergence” or “emerge”, as if you were ejected from the 
familiar and urgently need to reorient. The word “catastrophe” 
comes from a root meaning a sudden overturning.

We have reached a crossroads, we have emerged from what 
we assumed was normality, things have suddenly overturned. 
One of our main tasks now – especially those of us who are 
not sick, are not frontline workers, and are not dealing with 
other economic or housing difficulties – is to understand this 
moment, what it might require of us, and what it might make 
possible.

A disaster (which originally meant “ill-starred”, or “under 
a bad star”) changes the world and our view of it. Our focus 
shifts, and what matters shifts. What is weak breaks under 
new pressure, what is strong holds, and what was hidden 
emerges. Change is not only possible, we are swept away by 
it. We ourselves change as our priorities shift, as intensified 
awareness of mortality makes us wake up to our own lives and 
the preciousness of life. Even our definition of “we” might 
change as we are separated from schoolmates or co-workers, 
sharing this new reality with strangers. Our sense of self 
generally comes from the world around us, and right now, we 
are finding another version of who we are.

As the pandemic upended our lives, people around me 
worried that they were having trouble focusing and being 
productive. It was, I suspected, because we were all doing other, 
more important work. When you’re recovering from an illness, 
pregnant or young and undergoing a growth spurt, you’re 
working all the time, especially when it appears you’re doing 
nothing. Your body is growing, healing, making, transforming 
and labouring below the threshold of consciousness. As we 
struggled to learn the science and statistics of this terrible 
scourge, our psyches were doing something equivalent. We 
were adjusting to the profound social and economic changes, 
studying the lessons disasters teach, equipping ourselves for an 
unanticipated world.

The first lesson a disaster teaches is that everything is 
connected. In fact, disasters, I found while living through a 
medium-sized one (the 1989 earthquake in the San Francisco 
Bay Area) and later writing about major ones (including 
9/11, Hurricane Katrina and the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and 
Fukushima nuclear catastrophe in Japan), are crash courses in 
those connections. At moments of immense change, we see 
with new clarity the systems – political, economic, social, 
ecological – in which we are immersed as they change around 
us. We see what’s strong, what’s weak, what’s corrupt, what 
matters and what doesn’t.

I often think of these times as akin to a spring thaw: it’s as if 
the pack ice has broken up, the water starts flowing again and 
boats can move through places they could not during winter. 
The ice was the arrangement of power relations that we call the 
status quo – it seems to be stable, and those who benefit from 
it often insist that it’s unchangeable. Then it changes fast and 
dramatically, and that can be exhilarating, terrifying, or both.

Those who benefit most from the shattered status quo are 
often more focused on preserving or reestablishing it than 
protecting human life – as we saw when a chorus of US 
conservatives and corporate top dogs insisted that, for the 
sake of the stock market, everyone had to go back to work, 
and that the resultant deaths would be an acceptable price to 
pay. In a crisis, the powerful often try to seize more power – as 
they have in this round, with the Trump Department of Justice 
looking at suspending constitutional rights – and the rich 
seek more riches: two Republican senators are under fire for 
allegedly using inside information about the coming pandemic 
to make a profit in the stock market (although both have denied 
wrongdoing).

Disaster scholars use the term “elite panic” to describe the 
ways that elites react when they assume that ordinary people 
will behave badly. When elites describe “panic” and “looting” 
in the streets, these are usually misnomers for ordinary people 
doing what they need to do to survive or care for others. 
Sometimes it’s wise to move rapidly from danger; sometimes 
it’s altruistic to gather supplies to share.

Such elites often prioritise profit and property over human 
life and community. In the days after a huge earthquake struck 

By Donald “C-Note” Hooker

As a political junkie, Friday’s edition of the PBS NewsHour, 
is always must watch TV for me. On Friday, April 24th, 

2020, reporter William Brangham was doing a human-interest 
story on COVID-19. Somehow, he ran across a Facebook post 
from a New York City, Mount Sinai, ICU nurse, KP Mendoza. 
The 24-year-old, frontline Coronavirus worker’s, Facebook 
post, drew national attention. His post said something that 
struck a nerve with Brangham, that resonated with me also. 
It is also the reason why I’m sharing my Mprisond Thotz, on 
Coronavirus.

When I was in college, I used to tell myself I was too busy to 
call my parents. At best, I’d call them once a week, maybe once 
a month if I was in the midst of midterms or finals. They’re 
immigrants from the Philippines who still work as nurses 
back home in Chicago. I even used to attribute my inability 
of connecting with them due to my hectic schedule and their 
unconventional shift times. But, it’s strange how anxiety 
claws at you. I read their stories in the medical histories over 
morning report; I see their faces in my dying patients – hear 
their children’s distraught voices pleading for updates, praying 
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CORONA VIRUS AND PRISONER’S RELATIONSHIP 
WITH DEATH

“... they informed me of the emergency phone call with my Mother-Queen who was on her death 
bed...I was handcuffed behind my back. There were two guards on both sides of me, while one held the 
phone up to my ear...It was difficult because not only was my mom’s voice very low from respiratory 
complications of lung cancer... the guard holding the receiver kept trying to rush me to cut it short... 
After they took me back to the cage/cell they assigned me, I laid there first reflecting on the sound of 
her voice the heartfelt warmth of the sweet words, “I love you” that we repeatedly exchanged, knowing 
that it would likely be the last vocal sounds of my last surviving parent I would hear.”...“We only get 
the chance to talk with our family via the phone when there’s a family emergency/death. They never 
permit us or our families to enjoy a ‘celebrating life’ call.” Baridi, Pelican Bay State Prison 

HEARING MY MOTHER QUEEN'S LAST BREATH ON HER DEATHBED, 
WHILE IN THE TIGHT CUFF! 

for good news. Was it their voice I heard, or was that mine over the phone?
I wonder if my parents have finally figured out why I frantically call them almost every night now.
I had the misfortune of learning of my mother’s passing in 1998, while a prisoner at High Desert State Prison. The last 

time I had spoken to her was a telephone conversation. I had called her from the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s, Men’s 
County Jail. I was specially housed in their Crip module. My phone call was regarding an expected visit that didn’t 
happen. This was a follow up as to why. This was going to be her first visit. I was able to get through to her on the phone, 
and she did visit just like she said she would. She told me how she was waiting out there for hours upon hours, waiting 
for me to come out there, until she got kicked out, as visiting had closed.

Her visiting experience didn’t come as a great surprise. The sheriff played those type of games to visitors coming to 
visit Crips. After she told me that, she then told me, “As long as you’re in jail, I can’t do nothing for you.” Just as soon as 
these words left her lips, I hung up the phone in her face. That was in 1987, a whole decade. I had a few girlfriends who 
were very adamant, near the point of break up, for me to call her, and reconcile with her, I wouldn’t.

I recall a Bible Story of Lazarus and the Rich Man. Both had died, one went home to the Maker, the other to the Baker. 
The Rich Man, who was suffering, and in torment, begged of God to send Lazarus back to the living so that he could warn 
the Rich Man’s family the perils of his path. [Luke 16:19-31]

At the time of my mother’s passing, our relationship status was estranged. No one knows, or could feel my deep sense 
of regret. This is why Mendoza’s college days reflection of regret, at being too busy to make a phone call, resonated with 
me. Ironically, I feel like my purpose on Earth is to warn others not to repeat the mistake I made. I am Lazarus, and we 
don’t get opportunities to say I’m sorry, or that I love you, when our family without warning dies. My mission hasn’t been 
easy. I get push back all the time. This world is full of bullheaded people, and like my mother use to say, “A hard head 
makes a soft behind.” It is so valuable that we take the time out to renew our family relationships. I am unfortunately 
confident, that this novel coronavirus will kill over 100,000 Americans this year. This domestic plague, in the space of one 
year, we’ll have killed more Americans than all the American lives lost in international Wars post World War II in 1945.

I just wanted to say, family is family, please resolve yourself to accept that. Growing up in gang culture L.A., all my 
homies, weren’t my homies, but if someone were to attack, someone I had despised from the gang, I had to help the 
homie. People think they don’t need their family, but they do. Michelle Alexander in her book The New Jim Crow: 
Mass Incarceration In the Age of Colorblindness, was able to articulate the disaster incarceration has had on the Black 
community, and the Black family in particular. Those of us who are incarcerated are like Jesus, who was hauled off 
to be crucified, while the families we’ve left behind, that are free, are like his disciple John, who when questioned by 
authorities, stated, “I never knew him.” With family being a primary source for compatible genetic material for life-saving 
procedures, is that the time you would want to have that uncomfortable conversation? When you need them to donate 
genetic material to save your life, or the life of your child?

I hope this prisoner’s humble experience with death, during this Corona pandemic, resonates with someone, to forgive 
their loved one.

[C-Note has written for Prison Action News, California Prison Focus, Turning The Tide, and Our Voice. He’s been 
written about in People, Darealprisonart, Inside CDCR, and KCET-Los Angeles’s Departures. In 2017, Google Search 
listed him as both Americas and the world’s most prolific prisoner-artist.]

police officers, guards, and other staff, in addition to the incarcerated, at risk of 
exposure. “Social distancing is even worse in jails, because jails are meant to be 
temporary holding facilities,” Ofer said. “People tend to live in dormitory-style 
rooms with bunk beds 2 feet apart, if that. There’s absolutely no social distancing in 
jail, it’s kind of a one-two punch.”

The situation at Rikers and Cook County offers a bleak foreshadowing of mass 
deaths to come across the jail system, particularly in rural areas where health care 
access is already a chronic issue and jails often fill in for a lack of services. A 
report released in April by Data for Progress warned that rural communities are 
particularly vulnerable in a pandemic. In those communities, jails are often filled 
with people who have substance abuse problems or are too poor to post bail. Worse, 
the report warns, rural jails “are frequently located in counties that lack hospital 
capacity to handle the coronavirus pandemic.” In Mississippi, Montana, North 
Dakota, and West Virginia, for instance, more than one-third of people held in jails 
are in counties with no ICU beds.

“We know rural America is at least a couple of weeks behind the curve,” said 
Rahman. “But when it comes, it’s going to be devastating. … It will be worse than 
Rikers.”

DEATH BY INCARCERATION

The solution, health experts and prisoners’ rights 
advocates have been saying all along, is simple: 
Prisons and jails should release far more people as 
quickly as possible. 

“Mass incarceration was a public health crisis before Covid-19, but the pandemic 
pushed it past the breaking point,” said Ofer. “We need governors and prosecutors 
and judges, and we need the president of the United States, to act immediately and 
dramatically to reduce jail and prison populations to stop the spread of Covid-19, 
not only in jails and prisons, but in the broader community.”

But as calls for people to be released have echoed across the country, and some 
states, like Vermont, have taken decisive action, many law enforcement officials 
have resisted what they called the “mass release” of incarcerated people. In 
general, jails have reduced their population at a much higher rate, about 25 percent, 
according to a new analysis by the Prison Policy Initiative. But prisons, the same 
analysis found, “have released almost no one.” Some officials have suggested that 
those incarcerated for “violent” crimes are unworthy of release — a distinction 
that has long crippled efforts at substantial criminal justice reform, even before the 
current crisis. “If we don’t tackle the question of people serving time on violent 
convictions, we can’t meaningfully stop the spread of Covid-19,” said Rahman. 
“That’s just not going to make a meaningful dent.”

Still, U.S. officials are hanging on to mass incarceration even as its devastating 
impact becomes ever clearer. In Louisiana, rather than releasing people, officials 
have started to isolate the sick in a section of the LAState Penitentiary, commonly 
known as Angola, that had been shut down following a long history of human 
rights abuses. In New Jersey, officials promised that hundreds of people would be 
released — but weeks later only a handful had been freed, and 37 people have died 
in prisons across the state. And in New York, Gov. Andrew Cuomo exploited the 
coronavirus pandemic to roll back weeks-old bail reforms that helped drastically 
reduce the jail population.

“It’s the Willie Horton factor, which is what kills reform and decarceration in the 
United States all the time,” said Ofer, citing the recent backlash against New York’s 
bail reform. “You could have a 97 percent success rate, where people are going 
home, being with their families. All you need is one case — which is inevitable — 
of someone committing a crime again and the backlash begins. And unfortunately, 
that’s what motivates many politicians.”

Cuomo, who has been hailed as a rare leader for his coronavirus response — 
mostly outside New York — has repeatedly resisted addressing the question of 
mass incarceration in his daily Covid-19 briefings. “He has actually done less than 
other governors, including Republican governors or governors in Republican states, 
in terms of releasing people,” said Rahman.

“55 people died in a nursing home in Cobble Hill, Brooklyn,” she added, noting 
that nursing homes have rightfully been a priority for the governor. “There is no 
reason to believe that won’t happen in one of our prisons or one of our jails.”

A report released last week by Human Rights Watch is just the latest to call on 
officials across the board to use their full powers to “avert an imminent catastrophe.”

“Without urgent action, Covid-19 in jail and prison populations will cause 
substantial suffering and death. Authorities need to take immediate action to protect 
incarcerated individuals and to limit transmission,” the report reads. “Failure to do 
so will undermine measures already in place outside of jails, including orders to 
shut down businesses and to ‘shelter in place,’ by adding to further spread. Failure 
to do so will contribute to overwhelming the capacity to meet medical needs. 
Failure to do so will result in avoidable deaths.”

For at least 295 people, and probably far more,  it’s too late.
Together, the ACLU and the UCLA Prison Law and Policy Program have compiled 

data on all known Covid-19 fatalities in prisons and jails into a spreadsheet, “Death 
by Incarceration,” which lists the names of the dead wherever they are known. 
Along with information about the facility are the person’s age, race, date of death, 
and notes about any requests for early release they might have made before dying. 
The spreadsheet also includes a column for “words of remembrance.”

“It felt really weird to just write names without memorializing it, so we left the box 
for anyone who may have known the person who has died and just wanted to share 
a few thoughts,” Ofer said. A few days ago, someone found the database, which is 
public but not widely advertised, and filled in the box next to Susan Farrell’s name. 
Farrell, a 74-year-old who died at the Women’s Huron Valley Correctional Facility 
in Ohio on April 8, had served 30 years in prison, always maintaining her innocence 
in the killing of her abusive husband. She had last attempted to have her sentence 
commuted in 2018, but her request was denied.

“I loved her laugh,” wrote the anonymous commenter, who said the two had 
been best friends at the prison and used to play Scrabble together almost every 
day. “Guilty or not, Susan is not the sum of her crime and could have served the 
community so much better had she been allowed to eventually leave the prison.” •

Best of the Best

Baridi on his first contact visit since decades, with his sister, in 2016, not long 
after having participated in a 2 month hunger strike, that liberated him and others,  
after 26 years in solitary confinement (ending indeterminate SHU sentences in 
California prisons.)

Survived 
26 years 
of turture. 

They tried 
to break 
his spirit.

To mock your 
elders is to 
wreck the 
house where 
you have to 
stay tonight. 
Chinese 
Proverb

The elders of a 
community are the 
voice of God.
African Proverb

"These brothers – that you call Principle Thinkers in reference to the Prisoner Human 
Rights Movement, the ones who’s challenging the very system that's punishing them -- of 
course they going to be subjected to this cruelty and unusual punishment, and retaliation.  
They’ve subjected  them to every cruelty that they can subject them to, and now they’re even 
subjecting them to a civil death... Come on! You can't win for losing. It's simple as that. They 
going to have to suffer because they courageous enough to put themselves on that front line 
and say what a lot of prisoners are scared to say, but don't know how to say. People suffer in 
silence, in and out of prisons." D. Damu Askari X

"The guards expect you to snitch on somebody 
whenever you're in line for something 
you want. You may be fully entitled to the 
advantage, but they try to insist on some kind 
of info that will hurt another prisoners before 
they'll let you have it." Anonymous

PAROLE DENIED
“Growing numbers of blacks are openly passed over when paroles are considered.” George Jackson
By CPF volunteer, Deanna Necula

Based on the letters and reports received by California Prison Focus’ imprisoned correspondents, 
it is clear that CDCr is perpetuating the massive warehousing of people through several avenues 

designed to punish and control people rather than rehabilitate.  One of the themes we encounter over 
and over is that of unorthodox criteria for obtaining parole. The typical metrics by which parole 
is granted, like good behavior, participation in rehabilitative programs, and acts of contrition, are 
altogether ignored, replaced with nefarious alternatives, like one’s willingness to carry out favors for 
correctional officers (COs) and disclose information on the illegal activity of other inmates. People are 
pressured into ratting others out against their will, and those who refuse, are denied parole. One CPF 
correspondent explained that even the deputy district attorney whom he consulted, encouraged him to 
snitch in order to be paroled. 

This “Cointelpro” tactic, on the part of prison authorities, of cultivating division by granting favors 
or special treatment in return for incriminating information,   creates a cu–lture of divisiveness with 
punishment as its core philosophy. It has fundamentally warped the shape of the system’s ethical 
parameters, distorting parole to be synonymous with a “favor”, when parole should be granted if 
certain conditions are met. Fabrication or misrepresenion of transgressions has  created a systemic 
apparatus for discramentory retaliation. 

 Reports from our correspondents also reveal that parole denials often hinge on the subjective 
subtleties of how one defines “good behavior”. For example, one man reported that he was denied 
parole because he had refused to be moved to a Sensitive Needs Yard despite feeling that such a 
transition would threaten his personal safety. Hence, he had failed to cooperate with authorities, was 
labeled as problematic, and subsequently denied  parole. 

This highlights a common theme in the criminal justice system, inside prisons and out. Nuance 
and blurred lines. The prisoner is reduced to this fundamentally immoral being whose opinions and 
perceptions are ignored because they have no claim to truth or righteousness. COs have complete 
power in deciding what to label as bad or good behavior, even if it invites subjectivity, allowing them 
to abuse their discretion, and make decisions about whether or not to persecute a person for a given 
incident based on their personal agendas. (ie:maintaining Pay Walls and job security.)

 Some of our correspondents have a laundry lists of classes intended to teach skills for rehabilitation 
and societal reintegration only to see their efforts completely disregarded when being considered for 
parole. To parole boards, the “violations” (or RVRs) in one’s file, however unreliable, incentivized 
or simplified as they may be, outweighs anything else. Instead the parole board denies one’s parole 
based on unmerited violations which they claim reflects a “Criminal Mentality”, when in fact, these 
violations are frequently a product of coercion and malfeasance.

Poeple are being denied parole for reasons that have more to do with the self-serving agendas of 
prison authorities than the persons’ merit or lack thereof for obtaining parole - and nothing at all to do 
with public safety or justice. •

"This is the most injustice procedural due 
process that I've ever been subjected to in any 
kind of judicial process in my life. This power 
needs to be abolished. The people need to get 
back to being the voice and theaction behind 
all decisions." Mutope

    * See History of Debriefing, by Louis Powell in Prison Focus Issue 53, Fall 2017

Read essays and articles by Baridi in San Francisco BayView, Prison Focus, and on the Prisoner Human 
Rights Movement website. Coming Soon: Live Interviews with Baridi and CPF/KAGE Universal Talking 
Zines on Youtube:  KAGE Universal

"Salinas Valley State Prison 
will become a petridish once 
compromised by Covid-19, due 
to the lack of protective medical 
gear and supply materials for a 
break out. There's no appropriate 
ventilation in the housing units...  
the allergies I have make it hard 
enough to breath as it is."   Baridi

"Throughout those 20, 30 years of torture we 
was eligible to go home, we were just never 
released home and they're still not releasing 
us home." Baridi

Donald "C-Note" Hooker

LET HIM OUT!  
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A CALL TO COLLECTIVE ACTION 
By Katherine Katcher and Damali Robertson
 Root & Rebound, May 12, 2020

“Not everything that is faced can be changed, but nothing 
can be changed until it is faced.”

James Baldwin

Patrick Jones and Andrea Circle Bear could still be alive 
today. In a system of justice, one worthy of such a name, they 
would be. But in the United States, we do not have such a 
system.

Patrick, a 49-year-old Black man from Temple, Texas, 
was the first person in federal prison in the United States to 
die of COVID-19. In 2007, he was sentenced to 27 years in 
federal prison for a nonviolent drug offense: possession of 
19 grams of crack and 21 grams of powder cocaine. Patrick 
died on March 28th — a month after the judge denied his 
petition for early release. Despite his sentence being one of 
the harshest under the racially unjust Anti-Drug Abuse Act 
of 1986, Patrick had also been denied commutation of his 
sentence by President Obama, a decision that made so little 
sense that his own attorney believed his application never got 
read (The Marshall Project, 2020).

Andrea Circle Bear, a 30-year-old Native American 
woman of the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe from Eagle Butte, 
South Dakota, had received a two-year sentence on a minor, 
nonviolent drug charge. Andrea was pregnant when she died. 
Her baby girl survived after Andrea gave birth via cesarean 
section on April 1st, while on a ventilator. Andrea died a 
month after Patrick, on April 28, 2020, from COVID-19. 
She was the first incarcerated woman to die of COVID-19 in 
federal custody.

Today, the greatest global pandemic of our lifetimes is 
exacerbating another public health crisis, mass incarceration 
— a system that targets and harms low-income people and 
people of color. With the disparities that have always existed 
made more evident by the virus, the need for change has 
never been more urgent.

When we demand change at this moment, it’s not enough 
to talk about how Patrick, Andrea, and the thousands of 
people who are sick and dying inside prisons and jails 
received their sentences, got to their facilities, and how their 
particular deaths could have been prevented. As we seek 
reform, we must conduct an analysis of how our current 
situation is entrenched in the full historical arc of this nation 
and its criminal legal system. We must face the historical 
origins of modern-day policing, prosecution, sentencing, 
and incarceration to understand the ways the United States has 
harmed low-income communities and communities of color.

Only from that place of knowledge can we demand change 
as our mass incarceration system collides with the deadliest 
pandemic in modern history and the consequences of our 
two-tiered system of “justice” result in life for people with 
means and privilege and death for people without.

Before COVID-19 began to spread through jails and 
prisons, Patrick submitted a petition for early release under 

the First Step Act, a federal relief package passed in 2019 
that allowed for early release of some people in prisons 
who were convicted of drug offenses.

Patrick’s attorney pleaded with the judge to evaluate the 
harsh and unjust penalty that had been imposed under the 
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, which increased sentences 
for crack cocaine offenses. The attorney explained 
in her October 2019 petition that the judge should 
consider evaluating Patrick as a person with mitigating 
circumstances.

Patrick had a tough and unstable childhood. He was only 
six years old when his grandmother, with whom he lived, 
died. After her death, he was shuttled between relatives 
in his formative years. He began engaging in petty crime 
when he was 16. As a teenager, he began selling drugs to 
survive in an economy that offered him no viable options. 
This led to a record of burglary and lifelong involvement 
in the criminal legal system, including a warrant out for his 
arrest because he’d violated his parole conditions.

As part of his petition for early release, family members 
pointed out that prior to his conviction he had been legally 
employed and supporting himself and his family — his son 
and his stepdaughter — as a handyman and landscaper. 
His children believe that while there were no signs of his 
involvement in drug sales at home, he engaged in these 
activities to support them. He loved to cook and his family 
affectionately called him “Chop, Chop.” In fact, Patrick had 
dreams of getting out and opening his own restaurant in TX.

In prison, Patrick worked to better himself. He studied 
for his GED and took classes including “Five Secrets to 
Finding a Job” and “Ticket to the Future.”

Patrick wrote to the judge in his 2019 appeal, saying, 
“83582–1800 (his prisoner ID number) has no meaning. It 
is just a number to be forgotten in time. Mr. Patrick Estell 
Jones is a very good person. Caring, hard-working, free 
and clean of drugs and a lot smarter now, with a balanced 
outlook on life” (The Marshall Project, 2020).

The judge denied his petition on Feb. 26th 2020, ruling, 
“Jones is a career offender with multiple prior offenses and 
a history of recidivating each time he is placed on parole” 
(The Marshall Project, 2020).

Andrea Circle Bear of Eagle Butte, South Dakota was a 
pregnant mother of five children when she was sentenced 
in January of 2020 to more than 2 years in prison for a 
nonviolent crime. Her crime: using a residence on the 
Cheyenne River Indian Reservation to sell drugs back in 2018.

During her trial, Andrea admitted that she had sold $850 
worth of methamphetamine to a couple of buyers who were 
later revealed to be confidential informants, according to 
court documents. She had a history of substance abuse and 
was ordered to receive drug treatment while incarcerated. 
Andrea was also a devoted mother to her children, her 
grandmother Clare LeBeau said. “She was going to school 
with a full-time job, but she couldn’t work child care out 
so she let her job go and her school go and to become a 
full-time mom,” LeBeau said. “She was a real good cook. 
She cooked for her kids and kept them clean and really 
loved them. She made a mistake and she regretted it and 
she knew she’d have to pay the consequences” (Vice, 2020).

While the system actors involved had the discretion to 
show mercy to Andrea and her baby, at every turn, they 
chose not to do so. The judge in her case had the complete 
discretion to suspend her sentence, given her pregnancy, 
or to order her to serve time at home; the prosecutor had 
the discretion to drop or lessen the charges; the Bureau 
of Prisons had the discretion to allow her to serve her 
sentence at home, for the sake of her health and her baby’s. 
However, none of this happened (New York Times, 2020). 
Instead, these system actors made the decision that 
punishment for a mother selling $850 of drugs to support 
her family warranted risking her life and the life of her baby.

Andrea was in the second trimester of her pregnancy, a 
vulnerable time for her and her baby, when she was moved 
in the midst of the Coronavirus pandemic in March from a 
jail in South Dakota to Federal Medical Center Carswell, 
a federal prison in Fort Worth, Texas. Andrea’s pregnancy 
was high-risk, having delivered a number of her five 
children (ages 2–10) via cesarean. She’d previously 
given birth at a hospital in Pierre, SD, and was receiving 
prenatal care there before she was sent to the Winner City 
jail (Vice, 2020). Her grandmother reported that Andrea 
told U.S. Marshals she was high-risk and concerned about 
moving away from the doctors who had been providing 
her and her baby with prenatal care. But she was moved 
nonetheless in the midst of the contagion. Andrea told her 
grandmother that during the trip, she was forced to stand 
outside on a cold runway with no jacket. She started to feel 
sick a few days later, and doctors first suspected a case of 
pneumonia (Vice, 2020).

Andrea was taken to a hospital on March 28 due to 
concerns about her pregnancy, and released back to prison 
the same day. By March 31, she developed a fever and a 
severe cough and returned to the hospital for treatment. 
She was placed on a ventilator, and gave birth to her 

113 YEAR OLD BEATS THE 
ODDS

A 113-year-old woman, thought to be the oldest in Spain 
recovered after a mild case of Covid-19.. Maria Branyas, 
who was born on March 4 1907, has survived two world wars 
as well as the 1918 flu pandemic, which killed more than 50 
million people around the world.

"When I was a boy and I would see scary things 
in the news, my mother would say to me, "Look 
for helpers. You will always find the people who 
are helping." Mr. Rogers

A LOOK AROUND THE GLOBE
• After 7 weeks of lockdown, Spaniards can finally 

exercise outdoors -- as death toll passes 25,000
•  South Korea. The country has a population of 52 million, 

and as of April 22 it has 10,702 cases and 240 deaths. 
Taiwan has drawn a lot of media attention because of its 
spiky relationship with the World Health Organization, and, 
with 24 million people, its numbers are much better than 
South Korea’s: 427 cases and only six deaths. Singapore, 
finally, with a population of 5.5 million, has 11,178 cases 
and 12 fatalities, a

•  As of middle of  May 16th, the number of Coronavirus 
Cases in Italy:: 223,885, Deaths: 31,610, Recovered: 
120,205. Prisoners in Italy have rebelled and taken 
over prisons  as a result of not receiving adequate 
medical care.

who have survived a serious illness or accident, see where 
we were and where we should go in a new light. We may 
feel free to pursue change in ways that seemed impossible 
while the ice of the status quo was locked up. We may have 
a profoundly different sense of ourselves, our communities, 
our systems of production and our future.

For many of us in the developed world, what has changed 
most immediately is spatial. We have stayed home, those 
of us who have homes, and away from contact with others. 
We have withdrawn from schools, workplaces, conferences, 
vacations, gyms, errands, parties, bars, clubs, churches, 
mosques, synagogues, from the busyness and bustle of 
everyday life. The philosopher-mystic Simone Weil once 
wrote to a faraway friend: “Let us love this distance, which 
is thoroughly woven with friendship, since those who do not 
love each other are not separated.” We have withdrawn from 
each other to protect each other. And people have found 
ways to help the vulnerable, despite the need to remain 
physically distant.

My friend Renato Redentor Constantino, a climate 
campaigner, wrote to me from the Philippines, and said: 
“We are witness today to daily displays of love that remind 
us of the many reasons why humans have survived this long. 
We encounter epic acts of courage and citizenship each day 
in our neighbourhoods and in other cities and countries, 
instances that whisper to us that the depredations of a few 
will eventually be overcome by legions of stubborn people 
who refuse the counsel of despair, violence, indifference and 
arrogance that so-called leaders appear so eager nowadays 
to trigger.”

When we are no longer trying to unlink ourselves from the 
chain of a spreading disease, I wonder if we will rethink how 
we were linked, how we moved about and how the goods we 
rely on moved about. Perhaps we will appreciate the value 
of direct face-to-face contact more. Perhaps the Europeans 
who have sung together from their balconies or applauded 
together for their medical workers, and the Americans who 
came out to sing or dance on their suburban blocks, will 
have a different sense of belonging. Perhaps we will find a 
new respect for the workers who produce our food and those 
who bring it to our tables.

Although staying put is hard, maybe we will be reluctant 
to resume our rushing about, and something of the stillness 
now upon us will stay with us. We may rethink the wisdom 
of having much of our most vital stuff – medicine, medical 
equipment – made on other continents. We may also rethink 
the precarious just-in-time supply chains. I have often 
thought that the wave of privatisation that has characterised 
our neoliberal age began with the privatisation of the human 
heart, the withdrawal from a sense of a shared fate and 
social bonds. It is to be hoped that this shared experience 
of catastrophe will reverse the process. A new awareness of 
how each of us belongs to the whole and depends on it may 
strengthen the case for meaningful climate action, as we 
learn that sudden and profound change is possible after all.

“Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers,” 
Wordsworth wrote, a little more than 200 years ago. Perhaps 
this will be the moment that we recognise that there is 
enough food, clothing, shelter, healthcare and education 
for all – and that access to these things should not depend 
on what job you do and whether you earn enough money. 
Perhaps the pandemic is also making the case, for those 
who were not already convinced, for universal healthcare 
and basic income. In the aftermath of disaster, a change of 
consciousness and priorities are powerful forces.

A dozen years ago I interviewed the Nicaraguan poet and 
Sandinista revolutionary Gioconda Belli for my book on 
disaster, A Paradise Built in Hell. What she told me about 
the aftermath of the 1972 earthquake in Managua was 
unforgettable – that, despite the dictatorship’s crackdown, 
it helped bring on the revolution unforgettable. She 
said: “You had a sense of what was important. And people 
realised that what was important was freedom and being 
able to decide your life and agency. Two days later you had 
this tyrant imposing a curfew, imposing martial law. The 
sense of oppression on top of the catastrophe was really 
unbearable...You realise that life has to be lived well or 
is not worth living. It’s a very profound transformation 
that takes place during catastrophes.”

I have found over and over that the proximity of death 
in shared calamity makes many people more urgently 
alive, less attached to the small things in life and more 
committed to the big ones, often including civil society or 
the common good.

I have mostly written about 20th-century disasters, but 
one analogy a bit further back comes to mind: the Black 
Death, which wiped out a third of Europe’s population, and, 
in England, later led to peasant revolts against war taxes 
and wage caps that were officially quashed, but nevertheless 
led to more rights and freedoms for peasants and labourers. 
In the emergency legislation passed in the U.S. in March, 
many workers gained new sick-leave rights. Lots of things 
we were assured were impossible – housing the homeless, 
for example – have come to pass in some places.

Ireland nationalised its hospitals, something “we were 
told would never happen and could never happen,” an Irish 
journalist commented. Canada came up with four months 
of basic income for those who lost their jobs. Germany did 
more than that. Portugal decided to treat immigrants and 
asylum seekers as full citizens during the pandemic. In the 
US, we have seen powerful labour agitation, and results. 
Workers at Whole Foods, Instacart and Amazon have 
protested at being forced to work in unsafe conditions during 
the pandemic. (Whole Foods has since offered workers who 
test positive two weeks off on full pay; Instacart says it has 
made changes to safeguard workers and shoppers, while 
Amazon said it is “following guidelines” on safety.) Some 
workers have gained new rights and raises, including almost 
half a million Kroger grocery store workers, while 15 state 
attorneys-general told Amazon to expand its paid sick leave. 
These specifics make clear how possible it is to change the 
financial arrangements of all our societies.

But often the most significant consequences of disasters 
are not immediate or direct. The 2008 financial collapse led 
to 2011’s Occupy Wall Street uprising, which prompted a 
new reckoning with economic inequality and a new scrutiny 
of the human impact of exploitative mortgages, student 
loans, for profit-colleges, health-insurance systems and 
more, and that in turn amplified the profiles of Elizabeth 
Warren and Bernie Sanders, whose ideas have helped pull 
the Democratic party to the left, towards policies that will 
make the US fairer and more equal. The conversations stirred 
by Occupy and its sister movements across the globe incited 
more critical scrutiny of ruling powers, and more demands 
for economic justice. Changes in the public sphere originate 
within the individual, but also, changes in the world at large 
affect our sense of self, our priorities and our sense of the 
possible.

We are only in the early stages of this disaster, and we are 
also in a strange stillness. It is like the Christmas truce of 
1914, when German and English soldiers stopped fighting 
for a day, the guns fell silent and soldiers mingled freely. War 
itself paused. There’s a way that our getting and spending 
has been a kind of war against the Earth. Since the outbreak 
of Covid-19, carbon emissions have plummeted. Reports 
say the air above Los Angeles, Beijing and New Delhi is 
miraculously clean. Parks all over the US are shut to visitors, 
which may have a beneficial effect on wildlife. In the last 
government shutdown of 2018-2019, elephant seals at Point 
Reyes National Seashore just north of San Francisco took 
over a new beach, and now own it for the duration of their 
season of mating and birthing on land.

There’s another analogy that comes to mind. When a 
caterpillar enters its chrysalis, it dissolves itself, quite 
literally, into liquid. In this state, what was a caterpillar and 
will be a butterfly is neither one nor the other, it’s a sort of 
living soup. Within this living soup are the imaginal cells 
that will catalyse its transformation into winged maturity. 
May the best among us, the most visionary, the most 
inclusive, be the imaginal cells – for now we are in the soup. 
The outcome of disasters is not foreordained. It’s a conflict, 
one that takes place while things that were frozen, solid and 
locked up have become open and fluid – full of both the best 
and worst possibilities. We are both becalmed and in a state 
of profound change.

But this is also a time of depth for those spending more 
time at home and more time alone, looking outward at this 
unanticipated world. We often divide emotions into good 
and bad, happy and sad, but I think they can equally be 
divided into shallow and deep, and the pursuit of what is 
supposed to be happiness is often a flight from depth, from 
one’s own interior life and the suffering around us – and 
not being happy is often framed as a failure. But there is 
meaning as well as pain in sadness, mourning and grief, the 
emotions born of empathy and solidarity. If you are sad and 
frightened, it is a sign that you care, that you are connected 
in spirit. If you are overwhelmed – well, it is overwhelming, 
and it will take decades of study, analysis, discussion and 
contemplation to understand how and why 2020 suddenly 
took us all into marshy new territory.

Seven years ago, Patrisse Cullors wrote a sort of mission 
statement for Black Lives Matter: “Provide hope and 
inspiration for collective action to build collective power to 
achieve collective transformation. Rooted in grief and rage 
but pointed towards vision and dreams.” It is beautiful not 
only because it is hopeful, not only because then Black Lives 
Matter set out and did transformative work, but because 
it acknowledges that hope can coexist with difficulty 
and suffering. The sadness in the depths and the fury that 
burns above are not incompatible with hope, because we 
are complex creatures, because hope is not optimism that 
everything will be fine regardless.

Hope offers us clarity that, amid the uncertainty ahead, 
there will be conflicts worth joining and the possibility of 
winning some of them. And one of the things most dangerous 
to this hope is the lapse into believing that everything was 
fine before disaster struck, and that all we need to do is return 
to things as they were. Ordinary life before the pandemic 

was already a catastrophe of desperation and exclusion 
for too many human beings, an environmental and climate 
catastrophe, an obscenity of inequality. It is too soon to 
know what will emerge from this emergency, but not too 
soon to start looking for chances to help decide it. It is, I 
believe, what many of us are preparing to do.

• Follow the Long Read on Twitter at @gdnlongread, and 
sign up to the long read weekly email here.

America faces an epic choice ...
... in the coming year, and the results will define the 

country for a generation. These are perilous times. Over 
the last three years, much of what the Guardian holds 
dear has been threatened – democracy, civility, truth. This 
administration has cleared out science and scientists across 
all departments. America's reputation as a competent global 
leader is in peril. Truth is being chased away. But with your 
help we can continue to put it center stage.

Rampant disinformation, partisan news sources and social 
media's tsunami of fake news are no bases on which to 
inform the American public in 2020. We believe every one 
of us deserves equal access to fact-based news and analysis. 
So we’ve decided to keep Guardian journalism free for all 
readers, regardless of where they live or what they can afford 
to pay. This would not be possible without the generosity of 
readers, who now support our work from across America in 
all 50 states. •

San Francisco on 18 April 1906, the US military swarmed 
over the city, convinced that ordinary people were a threat 
and a source of disorder. The mayor issued a “shoot to kill” 
proclamation against looters, and the soldiers believed they 
were restoring order. What they were actually doing was 
setting inexpert firebreaks that helped fire spread through 
the city, and shooting or beating citizens who disobeyed 
orders (sometimes those orders were to let the fires burn 
down their own homes and neighbourhoods). Ninety-nine 
years later, in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, New 
Orleans’s police and white vigilantes did the same thing: 
shooting black people in the name of defending property and 
their own authority. The local, state and federal government 
insisted on treating a stranded, mostly poor, mostly black 
population as dangerous enemies to be contained and 
controlled, rather than victims of a catastrophe to be aided.

The mainstream media colluded in obsessing about 
looting in the aftermath of Katrina. The stock of mass-
manufactured goods in large corporate chain stores seemed 
to matter more than people needing food and clean water, 
or grandmothers left clinging to roofs. Nearly 1,500 people 
died of a disaster that had more to do with bad government 
than with bad weather. The US Army Corps of Engineers’ 
levees had failed; the city had no evacuation plans for the 
poor, and President George W Bush’s administration failed 
to deliver prompt and effective relief. The same calculus 
is happening now. A member of the Brazilian opposition 
said of Brazil’s rightwing president Jair Bolsonaro: “He 
represents the most perverse economic interests that 
couldn’t care less about people’s lives. They’re worried 
about maintaining their profitability.” (Bolsonaro claims he 
is trying to protect workers and the economy.)

The billionaire evangelist who owns the arts and crafts 
chain Hobby Lobby claimed divine guidance in keeping 
his workers at their jobs when businesses were ordered to 
close. (The company has now closed all its stores.) At Uline 
Corporation, owned by billionaire Trump backers Richard 
and Liz Uihlein, a memo sent to Wisconsin workers said: 
“please do NOT tell your peers about the symptoms & your 
assumptions. By doing so, you are causing unnecessary 
panic in the office.” The billionaire founder and chairman 
of payroll processing corporation Paychex, Tom Golisano, 
said: “The damages of keeping the economy closed as it is 
could be worse than losing a few more people.” (Golisano 
has since said his comments were misrepresented, and has 
apologised.)

Historically, there have always been titans of industry 
who prized the lifeless thing that is profit over living 
beings, who paid bribes in order to operate unhindered, 
worked children to death or put labourers in mortal danger 
in sweatshops and coal mines. There were also those who 
pressed on with fossil fuel extraction and burning despite 
what they knew, or refused to know, about climate change. 
One of the primary uses of wealth has always been to buy 
your way out of the common fate, or, at least, it has come 
with a belief that you can disassociate from society at large. 
And while the rich are often conservative, conservatives 
more often align with the rich, whatever their economic 
status.

The idea that everything is connected is an affront 
to conservatives who cherish a macho every-man-for-
himself frontier fantasy. Climate change has been a huge 
insult to them – this science that says what comes out 
of our cars and chimneys shapes the fate of the world 
in the long run and affects crops, sea level, forest fires 
and so much more. If everything is connected, then the 
consequences of every choice and act and word have to 
be examined, which we see as love in action and they see 
as impingement upon absolute freedom, freedom being 
another word for absolutely no limits on the pursuit of self-
interest. Ultimately, a significant portion of conservatives 
and corporate leaders regard science as an annoyance that 
they can refuse to recognise. Some insist they can choose 
whatever rules and facts they want, as though these too are 
just free-market commodities to pick and choose from or 
remake according to one’s whims. “This denial of science 
and critical thinking among religious ultraconservatives 
now haunts the American response to the coronavirus 
crisis,” wrote the journalist Katherine Stewart in the New 
York Times.

Our rulers showed little willingness to recognise the 
ominous possibilities of the pandemic in the US, the UK, 
Brazil and many other countries. They failed in their 
most important job, and denying that failure will be a 
major focus for them. And while it may be inevitable that 
the pandemic will result in an economic crash, it is also 
turning into an opportunity for authoritarian power grabs 
in the Philippines, Hungary, Israel and the US – a reminder 
that the largest problems are still political, and so are their 
solutions.

When a storm subsides, the air is washed clean of 
whatever particulate matter has been obscuring the view, 
and you can often see farther and more sharply than at any 
other time. When this storm clears, we may, as do people 

 INCARCERATION RESULTS IN 
HEALTH INEQUITY NATIONWIDE
Excerpts:  Mass Incarceration Threatens Health Equity 
in America, authored by Acker J, Braveman P, Arkin E, 
Leviton L, Parsons J, and Hobor G,  published by the 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, working in partnershup 
with UCSF.   https://www.rwjf.org

A report created in partnership with University California 
San Francisco, in December 2018, examines the links 

between mass incarceration and health equity.
Mass incarceration disproportionately impacts lower-

income communities, communities of color, and persons with 
disabilities. People who are incarcerated face greater chances 
for chronic health conditions, both while confined and long 
after their release. Incarceration exposes people to a wide 
range of conditions, such as poor sanitation and ventilation 
and solitary confinement, that are detrimental to long-
term physical and mental health. After release, previously 
incarcerated individuals often face higher mortality rates and 
experience limited opportunities for gainful employment, 
stable housing, education, and other conditions needed for 
good health.

Mass incarceration’s reach extends far beyond the 
jail cell, impacting not only those behind bars, but their 
families, their communities, and the entire nation. Almost 
10 million children have experienced having one or both 
parents incarcerated at some point in their lives—impacting 
their health and future opportunities. Within communities, 
mass incarceration disrupts social and family networks and 
economic development while across the country it consumes 
large portions of government budgets with negligible impact 
on crime rates.

Since 2007, 33 states have passed laws intended to reduce 
incarceration and crime rates simultaneously, such as 
reducing excessively long sentences. Nationally, more than 
30 states have reduced both incarceration and crime. The 
First Step Act—enacted December 21, 2018—impacts the 
more than 180,000 Americans in federal prisons, but does 
not address the primary drivers of mass incarceration and 
more action is required to reach all those behind bars.

Our current system produces questionable public safety 
benefits while wasting resources and destroying lives. The 
full report includes evidence-based approaches to end mass 
incarceration, such as eliminating mandatory minimum 
sentences; investing in alternatives to incarceration and 
inmate rehabilitation and community integration programs; 
and ensuring access to high-quality healthcare, drug 
treatment, and education.•
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preventable death 5 years before her sister was subject to a 
similar tragedy.

Native American, Black, and Latinx communities in this 
country all have histories rooted in oppression that have 
become the systems of injustice and mass incarceration we 
see today.

African-American adults are 5.9 times as likely to be 
incarcerated as whites, and Latinx people are 3.1 times as 
likely (The Sentencing Project, 2018). As of 2001, one of 
every three Black boys born in that year could expect to go 
to prison in his lifetime, as could one of every six Latino 
boys — compared to one of every seventeen white boys (The 
Sentencing Project, 2018).

The criminal legal system in this country was built in the 
Jim Crow era to preserve racial hierarchy and for much of the 
early 20th century that was its primary function (Washington 
Post, 2018). While the Thirteenth Amendment supposedly 
abolished slavery, it made one glaring exception: slavery 
remained legal and sanctioned as punishment for a crime. 
While Black people were “freed,” it remained that, if they 
broke the law, they became prisoners, subject to legal slavery 
through a scheme called “convict leasing” where Black 
prisoners were sold to the highest private bidder for farming, 
railroad construction, mining, and logging.

To build this enslaved workforce, policymakers invented 
offenses that, to this day, define what is “criminal” and what 
is not: vagrancy, loitering, being a group of Black people out 
after dark, seeking employment without a note from a former 
enslaver, among countless others (Why American Prisons 
Owe Their Cruelty to Slavery, 2019). In 1861, the Supreme 
Court of Alabama upheld convict leasing by defining enslaved 
Black people as sub-human. The Court held that enslaved 
Black people were “capable of committing crimes,” and in 
that capacity were “regarded as persons” — but in almost 
every other sense they were “incapable of performing civil 
acts” and considered “things, not persons” (Why American 
Prisons Owe Their Cruelty to Slavery, 2019).

During the Civil Rights Movements of the 1950s and 1960s, 
Black people and people of color made enormous progress. 
Then came the “War on Drugs.” The “War on Drugs” was a 
war on people — “a means to brand them as criminals and 
felons and then relegating them to a permanent second-class 
status for life” (Ten Years After the New Jim Crow, 2020). 
After Nixon, Presidents Reagan, Bush, Clinton, and Bush 
all doubled down with “tough on crime” policies and harsh 
sentencing laws disproportionately targeting Black, Brown, 
and Indigenous communities.

In a forty-year period, from 1973 to 2009, the state and 
federal prison populations rose from 200,000 to 1.5 million. 
The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, for example, included far 
more severe punishment for distribution of crack (associated 
with Black, Brown, and Indigenous people) than powder 
cocaine (associated with whites). Today, “nearly 80% of 
people in federal prison and almost 60% of people in state 
prison for drug offenses are Black or Latino” (Drug Policy 
Alliance, 2018).

Today, Black people are 3.7 times as likely to be arrested 
for marijuana possession as white people, despite comparable 
rates of usage, and in all comprise 27% of those arrested in the 
U.S., despite making up 14% of the population (Sentencing 
Project, 2018).

Once arrested, an overwhelming majority of people are 
faced with the prospect of sitting in jail for an often indefinite 
period with little to no communication from or with their 
defense team because of this country’s woefully underfunded 
public defense system. Some people wait years before their 
case is tried — as in the tragic, but by no means rare, case 
of Kalief Browder — or make a guilty plea with the promise 
of a swift sentencing (New Yorker, 2015). Most choose the 
latter option, as nearly 90% of criminal convictions result 
from guilty pleas (The Outline, 2017).

The structure of this system allows wealthy people, like 
Harvey Weinstein, to post bail and prepare for their trials 
from the comfort of their homes with the best legal team 
money can buy, while the average person faces charges 
in a crowded jail cell. Many accept a guilty plea because 
they cannot physically, emotionally, or financially afford to 
continue to languish in jail, away from their families simply 
because they can’t afford to pay bail.

When poor people and people of color do make the 
decision to go to trial, they face many more points where the 
odds are stacked against them in favor of a lengthy sentence. 
Under the federal laws instituted during the War on Drugs, 
Black, Brown and Indigenous defendants were charged with 
offenses that carry mandatory minimum sentences twice as 
often as their white counterparts accused of similar crimes 
(crack v. powder cocaine) and are also far more likely to be 
charged as “habitual offenders” under similar circumstances.

The horrifying and utterly preventable deaths of Patrick 
and Andrea at the hands of our system of mass incarceration 
bring us to the consequences we are seeing in 2020 — never 
before seen or imagined.

For the last 10–15 years, we as a country have experienced 
a growing bi-partisan move towards decarceration. However, 

this pandemic is a wake-up call that the change we are 
looking for cannot wait.

There is irrefutable evidence that our criminal legal system 
has been, from its inception, weaponized against our own 
people to uphold racial hierarchy and order and to create a 
workforce of enslaved prisoners. This system was held up 
and strengthened throughout the twentieth century. The life 
and death implications of this pandemic mean that we must 
demand change now. The current reality we are living in 
requires an urgent and renewed effort to create a new system 
of justice.

In this moment of life and death, we must demand a 
“system of justice” that would be worthy of such a name.

We believe that despite the unadulterated meanness that 
drove the creation of this country’s justice infrastructure, 
despite entrenched racism, classism, bias, and prejudice 
woven into our system, things can change. But we must 
reckon with the past in order to create a better future. As 
James Baldwin said, “Not everything that is faced can be 
changed, but nothing can be changed until it is faced.”

Only by facing the truth and a reckoning with the past can 
we demand justice, and now is that time. We must reflect and 
re-imagine what kind of system we could build that would 
truly live up to that title. And we have a long way to go. Over 
the next few months, Root & Rebound and our partners will 
write a series of op-eds on this topic of rewriting, rebuilding, 
and recreating justice. We hope you will join us.

About the Authors and the Demanding Justice Op-Ed 
Series: Katherine Katcher is the Founder and Executive 
Director of Root & Rebound, and Damali Robertson its 
Deputy Director of Strategic Partnerships. At Root & 
Rebound, we are committed to creating a more just and 
restorative society. Our mission is to restore power and 
resources to the families and communities most harmed by 
mass incarceration through legal advocacy, public education, 
policy reform, and litigation — a model rooted in the needs 
and expertise of people who are directly impacted. 

OFFICIALS USE SOLITARY 
CONFINEMENT TO 
SUPPRESS AND SILENCE 
PROTESTS

https://solitarywatch.org/2020/05/05/as-covid-19-spreads-
through-prisons-officials-use-solitary-confinement-to-
suppress-and-silence-protests/
May 5, 2020

In early April, as reports of deaths from COVID-19 began to 
emerge from U.S. prisons and jails, Aaron Campell posted 

a desperate 20-minute Facebook Live video shot using a 
contraband cell phone. The video showed sick people gasping 
and coughing on his unit in the low-security federal FCI 
Elkton in Ohio, and one of the small bottles of soap that was 
supposed to last each person two weeks.

Campbell said that three people he knew had died in the 
facility, and that a prison nurse told them to prepare for more 
deaths on the unit. He claimed that people who met the criteria 
for home confinement, including himself, were being refused 
release. Staring into the camera, he said, “We’re people. 
People shouldn’t have to die like this.”

“Y’all might not see me again,” Campbell said, telling 
family members he loved them and asking his viewers to pray. 
But most of all, he asked them to share the video. “They might 
try to put me in the hole or something,” he said. “But do what 
y’all got to do. Spread the word on what’s going on to people 
in prison. Because this shit’s serious.”

The video went viral. Four days later, Campbells’ brother 
Adrian heard from another incarcerated person’s family that 
Aaron had been sent to solitary confinement as punishment 
for using the contraband phone, where he is locked down 
23 hours a day with no access to the facility phones. Nearly 
a month later, Adrian said in an interview, Aaron is still in 
solitary, with no end date.

In prisons, jails, and ICE detention facilities around the 
country, incarcerated people who express their fears to the 
public, refuse to follow rules that put them at risk, or protest 
unsafe conditions are being silenced and retaliated against, 
often by being thrown in solitary confinement. Typically, 
the official reason for punishment is breaking rules—such as 
possessing a contraband phone—that exist to limit outside 
interaction in the first place.

A growing number of people behind bars appear willing 
to risk retaliatory punishments because they are rightfully 
terrified for their lives. The coronavirus infection rate in 
prisons is nearly three times higher than in the population at 
large, and cases exploded threefold over a recent one-week 
period in April. As the situation worsened, Ohio Gov. Mike 
DeWine dispatched the Ohio National Guard on a medical 
mission to Campbell’s facility on April 7. On April 13, the 
ACLU of Ohio and the Ohio Justice and Policy Center filed a 
class-action lawsuit, demanding the transfer of 837 medically 
vulnerable people out of the prison, and in early May, a federal 
court denied the federal Bureau of Prisons’ request to delay 
the transfer. By that point, 137 people had tested positive in 
the facility and seven had died. Desperate to call attention to 
their plight, many across the country are turning to protests 
and forbidden forms of communication. “Perilous,” a project 
that tracks demonstrations in American and Canadian prisons 
going back to 2010, has documented more than 90 protests 
during the coronavirus crisis.

“That phone is their lifeline to the outside,” said Adrian 
Campbell. “They share that phone to contact their girlfriends, 
to message people through Whatsapp, call family members, 
because it’s so expensive to use the regular phone. So when he 
actually used that and got it taken? That phone is worth like 
a million dollars in there. So it was a desperate situation at 
that point.” He said contraband is taken seriously, but Aaron’s 
swift and severe punishment seems disproportionate. “That’s 
why you know it’s a punishment for what he was doing on the 
phone versus actually being caught with the phone.”

Nine days after Campbell posted his video, the San Diego 
Union-Tribune ran an article discussing the county jail’s 
response to coronavirus. One woman quoted in the story, 
whose brother is in the jail, provided the newspaper with a 
photograph of three men hoisting a bedsheet painted with the 
words, “We don’t deserve 2 die.” Soon after the article was 
published, the woman’s brother and another man were sent to 
solitary confinement for four days for “breaking facility rules, 
including misusing a bed sheet.” A family member of another 
person in one of the county’s seven jails said deputies cut out 
the photo before distributing the newspapers to incarcerated 
people: “They were censoring the news so the inmates 
wouldn’t see it.”

In early April, VICE published a cell phone video of a 
man in a California state prison describing the protocols for 
preventing the spread of the virus. With his face blurred out 
and his name withheld, the man explained that the policies 
looked good “on paper…but that’s not the reality in here.” He 
said a nurse visited every day, but that most people “would be 

afraid to report [virus symptoms] because it automatically is 
going to result in them being isolated in the hole.” Pointing 
the camera at men gathering in the dayroom, he said, “We’re 
sitting ducks in here.”

Officials at Solano State Prison accused Ivan Kilgore of 
being the whistleblower and locked down his entire unit 
following the video’s release. Though officials did not find 
a contraband cell phone when they raided Kilgore’s cell, 
he now faces disciplinary action and the threat of transfer 
to Pelican Bay State Prison, the notorious supermax. A 
petition published by Kilgore’s supporters characterizes the 
potential transfer as a threat “to bury Ivan deeper into the 
system, essentially making him disappear to his loved ones, 
and restrict him from being heard.” The authors note, “It 
is not uncommon for people in prison to be shipped from 
prison to prison or put in solitary confinement as a method 
of silencing.”

This concern rings especially true amid the high 
stakes of the current pandemic. Stephen Wilson, held at 
Pennsylvania’s SCI-Fayette, was sent to the hole for 30 
days after officials intercepted a message he sent through 
the prison’s electronic messaging service, which contained a 
draft of a blog post in support of hunger strikers at New York 
City’s Rikers Island and their demands for basic protection 
from the virus. During his first five days in solitary, Wilson 
reportedly had no access to the shower, clean clothes, or 
a blanket. A supporter who called the facility said they 
were told by an officer that Wilson would “die in the hole.” 
Wilson is now hunger striking to demand his release from 
solitary.

Mendy Forbes faced similar retaliation when she was 
thrown in administrative segregation, a form of solitary 
confinement, after she spoke with KERA News about the 
dire conditions at the Federal Medical Center Carswell in 
Texas. “I don’t see why she’s being punished for trying 
to help herself and other people,” her father told the news 
station. In the original interview, Forbes, who has a chronic 
medical condition, told KERA: “We have run out of toilet 
paper, we have run out of pads. We’ve had no soap for our 
bathrooms. It is crazy. We get out one time a day for ten 
minutes…The conditions are really bad for us, we’re all 
really scared and they aren’t telling us anything.”

Around the country, people also face solitary for 
protesting unsafe policies. In March, a man in Florida’s 
Martin Correctional Institution was handcuffed and put in 
restrictive housing while awaiting a disciplinary hearing 
for refusing to take off a mask. Supervisors across Florida 
also prohibited officers from wearing masks in early April, 
according to an anonymous state Department of Corrections 
staff member. By April 27, the Florida state prison system 
had counted 126 positive COVID-19 test results.

Protests have erupted across the immigration detention 
system as well, and the response of Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE) staff has mirrored the 
retaliatory response in prisons and jails. Detainees went on 
hunger strike at Otay Mesa Detention Center in San Diego, 
which is privately operated by CoreCivic and reported the 
highest number of confirmed cases of any ICE facility in the 
country in mid-April. “You’re talking about one hundred 
people passing through common areas, using the same 
facilities, phones, tables, microwaves. Nothing is cleaned 
after each use,” said Joyce Noche, a director at Immigrant 
Defenders. “I’ve heard stories about people not using PPE 
when they’re preparing their food. It’s just ridiculous.” 
Noche said her client at the facility was prohibited from 
making legal calls while he participated in the hunger strike. 
When he finally called after more than a week of silence, 
he told Noche, “I broke my fast so that they would let me 
call you.”

Several other hunger strikers at Otay Mesa were sent 
to solitary confinement. And human rights organization 
Pueblo Sin Fronteras released audio of a woman at the 
facility screaming while officers shot pepper spray into her 
cell and those around her. She and a group of other women 
had refused to sign a contract that would potentially absolve 
CoreCivic of responsibility for their health, in exchange 
for masks. After demanding to receive masks without 
conditions, at least one woman—an asylum seeker from 
Mexico—was placed in solitary confinement. Noche said, 
based on the lag time of ICE reports, she estimates there 
are now more than 100 positive cases at Otay Mesa. “These 
people are essentially being sentenced to death, in some 
cases.”

In March, more than 300 detained immigrants engaged in 
a hunger strike at Northwest Detention Center in Tacoma, 
Washington, demanding that ICE follow necessary health 
protocols. The participants were isolated in solitary 
confinement, and some were even deported. Although the 
strike lasted nearly a month, Maru Mora-Villalpando, an 
organizer with La Resistencia immigrants rights group, 
told the Spokesman Review, “The number of detainees 
participating in the hunger strike in March declined quickly 
because there was immediate retaliation.”

At Southern Texas Processing Center, an ICE facility 
operated by GEO Group, 60 detained kitchen and janitorial 
workers went on strike after new immigrants transferred 
to the facility in March were not tested or screened for 
the virus. When the workers refused to go back to their 
cells until they were all released from custody, officers 
responded with pepper spray. Nine of the labor strikers 
were sent to restricted housing and now face disciplinary 
charges.

Physical intimidation and abuse, as well as solitary 
confinement, are visited upon incarcerated people 
when they protest or even seek medical help. On Rikers 
Island, correctional officers pepper sprayed eight people 
without warning in March after they asked to have their 
temperatures checked at a jail clinic, which was considered 
defiance of a “lock in” order. At the Broward County Jail 
in Fort Lauderdale, when individuals tried to get medical 
attention by covering their windows or flooding their cells, 
they were threatened with tasers.

In FCI Oakdale in Louisiana, where the first federal 
prison deaths from the coronavirus took place, incarcerated 
individuals were handcuffed and pepper sprayed for 
protesting when officials returned formerly sick people to 
general population. And when people at Oakland County 
Jail in Michigan complained about unsafe conditions, the 
facility threatened to transfer them to a building holding 
people infected with coronavirus, according to an ACLU 
attorney who represented them in a lawsuit.

At Washington’s Monroe Correctional Complex, more 
than 100 men protested after finding out that six fellow 
incarcerated people had tested positive for coronavirus, 
demonstrating in the yard and setting off fire extinguishers. 
Officers shot rubber bullets and pepper spray into the 
crowd. A man incarcerated at the facility told Tomas 
Keene, an incarcerated journalist writing for the Crime 
Report, that “even though it’s the officers that carry in 
the virus, staff look at us as if we’re the ones infected—
as if we’re the untouchables.” Keene noted that society 
already “acts as if certain people are dangerous vectors of 
disruption that need to be sequestered… It’s not surprising 
therefore that many correctional officers come to think of 
inmates as hosts of a contagion, as a threat.”

•
Of course, the majority of incarcerated people living in 

isolation as a result of the coronavirus pandemic are not 
facing retaliation, but experiencing quarantine or medical 
segregation behind bars. Many facilities have failed to take 
steps to distinguish medically necessary separation from 
punitive solitary confinement, although clear guidelines 
for doing so have been developed. Some prisons are 
operating on total lockdown for extended periods, and 
others are quarantining sick people in solitary confinement 
cells, state supermaxes, or formerly shuttered units with 
histories of torturous conditions.

Putting people in solitary confinement for speaking 
out, on the other hand, is not an unintended side effect, 
but a deliberate act of silencing and retaliation. Solitary 
has long been a tool used by prisons and jails to squash 
protests and punish those who speak out to the public. It 
happened in 2017, after people in 17 states participated in 
a strike organized by the Incarcerated Workers Organizing 
Committee. It happened again the following year, in 
retaliation for a strike protesting prison labor conditions 
organized by Jailhouse Lawyers Speak. And in early 2019, 
when people in Brooklyn’s federal Metropolitan Detention 
Center suffered for a week without heat or electricity in the 
dead of winter, officials yet again retaliated against those 
who protested by putting them in solitary.

Even during normal times, prisons and jails routinely 
enforce policies that silence incarcerated people and limit 
their communications with the outside world. People 
behind bars are prohibited from accessing the internet, and 
their letters, phone calls, and electronic communications 
are constantly monitored. Most prison systems limit the 
ability of journalists to enter facilities or communicate 
with incarcerated people. In fact, The Intercept recently 
reported that jails and prisons in at least three states are 
using software to flag messages that mention coronavirus. 
While the software company and correctional officials 
claim this will help identify sick people, advocates worry 
it will be used to increasingly surveil and censor what 
incarcerated people tell the world outside prison walls.

Solitary confinement in the United States has always 
essentially been a control measure that correctional 
systems employ at will with little or no due process or 
oversight. It is no surprise, then, that at a time when the 
public’s eyes have been drawn toward prisons, jails, and 
detention centers, solitary is being used to strike back at 
those who stand up for their own health and the lives of 
those around them, and to hide from public view the fatal 
threat that COVID-19 poses for incarcerated people.

Questions and comments may be sent to info@
freedomarchives.org

daughter the next day by cesarean section. Almost a 
month later, she died (New York Times, 2020). Before 
she died, Andrea picked out a name for her daughter — 
Elyciah Elizabeth Ann High Bear (Vice, 2020).

Patrick and Andrea received death sentences because 
of the COVID-19 pandemic and because no one with 
power used their discretion to do the right thing for them. 
There are thousands like them who remain behind bars, 
for whom the Coronavirus will mean death and grave 
bodily harm if we do not demand radical change now.

The United States currently incarcerates 2.3 million 
people. While we have 5% of the world’s population, we 
hold 25% of the world’s incarcerated people.

Eight of the top ten Coronavirus hotspots in the United 
States are connected to prisons and jails (Reason, 2020). 
The consequences of a pandemic that spreads without 
mercy and a system that refuses to show mercy to people 
behind bars are coming to light as incarcerated people are 
falling ill and dying at higher rates than people who are free.

These outbreaks are happening in federal prisons, state 
prisons, and county jails. In fact:

The largest COVID-19 outbreak in the country is at the 
Marion Correctional Institution in Marion, Ohio, where 
the virus has infected more than 80 percent of the prison’s 
population: 2,197 people (Reason, 2020).

In Chicago, Cook County Jail houses more than 4,000 
people. As of April 30th, nearly 500 detained people and 
more than 300 correctional officers have tested positive. 
Seven people have died: six incarcerated people and one 
guard (NPR — Chicago, 2020).

In New York City, Rikers Island houses nearly 4,000 
people. To date, 378 people incarcerated have tested 
positive for COVID-19. Rikers Island chief physician, 
Dr. Ross MacDonald, has described the situation as, “A 
public health disaster unfolding before our eyes” (The 
Guardian, 2020).

Los Angeles County Jails house over 11,000 people 
across various facilities. Since the pandemic, 115 
incarcerated people and 70 correctional staff have tested 
positive (Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department, 2020).

Of the 153,000 people being held in federal custody, the 
Bureau of Prisons has only tested 2,700 and 70 percent 
have come back positive. We know there are many more 
cases among people who have not been tested. At least 40 
people in federal prisons have died of COVID-19 since 
March (New York Times, 2020).

70% of the people incarcerated at Lompoc federal 
prison in California have tested positive for COVID-19. 
The number of people infected at Lompoc sits at 792, 
making it the largest federal penitentiary outbreak in the 
nation. (Los Angeles Times, 2020).

The ACLU estimates that, because of our current 
rates of incarceration, the national death toll will be 
double what the federal government estimates because 
those populations and the connections they have to the 
community have not been considered. The ACLU’s 
newly released epidemiological models estimate that 
COVID-19 will kill 100,000 more people than current 
projections — specifically, 23,000 people in jail and 
76,000 in the broader community connected to these 
facilities (ACLU, 2020).

We know that families and communities of color and 
low-income people will feel the harms of this pandemic 
the most as it sweeps through jails and prisons. Racial and 
poverty disparities run throughout the U.S. criminal legal 
system: from the school-to-prison pipeline, over-policing, 
pre-trial issues, sentencing disparities, onerous parole and 
probation restrictions, and the collateral consequences of 
criminal convictions.

At this moment, it is important to understand how 
we got here — how one public health crisis maps onto 
another, creating an even broader system of injustice than 
ever imagined.

The legacy of colonization and genocide of Indigenous 
people dates back to 1492, when Christopher Columbus 
arrived in the U.S. After the brutal American-Indian 
Wars, indigenous populations declined sharply from 5–15 
million people to just under 250,000 people (History.com, 
2018). When enslavement began in 1619, the histories 
of brutality and domination ran parallel and continue to 
manifest in today’s criminal legal system data.

According to the CDC, Native Americans are more 
likely to be killed by law enforcement than any other group 
(CNN, 2017). “Native American men are also four times 
more likely to go to prison than White American men and 
Native American women are six times more likely to go to 
prison compared to their white counterparts” (Roosevelt 
Institute, Cornell University, 2017). In fact, Andrea Circle 
Bear was not the first in her family to be incarcerated for 
a drug crime or die incarcerated. Her sister-in-law, Sarah 
Lee Circle Bear, also died in jail while pregnant in 2015, 
after complaining of severe abdominal pain but being 
ignored (Vice, 2020). The mother of two boys, she died a 

GRATITUDE & BLESSINGS
Thank you for the post card. It is truly humbling to see, 

the true level of community, sacrifice, and unlimited 
commitment all of you have and continue to maintain, in 
order to give assistance and education

You guys helped me to extricate, myself from “Backward” 
thinking. In Islam, it’s “Allah doesn’t change you, until you 
change the way you think.”

 I realized that, that statement was a lot larger, than i viewed 
it to be in my youth. Seriously, because when you change 
the way you think? You change, every area of your life. Bar 
none! You change, what you think about and focus on. You 
change, the company you keep and the way you respond to 
life and life’s situations, etc. etc. There is so much that goes 
into it. It is a statement that one can continuously build upon 
& live by  without compromise. Anyway, thank you, very 
much, for all you have done and continues to do. God Bless.

Respectfully,  Umar F. Waldron, CSATF

Missouri to Execute Death Row Prisoner Amid 
Pandemic Despite Questions over Evidence 
Democracry Now, May 19, 2020

In Missouri, a death row prisoner is scheduled to be 
executed today, despite questions over the evidence used 

to convict him of a 1991 murder. On Sunday, an appeals 
court vacated a stay in Walter Barton’s execution. The 
American Bar Association argued the pandemic has placed 
severe limitations on Barton’s representation and ongoing 
investigations, and called on Republican Governor Mike 
Parson to issue a reprieve. There have been no executions in 
the U.S. since March 5, as most states have postponed them 
amid the pandemic.
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 LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
Compiled by the Ella Baker Center

These bills were introduced this year and will continue on to next year. 2020 will be the 2nd year in 
the Legislature’s 2-yr cycle. 

ACA 6 Free the Vote – Ballot measure restores voting rights of people on parole. 
SB 132 Housing Classification for Incarcerated Transgender People –  Requires CDCr to ask each 
person entering its custody about their gender identity, and requires that identification, communications, 
and housing be consistent with a person’s stated gender identity.
SB 144 Families Over Fees Act – Eliminates many of the administrative fees imposed by the criminal 
legal system and reduce the suffering caused by court debt. Fees eliminated would include those for 
drug testing, bookings, arrest, probation, parole supervision, and electronic monitoring. 
SB 555 Jail Fair Access and Connection to Support (FACTS) – Requires that the items in a county 
jail canteen are offered for sale at the cost paid to the vendor supplying the items. This bill also changes 
the name of the Inmate Welfare Fund to the Incarcerated People’s Fund and requires that these funds 
be expended solely for the benefit, education, and welfare of the people who are incarcerated in the 
facility. In addition, this bill prohibits commissions in telephone and communication service contracts 
for juvenile facilities and county jails, and requires such telephone and communication service contracts 
to be negotiated and awarded to the lowest cost provider. EBC is excited to join this campaign as a co-
sponsor.
AB 581 Resentencing for Members of the Military – This bill allows former or current members of 
the U.S. military to petition for recall and resentencing if they suffered certain types of trauma from their 
service, regardless of when they were convicted.
AB 787 Voter Registration in Jails  – Allows in-person voter registration in jails. 
Note: this bill may be reintroduced with a new number.
AB 1185 Officer oversight – Allows counties to develop an oversight board for their Sheriff departments. 
It will give this board subpoena power and an inspector general to help in investigations. 
California Replace Cash Bail with Risk Assessments Referendum – Last year the Legislature passed 
SB 10 to eliminate money bail in pretrial detention. In response, the bail bonds industry has resourced 
a referendum asking voters to approve the move.

A "yes" vote approves SB 10 and replaces cash bail with risk assessments and expanded judicial   
discretion to determine whether someone should be held in jail while they wait for their trial.

A “no” vote repeals SB 10, and keeps cash bail in place for pretrial detention.
California Criminal Sentencing, Parole, and DNA Collection Initiative – This ballot initiative rolls 
back advancements gained in Prop 47, Prop 57, and AB 109. This would expand the number of crimes 
that can be charged as felonies; limit early parole; and create two additional types of crimes – serial 
crime and organized retail crime. It also would require DNA collection for certain misdemeanors.
A "yes" vote adds crimes to the list of violent felonies for which early parole is restricted; increases 
the penalty for certain types of theft, fraud crimes and misdemeanors; and requires DNA collection for 
certain misdemeanors.
A “no” vote opposes the initiative to create new felonies, limit parole, and increase penalties.

INVITATION TO  COMMENT
https://www.courts.ca.gov/documents/spr20-14.pdf

The Criminal Law Advisory Committee recommends adopting a new rule of 
court establishing procedures for resentencing recommendations under Penal 

Code section 1170(d)(1). Background California law allows felony resentencing 
by the court within 120 days of commitment to state prison, or at any time, on 
recommendation by the Secretary of the CDCR, the CDCR’s BPH, a county 
correctional administrator, or the DA. (Pen. Code, § 1170(d)(1).) Assembly Bill 
1812 recently added language regarding factors that a court could consider 
when reviewing a resentencing recommendation: The court resentencing 
under this paragraph may reduce a defendant’s term of imprisonment and 
modify the judgment, including a judgment entered after a plea agreement, 
if it is in the interest of justice. The court may consider postconviction factors, 
including, but not limited to, the inmate’s disciplinary record and record of 
rehabilitation while incarcerated, evidence that reflects whether age, time served, 
and diminished physical condition, if any, have reduced the inmate’s risk for 
future violence, and evidence that reflects that circumstances have changed since 
the inmate’s original sentencing so that the inmate’s continued incarceration is no 
longer in the interest of justice. (Pen. Code, § 1170(d)(1).)

The Proposal: Based on the increase in section 1170(d)(1) resentencing 
recommendations from CDCR, the committee recommends adoption of a new rule 
of court setting the following procedures for resentencing recommendations. The 
committee believes that the rule will assist courts by clarifying how resentencing 
recommendations should be handled. • Require the recommendation to go before 
the original sentencing judge who entered judgment of conviction in the case, and 
require the presiding judge or the presiding judge’s designee to assign a judge if 
the original sentencing judge is unavailable; • Provide for an initial review by the 
court to determine the basis of the recommendation, and, for recommendations 
based on equitable considerations, appoint counsel for the defendant if the court 
sets a status conference or hearing; • Provide for courts to summarily deny a 
recommendation, including notification of the parties and an opportunity to 
request a status conference or hearing if either disagrees with the court’s proposed 
summary disposition; • Provide for a court’s tentative response, including 
notification of the parties and an opportunity to object and set the matter for a 
status conference or hearing; • Provide guidelines on status conferences, including 
a provision on the purpose of a status conference, that the defendant need not be 
present, and, if all parties agree on a new sentence, allowing the court to resentence 
the defendant in the defendant’s absence with a knowing and intelligent waiver 
of the right to be present; • Provide guidelines on hearings, including a provision 
that the defendant’s presence may be waived, factors the court may consider at 
the hearing, and procedures the court must follow if it changes the sentence; and • 
State that a supplemental probation report is not required for resentencing unless 
ordered by the court.  Proposed Effective Date Jan. 1, 2021

In addition to comments on the proposal as a whole, the advisory committee is 
interested in comments on the following: • Should the rule address a defendant’s 
ability to waive the defendant’s physical presence at resentencing? Send comments 
to: Judicial Council of California 455 Golden Gate Ave., SF, CA 94102 Comments 
must be received by June 9, 2020. Contact: Sarah Fleischer-Ihn, 415-865-7702 

evidence or information provided by an another informant who has had no prior 
contact with the in-custody informant.

SB 1064 additionally requires that, at least 10 days prior to making a decision 
or finding based on information supplied by an in-custody informant, the person 
implicated by the information be notified of the date the information was provided, 
the date of the events/actions referred to in the informant's report, the location 
where the information was provided by the informant, the source and nature of 
the informant's alleged knowledge of an incident. the investigative steps taken to 
confirm the facts reported. 

Finally, SB 1064 requires that the Office of Inspector General (OIG) conduct 
an annual audit of the Department's compliance with the above requirements, and 
submit a report of its findings to the Legislature and to the Senate and Assembly 
Comittees on Public Safety. 

Below is a template for a support letter:
  RE:  SB 1064 - SUPPORT    ...................    Date:
 Dear Senator Skinner: 
KAGE Universal is in strong support of your bill, SB 1064, to limit the use of 

confidential information inside the California Department of Corrections 
and Rehabilitation. The bill would prohibit Department officials from using 
uncorroborated  in-custody informant information in order to extend prisoners’ 
sentences for rules violations or to make other important decisions.

 If such information surfaces, the prisoner implicated would be given due 
process with regard to the information, not including revealing the source, but 
including a full description, time, place, and officer who obtained it.  It is important 
that statements that impact time in prison be corroborated by independent 
sources, who had had no contact or communication with the informant, and no 
prior knowledge of any supporting physical evidence. This bill would address 
these important justice needs. 

Other Talking Points could include: 
If you or your loved one was kept in isolation because of confidential information 

please give examples, including how many years they were kept in SHU or other 
forms of isolation 

If you or your loved one was denied parole based on confidential information 
available to the Parole Board but not available to you 

If you or your loved one was given a high risk assessment based on confidential 
information, describe that 

Thank you for carrying this important legislation. Please let me know if I can 
answer any questions for you. 

 Yours sincerely, 

Send letters to: Senator Nancy Skinner
Senate Public Safety Committee 
State Capitol Room 5094  
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Letters take at least 3 weeks)
Or email Senator.Skinner@Senate.ca.gov 

(See PF Issue 53 for The History of Debriefing by Louis Powell, and PF Issue 
56 for CPF Report titled, The Use and Misues of Confidential Information.)

NEED A HAND NAVIGATING THE RESENTENCING PROCESS?
Back to Court: A Resentencing Guide to the Fair and Just Sentencing and Reform Act (SB 

1393) and PC § 1170(d)(1) 
This toolki, published by the Ella Baker Center is designed to be a resource for people impacted 

by SB 1393 with 5-year enhancements on their current sentence for prior serious felonies, and also a 
general resource for anyone interested in PC § 1170(d)(1) resentencing and how it may impact other 
sentence enhancements. Let us know if you need a copy sent to you or if you have any feedback on 
what you’ve seen.
SB 1393 (effective January 1, 2019) ended the mandatory requirement that judges add a 5-year sentence 
enhancement for each prior serious felony on a person’s record, also referred to as a “nickel prior.” 
While SB 1393 was not retroactive, it is now possible to request a referral for the discretionary 
resentencing of these enhancements. This toolkit provides information for people serving and/or 
appealing sentences with 5-year enhancements on how to request resentencing and what to expect in 
the referral and resentencing process.  
This toolkit also discusses in detail the recently expanded law on discretionary resentencing called PC 
§ 1170(d)(1) - Recall of Sentence and Resentencing. This is an exciting area of law due to the 2018 
passage of AB 1812 and AB 2942 (Ting). These new amendments expanded the possibility for post-
conviction relief, gave CDCR funding to make resentencing referrals, and gave District Attorneys the 
ability to make resentencing referrals as of January 1, 2019. 
In addition to receiving a PC § 1170(d)(1) referral for resentencing based on 5-year enhancements, it is 
also possible to be resentenced on the basis of “exceptional conduct” and other sentence enhancements 
that have been repealed or are now discretionary after recent policy reforms. 
The information in this Toolkit will help people advocate for themselves for resentencing in a number 
of contexts. The Toolkit includes an Appendix with some further resources, as well as a Resource List 
if you would like to request further information to assist you in your self-advocacy.

Ella Baker Center for Human Rights 1419 34th Ave, Suite 202, Oakland, CA 94601

NEWS YOU CAN USE

SB 1437 Ruled Constitutional 

On Nov. 19, 2019 Fourth District Court of Appeals in 
San Diego County [in re: Gooden and Lamoureux] 

ruled that SB 1437 (Felony Murder Resentencing) is 
constitutional and that DAs cannot refuse to hear SB 1437 
habeas petitions. In february 2020  California Supreme 
Court denied the depublication and review requests for 
the Fourth District Appellate court decisions on two cases 
opinions that ruled Senate Bill 1437 constitutiona. Judges 
in all CA counties may proceed to hear SB 1437 petitions •

FORESEEABLE AND PREVENTABLE
Source: The Fire Inside, CCWP

More than three years after Erika Rocha’s preventable 
suicide inside the California Institution for Women 

(CIW), the state agreed to pay out more than $1.5 million 
to settle a federal wrongful death lawsuit filed on behalf 
of Erika’s family members. In April 2016, one day before 
she was to appear before a parole board hearing at which 
she was expected to be granted her freedom after 19 years 
of incarceration, Erika hanged herself inside her cell. 
CDCr finally admitted her death was “both foreseeable and 
preventable.” •

SETTLEMENT FOR ARIZONA MAN 
ASSAULTED BY GUARD

In October 2019, Arizona settled for $33,000 a pro se 
federal lawsuit brought by a state prisoner who alleged 

he was assaulted by an Arizona Department of Corrections 
(DOC) guard while handcuffed behind his back.

Folta filed a pro se civil rights lawsuit in federal court 
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983. He alleged violations of the 
Eighth Amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual 
punishment when Burke assaulted him. Folta v. Van Winkle, 
U.S.D.C. (D. Ariz.), Case No. 2:14-CV-01562-PGR-ESW •

DETAINEE’S DEATH FROM UNTREATED 
DIABETES RESULTS IN $1 MILLION SETTLEMENT
Source: Prison Legal News April, 2020, page 28

A $1 million settlement was reached in May 2019 in a 
lawsuit alleging the Atlanta City Detention Center 

(ACDC) left a pretrial detainee in an unlit confinement cell 
to die from untreated diabetes...Since 2008, 11 men and one 
woman have died in Georgia jails and prisons from diabetic 
ketoacidosis...ADA calls for “all levels of custody” to have 
access to medication and dosing consistent with their usual 
treatment plans. The City of Atlanta approved the $995,000 
settlement with Bryant’s estate on May 22, 2019. The 
estate was represented by the Pope, McGlamry, Kilpatrick, 
Morrison, and Norwood law firm. See: Sims v. City of 
Atlanta, USDC, N.D. Georgia, Case no. 1:17-cv-000519 •

CHALLENGE THE MISUSE OF 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
Support SB 1064 by writing to Nancy Skinner

On February 18, 2020 Nancy Skinner introduced SB 1064. 
A Senate Public Safety Committee hearing scheduled 

for March 24th was postponed, and not yet been rescheduled. 
This is an important piece of legislation aimed at restricting 
CDCr's use of confidential information. CPF encourages you 
and your family members outside the walls to submit a letter 
of support for SB 1064 as soon as possible to Senator Skinner 
and the Senate Public Safety Committee.(address below)

CDCr's use of information supplied by in-custody informants 
can have myriad and extreme adverse consequences for 
people behind bars, affecting housing assignments and parole 
outcomes. SB 1064 requires that, if information from an in-
custody informant is relied upon,  whether in whole or in 
part, the information must be corroborated by either physical 

COVID-19 IS A NEW THREAT, 
BUT MEDICAL NEGLECT AND INDIFFERENCE 

IS OLD NEWS IN CALIFORNIA PRISONS
Source: The Fire Inside, CCWP

In June 2019, Vickie Lee Hammonds, a mother, 
grandmother, great-grandmother, sister and friend,  

died from medical neglect at the California Institution for 
Women (CIW). She was only 55 years old. Her death, both 
devastating and preventable, reflects a pattern of injuries 
and deaths as well as a larger culture of disregard at CIW 
specifically, and throughout CDCr as a whole. 

Vickie’s family and CCWP demand that California and its 
institutions of human caging be held responsible for preventable 
deaths in their custody. •

Coleman and Plata 
BACK TO THE FOREFRONT 

Latest efforts by attorneys representing the Coleman 
and Plata classes in on-going issues with CDCR and 

overcrowding of prisons by forcing CDCR to release more 
state prisoners in the face of the CoVid pandemic were 
dashed recently when the Plata US District Court refused a 
request from the Prison Law Office to order CDCR to begin 
such releases. The plaintiffs were required to prove CDCR 
exhibited ‘deliberate indifference’ to the threat of the Covid 
virus to the prison population. The court found actions 
taken by CDCR prior to the suit and additional on-going 
actions by the department did not meet that standard and 
thus denied such relief via additional prisoner releases, in 
excess of the roughly 3,500 inmates given early release by 
CDCR in efforts to provide more space and thus less danger 
of infection in the prisons. LSA submitted a pro per amicus 
brief in the District Court case, bringing to the Court’s 
attention the (then) new rapid result test marketed by Abbott 
Labs, which promises a 5 minute result, rather than taking 
a test, submitting the specimen to an outside laboratory and 
waiting the result. Our amicus brief suggested the court use 
its authority to direct CDCR to test everyone entering prison 
grounds, as the virus was only moving in one direction, into 
the prisons from those on the outside. 

While the court declined to consider any amicus briefs, 
we still feel this is an obvious and more certain preventative 
measure than those currently being taken by CDCR. As we 
go to print, CDCR has reported testing over 1,000 prisoners 
for CoVid 19 virus, with just over 180 positive tests, nearly 
300 tests still waiting reporting of results and 1 death so far 
reported. 

This decision marked the second time in two months that 
attorneys for the Plata and Coleman groups have attempted 
to convince the courts to intervene in CDCR’s mitigation 
efforts for the spread of the CoVid virus. Earlier another 
court ruled it did not have jurisdiction, paving the way to the 
most recent action and decision. •

CONSPIRACY TO COVER UP CRUEL AND 
UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT

Former Correctional Officer, Roderick Douglas, of 
Monroe, Louisiana, was sentenced to serve 60 months 

in prison for violating the Constitutional prohibition 
against cruel and unusual punishment. Douglas admitted 
that he sprayed pepper spray directly into the eyes of two 
kneeling, handcuffed prisoners, and then handed the can 
to other guards. All five guards  present filed false reports 
attempting to hide their complicity and ultimately pleaded 
guilty to a cover-up…

Assistant Attorney General Eric Dreiband, stated, 
“Today’s sentencing demonstrates the commitment of 
the Civil Rights Division to vigorously prosecute those 
who inflict cruel and unusual punishment against inmates 
under their care.” “Conspiring to cover up physical assault 
against an inmate is in blatant violation of federal law and 
the Department of Justice will hold violators accountable,” 
said Dreiband. “The Civil Rights Division will continue 
to enforce the laws that prohibit this type of misconduct.” 
See: United States v. Douglas, U.S.D.C. (W.D. La), Case 
No. 3:18-cr-00085-01. •
Source: Prison Legal News, April 2020, Pg. 18

THE IMPORTANCE 
OF BEING CIVICALLY 
ENGAGED
By Kamau M. Askari (Edited by Tess McClernon)

As of February 2020, I became a proactive member 
of the progressive "Initiate Justice Activity Group." 

Initiate Justice (IJ) has undertaken the task of helping 
people to understand the legislative process and how to 
become civically engaged within that process.

It is of great importance for people to become civically 
engaged in order to understand how the government 
works, how the laws which directly affect their standards 
of living are made, and how becoming proactive within 
the Legislative process can ultimately change our society.  

To be proactively engaged with the civic process, 
one has to stay informed of the issues affecting their 
lives, communities, and society at large, It also involves 
interacting with legislators and politicians; Fact checking 
governmental information and voting; discussing the 
issues with other people and following new laws that are 
passed and how they subsequently affect people's lives and 
community, including laws affecting prison populations, 
the construction of new prisons and mass incarceration in 
association with entrepreneurism. 

My becoming conscious is due to a New Afrikan, 
revolutionary-oriented education. Such teachings argue 
that those directly and adversely affected by social 

phenomena and their inherent contradictions are best suited 
to  discover solutions to them.

 
Our incarcerated prisoner class, especially those who spent 

their time learning and feeding their minds,  are arguably in a 
better position to contribute to a solution for our communities 
and society more broadly. 

Civic engagement involves the reshaping of public opinion, 
which is shaped by fraudulent information sold to the public 
by politicians, prisoncrats, and legislators. 

One such fraudulent notion sold and bought by the public is 
the need for prisons, prison constructions, mass incarceration, 
and punitive and extreme sentencing in order to deter socio-
economic crimes. 

Politicians, prisoncrats, and others promote the “tough on 
crime” approach and they do so through the dissemination 
of propaganda that arouses passion and fear—this forces 
the public to believe in the fraudulent notion that extreme 
sentencing or even prison itself are successful deterrents to 
socio-economic crimes. 

Consequently, the legislature that passes new laws to suit 
such propaganda serves the vested interests of those in power 
and is given support from the public through tax dollars 
and a willful ignorance about the causes for such crimes. A 
powerful example is California’s Three Strikes Law.

Civic engagement requires due diligence, a familiarity with 
the material facts prior to supporting and voting for new laws. 
It is particularly incumbent on New Afrikans (Blacks), people 
of color, the poor, and all others who have been historically 
marginalized in their communities, disenfranchised, and 
treated unequally. 

Possessing the knowledge and the information needed also 
allows more of us to see the framework of how exactly laws 
are passed, how they affect daily life, and impact society 
generally. From this vantage point, we can see the need for 
being proactive and the positive changes that are necessary.

In this spirit of civic engagement, we call on the people of 
California to support and vote for “Assembly Constitutional 
Amendment 6” (ACA 6) which will restore voting rights to 
people on parole in California.

If Californians vote for ACA 6 it will be possible to change 
voter demographics and empower future generations. A 
significant percentage of the population has been severely 
disenfranchised by incarceration in California Correctional 
Facilities. With the right to vote, people on parole in CA can 
help effect positive changes to their local communities and 
our society at large.

KAMAU M. ASKARI BIN 
RALPH A. TAYLOR 
NEW Afrikan (Black) Family Unity and Advancement 

Foundation (NABFUAF) NEW Afrikan Collective Think 
Tank (N.C.T.T.) High Desert State Prison (HDSP) 

NEWSOM ISSUES 
EXECUTIVE ORDER 
On March 24, 2020, Governor Newsom issued an 

Executive Order N-36-20 suspending the intake 
of new inmates into CDCR facilities for 30 days subject 
to one further 30-day extension as needed in order “to 
protect the health, safety, and welfare” of CDCR inmates 
and staff.  Secretary Diaz will extend the suspension of 
intake by an additional 30 days.  Further to these efforts, 
Secretary Diaz has exercised his independent authority 
under California Government Code § 8658 to transition 
inmates for whom CDCR staff have determined that public 
safety risk does not preclude release to early parole or Post 
Release Community Supervision.  Inmates with 60 days 
or less remaining on their sentence (as of March 30, 2020) 
who are not serving a current term for a violent felony, or 
for a domestic violence offense, and are not required to 
register as a sex offender will have their release to parole 
or Post Release Community Supervision accelerated under 
Secretary Diaz’s direction.  As of the end of the day on 
April 14, 2020, a total of 3,585 inmates have been released 
as a result of the Secretary’s directive and other natural 
attrition. •
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DIRTY POLITICS
HISTORY OF SOLITARY CONFINEMENT 

(Part I)
By Louis Powell 

At the request of Min King and Kim Pollak 
of California Prison Focus, I will dissect 

solitary confinement as I experienced it for 38 
years. I make no apology for transition into 
animal aggression as a result of fear-induced 
manipulation and psychology of the environment. 
I will not water down the atrocities committed 
under the disguise of the CDCR protecting society 
and the security of California prisons. Throughout 
the 1970's, 1980's and 1990's, I along with other 
similar situated black prisoners under indefinite 
solitary confinement. We attempted to appeal to 
the International Court of Justice for relief, all to 
no avail. The painful memory of the tortuous time 
spent under solitary confinement will haunt me to 
my dying day. I have been free from solitary confinement since the end of 2015, and since then, in my 
writing I bear the suffering of a human being desperately seeking a compassionate pardon from God 
fearing people of society. There is no relief for me so long as I remain unsuitable for parole. Under the 
disguise that I lack empathy for that crime that brought me to prison. I am deemed unsuitable, even though 
I have paid my debt to society twofold. 

I will not give a rundown of events in any chronological order. At 69 years old, I'm suffering from 
numerous deprivations, especially thought deprivation. I will encast pre-historical events before my 
incarceration in parenthesis. Otherwise, everything else is personal experience or by way of direct 
observation, to the best of memory., 

During my first prison term, I arrived at the Calif., Institute for Men at Chino in the early 1970's. It was 
the reception center for Southern California state prisoners. At 23 years old, I was convicted and rightly 
so, of voluntary manslaughter and assault in defense of my life against street gang members on the mean 
streets of south central Los Angeles. I was processed in two months, and endorsed for internment at 
Deuel Vocational Institute at Tracy - The Gladiator School. Because of the amount of force and violence 
associated with this prison, few older convicts sought to go, nor endorsed for Tracy. At Tracy, it was the 
end of a civilized existence as I had come to know life. I figure on paying my debt to society through 
taking advantage of the rehabilitation programs. Instead of rehabilitation, I would earn stripes in fighting 
through the fear-induced manipulation and psychology that comes with prison life. I would graduate 
with courage in hand, in standing firmly against institutionalized racism. The very first week in Tracy, I 
witnessed the first of many killings that would come to be. Dan Berger, author of the book "CAPTIVE 
NATION", on page 262, Berger States that between 1974 to 1976 the FBI reported and investigated 268 
stabbing and 56 deaths in California prisons. Indefinite Solitary Confinement 

In 1975 I would be taken to the solitary confinement unit for allegedly manufacturing hundreds of 
prison-made knives while inside the welding class, Prison guards had no weapon nor weapon stock to 
support said accusation that an alleged prison informant told them. The disciplinary correctional officer 
made a proposition to me; If I worked secretly with prison guards by reporting on black militant reformers, 
then solitary confinement would be suspended. I refused to play ball, and spent the next two years in 
a solitary confinement unit. In or about May of 1977 without notice I was allowed to leave solitary 
confinement. Apparently prison guards assumed that I had shown the correct appeasement behavior by not 
responding verbally or defensely to their racial insults calling me a piece of shit, mud people, buckwheat, 
monkey and of course nigger. In late June of 1977, the prison guard rep for Tracy approached me with 
another proposition that I flatly refused. I was returned to solitary confinement without even a disciplinary 
hearing. This time, I was classified as a threat to the security of California prison. I had not violated any 
prison rules to justify such treatment. I was an outspoken abolitionist who was promoting prison reform 
as a strategy. I had earned the respect of my racial brothers shortly after arriving in Tracy, which didn't 
go over well with the prison guards - all white males. The Governor of California between the years of 
1975-1983 was Jerry Brown Jr. He was the first public official that I had high regards for. Well in 1977 
the prison guard union notified Governor Brown of their intention to go out on a first ever work strike in 
early 1988, if he doesn't agree to the union’s terms. Governor Brown responded by stating that if prison 
guards go on strike, then he would activate the state national guards to go inside of California prison to 
replace the striking prison guards. 

The union rep over Tracy prison, then offered me a proposition that a lot of influential black prisoners 
would not have turned down. The prison guard union wanted me to influence the black prisoners in the 
general population to rebel against the authority of the state national guards, if they are sent in. The union 
rep stated that I would be guaranteed a transfer to any prison of my choosing, and I would be granted 
parole because a good conduct chrono would be placed in my central file. I couldn't believe that a public 
official was trying to bring me into a seditious conspiracy against the state of California executive branch 
of government. Furthermore, I felt offended that they believe I would sell my soul by collaborating with 
racist prison guards. I had already established a reputation for showing myself to be unafraid and non-
conforming to the status quo of institutionalized racism. Because I refused to play ball for the second time, 
I was placed in handcuffs and taken before the prison watch commander, he stated that I would never see 
the general population until I agreed to work in collaboration with prison guards as their prison snitch. 

My first few months of solitary confinement in 1975 was a trying experience mentally, physically and 
psychologically. It wasn't until I had spent ten days in a dark quiet cell, I was stripped of all clothing until 
I was bare naked. There was no bedding, mattress, nor even a mat to lie on. The cold concrete floor and 
walls were covered in a dry cluster of feces dating back years. The quiet cell had no sink or toilet, just a 
hole in the floor to defecate and urinate in. The stench and the condition was so bad that I became agitated, 
which triggered my asthma. The prison guard overseer only opens the slot in the steel door at feeding 
time at 6am and 6pm. Only the most sadistic prison guards are assigned to the solitary confinement unit. 
At the first feeding time, I never in life thought that I would plead to anyone except for God, but I found 
myself pleading to see the prison doctor. That was to no avail, and it would be my shame to my last day 
for asking a sadistic racist prison guard for help. Because I had dared to request to see the doctor I was 
given no eating utensil. With each meal came a cup of water. It only took one feeding for me to learn how 
to eat like a dog in complete darkness without using my hands. I could not afford to waste any of the water 
towards hand cleaning. 

Redemption 
I had a choice of joining the ranks of many broken men or else I could surrender to suicidal thoughts or 

I could emerge with superior ability, such as Friedrich Nitezsche Superman. I chose to emerge while in 
complete darkness, in becoming a new man. •

TO BE CONTINUED IN PRISON FOCUS ISSUE 61 

SOON TO BE RELEASED Book : 
Chronicles of a Dirty Political War, by Louis Powell
Watch Live Interview with Min. King X and Louis Powell; CPF/KAGE Universal Talking Zine. 
YOUTUBE KAGE UNIVERSAL: They Still Use 1030s to Jam the Door.

DECLARATION 
OF K.A.G.E. UNIVERSAL 

We put the welfare of the community over the welfare of the individuals.

Through a united front, working peacefully across all racial lines, imprisoned 
people throughout the state of California and beyond, participated in the 

mass California Prisoner Hunger Strikes of 2011 and 2013, protesting inhumane 
conditions and mistreatment of thousands of people in both PELICAN BAY and 
CORCORAN State Prison Secure Housing Units (SHU), and throughout other 
solitary confinement units state-wide. The principal organizers came together, 
setting aside racial quarrels, and declared a statement - To End All Hostilities - in 
order to eliminate the race wars being waged on prison yards with the intent that 
it would create a ripple effect within urban communities throughout California 
and the United States. 

Based on the Agreement to End All Hostilities, Kings and Queens Against 
Genocidal Environments (K.A.G.E.) works to unite and unionize the human 
rights for freedom, justice and equality movement from within the belly of the 
beast to without. K.A.G.E. works to unite people of all colors, race, creed, gender 
and/or sexuality, based on the belief that all human beings are created equal. We 
declare to put an end to all racial prejudices, conflict, and unnecessary waging 
of wars by promoting a universal curriculum to heighten awareness both locally 
and internationally. By using culture and arts to educate people and change toxic 
narratives, K.A.G.E. promotes ‘Peace as the new cool’.
K.A.G.E. Universal uses the power of “Collective Action” to solve common 
problems. We stand firm against genocidal environments. When consistent 
resistance rattles the doors of opportunity, we must Seize The Time…
K.A.G.E. Universal Strategies
To be a catalyst that unifies socially conscious individuals and organizations, 
both inside and outside of prison walls.
To promote dialogue and understanding to inspire action amongst communities 
and policy makers.
To combine faith and action to address society’s problems.
To breach the walls that polarize people - economically, socially, culturally, 
racially, religiously, geographically and otherwise - to ignite cohesion within 
the active community, through outreach and engagement.
To give voice to the under-represented segments of the community.
To birth, inspire and/or support as many new or existing socially conscious 
minded organizations as possible.
To construct Self-Help Study Groups, inside prisons and out, implemented by 
imprisoned and non-imprisoned community members.
To keep and maintain a non-hostile and non-polluted environment.
To promote legal and civic action, and peaceful resistance to injustice.
K.A.G.E. Universal rejects: Apathy, Passivity, Irresponsibility, Ignorance, 
Bigotry, Racism, Exploitation, Self Destruction, Blind Allegiance, Moral 
Cowardice, Egoism, Fruitless Debates
This declaration was developed and ratified by the principal thinkers and 
organizers of the California Prison Hunger Strikes. ●

To read more about K.A.G.E., visit:  https://sfbayview.com/2013/06/july-8-
2013-united-kage-brothers-demands/ or
https://sfbayview.com/2015/04/i-contribute-to-peace-a-pledge-to-end-
hostilities-inside-and-out/\

TRUMP ADMINISTRATION 
REVERSES PRISONER COVID 

RELEASE POLICY
By Josh Gerstein, Politico, April 21, 2020

A coronavirus-related policy shift that could have cleared 
the way for thousands of federal prisoners to be sent 

home early was abruptly reversed this week.
Prison officials indicated earlier this month that inmates 

who had served less than half their sentences could still be 
considered for early release to limit the spread of infection 
behind bars. However, inmates in various prisons who had 
been put into prerelease quarantine almost two weeks ago 
were advised Monday by authorities that the policy had 
changed, lawyers and associates said. Officials would not 
waive a requirement that prisoners must have completed 50 
percent their sentence to be eligible for early release during 
the pandemic, the inmates were told.

.... Attorney General William Barr ordered federal prisons 
to increase their use of home confinement on March 26 to 
lower risks associated with the virus. Some of the worst 
outbreaks in the country have occurred in close-quarters 
prisons, which cannot easily adhere to social-distancing 
guidelines.

On April 3, Barr used authority under the newly passed 
CARES Act to declare an emergency at prisons seriously 
impacted by Covid-19. The move waived the usual cap 
limiting home confinement to no more than six months at the 
end of an inmate’s sentence.

While the initial set of criteria for home confinement 
included a requirement that inmates had completed half of 
their sentences, prison officials were told by their superiors 
on April 9 that rule was expected to be dropped.That guidance 
led prisoners at a number of federal facilities nationwide to 
be put into prerelease quarantine around that date, according 
to family members of inmates. Some family and friends 
were making plans to pick up their loved ones this week. 
Others had purchased air tickets to return home, only to be 
told Monday that the expected releases had been scuttled. •

"When a society laments the loss of an 
economy more than the loss human life, 
it doesn't need a virus. It is already sick."

"Another aggravating factor sure to make whatever 
happens much worse than it should be is the privatization of 
prison health care, with large portions of it under the control 
of corporate health companies whose entire business model 
depends on extracting as much money from the government 
as possible while delivering as little health care as possible. 
Faced with a pandemic potentially infecting hundreds of 
thousands of prisoners in crowded facilities with aging 
ventilation systems, are these corporations going to put 
public health before corporate profits? I wouldn’t bet on it." 
Paul Right of Prison Legal News

FORMERLY INCARCERATED 
AMERICANS EXCLUDED FROM 
FEDERAL RELIEF
Source: The Appeal. Formerly Incarcerated Americans Excluded 
from Federal Covid-19 Relief.  https://theappeal.org

The Small Business Administration (SBA) adopted 
a rule that prevents people who have been convicted 

of a felony in the last five years, as well as those who are 
currently incarcerated, on probation or parole, or under 
criminal indictment, from obtaining a forgivable SBA loan. 
Even those who are released early under the First Step Act 
who are on supervised release cannot obtain a loan under 
the rule. With that action, the SBA unilaterally decided some 
business owners were not worth saving during the pandemic.

When Congress passed the CARES Act in late March, it 
created the Paycheck Protection Program—$349 billion in 
forgivable loans to help small businesses keep employees 
on their payroll during the COVID-19 crisis.  The bill 
Congress voted on did not exclude people with past criminal 
convictions from the program. But on April 3rd, the SBA, 
which disburses the funds, created new barriers preventing 
for the re-entry population.

The SBA’s rule is also inconsistent with recent bipartisan 
sentencing reforms that encourage re-entry and transitional 
programs that reduce recidivism. 

Marcus Bullock, whose company, Flikshop, employs 
formerly incarcerated people, like himseld. But five days 
after the SBA issued its rule, Bullock his bank asked about 
prior felony convictions going back seven years—not five. 
Bullock was eligible because enough time had passed since 
his conviction, although he did not obtain a loan before the 
relief program ran out of funds.

David Schlussel, deputy director of the Collateral 
Consequences Resource Center, also noted that the borrower 
application form goes even further than the SBA’s rule, 
disqualifying applicants whose cases concluded without a 
conviction. “This is a really important aspect of the barriers 
that the SBA has put in place,” he said. “The application 
form makes ineligible even certain people whose cases 
concluded without a conviction.” 

The Congressional Black Caucus are working to remedy 
the issue in subsequent COVID-related legislation. Black 
Americans, who are overrepresented in the criminal legal 
system and more likely to die of COVID-19 than any other 
group in the U.S., have been disproportionately affected by 
Covid-19 itself, and now by SBA’s action as well.

Congress and the White House are said to be nearing an 
agreement to add $310 billion to the relief program, after 
large restaurant chains and publicly traded companies 
received millions of dollars in loans, running the program 
dry. While thousands of small business owners wait for a 
second wave of loans, untold numbers of eligible business 
owners who were barred from applying. •

HERE'S WHAT DECISION 
MAKERS HAVE TO SAY
Donald Trump:

 Disagreed with allowing prisoners to go free. 'We don’t 
like it, the people don’t like it and we’re looking to see if I 
have the right to stop it in some cases'

Mr Trump also seemed to take exception to the idea that 
inmates are a vulnerable population, and suggested they 
would fare better against the virus due to their age... [There’s] 
a lot of young people in prison.”
Elizabeth Gondels of the American Correctional 
Association:
"Correctional professionals are first responders… And in 
my heart of hearts? Our prison systems are on this. They 
talk. They've got great networks. Our jails are doing a lot 
of outreach.” Gondels said that she isn’t worried about 
shortages of medical supplies.“We've always done a lot with 
less,” she said. "They’re a phenomenal group of people, of 
first responders, and we’re going to get the job done.

“In terms of like this sort of seething, ready-to-blow prison 
environment that people maybe think about? I just don’t think 
it’s the reality,” said Dr. Brent Gibson, chief medical officer for 
the National Commission on Correctional Health Care, which 
creates health care corrections standards and accredits about 
500 facilities nationwide. “I hear stuff like, ‘There’s no soap 
and water,’ ‘It’s just a festering cesspool.’ That’s just not true. 
If they’re doing a good job, they have excellent hygiene, sinks 
and soaps.” “It’s in their DNA, it’s part of their contingency 
[plan] to plan for emergencies,” Gibson said. “It is day-to-day 
operations to be prepared for weather emergency, a fire -- so 
in a sense the tempo of operations, whatever happens, I think 
they’ll be able to handle.”.... “For sure there are shortages 
of things like masks, and people come to us wondering, 
‘Where can we get a supply of respirators?’ and those kind of 
potential supply chain disruption [questions],” he said. “But 
I can’t -- literally three days in a row -- can’t find any toilet 
paper [anywhere] in Chicago. So I don’t think supply chain 
disruptions are unique to the corrections industry.”
Martin Horn, former NY City Corrections Commissioner: 
“The only group in American society which has an absolute, 
Constitutional right to health care is prisoners,” said Horn, 
the former New York City corrections commissioner 
....“There’s no question that the jails and the prisons are 
going to face challenges, but they are as prepared — or 
perhaps more prepared — than society at large because 
they’ve always planned for contagious disease outbreaks,” 
said Horn.
CA Governor Newsom:

“I have no interest — and I want to make this crystal clear 
— in releasing violent criminals from our system. I won’t 
use a crisis as an excuse to create another crisis,” he said.he 
has a task force looking at how to release people incarcerated 
for non-violent crimes in a “deliberative” way. He warned 
that the large-scale release of tens of thousands of prisoners 
called for by advocacy groups could cause a whole new set of 
problems for emergency medical providers.
CA Department of Corrections and "Rehabilitation":

A Covid-19 Information Sheet posted on the CDCR 
website states, "the most important aspect of preparedness is 
remaining calm. Don’t panic. We understand  staff, families, 
and those who visit state prisons as program providers or 
volunteers may have concerns and anxiety about COVID‐19, 
but please be assured that there is no need for alarm. All 
should follow the precautions  recommended by CDC, which 
expand upon precautions advised during cold and flu season. 
The spread of COVID‐19  can be significantly reduced 
with proper infection control measures and good individual 
hygiene practices."
Former CDCr Secretary Scott Kernan:

Kernan revealed in an interview that he is worried about the 
ability of most prisons or jails to treat or contain an outbreak 
within their facility, and that correctional facilities are “a 
tinderbox of potential infection.” He rated the threat level at 
ten and warned that state leaders needed to look at all options 
to reduce the prison population, currently operating at about 
130% of capacity, in order to mitigate the risks.

[Kernan: now runs a tech firm called LEO Technologies, 
which uses artificial intelligence to mass-monitor millions 
of inmate phone calls annually from jails and prisons in five 
states.]
Tim Lloyd:

 Former associate warden and 20-year veteran of the federal 
Bureau of Prisons told ABC News that "If inmates feel that 
they aren’t getting proper treatment, there is “definitely” the 
possibility of a riot. •  
NOTE:
RIOT: A violent disturbance of the peace by a crowd.
PROTEST: A statement or action expressing disapproval     
or objection to something.
PROPAGANDA: Information, especially of a biased or 
misleading nature, used to promote or publicize a particular 
political cause or point of view.

A HANDFUL OF  U.S. REPS TAKING A STAND

U.S. Representatives. Ayanna Pressley, Alexandria 
Ocasio-Cortez, Jan Schakowsky, Barbara Lee and 

Nydia M. Velázquez and Sen. Cory Booker  wrote an 
open letter to Govoernors Hogan, Cuomo, Murphy, Baker, 
Pritzker and Newsom, of Washington DC, New York, New 
Jeresey, Massachussets, Illinois and  California,  and to the 
National Govornors Association. 

They wrote a strongly worded letter to the governors 
urging them to release a large proportion of their prisoners, 
before they fall victim to the pandemic. Following is an 
excerpt: 

"As Governors you have the power to take immediate 
steps to avert further tragedy from taking root in our state 
corrections systems. We call on you to immediately use 
your executive clemency and emergency powers to grant 
release of adults aged 50 and older, medically vulnerable 
populations with underlying conditions such as HIV/AIDS, 
diabetes, asthma, and heart disease, pregnant individuals, 
juveniles, and individuals with less than one year left on 
their sentence, irrespective of the offense and who don’t 
pose a reasonable risk to public safety." • 
Read the full letter in - and SUPPORT - the SF Bay View, 5.7.20

Trump withdraws funding from the World 
Health Organization (WHO)

Democracry Now, April 17, 2020
AMY GOODMAN: Can you talk about what he’s 

threatening to do right now? First they reject the WHO tests, 
that would have been critical, and now saying they’re going 
to defund the World Health Organization.

NOAM CHOMSKY: Well, this is typical behavior of 
autocrats and dictators. When you make colossal errors 
which are killing thousands of people, find somebody else to 
blame. And in the United States, it’s unfortunately the case, 
for well over a century, century and a half, that it’s always 
easy to blame the “yellow peril.” The yellow — “They’re 
coming after us.” We’ve seen this all through my life, in 
fact way before. So, blame the World Health Organization, 
blame China, claim that the World Health Organization 
has insidious relations with China, is practically working 
for them. And that sells to a population that’s been deeply 
indoctrinated for a long time, way back to the Chinese 
Exclusion Acts in the 19th century, to say, “Yeah, those 
yellow barbarians are coming over to destroy us.” That’s 
almost instinctive. •

PRISON FOCUS SUBSCRIPTIONS AND INFORMATION

Special Liberate our Elders Edition (Issue 60) - $4/8 stamps

Full subscriptions (4 issues) $8/16 stamps. $20 for outside readers. 
Free for anyone  in  CA SHU, PSU or ASU (upcoming issues only. 
(Otherwise 4 stamps for regular back issues)

• Special Hope/Parole Edition (Issue 54)  includes critical 
information regarding BPH Preparation. 
• Issue 57 includes information on how to conduct legal research.
• Survivor 's Manual (Written by and for imprisoned individuals, 
about surviving life in solitary confinement.) $3/6 stamps

• If you have received a complimentary copy of Prison Focus, send 
stamps, art, or donations when you can to help us continue to 
provide the paper for free to those who need it most.
• Help us keep our records up to date, and notify CPF of address 
changes. If you are released, don't forget to send us your outside 
mailing address, so we can continue to stay in touch. (And come 
by our Oakland office for a visit when you can!)

SUBMISSIONS:
We invite our readers, inside and out, to submit articles, stories, 
opinion pieces (generally not more than 500 words) poetry and art. 
We also welcome relevant case law and useful resources to share 
with our readers, including legal analyses, tips and information 
from our beloved Jailhouse Lawyers.
Submissions are welcomed but are not guaranteed to be 
published nor returned. We generally cannot respond to individual 
submissions because of the volume of mail we receive, but we 
read and appreciate each and every one. •

PASS THE MIKE TO LIBERATE THE 
VOICES OF THE PEOPLE WE JUST 
GOTTA LOVE OUR SISTER AMBER  
ROSE DELEGATE OF CURVE!
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By Kim Pollak
Min. King X was transferred to Pelican Bay State Prison (PBSP) shortly 

before the massive California Prison Hunger Strikes of 2011 and 
2013. When he arrived to the distant corridors of PBSP, political organizers 
were working together across racial lines to protest and free themselves 
from decades-long solitary confinement torture and other human rights 
violations. In 2012, the organizers strategically declared the Statement to 
End All Hostilities (AEH) in order to counter CDCr’s efforts to sow discord, 
violence and division. The document was created to eliminate the race wars 
being waged on prison yards, with the intent that it would create a ripple 
effect within urban communities throughout California and the United 
States. The AEH promoted the very thing Min. King X had already come to 
embrace and represent: “Peace as the new cool” and solidarity as a powerful 
act of resistance (see PF Issue 45, page 7). 

Thus while sitting alone in a 6-by-9-foot concrete windowless box for 23 
hours a day consecutively for three years, communicating with his comrades 
and elders - whose faces he had never seen -  through vents and drains, and 
inspired by the AEH and the hunger strikes, Min. King X read, learned, 
brainstormed and ultimately conceived of the anti-hostility program he calls 
K.A.G.E. Universal (Kings and Queens Against Genocidal Environments). 
When Min. King X was finally released from solitary confinement - with 
his sanity and spirit still intact and his knowledge and resolve stronger than 
ever - he returned to the general population prison yards where he actively 
promoted K.A.G.E. and The AEH. He emphasized the use of culture and arts 
to educate people and unify people.

KAGE is building consciousness and unity among different racial groups 
and deterring people from feeding into their own shared oppression. Because 
solidarity threatens the status quo of CDCr, CDCr refused to recognize 
KAGE, claiming it was gang-driven. Ultimately CDCr failed in their pursuit 
to squash the prisoner-driven solidarity movement, which has been growing 
informally behind the walls ever since.

Prison officials attempted to silence Min. King X through retaliation 
because solidarity among the people threatens the otherwise unfettered 
power of prison guards, but he refused to succumb to their efforts. Instead 
Min. King X applied his knowledge of the law to successfully demand and 
obtain his rights. In doing so he was able to create K.A.G.E. educational 
prison groups. With the blueprint for his program ready to go and experience 
under his belt, Min. King X was eager to return to the streets of Oakland to 
promote the AgEH and implement K.A.G.E.Universal.

Within just 6 months of his release, Min. King X became the Co-Director 
of California Prison Focus (Now often called, CPF/KAGE Universal.) 
Today, almost a year since his release, while Min. King X continues to find 
his footing in this old but new world he came home to, he continues to  move 
- like a snowball rolling down a mountain, gaining speed and momentum, 
and sweeping up California Prison Focus, plus everyone and everything that 
he encounters in his path, with his infectious smile, energy, creativity and 
commitment. 

The love Min. King X has for his brothers inside is reflected  in the 
campaign that he'd already developed before his release, to Liberate his 
Elders, and that he continues to be a driving force behind today. No matter 
where Min. King X is to be found, at home, work or on the road, his banner 
with the faces of the Principle Thinkers whom he advocates for - whose 
voices he brings to the table, literally, is within reach. 

Heading into Decade Three, California Prison Focus welcomes long-time ally and Prison Focus contributor, 
Min. King X, aka Pyeface, as CPF's new Guiding Light, in partnership with former Executive Director, now 
Co-Director/PF Editor, Kim Pollak. Min. King X brings many things to CPF, including his KAGE Universal 
Program which you'll read more about in future issues of Prison Focus, but what we appreciate above all, is Min. 
King X's energy, passion and commitment to his brothers and sisters still behind the walls, an unwaivering drive 
for peace and justice and an uncanny ability to think outside the box. 

"Blessed are those who see beautiful 
things in humble places where others 
see nothing." Camille Pissarro

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

After 18 years in California’s notoriously violent 
prisons, political hip hop artist, writer, director and 

activist, Minister King X, aka Pyeface, has finally returned 
to his community and loved ones. Surviving years of 
sensory and physical deprivation within the confines of a 
concrete tomb, Min. King X made the best of his time while 
in the custody of the California Department of Corrections 
and Rehabilitation (CDCr). He returns home with a highly 
developed political education and determination not only 
to free his still-imprisoned elders, but also to revive and 
build a universal movement. From behind the walls of 
California’s maximum-security prisons, to the streets of 
America and beyond, Min King X intends to carve a new 
path towards peace, justice, and equality, and to change 
the world from the inside out.

GETTING TO KNOW PYE, ONE PIECE AT A TIME

Minister of Culture and Art, King X

darealprisonart.pixels.com

Lil' KAGE  
PLAY-
GROUNDS 
NOT 
KAGES

One day in 2011, Min. King X was called from his cell 
to engage in an interview with a volunteer working 

with California Prison Focus. Min. King X and a handful 
of other men were stripped naked, made to squat and 
cough, then once dressed again, shackled and paraded 
through the corridors to adjacent holding cells near the 
visiting area. Once in the cell, while awaiting their turns, 
the waist and wrist shackles were temporarily removed, 
though their ankles remained shackled. Through the cracks 
under the doors and walls the men had a rare opportunity 
to communicate.

Then, a jailhouse lawyer in the next holding cell over, 
Edward Furnace, also awaiting an interview with an 
attorney, offered Min. King X some strategic legal advice. 
Furnace encouraged King to stand firm in his legal pursuits: 
“You can never allow them to break you,” he said.

Following King’s investigative legal visit with 
California Prison Focus, Min. King X was given a copy of 
the Prison Focus newspaper. Thus, equipped with both a 
copy of the SF Bay View and Prison Focus, Min. King X 
went back to his cell and read the two newspapers cover 
to cover. “I couldn’t sleep that night because ideas were 
jumping inside of me. That was radical journalism. I was 
beginning to understand how much power and respect 
there is in resistance,” King explained.

Over the next few years, Prison Focus, SF Bay View 
and the relationship that Min. King X developed with the 
Ratcliffs changed his way of thinking and his life. “SF Bay 
View and Prison Focus added to my New Afrikan world 
view. I already had ideas about fascism and feudalism, 
but those papers broke it down. Everything started to 
crystalize,”  Min. King  X explained.

“They taught me how to manifest my ideas, how to 
resist instead of react, how to more effectively challenge 
policies and use the law. I started paying attention to DOM, 
the CDCR Department Operations Manual, because it was 
referred to in the papers.

“When I saw other people’s stories in the papers, I 
started wondering if I could write my own story to be 
published. Then I was seeing the artwork – like Kevin 
Rashid Johnson’s – attached to the writings. Through the 
paper I felt connected to his struggle, all the way in Texas.” 

Min. King X was determined to bring his anti-hostility 
teachings, refined during his years in SHU, to the mainline. 
He knew that to reach the youngsters, this would have 
to be done through music, art and pop culture. He and a 
handful of his peers were determined to take the words of 
the Agreement to End Hostilities and use art to bring the 
words to flesh.

Inspired by past revolutionary leaders, like George 
Jackson, who had organized small study groups on the 
prison yards in the ‘70s, Min. King X helped to create 
multi-racial study groups that promoted peace. “Nobody 
wants to be stabbing people,” Min.  King X explained. 
Still, it was – and remains – a radical concept to bring 
together, in prison, individuals from different racial groups 
to promote anti-hostilities. SF Bay View and Prison Focus 
was the basis of our curriculum.”

“I would give a youngster the paper and tell them to read 
a certain article, then to write about it and to bring it back 
to me a week letter. I had a bunch of the youth reading 
those papers,” Min. King X smiled, “then talking about it 
on the yard.”

In summary, Min. King X stated, “Those papers made 
me want to be on the right side of history, and that’s where 
I’ve been ever since.”

When Min. King X was finally released from SHU 
solitary confinement in 2014, he returned to the mainline 
with a message and a mission. He had told his elders that 
he would do everything he could to liberate their voices 
and liberate them.

Though he was by then over 40 years old, Min. King 
X was still looked up to and respected by the younger 
generation. Grasping the significance of his rapport with 
the youth, and the vast potential it created, Pyeface vowed 
to act as peacemaker, a teacher and a liaison between his 
elders in solitary confinement and the youth in General 
Population, who had yet to be politicized. He intended 
to turn their gangsta mentality into a  revolutionary 
mentality. “I broke it down for the youngsters and showed 
them how to fight the system in ways that would not be to 
their personal detriment.” He told them what was going 
on in SHU and why they needed to band together to get 
their elders out of the hole and why they needed them on 
the yard.

This new partnership brings together California Prison Focus 
and K.A.G.E. Universal, whose missions’s are closely aligned 
and intertwined. K.A.G.E. reflects the multi-faceted approach 
to problem solving and community uplift that Min. King X 
brings to CPF, alongside his legal knowledge from years of 
jailhouse lawyering and his organizing experience. Several of 
the individuals who mentored and taught Min. King X behind 
the walls, often referred to as the “principle thinkers”, survived 
decades in solitary confinement. These same individuals were 
instrumental in the founding and development of CPF. Thus 
the circle remains unbroken, while both Min.King X and CPF 
celebrate the beginning of a new chapter, with an old stance.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * 
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which death or LWOP were the penalties. Both Prop 7 
and 115 as a whole can only be changed by another ballot 
initiative. (However, there are sections of Prop 115 that 
can be changed by a 2/3 vote of the legislature.) Keeping 
in mind  the California Correctional Peace Officers 
Association (CCPOA-prison guards’ union) built its power 
in Sacramento and supported the development of Crime 
Victims United to serve as their quasi-grassroots base, 
campaigns to change LWOP need to be prepared to deal 
with their power and influence.

Next Kenneth Hartman, Kelly Savage and Tobias Tubbs 
shared  their experiences with extreme sentencing in CA. 
All of them  were sentenced to LWOPand were recently 
released via commutation by Governor Jerry Brown and 
suitability determinations by the Parole Board. Ken, who 
went to prison in 1980, described how he originally was 
scheduled to go to the Board after 12 years, but once their 
policy arbitrarily changed and parole hearings were no 
longer possible, he thought he would die in prison. In the 
1990’s he formed an organization called the Other Death 
Penalty Project to label LWOP sentences as virtual death 
sentences, expose the myth that LWOP was a humane 
alternative to the death penalty and advocate for changes 
in the laws.

Kelly Savage and others working with CCWP developed 
LWOP support groups, A Living Chance storytelling 
project to give voice to people in women’s prisons with 
LWOP sentences and the DROP LWOP campaign which 
has contributed to a massive rise in commutations for 
people serving LWOP (154 commutations in the past two 
years). Tobias Tubbs, who had been part of the Catalyst 
Program and “Words Uncaged” at Lancaster prison, spoke 
about the urgent need to keep up connections with people 
inside by sending in pictures, words and making sure their 
voices are heard through poetry and other creative means. 

Family members spoke on how they are serving a death 
sentence along with their loved ones behind bars who are 
condemned to LWOP. She spoke about how important it 
is for family members to come together for support and 
advocacy work.

Panel 3 focused on Advances to Change LWOP and 
Extreme Sentencing in California.  Kim McGill of the 
Youth Justice Coalition (YJC) began with an overview 
about the ways in which LWOP sentencing for youth has 
been chipped away by court decisions and legislation. The 
2012 U.S. Supreme Court decision in Miller v. Alabama 
ruled that mandatory LWOP sentences for juveniles were 
unconstitutional. This ruling laid the basis for incremental 
legislative change in California, starting with SB9 in 
2012. SB9 had several carve-outs, but gave most people 
sentenced to LWOP as juveniles the chance to ask the court 
for a resentencing hearing. In 2017, SB 394 was signed 
into law. It mandated that everyone sentenced to LWOP 
as juveniles is eligible for release on parole, with a first 
opportunity for a special youth offender parole hearing 
after 24 years in prison. Kim mentioned that the narrative 
justifying these laws was based on the ways in which youth 
are different from adults, which unfortunately could be read 
as legitimizing such draconian laws for adults. She advised 
that legislative proposals should be bold and careful about 
carving people out and also recommended that protests 
could be used to back up legislative processes.

Next, panelists examined the successful passage of SB 
1437 in 2018 which significantly limits the application of 
the felony murder rule for accomplices and allows many 
life term prisoners to petition the court for re-sentencing, 
though it does not directly include people with LWOP 
sentences.  Joanne Scheer founded the Felony Murder 
Elimination Project after her son Tony received an LWOP 
sentence under the felony murder rule. She was an integral 
part of the process to pass SB 1437 even though her son 
isn’t directly impacted by its changes; advocates did not 
believe they could achieve the ⅔ legislative vote required 
to change special circumstance felony murder (which 
mandates LWOP). Alex Mallick, the co-executive director 
of Re:store Justice, the organization that initiated SB 1437, 
described the process they went through to get it passed.
First they built support through the passage of SCR 48, 
a legislative resolution educating public officials about 
the felony murder rule and its impacts. Building on that 
resolution, Re:store Justice and other members of their 
advocacy team collected surveys from those impacted, met 
with many legislators including those in the opposition, and 
created a compelling counter-narrative based on the stories 
of those convicted under felony murder.

To close the panel discussion,, Tara Williams, the first 
woman to be released in L.A. County under SB 1437, spoke 
of her long difficult journey for justice. Tara worked with 
pro bono lawyer Kurt Hermansen and CCWP for many 
years attempting to overturn her unjust LWOP sentence 
under the felony murder rule. After years of filing appeals 
based upon constitutional violations at her original trial, 
Tara’s case went to the U.S. Supreme Court only to be 
rejected due to technicalities. Finally, Tara won relief from 
her LWOP sentence via a Banks petition and then filed for 
relief under SB 1437. Twenty-one  years after her arrest, 
Tara was released on February 13, 2019. 

WORK GROUPS
The goal of the work groups, which met in two sessions over 

the two days, was to develop a proposal for 3-5 concrete next 
steps that realistically could be implemented in the next year.

Each work group received a list of the ideas that had been 
submitted by people inside prison which were related to the 
work group topic.  These points were referenced as part of the 
brainstorm of possible next steps. The brainstorm list was then 
narrowed down through group discussion to 3-5 priorities for 
the next year. These priorities were presented to all Convening 
participants  on Sunday afternoon to make space for additional 
suggestions. The agreed upon priorities for each work group 
are listed below.

Work Group 1 – Existing Release Strategies 
1.  Create fact sheet for people with LWOP sentences about 

the current strategies available and how to get help with them.  
Include Banks, Chui, SB 1437, 1170(d) and Commutation 
application packets.

2. Compile list of contacts including people on Inmate Family 
Council and Inmate Advisory Committees so they can be sent 
all material to be circulated.

3.  Develop video that provides basic information about 
commutation and instructs people on how to complete 
commutation packet.  Investigate whether this could be shown 
on the CDCR internal prison TV network.

4.  Possibly create a fund that can support LWOP people who 
have no resources with copying commutation materials and 
writs.

5.  Set up town halls about LWOP inside different prisons 
with formerly incarcerated people leading them.
 Work Group 2 – Changing the Law- Legislative Proposals
Short-term: 
Develop a mandate, via policy amendment or a legislative bill, 
that CDCR cannot discriminate against people with LWOP 
regarding  jobs and programming.
Develop a legislative resolution to educate state legislators about 
what mandates  LWOP sentencing (special circumstances, etc.), .
Propose legislation to include public defenders as individuals 
who could recommend re-sentencing under 1170(d).
Long-Term:
Restore the default BPH hearing for all LWOPs after a minimum 
number of years, preferably seven.
Make changes to the special circumstances that can be amended 
by 2/3 of legislature.
Expand “youthful offender parole” applicability of SB 394 to 
older people.
Work Group 3 – Changing the Law – Ballot Initiative 
Process. This group disbanded after its initial meeting because 
there weren’t enough participants.  This may be because work 
first needs to be done through the legislative process before a 
ballot initiative could be considered. Many think that a ballot 
proposition is a possibility with enough planning and financial 
support though it likely is a number of years before this can 
be implemented.We are open to your thoughts around this 
particular strategy as we build forward.
Work Group 4 –Public Education and Media
Complete a thorough audit of what materials  are currently 
available in order to update and expand all educational 
resources, including talking points with counter-narrative 
which can address tough questions and cases.
Publish a comprehensive Briefing Report in partnership with 
the Sentencing Project. Use the report as a launching pad for 
establishing ongoing connections with media outlets.
Formalize regular data collection of statistics on LWOP in CA.
Develop a rapid response media team to coordinate responses 
to relevant issues in the news.
Do trainings about Letter to Editor (LTE) writing and public 
speaking.
Work Group 5 – Outreach and Organizing 
Map related organizations and their membership meeting 
times to create a schedule of outreach opportunities; contact 
all organizations that previously signed Open Letter to Brown 
to renew their support by signing Open Letter to Newsom; 
distribute Newsom postcards to all organizations to get 
signatures from their members 
Map elected officials district offices for visits from family 
members & coalition partners
Send report back to all coalition partners and people inside 
connected to all organizations
Create materials to share with legislators; Create sign-on letter 
for elected officials at every level; create and circulate letter to 
religious organizations asking for support and opportunity to 
speak with their congregations
Identify and prioritize organizations for presentations about 
LWOP -- national conferences, UC/CSU faculty and students, 
drug & alcohol recovery programs and associations, Indivisible 
chapters, religious organizations, restorative justice groups 
Create a distribution plan for the commutation guide, including 
updates and possible self-help video
Create a training for making presentations using unitary talking 
points  
Introduce extreme sentencing as an issue at the All of Us or 
None national retreat .
The convening ended with a circle and affirmation of the deep 
feelings of community and committment that had been nurtured 
over the weekend. 
TOGETHER WE WILL #DROP LWOP!!!

DROP LWOP  
STRATEGY CONVENING

On the weekend of September 14-15, over 125 people 
gathered at in South L.A. to strategize about how 

to end Life Without Parole and all extreme sentencing in 
California. The convening was initiated by the California 
Coalition for Women Prisoners (CCWP), Californians 
United for a Responsible Budget (CURB), the Felony 
Murder Elimination Project (FMEP), and Familes United to 
End LWOP (FUEL). 

A team of moderators welcomed people from all over 
California, as well as representatives of organizations in 
New York, Pennsylvania and Washington DC. The majority 
of people at the convening had been directly impacted by 
mass incarceration. 

Participants brainstormed and prioritized concrete next 
steps for the campaign to Drop LWOP.  Panelists, lessons 
and outcomes are summarized below.
PANELS

The first panel discussion was around The National Picture 
of LWOP and Extreme Sentencing.  Even though the focus 
of the convening was California, organizers thought it was 
important to include representatives from other states where 
there is developed work regarding extreme sentencing.  

José Saldana, Laura Whitehorn and Dave George from 
New York represented Release Aging People in Prison/
RAPP and Anthony Dixon represented their partner 
organization, Parole Preparation Project. RAPP described 
how they focused on changing parole regulations and 
replacing Parole Commissioners who were identified with 
Law Enforcement. They succeeded in getting more liberal 
commissioners appointed so that, over the past three years, 
the release rates doubled.  The Parole Preparation Project 
was established in 2013 to support life term prisoners in 
NY with their parole hearings and provide training and 
resources once they are paroled.  They now have 60% 
release rates for people who work with them to prepare 
for their hearing.. Both groups are currently  pushing for 
passage of two bills: Fair and Timely Parole (S.497), which 
would establish a presumption of parole release, and Elder 
Parole (S.2144), which would end LWOP and virtual life 
sentences by providing consideration of parole release for 
anyone 55 or older with 15 or more years served, no matter 
the original sentence. Crucially, both bills would apply to 
every incarcerated person, with no carve-outs or exclusions 
based on the crime.

Pennsylvania was represented by Carrington Keys, Donna 
Hill and Kris Henderson from the Coalition to Abolish Death 
By Incarceration (CADBI) and the Abolitionist Law Center 
(ALC). They explained that in Pennsylvania all people 
who are convicted of first and second degree murder get a 
mandatory life sentence without the possibility of parole. 
At this point, commutation by the Governor is the only 
way in which people with life-term sentences are released. 
Consequently they worked to elect a more liberal Governor 
who is open to granting commutations and also more liberal 
District Attorneys.  They have been working to change the 
commutation process and support life-term prisoners with 
their commutation applications. For the first time in their 
state, more lifers are being recommended for commutations.  
CADBI and ALC have also campaigned for legislation that 
would mandate parole hearings after 15 years, but had to 
accept current bills that set the minimum at 25-35 years. 
They pointed to the challenges of working with legislators 
who ask for carve- outs in order to make bills passable and 
pointed out the need to always anchor work in core demands 
of the coalition.

Nicole Porter from the D.C.-based Sentencing Project 
outlined their Campaign to End Life Imprisonment. She 
provided striking statistics: one of every seven people in U.S. 
prisons is serving a life sentence. In 1984, 34,000 people 
were sentenced to a life sentence -- in 2016, 206,000 people 
were sentenced to life in prison. This increase results from 
life sentences being imposed for a broader range of offenses, 
coupled with few grants of parole. Black and Brown people 
represent two-thirds of those serving life sentences. One in 
five Black people in prison is serving a life sentence. The 
rate of women serving life sentences has grown twice as 
quickly as the rate of men. California has the most people 
serving life sentences with 40,691 or 31.3% of the prison 
population as of 2016. The Sentencing Projectcampaign 
is working with grassroots groups around the country to 
abolish life sentences and cap all sentences at twenty years, 
with the slogan “20 Years is Enough!”

The second panel discussion was focused on LWOP 
in California. Colby Lenz and Romarilyn Ralston from 
CCWP along with Joanne Scheer from FMEP opened up 
by discussing how the drive for punishment has developed 
in California since the 1970’s, supported by racist punitive 
crime victim narratives  that became the basis for new 
extreme laws. They presented a slide show  demonstrating 
the history of commutations and pardons under  the past 
eleven  CA governors, including a snapshot of LWOP and 
its demographics. 

Proposition 7/the Briggs Initiative laid out the framework 
for death penalty and LWOP sentencing in 1978; Proposition 
115 in 1990 outlined 22 new special circumstances for 

"If they don't DROP LWOP you know he stuck! 
Free Keelo G. You Owe Me One" Min. King X aka 
Pyeface, Gangsta Revolution

KEELO G SEEKS RELIEF 
FROM A CIVIL DEATH 
SENTENCE 
I. PETITIONER PETITIONS THE COURT FOR AN ORDER 
MANDATING HIS CUSTODIANS TO RENDER HIM A YOUTH 
OFFENDER PAROLE HEARING IN PROTECTION OF HIS 
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT AGAINST CRUEL AND UNUSUAL 
PUNISHMENT AND HIS FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT 
GUARANTEE TO. EQUAL PROTECTION CLAUSE 

CONCLUSION  A recent California Supreme Court 
decision In re Jones (2019) 311_, Cal.5th, _, Court Pollak, 
in concurring, expressed "Thus, section 3051 is designed to 
permit the re-evaluation of the fitness to return to society of 
persons who committed serious offenses prior to reaching 
full cognitive and emotional maturity. Yet, subdivision (h) 
denies this reevaluation to those between 18 and 25 years of 
age when they committed their offense but were sentenced 
to life without the possibility of parole. Whether a statutory 
classification denies equal protection to persons excluded 
from the classification but who are similarly situated to those 
receiving the benefits of the statute turns on whether there is 
a rational basis for the exclusion. Those who are similarly 
situated to the beneficiaries of the statute is determined not 
by whether they "are similarly suites for all purposes, but 
whether they are similarly situated for purposes of the law 
challenged.' (quoting People v. Brown (2012)54 Cal.4th 314, 
328) As explained above, the purpose of section 3051 is not to 
measure the extent of punishment warranted by the offense the 
individual committed but to permit the evaluation of whether, 
after years of growth in prison, that person has attained the 
maturity to lead a law-abiding life outside of prison. Both a 
person sentenced to LWOP for a crime committed when 18 or 
slightly older committed their offenses before their character 
was necessarily "well formed" and when their judgement and 
decision-making were likely to improve. Both are similarly 
situated for the purpose of evaluating whether they have 
outgrown the youthful impulses that led to the commission of 
their offenses. The presumptive fact that the LWOP sentence 
was based on  a more serious offense provides NO RATIONAL 
BASIS FOR THE DISTINCTION because the statute is not 
designed to determine the degree of appropriate punishment 
but to determine whether the individual has outgrown his or 
her criminality. There is reason to conclusively presume that 
one such person is more likely to have satisfactorily mature 
than the other.

The Legislature having recognized that the maturing process 
normally continues to at least 25 years of age, there is 
little if any reason TO DENY THESE INDIVIDUALS THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO SHOW THAT THEY HAVE ATTAINED 
THE LEVEL OF MATURITY THAT WARRANTS THEIR 
RETURN TO SOCIETY." (In re Jones, infra) 

Petitioner submits that the confluency of MILLER, 
MONTGOMERY and SB 394, i.e. P.C. $3051(h) is in 
fact "similarly situated" and therefore petitioner must be 
given a youth offenders parole hearing on his 25th year 
of incarceration in protection of 14th amendment Equal 
Protection Right to equal protection of the law. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
PETITIONER, hereby prays for relief by issuance of writ of 
habeas corpus. Wherefore, petitioner prays for the court to 
1) Tasue a writ of habeas corpus 2) Declare the 
constitutionality to the parties, 3) Mandate the California 
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation to give 
petitioner a Youth offender Parole Hearing immediately 
being he is in his 25th year of incarceration; 
4) Grant any further relief the Court deems necessary. .

Editor 's Note: We will will be sharing more about Keelo 
Gee, including progress in his case, 
and updates on the DROP LWOP campaign in future 
issues of Prison Focus -
 and will continue to do so until KEELO is home and 
LWOP is DROPPED.

PRISON     SUPERIOR COURT WHERE PRISON IS LOCATED    APPELLATE DISTRICT FOR PRISON    FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT
Avenal State Prison (ASP)  Kings County Superior Court  5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
California City Correctional Facility (CAC) Kern County Superior Court  5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
California Correctional Center (CCC) Lassen County Superior Court  3rd District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
California Correctional Institution (CCI) Kern County Superior Court  5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
Ca Health Care Facility, Stockton (CHCF) San Joaquin County Sup. Court   3rd District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
California Institution for Men (CIM) San Bernardino County Sup. Court    4th District Court of Appeal    Central District of California
California Institution for Women (CIW) Riverside or San Bernadino  4th District Court of Appeal  Central District of California
California Men’s Colony (CMC)  San Luis Obispo County Sup. Court  2nd District Court of Appeal    Central District of California
California Medical Facility (CMF) Solano County Superior Court  5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
California Rehabilitation Center (CRC) Riverside County Superior Court  4th District Court of Appeal  Central District of California
California State Prison, Corcoran (CSP-COR)  Kings or Tulare   5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
Ca State Prison, Los Angeles County (LAC)  Los Angeles County Superior Court   2nd District Court of Appeal    Central District of California
California State Prison, Sacramento (SAC) Sacramento County Superior Court   3rd District Court of Appeal    Eastern District of California
California State Prison Solano (SOL) Solano County Superior Court  5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
Calipatria State Prison (CAL)  Imperial County Superior Court  4th District Court of Appeal  Central District of California
Centinela State Prison (CEN)  Imperial County Superior Court  4th District Court of Appeal  Central District of California
Central California Women’s Facility (CCWF) Madera or Merced   5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
Chuckawalla Valley State Prison (CVSP) Riverside County Superior Court  4th District Court of Appeal  Central District of California
Correctional Training Facility (CTF) Monterey County Superior Court  6th District Court of Appeal  Northern District of California
Deuel Vocational Institution (DVI) San Jauqin or Stanislaus  3rd District Court of Appeal    Eastern District of California
Folsom State Prison (FSP)  Sacramento County Superior Court   3rd District Court of Appeal   Eatern District of California
High Desert State Prison (HDSP)  Lassen County Superior Court  3rd District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
Ironwood State Prison (ISP)  Riverside County Superior Court   4th District Court of Appeal  Central District of California
Kern Valley State Prison (KVSP)  Kern County Superior Court  5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of Californi
Mule Creek State Prison (MCSP)  Amador County Superior Court  3rd District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
North Kern State Prison (NKSP)  Kern County Superior Court  5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
Pelican Bay State Prison (PBSP)  Del Norte County Superior Court  1st District Court of Appeal  Northern District of California
Pleasant Valley State Prison (PVSP) Fresno County Superior Court  5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
Richard J. Donovan Corr. Facility (RJD) San Diego County Superior Court 4th District Court of Appeal  Central District of California
Salinas Valley State Prison (SVSP) Monterey County Superior Court  6th District Court of Appeal  Northern District of California
San Quentin State Prison (SQ)  Marin County Superior Court  1st District Court of Appeal  Northern District of California
Sierra Conservation Center (SCC) Tuolumne County Sup. Court  5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
(SATF-CSP, Corcoran)  Kings or Tulare   5th District Court of Appeal   Eastern District of California
Valley State Prison (VSP)  Madera or Merced   5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California
Wasco State Prison-Reception Center (WSP) Kern County Superior Court  5th District Court of Appeal  Eastern District of California

A VOICE FROM THE 
K.A.G.E.

"Theyre still actin' like Hoover. History must stop 
repeating itself."  King Keelon aka Keelo.... 

Please take the liberty to view my case People v. Keelon 
Jenkins. Hopefully you see the necessity in joining 

me and my family and Loved One's in the Free Keelo G 
Movement. 

Let's join in the fight to end disproportionate sentences 
such as Life Without the Possibility of Parole and allow 
everyone the right to their own pursuit to happiness. 
Every human has a resilient quality of redemption. LWOP 
dissolves this by not allowing a citizen the Equal Protection 
Right to some meaningful opportunity to obtain parole... 

Policies, both overt and covert (ie: The Three Strikes 
Law or the importation of crack into already-oppressed 
African American communities) were drafted to subjugate 
potential security threats to the National Institution of 
White Supremacy. We are the authors of contemporary 
history. We can end this malfeasance through direct action! 
Demand an end to Life Without Parole (LWOP) and other 
draconian sentencing laws. Demand to your state and 
federal representatives, proportionate sentences, and end 
these systematic underservice and oppression of our inner-
cities!!! 

End the pragmatic system of Life Without The Possibility 
of Parole, and the malpractices of misrepresentation of 
indigent defendants who are assigned pseudo-attorneys to 
enhance mass incarceration The call for Kujichagulia(Self-
Determination)is being yelled from the voiceless! Free us 
who have spent decades in jail, not for the culpability of the 
crimes, but for the disproportionate legislation that makes it 
legal! King Keelon aka Keelo G.

Hopefully in the free fight to end parole and human has 
Humanic Love. Together we will make history... 

CPF on the Frontlines, Saacramento, May 18, 2020

California Prison Focus 
is Fighting and Building to 
Liberate Voices and Those 

Who Were Subjected  
to Long Term Torture

In response to the Covid-10 crisis, California Prison Focus 
along with a handful of our inside allies, created and 

presented the following demands to Governor Newsom. 
Our first demand focuses on the tortured SHU class, with 
the intention of ringing attention to, and ultimately bringing 
justice to the entire prisoner class. CPF demands include the 
following:(For the entire demand letter visit prisons.org/
action).
Primary Demands: 

•   Release all adults in CDCR custody who are medically fragile 
or over the age of 60, starting with the authors of the Agreement 
to End Hostilities and followed by the remaining members 
of the Ashker Class Action Settlement and participants of the 
2011 and 2013 Hunger Strikes. Apply AB 1448 as intended.  
•  The right for the signers of The AEH, the members of 
the Ashker Class Action and all 2011 and 2013 hunger 
strikers to be safe from retaliation as a result of these 
demands, including further torture, isolation, or, as laid out 
in the Prisoner Human Rights Movement Blueprint, from 
being coerced, threatened and blackmailed to betray fellow 
prisoners with false accusations. 

Supplemental Demands:  

• Release to the public updates on the existing plan 
and procedures in place to address COVID-19 and how 
adequate care will be provided for all who fall under 
the Coleman and Ashker Class Action Settlements.  
• Expedite parole hearings and release all people who have 
anticipated release dates in 2020 and 2021 to parole supervision.  
• Provide free tablets within all CDCR institutions and 
facilitate email communication through Corrlinks services 
to support prisoners in the establishment and maintenance 
of family ties and bonds. This is needed to mitigate the 
closing of all visitations at CDCR institutions which 
adversely impacts family communication and bonds. 
• Support Nancy Skinner’s Senate Bill 1064, prohibiting 
an employee of, or private entity under contract with, 
the department from finding any state prisoner guilty 
of a rules violation if that finding or decision is based 
on, or relies on, in whole or in part, any uncorroborated 
information from an in-custody confidential informant. 
• Create transparency regarding the application of 
AB 1448, Prop 57 and other California resentencing 
laws so that they may be applied as intended. 
• DROP LWOP             
• Reduce jail admissions by reclassifying misdemeanor 
offenses that do not threaten public safety into non-jailable 
offenses and diverting as many people as possible to community- 
based mental health and substance abuse treatment.  
• Eliminate parole and probation revocations for 
technical violations for behaviors that would not warrant 
inceration for people who are not on parole or probation. 
• Shut down immigration detention centers.. 
• End police brutality, inside prisons and out

.  

THE BUTTERFLY
By Pavel Friedmann

The last, the very last,
So richly, brightly, dazzlingly yellow.
Perhaps if the sun's tears would sing
against a white stone. . . .
Such, such a yellow
Is carried lightly 'way up high.
It went away I'm sure because it wished to
kiss the world good-bye.
For seven weeks I've lived in here,
Penned up inside this ghetto.
But I have found what I love here.
The dandelions call to me
And the white chestnut branches in the court.
Only I never saw another butterfly.
That butterfly was the last one.
Butterflies don't live in here,
in the ghetto.

Written, on June 4, 1942, from within a Nazi concentration 
camp. On September 29, 1944 he was deported to Auschwitz 
where he died.
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NY Governor Exploits Prison Labor 
to Produce Hand Sanitizer

By Michael Fortino, Ph.D published in Prison Legal News 
April, 2020, page 38

On March 9, with fears of coronavirus spreading, 
Governor Andrew Cuomo of New York held a press 

conference to announce the debut of a new hand sanitizer 
called NYS Clean. It will be produced by state prisoners paid 
approximately 16 cents per hour through CorCraft Products, 
a division of Correctional Industries.

The prison-based manufacturer uses prison labor to 
produce myriad products — mattresses, pillows, textiles, 
glass cleaners, floor cleaners, degreasers, laundry detergents 
and other consumer and industrial products. Cuomo described 
NYS Clean’s fragrance to be “like a floral bouquet” as he 
pulled back a curtain at the press conference to reveal plastic 
bottles filled with the new product.

“New York can make a one-gallon bottle for $6.10 and a 
seven-ounce bottle for $1.12 which is much cheaper than the 

Center and editor at Prison Legal News. “That you're being 
forced to work. There's no choice in it. I think that's one of 
the things—anyone that's defending prison slavery basically 
doesn't get the slave part of it, and the key to that is the 
involuntary nature of it.”

Lack of competition from other businesses also 
disincentivizes correctional industries from improving poor 
working conditions or offering higher wages. In states like 
New York, governmental agencies are even required to 
procure services from correctional industries, which exempts 
them from any competitive bidding process.  

Only incarcerated workers enrolled in a national Prison 
Industry Enhancement (PIE) program are eligible to earn local 
“prevailing wages,” but even then, up to 50% of these wages 
can be deducted to pay out fines or fees, unpaid court costs, 
or victim reparations funds. In 2017, according to the Prison 
Policy Initiative, the wages at these correctional industry 
jobs—some of the highest paying jobs that incarcerated 
workers can have—fell between 33 cents and $1.41 per hour, 
nationwide.

Longstanding critiques of prison labor suddenly more 
urgent

Advocates against the prison industrial complex have 
long raised concerns about the ways specific corporations 
and government vendors benefit from incarcerated labor. 
However, the current moment may be bringing the broader 
public into complicity with that system as incarcerated people 
are being asked to perform work that will have far-reaching 
health benefits, and their labor is increasingly visible. 
Criminal justice advocates are asking that this labor—and the 
humanity of those performing it—be recognized.

Paul Wright critiques both the use of prison labor and the 
ways that American society, particularly the media, refuses 
to condemn it with the same vigor that they denounce other 
human rights abuses.

“Right now if the governor of Wuhan province said they 
were going to use prison slave labor in China to make face 
masks or do whatever, how many people in the American 
media would think that's a really good idea?” said Wright. 
“There’s always almost a suspension of disbelief as well as 
a suspension of moral outrage by the American media when 
it comes to the issue of prison slave labor. When it's done 
here, it is perfectly acceptable but when done elsewhere, it's a 
human rights violation.”

Wright says that hypocrisy is found even in federal law, 
which holds that importing prison-made goods is illegal but 
exporting them is not.

According to John, what incarcerated laborers hope for is 
a more concerted effort to help preserve their dignity through 
skill development that will serve them upon their release, and 
fair compensation.

“Now, I think, during this timeframe where the inmates are 
stepping up and working probably longer hours and under 
more dangerous environments, should they be compensated 
for that? Yes,” said John. “To what value? I don't know if I 
could put a scale on that. The work that they do behind the 
scenes is monumental because it's taking a lot of the stress off 
of the public.”

While John credits his work in OCE’s prison industries with 
helping restore some of the self-esteem he says incarceration 
took from him, he recognizes that was partially due to his 
choice to approach his work through the lens of personal 
development rather than just part of OCE’s business model.

“If you go into it with the thought of ‘this is a skill that I can 
hone and I could have a livability with,’ then yes, it could 
be a good thing, but that's not the thought process that's 
put into the prison industries,” said John. “The prison 
industries are trying to provide one thing: It's a service at 
a cheaper cost to save money. But it's not used to build 
up the individual that's providing the services, because 
they feel like they have an endless pool of people to fill 
positions. People should realize that those that have been 
incarcerated - they're still people.” • 

open market,” Cuomo said during the product launch.
Projections released during the press conference suggested 

that prisoners could generate about 100,000 gallons of the 
product per day. The announcement was made in the wake of 
shortages of hand sanitizers and price-gouging scams. One 
online seller advertised a 12-ounce bottle of hand sanitizer 
for $704.

Critics questioned whether New York was exploiting 
prisoners in a similar manner. “There is price gouging 
happening across the state in a public-health crisis, so I 
applauded the governor for acting very quickly,” said state 
Senator Zellnor Myrie of Brooklyn, “but I am incredibly 
concerned that we’re using a company that pays its workers 
sweat-shop wages.”

Corrections Industries reported that it pays its inmate labor 
between 16 cents and 65 cents per hour, with the possibility 
of a bonus of up to $1.30 based on productivity.

Prison reform advocates in New York criticize the state, 
noting that hourly wages have not risen since the Governor’s 
father, Mario Cuomo, held office in the early 1990s. “If you 
are asking the incarcerated to save the public from this health 
crisis, give them the dignity of paying a fair wage,” Myrie 
said. Tina Luongo and Adrien Holder, top attorneys for the 
New York-based Legal Aid Society, said, “This is nothing 
less than slave labor and it must end.”

CorCraft currently generates tens of millions of dollars in 
sales and is a “preferred source” in New York. That means 
that any state agency may purchase products from that 
source without putting out a contract for bid. New York 
Assemblyman Nick Perry called the prison labor system a 
“last vestige of slavery.” •                                          
Sources: nbcnewyork.com, usatoday.com, timestelegram.com

TIPS ON REDUCING 
PHYSICAL ANXIETY 

Excerpts from A Self-Help Guide
www.penninecare.nhs.uk

Anxiety is a normal response to situations that we see 
as a threat to us - to cope with an emergency.  It has 

been called the fight or flight response, and animals depend 
on it for their survival. Anxiety often becomes a vicious 
circle where our symptoms, thoughts and behaviour keep 
the anxiety going. Anxiety is not an illness and cannot be 
“cured”, but rather “managed”. And while it may feel that 
nothing will help, there are things you can do to ease your 
anxiety...

Some people find Deep Muscle Relaxation techniques to 
be very helpful…

In your cell lie down, on the floor or on the bed, get 
comfortable, close your eyes. Concentrate on your 
breathing for a few minutes, breathing slowly and calmly. 
The relaxation exercise takes you through different muscle 
groups, teaching you firstly to tense, then relax. You should 
breathe in when tensing and breathe out when you relax

Starting with your hands, clench one fist tightly. Think 
about the tension this produces in the muscles of your hand 
and forearm. Study the tension for a few seconds and then 
relax your hand. Notice the difference between the tension 
and the relaxation. 

Do the same with the other hand. Then move to the 
forearms, the biceps, the shoulders, the neck and so on until 
you have tensed and relaxed as many muscle groups as 
you can, noticing the difference in the way they feel when 
they’re relaxed and when they’re tense. Stick to the same 
order as you work through the muscle groups: 

Hands - clench fist, then relax. Arms - bend your elbows 
and tense your arms. Feel the tension especially in your 
upper arms. Neck - press your head back and roll it from 
side to side slowly. Feel how the tension moves. Face - there 
are several muscles here, but it is enough to think about your 
forehead and jaw. First lower your eyebrows in a frown. 
Relax your forehead. You can also raise your eyebrows, and 
then relax. Clench your jaw, notice the difference when you 
relax. Chest - take a deep breath, hold it for a few seconds, 
notice the tension, then relax. Stomach - tense your stomach 
muscles as tight as you can and relax. Buttocks - squeeze 
your buttocks together, and r•nt approach to managing 
anxiety, that involves being totally in the present moment. 
It involves observing what is happening with a calm, non-
judging awareness, allowing thoughts and feelings to come 
and go without getting caught up in them. The aim is to 
concentrate only on what is happening in the here and now, 
not the past and not the future. We know that worrying 
about the past and the future is a major problem for anxious 
people. Studies show that practicing mindfulness can help 
reduce worry and anxiety.

Sit comfortably if you can, with your eyes closed or 
lowered and your back straight.• Bring your attention to 
your breathing. • Notice the natural, gentle rhythm of your 
breathing as you breathe in and out, and focus only on this. • 
Thoughts will come into your mind, and that’s okay, because 
that’s just what the mind does. Just notice those thoughts, 
then bring your attention back to your breathing. • You may 
notice sounds, physical feelings, and emotions, but again, just 
bring your attention back to your breathing. • Don’t follow 
those thoughts or feelings, don’t judge yourself for having 
them, or analyse them in any way. It’s okay for the thoughts 
and feelings to be there. Just notice them, and let them drift 
on by; bringing your attention back to your breathing. • 
Whenever you notice that your attention has drifted off and 
is becoming caught up in thoughts or feelings, simply note 
this has happened, and then gently bring your attention back 
to your breathing. • Thoughts will enter your awareness, and 
your attention will follow them. No matter how many times 
this happens, just keep bringing your attention back to your 
breathing. If you are very distracted it might help to say ‘in’ 
and ‘out’ as you breathe. The more you can practice this 
exercise the more it will help you to manage your anxiety. 
At least 15 -20 minutes a day is recommended. 

While it may feel like  it will just keep getting worse and 
worse, remind yourself while its happening that anxiety 
usually reaches a peak, then starts to go away naturally. 

• Meditation Kit: 21 pages with various meditation instructions 
as well as a short yoga session instruction.
• Path of Freedom Meditation Kit, includes detailed meditation 
instructions, tips, posture, etc.
• Yoga: How to do a yoga “Sun Salute”
• Being a Source  (by our founder Acharya Fleet Maull, 
encouragement for prisoners on how to start a meditation 
group.)

Write to: Prison Mindfulness Institute
                PO Box 206
                South Deerfield, MA 01373

For a free copy of Yoga: a Path for Healing and 
Recovery, write:  Prison Yoga Project  P.O. Box 415   
Bolinas, CA 94924

AGITATION AND RESISTANCE   
Perilous is a digital research and media project documenting and publicizing 
acts of resistance and unrest in carceral facilities in the US and Canada. As 
the COVID-19 epidemic continues to spread across North America, prisoners 
and detainees in the US and Canada are responding with acts of collective 
protest and rebellion...The vast majority of these events involve prisoners 
acting in direct response to the epidemic, but we have also included events 
that occurred amidst the epidemic since we often do not know prisoners’ 
motivations. (Those marked with * were in response to Covid-19)
PRISONER ACTIONS AMIDST THE COVID-19 CRISIS 
May 6: Food Strike at Marion Correctional Institution, Ohio
May 1: Uprising at Bristol County House of Correction, Mass.
May 1: Uprising at S. State Corr. Facility, Vermont During May Day Protest Outside * 
April 30: ICE Detainees Strike in the Women’s Unit of Adelanto ICE  Processing Center 
April 24: Food Strike at North Central Correctional Institution, Mass 
April 22: Disturbance at Westville Correctional Facility, Indiana
April 22: Protest at D.C. Central Detention Facility, Washington, D.C.
April 21: Protest at Donnacona Institution, Quebec, Canada
April 21 (est): Protest at Collins Bay Institution, Ontario, Canada
April 20: Protest at Dorsey Run Correctional Facility, Maryland ]
April 20: Protest at Franklin Medical Center in Columbus, OH
April 20: Disturbance at Bridge City Center for Youth, Louisiana
April 20: Hunger Strike at North Central Correctional Facility, Gardner, Mass. 
April 20: Protest at Franklin Medical Center in Columbus, OH
April 19: Attack on Guards at Sumter Correctional Institution in Bushnell, Florida
April 17: Disturbance at Pendleton Correctional Facility, Indiana
April 16: Food Strike at Ontario Correctional Institute *
April 16: Escape from Columbia Correctional Institution in Wisconsin
April 14: Prisoners Subdue Guards and Attempt to Free Others at Cook County Jail, 
Chicago
April 12: Escape from Provincial Correctional Centre in Prince Edward Island, Canada
April 12: Uprising at Ellsworth Correctional Facility, Kansas
April 12: Uprising at Bordeaux Prison, Canada *
April 12: Escape Attempt at Southwest Arkansas CCF in Texarkana, Arkansas
April 12: Uprising at Bordeaux Prison, Canada *
April 12: Riot at Crossroads Juvenile Center in Brooklyn, New York
April 11: Uprising at La Palma Correctional Center, Arizona
April 11: Protest at East Mesa Reentry Facility, San Diego, California
April 10: Protest at Hamilton-Wentworth Detention Centre *
April 10: Food Strike and Work Stoppage at Irwin County Detention Center, Georgia
April 9: Escape at Jackie Brannon Correctional Center, Oklahoma
April 9: Uprising at Lansing Correctional Facility, Kansas
April 9: Uprising at Stewart Detention Center, Georgia
April 9: Hunger Strike at Mesa Verde ICE Processing Center, California *
April 9: Protest at Cedar Creek Correctional Center, Washington
April 8 : Protest at San Diego County Jail, California
April 8: Uprising at FCI Oakdale I, Louisiana *
April 8: Uprising at Monroe Correctional Complex, Washington *
April 7: Uprising at Columbia River Correctional Facility, Oregon
April 7: Hunger Strike at Edmonton Institution in Alberta
April 7: Uprising at Krome Detention Center, Florida *
April 6: Escape at Jackie Brannon Correctional Center, Oklahoma
April 6: Uprising at Moberly Correctional Center, Missouri
April 5: Hunger Strike at North Lake Correctional Facility, Michigan
April 5: Hunger Strike at Adelanto ICE Processing Center, California
April 4: Uprising at Passaic County Jail, New Jersey Due to COVID-19
April 4: Food Strike at Queen’s Detention Facility, New York *
April 4: Hunger Strike at Donald W. Wyatt Detention Facility, Rhode Island
April 3: Hunger Strike at Otay Mesa ICE Facility, San Diego  *
April 3: Disturbance at Philadelphia Industrial Correctional Center *
April 3: Prisoners “Threaten to Organize HS and Work Stoppages” at CT Prison
April 3: Ongoing: Hunger and Strike at Cook County Jail, Chicago *
April 2: Hunger Strike at Krome Detention Center, Miami, Florida *
April 2: Hunger Strike at Franklin County Jail, Pennsylvania
April 2: Uprising at the El Paso County Jail *
April 2: Protest at Neuse Correctional, North Carolina *
March 31: Hunger Strike at Farmville Detention Center, Virginia *
March 31: Hunger Strike at Monroe County Detention Center, Florida
March 30: Hunger Strike at Ottawa-Carleton Detention Centre, Ottawa
March 30: Prisoners Start a Fire at Unnamed Texas Prison *
March 30: Work Stoppage in Bristol ICE Detention *
March 30: Hunger Strike at Miami Correctional Facility, Indiana
March 28: ICE Detainees at York County Prison Hunger Strike *
March 28: Prisoners at Indiana State Prison Start Fires *
March 28: Protest at South Louisiana ICE Processing Center *
March 27: “Breaking Down Borders” Hunger Strike at Northwest Det. Center 
March 27: Protest at Saskatchewan Penitentiary in Prince Albert, Sask., Canada
March 26: Hunger Strike at Stewart Detention Center, Georgia * 
March 25: ICE Detainees Hunger Strike in Richwood, Louisiana *
March 25: Hunger Strike at Bergen County Jail, New Jersey [Unconfirmed]
March 25: Hunger Strike at Shawangunk Correctional Facility *
March 24: 9 Women Escape from Work Release Facility in South Dakota *
March 24: Hunger Strike at Columbia Correctional, Wisconsin * 
March 24: Disturbance at Pine Prairie ICE Processing Center, Louisiana
March 24: Hunger Strike at Laval Immigration Holding Centre, Quebec *
March 23: 51 ICE Detainees Sign Petition Expressing COVID-19 Concerns *
March 23: Hunger Strike at Buffalo Federal Detention Center, New York
March 23: Hunger Strike at Strafford County House of Corrections, NH *
March 23 and 25: Two Protests at LaSalle ICE Processing Center, Louisiana *
March 23: ICE Detainees in South Texas Protest *
March 23: 14 Escape Yakima County Jail *
March 23: Uprising at Spring Creek Youth Services Center, Colorado
March 22: ICE Detainees Hunger Strike in Glades County, Florida *
March 21: Protest on Rikers * 
March 21: Attack on Guards at Tecumseh State Prison, Nebraska
March 20: ICE Detainees Hunger Strike at the Elizabeth Detention Center, NJ*
March 20: ICE Detainees in AL Protest, Hunger Strike *
March 20: Hunger Strike in Prison in Guayama, Puerto Rico *
March 20: Uprising in Grants, New Mexico *
March 18: ICE Detainees Hunger Strike in Hudson County, New Jersey * 
March 17: Meal Strike at Monterey County Jail, California *    
March 17: ICE Detainees Hunger Strike in Essex County, New Jersey *

RESTRUCTURING LABOR AFTER STRIKE AT SANTA RITA

Santa Rita Jail forces prisoners to work for no pay, in violation of state and federal law. A for-profit contract 
between the jail and Aramark Correction- al Services, LLC puts prisoners to work in the large industrial 

kitchen, which supplies food for Bay Area jails. In the wake of the October-November 2019 strike, two class 
action civil rights lawsuits were filed against the Alameda County Sheriff’s Office. Attorneys charge that 
intimidation, threats, and unpaid labor of detainees both before and during the work strike, violate California 
labor code, the Equal Pay Act, and the US Constitution. 

Since the work stoppage, forced labor at Santa Rita has been restructured. Initially, women and those in 
protective custody were forced to fill the shifts of striking prisoners who had been fired. By late December  
however, the jail shifted to a “volunteer-based” system: if they wanted to work, prisoners could sign up on 
a sheet provided in their housing unit. However, the jail continues to compel prisoners to work through a 
combination of minor benefits and privileges such as a second sleeping mat (hardly a mattress), an extra snack 
and out-of-cell time – an otherwise rare event. •

• Rattle the KAGE • Break the Chains • Liberate • unKaged slave •  Rattle the KAGE • Break the Chains •

COVID-19 OUTBREAK 
EXPOSES AMERICA'S 
ON-GOING 
DEPENDENCE ON 
INVOLUNTARY 
SERVITUDE
By Tamar Sarai Davis 
Published April 2, 2020. by Daily KOS 

Rapid response efforts to quell the spread of 
the novel coronavirus are revealing deeply 

embedded structural inefficiencies within countless 
institutions in American society—the criminal legal 
system being no different.    

Earlier this month, New York Gov. Andrew 
Cuomo announced that the state’s new hand 
sanitizer would be manufactured by incarcerated 
laborers at New York’s Great Meadow Correctional 
Facility. The announcement made visible just one of 
the ways prison labor is typically used to address the 
needs of the public, and drew outrage both within 
New York and nationally. More often, though, labor 
performed by incarcerated laborers goes unnoticed 
and unreported, even as it supplies goods and 
services critical to the operation of our society, from 
license plates to laundry.

However, as the novel coronavirus pandemic makes 
labor performed by the incarcerated increasingly 
urgent and risky, it has also introduced the issue of 
prison labor into more public conversations, raising 
questions about how incarcerated laborers ought to 
be compensated both during and outside of national 
crises. 

Pressed into emergency service during the 
pandemic

While the majority of prison jobs are those that 
allow facilities to save money on maintenance costs 
like groundskeeping or food service, manufacturing 
and externally-facing service jobs comprise 
a far smaller but robust portion of jobs. State 
correctional industries—business divisions of the 
state’s Department of Corrections that contract with 
other state agencies—assign jobs to about 6% of 
incarcerated workers. In these jobs, workers perform 
services or manufacture products with which the 
public is likely to interact, from church pews to 
license plates to furnishings at state universities. 
During the coronavirus pandemic, state correctional 
industry jobs are where prison labor plays the most 
significant role in helping to respond.

For example, shortages of personal protective 
equipment (PPE) nationwide have led government 
agencies to look to prison labor to fill in the gaps. 
This week, incarcerated workers in Indiana began 
manufacturing both hand sanitizer as well as personal 
protective equipment, creating 200 masks and 200 
gowns per day for use by law enforcement and first 
responders. This plan, crafted to conserve higher 
quality equipment for medical professionals, is 
also being employed in Tennessee and Washington. 
In Ohio, incarcerated workers are set to produce 2 
million masks and over 40,000 gowns, though this 
equipment will only be used internally within the 
state’s correctional facilities.

In New York, as reported fatalities from the virus 
continue to rise, there is likely to be increased 
demand for incarcerated laborers separate from 
the manufacturing of hand sanitizer. New York 
City Mayor Bill de Blasio’s team confirmed that, 
consistent with a preexisting pandemic influenza 
contingency plan, if the city runs out of refrigerator 
units to store unidentified bodies, they will be 
interred at Hart Island, a cemetery managed by the 
Department of Corrections. The Intercept reported 
that people incarcerated on Rikers Island will be 

offered $6 an hour to dig the graves.
New concerns for prison-based laundry 

services
While the novel coronavirus has generated new 

manufacturing and service demands, it has also 
brought other longstanding prison jobs into a new 
light, like the prison laundry services offered by 
state correctional industries in states like Oregon, 
Pennsylvania, and North Carolina.

Hospitals, hotels, and universities are among the 
facilities that make use of prison laundry services, 
paying for incarcerated workers to transport, 
sort, wash, and dry hospital linens and lab coats, 
hotel bedding and towels, and tablecloths from 
university dining rooms. In Oregon, 75% of the 
laundry processed by the state’s correctional 
industry service is from hospitals alone.

Because there remain many unknowns about 
the communicability of the novel coronavirus, 
hospital laundry contracts now pose questions 
about potential risks for contamination. Officials 
at Oregon Correctional Enterprises (OCE) and 
Pennsylvania Correctional Industries (PCI) have 
told Prism that there are no plans to cease or 
change their laundry operations, citing the fact that 
the CDC has not yet recommended any changes 
in standards for the commercial laundry industry 
in the wake of the pandemic. The OCE, which 
services 33 customers in the health care industry, 
has also said that they have been increasing the 
frequency of cleaning and disinfecting their 
laundry facilities as well as continuing to require 
their employees to wear personal protective 
equipment including utility masks, which are of 
a lower quality than the increasingly scarce N95 
marks used by medical professionals. Incarcerated 
workers in Oregon facilities will manufacture the 
equipment in-house, with OCE reporting plans to 
produce 30,000 masks.

John B. worked as a laundry lead at OCE 10 
years ago.

“I did not go into working into the prison industrial 
complex until the end of my incarceration, and that 
was, I guess, for my personal needs because I did 
not have any support avenue for gaining funds at 
the time and the normal pay of working inside the 
prison was not very much,” said John.

As laundry lead, he says that it was his job to 
notify other incarcerated workers if they would 
be receiving potentially infected items. During 
past outbreaks, he says OCE was more vigilant 
in ensuring that launderers wore their protective 
masks and gloves and they required their lead 
launderers to let other staff know when potentially 
infected items were being taken in.

Poor working conditions and minimal 
protections

Even as incarcerated laborers provide vital 
products and services, they are routinely denied 
even the most basic workplace protections. There 
is no retirement age in prison, and people who are 
medically unfit or unable to work can be denied 
time off. Overtime for incarcerated workers is 
not guaranteed and courts have ruled that they 
are not entitled to protections against workplace 
discrimination.

The typical tools for demanding better working 
conditions—like strikes—are often unavailable 
to incarcerated laborers. While technically prison 
work is considered “voluntary,” in practice there 
are varying levels of choice offered to incarcerated 
people state by state. Incarcerated people who have 
chosen not to work, such as those who participated 
in the 2018 national prison strike, can face solitary 
confinement, physical abuse, loss of privileges, or 
write-ups about the refusal on their disciplinary 
record.

“I think that's the epitome of slavery,” said Paul 
Wright, director of the Human Rights Defense 

PROTECTING WHOSE 
COMMUNITIES?
By Ry Brennan  (Edited due to space limitations)

The myths that prop up and mask over the rabid injustices 
of the American carceral slavery system abound. We are 

told that prisons exist to rehabilitate criminals, while it is in 
fact it is the solidarity work that occurs inside and outside 
of prisons that rehabilitate the victims of the class, race, 
gender, and colonial wars that are waged on behalf of the 
state and capital.

We are told that prisons exist to protect 
our communities from danger, while 
it is in fact the prison that hangs as 
a deathly shroud over marginalized 
communities across the nation…. 
How else are we to understand the shooting that occurred 

last weekend at Vance Unit, Texas, which still goes 
uninvestigated?.This is just the latest example of Texas 
bureaucracies sweeping matters of inmates’ health under 
the rug to avoid media scandals and legal battles as they 
cut costs and brutalize comrades inside. This is the toxic 
prison system that subjects inmates to unacceptable sanitary 
conditions, that forces prisoners to drink water full of 
arsenic, that allows prisoners to wallow in heat and shiver 
in cold, that abides the spread of COVID-19 on vectors of 
cops, counselors, and guards….  

The hypocrisy of this system is plain. 
We demand justice. •

End All Hostilities. Recently released song by Min. King X
Watch correlated Talking Zine on KAGE Universal Youtube
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Franklin v. District of Columbia
In fallo amplio y extenso de un tribunal federal en el 

Distrito de Columbia, en marzo de 1998, sostuvo que al 
no proporcionar intérpretes a los presos hispanos que no 
hablan inglés, el DOC violó los derechos de enmienda 
octava y decimocuarta de los demandantes. Como el primer 
fallo publicado en una demanda colectiva que involucra 
discriminación de lenguaje contra prisioneros. El tribunal 
sostuvo que con solo dos proveedores de atención médica 
bilingües y un proveedor de atención de salud mental bilingüe, 
"el acusado cuenta con personal bilingüe insuficiente para 
atender a 150 reclusos hispanos LEP repartidos en ocho 
instituciones". El personal médico inadecuado viola la 
constitución. La demanda fue presentada inicialmente en 
nombre de ocho presos hispanos LEP (Limited English 
Proficiency) por el editor de noticias legales de la prisión 
Paul Wright y el ex editor de CPF, Ed Mead. En 2010 
Critical Criminology (critcrim.org) informó que el 8% 
de los 1.4 millones de personas en las cárceles federales 
y estatales tenían dominio limitado del inglés De acuerdo 
con CDCr, El Estado de California tiene recursos bilingües 
disponibles para ayudar a las personas que no hablan inglés 
a acceder a información y servicios del gobierno estatal. 
La ley exige que los departamentos expliquen o traduzcan 
información y servicios al público en cualquier idioma 
hablado por el 5% o más de las personas atendidas. Si CDCR 
no ha proporcionado los materiales traducidos solicitados 
o los servicios de interpretación, debe solicitar hablar 
con un gerente a cargo. Se requiere que CDCR tenga un 
proceso para revisar las quejas de acceso a idiomas y debe 
proporcionar información sobre el proceso, previa solicitud. 
Si CDCR no puede ayudar o proporcionar los servicios de 
acceso al idioma solicitados en su idioma nativo, envíe una 
queja formal. Después de hacerlo, el Equipo de Servicios 
Bilingües hará un seguimiento para resolverlo con usted. •

COVID-19 INFORMACIÓN 
PRISON LAW OFFICE

Consejos importantes sobre COVID-19/Coronavirus do 
Los expertos en salud pública dicen que es crucial evitar el 

contacto cercano con las personas (a seis pies de distancia) 
tanto como sea posible para evitar la propagación del virus 
y reducir las posibilidades de contraerlo. Muchas personas 
que tienen el virus no tienen síntomas o solo tienen síntomas 
menores, por lo que es posible que no sepa si está infectado y 
corre el riesgo de contagiarlo a otros. Es más seguro asumir 
que cualquier persona puede tener el virus y reducir el contacto 
para proteger a las personas más vulnerables (los ancianos y 
las personas con afecciones médicas preexistentes). Si tiene 
síntomas de COVID-19 / Coronavirus, o tiene síntomas de 
gripe, informe al personal de inmediato. Puede presentar un 
Formulario 7362. Si tiene una inquietud de emergencia o 
atención médica urgente, informe a cualquier miembro del 
personal en cualquier momento. 

Consejos importantes sobre otros problemas de atención 
médica o de salud mental Es posible que tenga un problema 
de atención médica o de salud mental que no esté relacionado 
con COVID-19. Debe continuar informando al personal sobre 
sus síntomas o problemas, incluso mediante la presentación 
de un Formulario 7362. Todos los 7362 con síntomas de 
una afección médica deben dar lugar a un triaje cara a cara 
con una enfermera registrada, aunque dichas citas pueden 
ser celulares. lado o, si es por una condición no urgente, 
retrasado, dependiendo de las circunstancias en su prisión. 
También debe continuar recibiendo cualquier medicamento 
ordenado por su médico. Además, aunque esperamos que no 
lo necesite, el personal médico debe responder de manera 
oportuna y adecuada a una emergencia médica, incluido el 
envío de una persona a un hospital comunitario si es necesario. 
Del mismo modo, las emergencias de salud mental aún deben 
resultar en una evaluación rápida por parte de un médico 
y en una transferencia a una cama de crisis si es necesario. 
Debe informar a cualquier miembro del personal en cualquier 
momento si tiene un problema de emergencia o atención 
médica urgente. Tenga cuidado, manténgase bien y cuídense 
mutuamente. Oficina de Derecho Penitenciario

Si tiene preguntas o inquietudes sobre COVID-19 en las 
cárceles de California, o desea solicitar una hoja de información 
del PLO sobre Cómo Tramitar Una Apelación Administrativa, 
o otros recursos en español, escribo El Prison Law Office  
General Delivery, San Quentin CA. 94964

Telephone (510) 280-2621 Oficina Legal de Prisiones en 
office@prisonlaw.com .  Intentaremos responder lo más rápido 
posible, pero tenga paciencia.•

COVID-19 PREPARACIÓN Y 
RESPUESTA

COVID-19 parece propagarse más fácilmente a través 
del contacto cercano con una persona infectada (dentro 
de 1 metro). Cuando alguien que tiene COVID-19 tose o 
estornuda, se liberan pequeñas gotas y, si está demasiado 
cerca, puede respirar el virus. Una persona también puede 
infectarse al tocar superficies u objetos contaminados y luego 
tocarse la cara (por ejemplo, una persona puede tocar el pomo 
de la puerta o estrecharle la mano y luego tocarse la cara). 
En la mayoría de los casos, COVID-19 causa síntomas leves 
que incluyen secreción nasal, dolor de garganta, tos, fiebre 
y fatiga general. Puede ser más grave para algunas personas 
y puede provocar neumonía o dificultades respiratorias. En 
algunos casos, la infección puede conducir a la muerte.

Si tose o estornuda, hágalo en la curva del codo, no en 
la mano. Otra forma es cubrirse la tos o estornudar con 
un pañuelo de papel y luego tirar el pañuelo a la basura. 
En ambos casos, lávese las manos con agua y jabón de 
inmediato. Si cree que está enfermo, mantenga la calma y 
busque atención médica.

Cómo lavarse las manos como un campeón: Mójese las 
manos y aplique jabón. Frote el frente y el dorso de sus 
manos y palmas, y entre sus dedos durante 2 minutos. No 
te olvides de tus uñas. Si usa un baño compartido, después 
de enjuagarse y secarse las manos, use una toalla para cerrar 
el grifo.•

MOVIMIENTO DE 
EMERGENCIA DENEGADO
MARZO 2020

El 25 de marzo de 2020, los abogados de la Oficina de 
Derecho Penitenciario y el bufete de abogados de Rosen, Bien, 
Galvan y Grunfeld  presentaron una moción de emergencia 
en el panel de tres jueces del Coleman v. Newsom y  Plata v. 
Newsom , el ejecutar demandas de hacinamiento en prisiones 
del Departamento de Correccionales y Rehabilitación de 
California ("CDCR") para ordenar a CDCR que reduzca de 
inmediato la población de personas encarceladas debido al 
riesgo inaceptable de daños causados   por COVID-19.

La moción de emergencia solicita que el tribunal federal 
ordene a CDCR que reduzca la densidad de población en 
dormitorios y espacios habitables abarrotados a un nivel que 
permita el distanciamiento social mediante la liberación de la 
libertad condicional o la supervisión comunitaria posterior a 
la liberación de todas las personas que (a) están en bajo riesgo 
determinado por los instrumentos de evaluación de riesgos 
de CDCR, o están cumpliendo un término por un delito no 
violento, o (b) están en libertad condicional dentro del año.

La moción también solicita que CDCR libere o reubique 
a todas las personas encarceladas que corren un alto riesgo 
de COVID-19, incluidas: (a) personas de 65 años o más; (b) 
personas con enfermedad pulmonar crónica o asma moderada 
a grave; (c) personas con afecciones cardíacas graves; (d) 
personas inmunocomprometidas (por ejemplo, debido a un 
tratamiento contra el cáncer, un trasplante de médula ósea u 
órganos, deficiencias inmunes, VIH o SIDA mal controlados, 
o el uso prolongado de medicamentos que debilitan el sistema 
inmunitario); (e) personas con obesidad severa; (f) personas 
con diabetes no controlada; (g) personas con insuficiencia 
renal; (h) personas con enfermedad hepática; y (i) personas 
que están embarazadas.

Los abogados pidieron que, como alternativa, se le ordene 
a CDCR que libere a libertad condicional o posterior a la 
supervisión de la comunidad a tantas personas como sea 
necesario para lograr un distanciamiento social seguro y 
suficiente espacio para cuarentenas y aislamiento.

La moción se basa en las declaraciones de expertos de los 
correccionales que explicaron que la liberación de poblaciones 
vulnerables (que son abrumadoramente mayores, enfermos 
mentales graves, discapacidades físicas y / o enfermedades 
crónicas) presentan poco o ningún riesgo de reincidencia 
para la seguridad pública, así como declaraciones de expertos 
correccionales en medicina y salud mental que predijeron que 
la falta de reducción de la población carcelaria daría lugar a un 

mayor número de muertes.
Finalmente, los abogados de las personas encarceladas 

solicitaron que el Estado de California presente su plan para 
implementar estos cambios antes del 1 de abril de 2020.

Los abogados de los prisioneros presentaron como 
evidencia en apoyo de su orden numerosas fotos de las 
condiciones miserables y hacinadas en las que viven las 
personas encarceladas dentro del sistema penitenciario de 
California.

Sara Norman, abogada gerente de la Oficina de Derecho 
Penitenciario, declaró: “El sistema penitenciario de CDCR 
está demasiado lleno. Las cárceles albergan a decenas de 
miles de personas en dormitorios llenos de gente donde 
viven, duermen y se bañan a unos pies, a veces pulgadas, 
el uno del otro. Las cárceles también albergan a decenas 
de miles de las personas más vulnerables a la muerte o 
complicaciones graves por COVID-19: los ancianos y las 
personas con afecciones médicas subyacentes graves. Estas 
condiciones representan un riesgo inaceptable de daño no 
solo para las personas que viven y trabajan en CDCR, sino 
también para el público en general ”.

Los abogados solicitaron que la regla de la corte agilice 
cualquier información legal del estado, y que el panel emita 
una decisión lo más rápido posible, dada la urgencia de la 
situación.

ACTUALIZACIÓN AL 5 DE ABRIL DE 2020
El 26 de marzo de 2020, los abogados de los prisioneros 

presentaron una Solicitud de Aviso Judicial con una lista 
de órdenes de liberación y directivas similares de todo 
el país. Además, el panel de tres jueces ordenó al Estado 
de California que presentara su respuesta a la Moción de 
emergencia antes del martes 31 de marzo de 2020, y que 
los Demandantes presentaran una respuesta el 1 de abril 
de 2020. Se realizó una audiencia telefónica el jueves. El 
2 de abril, y el sábado 4 de abril de 2020, emitió una orden 
negando la moción de emergencia sobre la base de que los 
demandantes no habían pedido primero a los tribunales de 
distrito de Plata y Coleman que tomaran medidas, antes de 
acudir al panel de tres jueces.

ACTUALIZACIÓN AL 20 DE ABRIL DE 2020
El 6 de abril de 2020, el juez Mueller, que preside 

Coleman v. Newsom (desafiando la atención de salud mental 
en CDCR, presentada en el Distrito Este de California), 
emitió una ordendirigiendo a los abogados para personas 
encarceladas y para que el Estado presente una sesión 
informativa el 8 de abril de 2020, abordando dos preguntas: 
(1) “A la luz de la pandemia de coronavirus, ¿cuáles son los 
mínimos constitucionales requeridos para la seguridad física 
de los miembros de la clase Coleman? ¿La Constitución 
exige seis pies de distancia física? Si no, ¿por qué no y 
qué se requiere? y (2) “Suponiendo que la Constitución 
requiere cierto nivel de distanciamiento físico, qué pasos 
adicionales, si corresponde, deben tomarse para asegurar 
que los acusados   continúen entregando a los miembros de 
la clase de Coleman como mínimo el nivel de atención de 
salud mental que tiene logrado en el proceso de reparación 
en curso en este caso, ¿enfocado en lograr la entrega de 
atención de salud mental constitucionalmente adecuada 
a la clase demandante? También ordenó a las partes que 
presentaran un informe conjunto antes del mediodía del 
9 de abril de 2020, "sobre la idoneidad del plan de los 
acusados   para lograr un mayor distanciamiento físico para 
los miembros de la clase demandante".

El 8 de abril de 2020, los abogados de las personas 
encarceladas solicitaron a la corte en el caso Plata v. Newsom  
(impugnando la atención médica en CDCR, presentada 
en el Distrito Norte de California) que ordenara al Estado 
proporcionar un plan para garantizar que las personas los 
más vulnerables a la infección por COVID-19 se alojen de 
manera segura y se reduzca la densidad de población general 
en las cárceles. El 17 de abril de 2020, el juez de distrito Jon 
S. Tigar negó la moción, afirmando que los demandantes 
no habían demostrado que CDCR fuera deliberadamente 
indiferente a las necesidades de las personas encarceladas.

ACTUALIZACIÓN AL 1 DE MAYO DE 2020
El 29 de abril, los Demandantes y los Demandados 

presentaron una declaración para la Conferencia semanal de 
administración de casos celebrada ese día. Los demandantes 
describieron deficiencias significativas en el plan del CDCR 
para reorganizar los dormitorios de las cárceles en cohortes, 
en un intento por frenar la propagación de COVID-19. 
Específicamente, los Demandantes explicaron que, según 
los Demandados, el plan abordaba el "distanciamiento" 
de las personas en los dormitorios solo mientras dormían, 
y no abordaba las posibilidades de transmisión durante 
las horas de vigilia. En respuesta, el Tribunal ordenó a los 
Demandados que aborden estas deficiencias por escrito 
antes del 1 de mayo de 2020.

###
Estamos [Prison Law Office] trabajando en  Armstrong 

v. Newsom , un caso de acción de clase federal presentado 
en virtud de la Ley de Estadounidenses con Discapacidades 
("ADA"), para garantizar que las personas con discapacidades 
en CDCR estén seguras, informadas y puedan acceder a los 
mismos programas, servicios, y actividades como sus pares 
durante la pandemia de COVID-19. El 15 de abril de 2020, 

proporcionamos al tribunal federal una actualización sobre 
lo que está haciendo CDCR en relación con el impacto de 
COVID-19 en las personas con discapacidad. Si tiene alguna 
inquietud relacionada con las personas con discapacidad en 
CDCR, envíe un correo electrónico a office@prisonlaw.com .•

ICE : FRÍO COMO EL HIELO
ICE tiene mucho poder para trasladar a los inmigrantes 

detenidos a donde quiera. Dicho esto, no se supone que el 
gobierno ponga deliberadamente a las personas en "riesgo 
sustancial" de "daños graves", por lo que hay algunos 
límites sobre lo que debería poder hacer. En este momento, 
hay varias demandas que dicen que ICE tiene que liberar 
a todos los detenidos que tienen condiciones médicas que 
los hacen particularmente vulnerables a COVID-19. ICE 
alega que solo se dirigirá a los inmigrantes en este momento 
que representan un riesgo de seguridad pública y que han 
cometido delitos graves. También han declarado que no 
llevarían a cabo la aplicación en las instalaciones de atención 
médica durante la emergencia COVID-19. Deberíamos 
mantener la presión pública para que ICE libere a las 
personas y dejar de trasladar a las personas detenidas a zonas 
de mayor riesgo. •

"¡Mantenerte fuerte! Las cosas se pondrán mejor. 
Puede ser tormentoso en este momento, pero nunca 
puede llover para siempre." Anónimo

Para obtener una copia gratuita de Yoga: un camino 
para la curación y la recuperación, escriba a: Prison 
Yoga Project P.O. Box 415 Bolinas, CA 94924

VIETNAM'S EFFECTIVE 
RESPONSE TO COVID-19
By George Black, The Nation, April 24, 2020

Since the earliest days of the Covid-19 pandemic, three 
Asian countries have been singled out for praise for their 

effective response. First, it was South Korea. The country has 
a population of 52 million, and as of April 22 it has 10,702 
cases and 240 deaths. Taiwan has drawn a lot of media 
attention because of its spiky relationship with the World 
Health Organization, and, with 24 million people, its numbers 
are much better than South Korea’s: 427 cases and only six 
deaths. Singapore, finally, with a population of 5.5 million, 
has 11,178 cases and 12 fatalities, and was held up as a model 
until last week, which brought a new surge that appears to 
have begun in a hostel for South Asian migrant workers.

The glaring omission from this list is Vietnam. Almost three 
months since its first case was detected on January 23, the 
number of recorded infections has inched up to only 268, 
and so far no one has died. The population of Vietnam is 95 
million—more than South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore 
combined.

Yet Vietnam has received very little attention in the 
American press. If we take The New York Times as a 
yardstick, other than brief pickups of shorts from Reuters, the 
only substantial story was a piece—six weeks ago—about the 
impact of Covid-19 on the fashion industry. This was centered 
on a 27-year-old socialite named Nga Nguyen, who attended 
a Gucci fashion show in Milan and a St. Laurent event in 
Paris in late February, then lied about her travel itinerary on 
the mandatory health reporting form when she returned to 
Vietnam. She received a positive diagnosis in early March, 
having infected her sister and seven other passengers on her 
flight. The daughter of a steel magnate, she has been reviled in 
Vietnam ever since as a symbol of the country’s arrogant and 
over-entitled nouveaux riches.

Like many Asian countries, it had a psychological head 
start. Vietnam had one of the first cases of SARS in 2003, 
and was praised for its quick and successful handling of 
the outbreak. The region was traumatized by SARS, which 
accelerated the habit of wearing masks in public, something 
that people in many Asian countries were already doing as a 
health precaution. I vividly remember my consternation when 
I checked into a hotel in Taipei some years ago to find that all 
of the receptionists lined up behind the reception desk were 
masked. In the case of Covid-19, Vietnam was also predictably 
on higher alert than most other countries because of its land 
border with China and the large amount of travel between the 
two countries, both business- and tourist-related.

Vietnam’s approach was never based on mass testing, 
which has been the panicky and inadequate response of the 
United States and most other Western countries. And this was 
not because its resources were limited; it was a deliberate 
preemptive strategy to minimize infections. The gross number 
of tests—about 175,000 so far—is the wrong yardstick to use. 
What is significant is the ratio of tests to confirmed cases, 
and that ratio in Vietnam is almost five times greater than 
in any other country. Testing was followed by strict contact 
tracing (including secondary contacts) for anyone known to be 
infected, immediate isolation followed by quarantining, and 
the prompt creation of a real-time database and two mobile 
apps by which people could record their health status and 
symptoms. All this was backed up by the mass mobilization of 
the country’s military, public security forces, the health care 
system, and public employees, and an energetic and creative 
public education campaign that included TV cartoons, social 
media, and posters that draw on the traditional iconography of 
official propaganda but replaced heroic workers and peasants 
with heroic doctors in face masks.

On January 11, with the first death in Wuhan, Vietnam 
tightened its border and airport controls. Four days later, when 
there were still only 27 cases in China’s Hubei Province, 
Vietnamese officials met with the World Health Organization 
and counterparts from the Centers for Disease Control, and 
the WHO praised Vietnam for its rapid risk assessment and 
issuing of protective guidelines.

The first cases in Vietnam were detected in three airplane 
passengers returning from Wuhan in January. Twenty-one 
of their contacts were traced and isolated. By January 31, 
the government had formed a National Steering Committee 
for Covid-19 Prevention and Control, headed by Deputy 
Prime Minister Vu Duc Dam (the US equivalent, under Vice 
President Mike Pence, was not set up until February 28).

By the middle of March, Vietnam still had only 61 confirmed 
cases. Patient 61 was a Muslim returning from a mass religious 
festival in Malaysia. The government immediately shuttered 
the mosque he had visited in Ho Chi Minh City and ordered a 
lockdown of his home province of Ninh Thuan. At this point 
anyone who had come into contact with a known case was 
put into immediate quarantine, and secondary contacts were 
ordered into self-isolation. Passengers arriving at international 

airports were quarantined for 14 days in camps run by the 
military—benignly, by all accounts—and on March 21 
all inbound international flights were canceled, and most 
domestic flights and trains were canceled soon thereafter. 
Anyone leaving Hanoi, where most new cases were being 
detected, was quarantined when entering another province.

The epicenter of the outbreak in Hanoi turned out to 
be Bach Mai Hospital, which is famous for being badly 
damaged during Richard Nixon’s 1972 bombing campaign. 
It was traced to a man who had visited the hospital on 
March 12; his home commune of 11,000 people was 
immediately closed off from the outside world. On March 
29, the hospital itself, where the caseload had now risen to 
45, was locked down. All visitors to a hospital anywhere 
in the country now had to be tested. Three days later, 
the government imposed mandatory social distancing 
nationwide for two weeks—again a preemptive action, not 
one taken, as in some but not all US states, to minimize 
deaths from an infection already spiraling out of control. 
By April 9, more than 1,000 health care workers at Bach 
Mai and 14,400 visitors to the hospital had been tested.

The skeptic might pose all manner of questions, of 
course. The US Navy has ascribed the cases of infection 
aboard the aircraft carrier Theodore Roosevelt to a port call 
in Da Nang, Vietnam’s third-largest city, and conspiracy 
theorists immediately jumped on this to say that it pointed 
to concealment of an outbreak there. In fact, the most 
plausible explanation appears to be that two British tourists, 
also later found to be infected, had stayed in the same hotel 
as crew members from the ship. All 40 of their known 
contacts were then tested and found negative. Da Nang, a 
city of more than a million people, has had precisely six 
confirmed cases.

A more common argument is that Vietnam is an 
authoritarian one-party state, so its numbers can’t be trusted. 
One fiercely anti-communist Viet Khieu—an “overseas 
Vietnamese”—told me that the numbers are a lie to avoid 
losses to the huge tourist industry. That makes no sense, 
since tourism has already been wiped out by the cancellation 
of all air travel. In neighboring Cambodia and Laos, there 
may be some justification for doubting official statistics. In 
both countries, the health care system is rudimentary (when 
I visited the main hospital in Vientiane, the Lao capital, 
last year, I was told that there is just one MRI machine in 
the whole country). And remembering the enthusiasm with 
which Hun Sen, the Cambodian premier, allowed cruise 
ship passengers to disembark freely in Sihanoukville in 
February hardly breeds confidence. However, says Todd 
Pollack, a professor at Harvard Medical School who directs 
the Partnership for Health Advancement in Vietnam in 
Hanoi, “I see no reason to mistrust the information coming 
out of the government at this time. Vietnam’s response was 
swift and decisive. If the epidemic were much larger than 
is being officially reported, we would see the evidence in 
increased emergency room visits and hospital admissions—
and we’re not seeing it.”

There’s no question that Vietnam is an authoritarian 
state, and its human rights record is poor, including severe 
restrictions on freedom of expression and the control of 
information. Yet its handling of the pandemic has been 
strikingly transparent. It also has an enormous capacity 
for mass mobilization (not to mention a long history of it). 
It’s no coincidence that the government calls its campaign 
against Covid-19 the Spring General Offensive of 2020—
an obvious echo of the General Offensive, General Uprising 
of 1968—the Tet Offensive.

So what comes next? Remarkably, as I write, Vietnam 
has had no new cases since April 16. That may not last, of 
course. Sooner or later Vietnam will have to open up its 
economy, which is massively dependent on the country’s 
place in the global supply chain, including many factories 
that were previously based in China. Mandatory social 
distancing was extended for a week, but now applied to 
only 12 provinces that were considered to be at risk, 
and on April 22 it was suspended altogether except for 
parts of Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City and two other 
provinces. The airports will inevitably have to reopen. 
And an epidemiologist might argue that the low number of 
infections has equipped few people with the antibodies to 
resist a second wave of the pandemic.

Nonetheless, what Vietnam has accomplished in these 
first three months is to buy precious time, and it has used it 
well. It has shipped 450,000 hazmat suits, bought and paid 
for, to the United States from a local DuPont plant. It has had 
enough excess capacity to send 550,000 surgical masks to 
the worst-affected countries in Europe, and another 730,000 
to its neighbors, Laos and Cambodia. With the apparel 
industry one of the mainstays of its economy, Vietnam 
has now geared up its domestic production capacity to 7 
million new fabric masks and 5.72 million surgical masks 
a day, and Vietnam’s biggest publicly traded corporation, 

Vingroup, has retooled automotive and smartphone factories 
with a promise to produce 55,000 ventilators a month. In 
preparation for a second wave of infections, the head of the 
Oxford University Clinical Research Unit in Vietnam notes 
that a spanking new 300-bed hospital has just been opened 
near Ho Chi Minh City—with 10 “negative pressure rooms” 
equipped with special air filters—to prepare for new cases. 
In late March, Vietnam imported another 200,000 rapid-test 
kits from South Korea to further improve its readiness.

So when the second wave comes, as it surely will, Vietnam 
has a fighting chance of controlling it as well as it controlled 
the first. There are many lessons to be learned from its 
extraordinary success, although sadly it is much too late now 
for the United States to learn them.

Asesoramiento Misceláneo
Comunicación con los seres queridos:
Déle a alguien que conoce el nombre y el número de teléfono 

o la dirección de un familiar u otro contacto externo, y pídale 
a esa persona que se comunique con ellos si sus síntomas 
empeoran o si lo llevan a la enfermería. Lamentablemente, las 
cárceles, en general, no llaman a las familias para informarles 
lo que está sucediendo con su ser querido adentro, por lo que 
es crucial contar con un plan para obtener información.

Si se enferma, dígale a los miembros de su familia que 
llamen al alcaide y al alcaide adjunto, informe que está 
enfermo y exija acción. Dígale a su contacto externo que 
documente la hora y la fecha de la llamada y con quién habló. 
Si llega a un asistente, pregúnteles su nombre. Pregúnteles 
qué planean hacer y vuelva a llamar para verificar si está 
hecho.

Archivos de casos y documentos importantes:
Si bien puede no ser una opción para todos, alentamos a 

las personas a enviar documentos importantes fuera de las 
instalaciones para su custodia. Los bloqueos y otras crisis 
a menudo implican sacudidas y búsquedas y, a su vez, la 
destrucción de la propiedad.

En caso de que los archivos del caso de su persona se 
destruyan durante esta crisis, comuníquese con su abogado 
si tiene uno y llame a la oficina del alcaide para preguntar si 
cubrirá el costo de reemplazar los archivos perdidos. Puede 
comunicarse con el tribunal y la oficina del protonotario para 
solicitar una copia, pero es probable que le cobren. Los presos 
pueden solicitar sus propios archivos de casos escribiendo 
directamente a la oficina del protonotario. Debe contactar a 
una clínica de asistencia legal en su área si necesita ayuda.

Lavarse las manos:
Mójese las manos y aplique jabón. Frote el frente y el dorso 

de sus manos y palmas, y entre sus dedos durante 2 minutos. 
No te olvides de tus uñas. Si usa un baño compartido, después 
de enjuagarse y secarse las manos, use una toalla para cerrar 
el grifo.

Rumores: ¡Asegúrese de tener información precisa y de 
compartir información precisa! La desinformación puede ser 
particularmente dañina en este momento.

 Problemas de atención médica o de salud mental
Es posible que tenga un problema de atención médica o 

de salud mental que no esté relacionado con COVID-19. 
Debe continuar informando al personal sobre sus síntomas o 
problemas, incluso mediante la presentación de un Formulario 
7362. Todos los 7362 con síntomas de una afección médica 
deben dar lugar a un triaje cara a cara con una enfermera 
registrada, aunque dichas citas pueden ser celulares. lado o, 
si es por una condición no urgente, retrasado, dependiendo de 
las circunstancias en su prisión.

También debe continuar recibiendo cualquier medicamento 
ordenado por su médico. Las líneas de píldoras pueden 
ejecutarse de manera diferente, o incluso entregarse al frente 
de la celda, dependiendo del personal y las cuarentenas. 
Además, aunque esperamos que no lo necesite, el personal 
médico debe responder de manera oportuna y adecuada a 
una emergencia médica, incluido el envío de una persona 
a un hospital comunitario si es necesario. Del mismo 
modo, las emergencias de salud mental aún deben resultar 
en una evaluación rápida por parte de un médico y en una 
transferencia a una cama de crisis si es necesario. Debe 
informar a cualquier miembro del personal en cualquier 
momento si tiene un problema de atención médica urgente o 
de emergencia.

F R E E
C H I P

When is enough enough?

The Longest imprisoned activist of the 
Black Panther Party
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HOW TO FILE 602 APPEALS 
REQUEST ACTIONS OR RELEASE 

DUE TO COVID
Created by the Prisoner Advocacy Network

This is a guide for filing 602 and 602HC forms to request release 
from CDCR due to the pandemic, and Judge Tigar’s April 17, 
2020 ruling in the Plata case that CDCR’s policies in response to 
COVID-19 are thus far constitutional. Because of this decision 
it is more important than ever to make a record showing that 
the policies CDCR claims are in place are not truly in place, or 
were so delayed to be meaningless or physically harmful to you. 
You are the one who will need to provide the proof that CDCR’s 
practices are different than what it claims are the policies. If you 
create the paper trail that proves this, the judge may change his 
mind and find that the practices are unconstitutional. 

Note on How to Use this Guide’s Templates
Throughout this guide, whenever there is a bracket [ ], this is an 

indication that you should replace the bracket and the words inside 
it with information about your particular circumstances. The words 
in the bracket will let you know what you should add. Use your 
own personal experience and information, but use language that is 
similar to language in the template. Sometimes, the templates will 
include parentheses ( ) that suggest including exhibits. You can keep 
those parenthesis in your 602s, but replace the internal brackets that 
suggest what sort of exhibits to include.

For example:
Template: I am diagnosed with [disease/illness]. (See exhibit 

[medical files]).
Your 602 form: I am diagnosed with asthma. (See Exhibit 128-C 

form).
Why It Is Crucial to Immediately File Appeals

(1) Appeals are helpful to support requests for release.
If you could qualify for release because of COVID-19, or if 

CDCR's response to COVID-19 caused a problem for you that 
needs to be addressed, you will likely need to create a paper trail. 
This guide is meant to help you make your case through the formal 
process recognized by courts. There are multiple ways that you can 
show decision-makers you qualify for release because of COVID-19.  
You need to immediately identify yourself as either someone who 
wants to be released due to one of the available reasons (see above). 
by CDCR (via the Plata decision) due to facility over-population, or 
as someone who wants to be released by the courts via resentencing, 
or as someone who wants to be released via the Governor's clemency 
and emergency powers. You need to immediately build a record 
to support your requests, and a 602 or 602HC is a crucial part of 
doing that because courts require it for “exhaustion”. This guide 
along with the declaration guide (available here https://www.
prisoneradvocacynetwork.org/covid-19.html).will help you present 
your evidence in a way that should be admissible for court and any 
other release process 

 - (2) Now is a good time to seek release because the PLO and 
RBGG have initiated an emergency action in federal court to advocate 
for your release due to over-crowding and the threat of COVID.

On March 25, 2020, attorneys from the Prison Law Office (PLO) 
and the law firm of Rosen, Bien, Galvan, & Grunfeld (RBGG) 
filed an emergency motion in the Coleman v. Newsom and Plata v. 
Newsom, overcrowding lawsuits. On April 5th, a three judge panel 
denied the motion on procedural grounds and instructed attorneys 
to file again in front of just one judge (rather than the three judge 
panel). On April 17, Judge Tigar held that the COVID-19 policies 
that the state presented to the court were constitutionally adequate. 
The court noted that it believes that the government has the ability to 
take additional steps to decrease the risk of spreading the disease, and 
noted it would continue to oversee the state’s response.

The attorneys asked the judges to order CDCR to reduce the 
population because of COVID-19 by releasing to parole or post-
release community supervision all people who

1. are at low risk as determined by CDCR’s risk assessment 
instruments, or are serving a term for a non-violent offense, 

2. are paroling within the year. 
3. at high risk of COVID-19, including people who   
       a. are 65 years old and over; 
        b. have chronic lung disease or moderate-to-severe asthma; 
       c. have severe heart conditions;
        d. have compromised or suppressed immune systems (i.e. due 

to cancer treatment, bone marrow or organ transplantation, immune 
deficiencies, undermanaged HIV or AIDS, or prolonged  use of 
immune-weakening medications); 

e. are severely obese;
f. have uncontrolled diabetes; 
g. suffer from renal failure; 
h. have liver disease;
i. and (i) are pregnant. 
The attorneys asked that, in the alternative, the judges order CDCR 

to release to parole or post-release community supervision as many 
people as is necessary to achieve safe social distancing in prisons 
and to create sufficient space for quarantines and isolation. In order 
to identify yourself as someone who wants to be released under this 
case you should file formal 602 and 602hc appeals. The more you can 
describe how you are at risk and are safe to release, the better. 

3. Now is a good time to seek release because Ralph Diaz has 
chosen a small category of people to release due to the threat of 
COVID, and you can argue you should be released too.

On March 31, 2020, Ralph Diaz filed a declaration in the Plata case 
(ECF 3241), directing the release of some inmates from CDCR’s 

custody due to the threat of COVID-19. He went out of his way 
to note that the release was not because of the Plata case, but 
was under his emergency powers and “independent authority 
under California Government Code § 8658.” He created criteria, 
resulting in a group of 3,496 people to be released early. The 
criteria are:

● 60 days or less remaining on their sentences (as of March 
30, 2020);

●  not serving a current term of incarceration for a violent 
felony offense, as defined by California Penal Code § 667.5(c);

● not required to register under Penal Code § 290; and
● not serving a current term for a domestic-violence offense.      
 The group of 3,496 includes 1,751 people within 30 days 

of release and 1,745 people within 60 days of release. CDCR 
said that the group’s release is “scheduled to begin as soon as 
practicable, including within the upcoming days and weeks.”

For reference, the statute says:
§ 8658. “Removal of inmates from penal or correctional 

institution . . . In any case in which an emergency endangering 
the lives of inmates of a state, county, or city penal or correctional 
institution has occurred or is imminent, the person in charge of 
the institution may remove the inmates from the institution. He 
shall, if possible, remove them to a safe and convenient place 
and there confine them as long as may be necessary to avoid the 
danger, or, if that is not possible, may release them.”

 Summary Of 6 Steps For Filing a COVID-19 Appeal
This guide breaks down the process needed to complain 

about COVID-19 into 6 steps: 
Step 1: Understand the Filing Process & Its Pitfalls
Step 2: Gather Documents
Step 3: File The Initial Request Form (22, 7362, 1824). 
Step 4: Draft An Appeals Form (602, 602HC).
Step 5: Submit The Form and Attachments.
Step 6: Copy Everything and Send to Officials and Advocates
STEP 1: UNDERSTAND THE FILING PROCESS
The Importance of Completing Forms
File a 602 and 602 HC asking for immediate release.You must 

file separate appeals for each problem COVID-19 has caused 
you. Do not combine multiple issues on one appeal form. 
Follow every appeal to the final level of review. This is because 
CDCR requires you to “exhaust” the internal appeals process 
before filing a lawsuit. Make sure to keep paper copies of all 
of the forms and attachments you have filed. Keep a record of 
when and how you submitted the form, the log number, and 
how CDCR responded. If possible, send copies to a lawyer or 
trusted person outside who can contact a lawyer. or file them 
directly with the court in your pro se suit.

Because of the April 17th court order saying that the state’s 
COVID policies were thus far constitutional, it is more 
important than ever to make a record showing that the policies 
it claims are in place are not truly in place, or were so delayed 
to be meaningless or physically harmful to you. You are the one 
who will need to provide the proof that CDCR’s practices are 
different than what it claims are the policies. If you create the 
paper trail that proves this, the judge may change his mind and 
find that the practices are unconstitutional.  

How Best to Describe the Problem You are Experiencing 
and the Solution You are Requesting

First of all, in order to bring a lawsuit against any government 
policy or action, like CDCR’s response to COVID-19, you 
have to have something called “standing.” Standing means that 
if you want to bring a suit to challenge the government, you 
yourself, personally, have to be either  about to experience or 
have experienced some harm, whether that harm is a violation 
of rights or actual, physical/mental harm. Therefore, it’s crucial 
to make it clear in your appeals that a violation of rights or 
threat of physical harm has affected you, specifically. You 
cannot bring a lawsuit about a general issue. It has to have 
affected you, specifically. Keep that in mind while you describe 
the problem.

Other than establishing “standing,” the most important thing 
in describing the harm of COVID-19, is to note that COVID-19 
causes the risk of death or grave bodily harm. Make sure you 
state this clearly in your appeal. In addition, it is causing many 
problems that affect each person’s conditions slightly differently 
based on their housing assignment, program, job, staff, custody 
status, level, release date, etc. Make sure you only put one 
problem, or “issue” on each appeal form. For the first form, ask 
for release. That’s an example of one issue, and it’s the most 
important. In a second appeal, you could describe a policy, 
incident, event, or failure to act that has caused bad things to 
happen to you.   Try to explain that everything you explain in 
one form came out of the same incident. If you don’t word the 
form carefully to show that each form only contains one issue, 
CDCR is likely to reject the appeal because it contains multiple 
issues instead of addressing the actual complaint. 

Finally, include as much information as possible. Include 
date, time, place, names & CDC No. (if possible), titles of staff 
involved, diagnosis, symptoms, injury, score, classification 
details, etc. You have to  provide enough “notice” to CDCR 
about the problem you are asking them to respond to, and 
these details help meet that requirement. Give as much detail 
as you possibly can. The form can mention any rule or rights 
that you think CDCR violated, but it doesn't need to contain 
legal theories, case names, etc. You can include case names, 
Title 15 sections, or DOM sections, but you don’t have to. 
The rules for completing forms are mostly listed in California 
Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 15 §§ 3084-3086, and CDCR 

against CDCR, in which they demand population 
reduction to a level that allows 6-foot social 
distancing due to COVID-19, on the basis of 
Coleman v. Thompson and Brown v. Plata. PLO 
and RBGG have demanded release to parole or 
post-release community supervision of all people 
who (1) are at low risk as determined by CDCR’s 
risk assessment instruments, or are serving a 
term for a non-violent offense, or (2) are paroling 
within the year. The attorneys also asked that 
CDCR release or relocate all incarcerated people 
who are at high risk of contracting COVID-19, 
including people who (a) are 65 and over (b) 
have chronic lung disease or moderate-to-severe 
asthma (c) have severe heart conditions (d) are 
immunocompromised (for example, due to cancer 
treatment, bone marrow or organ transplantation, 
immune deficiencies, poorly controlled HIV or 
AIDS, or prolonged use of immune-weakening 
medications) (e) are severely obese (f) have 
uncontrolled diabetes (g) suffer from renal failure 
(h) have liver disease and (i) are pregnant. In the 
alternative, the attorneys demanded that CDCR 
release to parole or post-release community 
supervision as many people as necessary to 
achieve safe social distancing in prisons and 
to create sufficient space for quarantines and 
isolation. 

● Update your forms on file with CDCR about 
who you want to be involved in your medical 
care and how you want them to be involved. 
Mail copies of the various forms below and share 
with whomever you authorize for release of 
information and decision-making on your behalf. 

○ Health Record Authorization Release Form 
7385 gives someone outside the ability to get 
information about you from CDCR’s California 
Correctional Health Care Services (CCHCS), 
including access to your medical and custody 
records and the ability to speak with someone 
at the prison about your health via phone calls, 
emails, or faxes with this information. 

○ CDCR 7421 Advance Directive is a document 
that allows you to write your wishes about end-
of-life care. It allows you to say what you want 
so that family, friends, doctors, nurses, and other 
health care staff will know for sure what you 
want if you can no longer speak for yourself (for 
example: “I don’t want CPR (to be revived) or a 
breathing machine if my heart stops or I cannot 
breathe on my own. If I cannot eat on my own, 
a feeding tube is okay.”). It also allows you to 
name someone as your Medical Decision-Maker 
to make health care choices for you if there comes 
a time when you cannot physically advocate for 
yourself. They can tell others about your wishes 
for treatment at the end of life and make sure they 
are followed. 

■ The Advance Directive is NOT a “Will” and 
has NOTHING to do with your possessions or 
assets inside or outside of prison. 

■ Please note: PAN/your PAN advocate cannot 
serve as a Medical Decision-Maker on your 
behalf. 

○ CDCR 7465 POLST is short for Physicians 
Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment. This form 
is in addition to form CDCR 7421 Advance 
Directive form. The POLST is a form used by all 
hospitals in California (and other states) and is 
used to write a patient’s wishes about end-of-life 
care. Ask your counselor or health care provider 
for one.  

NOTE: Prisoner Advocacy Network's 
COVID-19 Guides are not intended to give legal 
advice, but rather general legal information. No 
attorney-client relationship is created by using any 
information in this guide. You should consult an 
attorney for legal advice specific to your situation. 

We did our best to give you useful and accurate 
information, however, the laws change frequently 
and are subject to differing interpretations. PAN 
does not have the resources to make changes to 
this material every time the law changes. If you 
use this information, it is your responsibility to 
make sure that the law has not changed and applies 
to your particular situation. Most of the materials 
you need should be available in a law library.   In 
Solidarity,  Prisoner Advocacy Network •

PAN, NLG, SF Bay Area Chapter • Supervising 
Attorney Jesse Stout, CBN 284544 • 558 Capp 
St., San Francisco, CA 94110 • Email pan@nlgsf.
org • https://www.prisoneradvocacynetwork.org/
covid-19.html

WHAT YOU CAN DO
TO ADVOCATE FOR GETTING 
YOURSELF OUT OF PRISON DUE TO 
COVID-19 

● Write to us (PAN): let us know what information you need, 
what information you have, and what you are seeing happen 
and not happen. If you want us to share this information with 
other organizations or the press, please state if you give us your 
permission to share it more widely. 

● File a 602 seeking early release: If you believe that you 
are medically high risk because you have underlying health 
conditions such as diabetes, hypertension, respiratory illness, 
or cardiovascular disease, and/or are elderly (over 50), 
identify yourself by filing a 602 seeking early release due to 
risk of COVID-19. List all medical conditions that make you 
high risk and attach any recent medical records documenting 
your conditions. The 602 will build a record for a habeas or 
writ of mandate claim seeking release or damages relating to 
COVID-19. State clearly: I am not adequately protected from 
a coronavirus infection at this facility because (describe the 
conditions that threaten you with infection, such as inadequate 
sanitation of facility or availability of soap, disinfectant, or hand 
washing facilities; inadequate isolation of symptomatic people; 
inadequate quarantine of exposed persons; inadequate exclusion 
of symptomatic or exposed staff , contractors or volunteers, 
inadequate testing and reporting, or inadequate health care for 
the infected) 

● File a 602 if adequate precautions are not taken within your 
facility: CDCR has said it will follow its typical protocol for 
influenza (flu) outbreaks, which includes isolation of people 
with symptoms and separate quarantines of others who are 
exposed to those with symptoms. File a 602 or a Group 602-G 
if precautions are not taken around you, including: Provision 
of adequate soap and disinfectant free to all incarcerated 
persons; distribution of double the amount of soap; provision 
of hand sanitizer when hand washing facilities are not available; 
sanitation of high-touch surfaces throughout the facility 
including phones, counters, tables, eating surfaces, doorknobs, 
faucets, and all bathroom surfaces. Bathrooms should be 
sanitized three times a day. 

● Write to the Prison Law Office, General Delivery, San 
Quentin, CA 94964 identifying your serious medical conditions 
and ask to be included in a list of individuals for early release. 
Your evidence may help PLO and RBGG in their lawsuit 

PAN SELF-ADVOCACY 
GUIDES RELATED TO 
COVID-19 

What is COVID-19 and How Can It Affect You? 
COVID-19 is a virus that can cause fever, respiratory 

problems, and sometimes gastrointestinal symptoms. 
Since emerging in China in December 2019, this new 
coronavirus has caused a global health emergency. It 
is likely to be transmitted in droplets from coughing or 
sneezes, or by touching contaminated surfaces or objects 
and then touching your eyes, nose or mouth. The virus 
has a 2 to 14 day incubation period. That means people 
could be infectious for quite a while before symptoms 
like fever, cough, or shortness of breath emerge. 

The United States, along with several other countries, 
has imposed a “shelter in place” order, requiring 
Americans who do not work for “essential businesses” 
(like restaurants, hospitals, and grocery stores) to stay 
at home. The Government is also requiring everyone to 
abide by a “social distancing” policy where there must 
be at least 6 feet of space between people. 

As you might imagine, these requirements present 
particularly troubling concerns for those who are 
incarcerated in America’s prisons and jails. Incarcerated 
folks, who are kept in close quarters, are unable to take 
many of the disease-prevention measures other people 
are now practicing. Therefore, COVID-19 is especially 
dangerous to the incarcerated population, for whom 
social distancing is impossible. 

How This Guide Can Help You Navigate Risks of 
COVID-19 in Prison 

This Guide is intended to help you understand the 
steps you can take inside and outside of prison to (1) 
prevent contracting and transmitting COVID-19, and 
(2) advocate for getting people out of prison due to 
COVID-19. 

Ways to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 According 
to the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and World 
Health Organization (WHO) 

● Recommended protocol for wearing masks: 
○ Place mask carefully to cover mouth and nose and 

tie securely to minimize any gaps between face and 
mask. While in use, avoid touching the mask. 

○ Remove the mask by using an appropriate technique 

(i.e. do not touch the front but remove by the headband from 
behind). 

○ After removal or whenever you inadvertently touch a used 
mask, clean hands by using an alcohol-based hand sanitizer (if 
available) or soap and water. 

○ Replace masks with a new clean, dry mask as soon as they 
become damp/humid. 

○ Do not reuse single-use masks. 
○ Discard single-use masks after each use, and dispose of 

them immediately upon removal (consider a central place in 
the ward/cell block where used masks can be discarded). 

○ Cloth (e.g., cotton or gauze) masks are not recommended 
if you are exhibiting symptoms. Double-sided cloth masks can 
be used if you are healthy. 

● Disinfecting protocol: First, clean surfaces with a mix of 
soap and water, or a detergent. Then apply the disinfectant 
for the required contact time, as per the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. The disinfectant may be rinsed off with 
clean water after the contact time has elapsed. If possible, keep 
the door closed with windows open to improve airflow and 
ventilation while using detergent and disinfection products 

● Waste: Should be treated as infectious clinical medical 
waste. Don’t touch with bare hands. 

● Laundry: Clothes, bedclothes, bath and hand towels, 
etc. can be cleaned using regular laundry soap and water or 
machine-washed at 60–90°C with common laundry detergent. 

● Terms to Know 
○ Medical Isolation – Medical isolation refers to conning a 

confirmed or suspected COVID-19 case (ideally to a single cell 
with solid walls and a solid door that closes), to prevent contact 
with others and to reduce the risk of transmission. Medical 
isolation ends when the individual meets pre-established 
clinical and/or testing criteria for release from isolation, in 
consultation with clinical providers and public health officials 
In this context, isolation does NOT refer to punitive isolation 
for behavioral infractions within the custodial setting. 

○ Quarantine – Quarantine refers to the practice of conning 
individuals who have had close contact with a COVID-19 case 
to determine whether they develop symptoms of the disease. 
Quarantine for COVID-19 should last for a period of 14 days. 
Ideally, each quarantined individual would be quarantined in 
a single cell with solid walls and a solid door that closes. If 
symptoms develop during the 14-day period, the individual 
should be placed under medical isolation and evaluated 
for COVID-19. If symptoms do not develop, movement 
restrictions can be lifted, and the individual can return to their 
previous residency status within the facility. 

MISCELLANEOUS TIPS
Communication with Loved Ones:

Give someone you know the name and phone number or 
address of a family member or another outside contact, 

and to ask that person to contact them if you become sick 
and are taken to the  infirmary. Prisons, generally don’t 
call families to let them know what is happening with their 
loved one inside so having a plan in place for how to get 
information to them is crucial. 

If you become sick and not receiving adequate care, tell 
your family members to call the warden and deputy warden, 
report that you are sick and demand action. Tell your outside 
contact to document the time and date of the call and who 
they spoke with. If you reach an assistant, ask their name. 
Ask them what they plan to do and call back to check to see 
that it’s done. 

Case Files & Important Documents:
While it may not be an option for everyone, we 

encourage people to send important documents outside 
facilities for safekeeping. Lockdowns and other crises 
often involve shakedowns and searches and, in-turn, the 
destruction of property.

In the event that your person’s case files are destroyed 
during this crisis, please contact their attorney if they 
have one and call the warden’s office to ask if they will be 
covering the cost to replace lost files. You can contact the 
court and the prothonotary's office to request a copy, but 
they are likely to charge you. Prisoners can request their 
own case files by writing directly to the prothonotary’s 
office. You should contact a legal aid clinic in your area if 
you need assistance.
Washing Yout Hands: 

Wet your hands and apply soap. Rub front and back 
of your hands and palms, and between your fingers for 2 
minutes. Don't forget to your fingernails. If you're using a 
shared bathroom, after rinsing and drying your hands, use 
a towell to turn off the faucet.
 Medical or Mental Health Care Issues 

You may have a medical care or mental health 
issue that is not related to COVID-19. You should 

continue to let staff know about your symptoms or 
problem, including by putting in a Form 7362. All 7362s 
with symptoms of a medical condition should result in 
a face-to-face triage with a registered nurse, although 
such appointments may be cell side or, if for a non-urgent 
condition, delayed, depending on the circumstances at 
your prison. 

You should also continue to receive any medication 
ordered by your doctor. Pill lines may be run differently, 
or even delivered cell front, depending on staffing and 
quarantines. Further, while we hope you do not need this, 
medical staff should still timely and appropriately respond 
to medical emergency, including sending a person to a 
community hospital if necessary. Similarly, mental health 
emergencies should still result in a prompt evaluation by 
a clinician, and a transfer to a crisis bed if necessary. You 
should tell any staff member at any time if you have an 
emergency or urgent health care issue.
RUMORS: Take care to ensure that you have accurate 
information and that you are sharing accurate information! 
Misinformation can be particularly harmful right now. 

ANNOUNCEMENT
֍ The Human Rights Defense Center (HRDC) will 

report on relevant Covid-19 issues on an ongoing basis in 
Prison Legal News. If you are in prison or jail and being 
affected by COVID-19 please drop us a line and let us know 
what’s happening where you’re being held. 

֍ [HRDC continues it's efforts to stop the financial 
exploitation of prisoners and their families. We are seeking 
class action representatives for a lawsuit. against GTL and 
Securus who are operating a scheme where they charge 
people $14.95 for accepting a one-time collect call from a 
prisoner. Furthermore, GTL and Securus have a practice of 
taking people’s money from their prison phone account if 
the account is “inactive” for more than 30 days. Anyone who 
was billed $14.95 for a collect call or who had money taken 
from their prison phone account should contact us. For readers 
who are interested in criminal law, consider subscribing to 
Prison Legal News. To report information or to acquire info 
on how to subscribe to PLN, write to: HRDC, PO Box 1151, 
Lake Worth, FL 33460 or call (561) 360-2523 (email:info@

For advocacy and reentry assistance from your Tribe, 
please call the Root & Rebound Reentry Legal Hotline at 
(510) 279-4662 Fridays, from 9 a.m. – 5 p.m

Root & Rebounds hotline is free and open to anyone in 
California with a reentry-related legal issue, question, or 
concern. They continue to accept and pay for calls from 
people inside prison and jail.

We take emergency hotline calls Monday – Thursday, 9-5 
Pacific Time. 

If you have a time-sensitive matter, or need to refer 
someone to Root & Rebound, please call us at 510-279-4662 

YUROK TRIBAL MEMBERS

& others seeking advocacy and reentry assistance

DISASTER DISTRESS HELPLINE 
The Disaster Helpline (DDH) is the first national hotline 

dedicated to providing year-round disaster crisis counseling. 
This toll-free, multilingual, crisis support service is available 
24/7 via telephone (1-800-985-5990) to all residents in the 
U.S. and its territories who are experiencing emotional 
distress related to natural or man-made disasters.

Since its launch in February 2012, the Disaster Distress 
Helpline has provided counseling and support in response 
to disasters such as Hurricane Sandy, the Boston Marathon 
bombing, the Ebola outbreak, and the Coronavirus pandemic.

The Disaster Distress Helpline is staffed by trained 
counselors from a network of crisis call centers located across 
the U.S.. These counselors provide:

1. Crisis counseling for people in emotional distress related 
to any natural or human-caused disaster

2. Information on how to recognize distress and its effects 
on individuals and families

3. Tips for healthy coping
4. Referrals to local crisis call centers for additional follow-

up care and support
When you call or text, crisis counselors will listen to what’s 

on your mind with patience and without judgment. There is 
no need to give any identifying information when you contact 
the Disaster Distress Helpline. The counselor may ask you 
for some basic information at the end of the call, but these 
questions are optional and are intended to help SAMHSA 
keep track of the types of calls it receives.

Editor's Note: Let us know about your experience with this 
help line if you use it, and if it was useful. 
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CDCR to solve (such as by releasing you!). Make sure you 
state that there is no way to prevent COVID-19 transmission 
in CDCR prisons.

-Describe the reasons you are low-risk to public safety. 
-Describe the release plan that will support you on the 

outside if you are released.
Sample Language for Requesting Release
Issue: There Is No Way To Prevent COVID-19 Transmission 

in CDCR
Describe: Ask For Release & State Why You Are Low Risk 

to Public Safety  If you are asking for release, then you should 
describe why it is safe to release you. Describe and attach 
evidence related to what CDCR or a court would consider 
in assessing your “risk” if released. Note any positives from: 
Security Level of Yard: I, II, III, IV; Placement/Classification 
score; Custody designation (Max, Close, Med A, Med B, Min 
A, Min B); COMPAS Risk Assessment Score; California Static 
Risk Assessment “CSRA” Score; BPH Comprehensive Risk 
Assessment Score; Commitment offense(s) and classification: 
Violent / Non-Violent; Years of incarceration completed; 
Time of incarceration remaining (if known, release date, 
if indeterminate, parole hearing or other proceeding date); 
Rehabilitation efforts

Sample Language: I am requesting release. I am an excellent 
candidate for early release for the following reasons: [list 
reasons].  For the commitment offense(s) of [list offense(s)], 
I was sentenced to [length of your sentence]. The court did 
not sentence me to death, nor do I deserve to die. My point 
score is low, at [list score].  In my most recent risk assessment, 
CDCR indicated I was [risk status]. I am unlikely to repeat 
my commitment offense(s) because [list reasons]. My release 
plan includes the following place to live at [place], which is 
a sober-living environment, and other support for my health 
including [list] and financial support of [list]. [Next include 
any of the following sentences that applies to you.]

Sample Language: If you already have proceedings under 
way I am requesting release. I am an excellent candidate for 
early release for the following reasons: [list reasons].  

- I was already found suitable for release by [date] on [date 
of parole hearing], please release me immediately. 

- I was found eligible for release under Prop [number].
- I have been re-sentenced pursuant to Penal Code section 

1170.95 (SB 1437), 
- I have been referred by [CDCR/the DA/my sentencing 

judge] for resentencing under 1170(d)(1), which indicates 
they think I may be entitled to discretionary or mandatory 
early release

- I have already applied for a commutation (See exhibit 
[Enclose if you can get copies]), and request release due to the 
merits in my application.

Sample Statement For Every Issue to Describe Reentry 
Plans if Released

Describe the release plan that will support you if you are 
released, including your housing, reentry support, work plan, 
potential school plan, general support, training for a job, 
financial support, and medical care. Make clear that if you 
are released, you will not contribute to the wider spread of 
COVID-19 because you will follow all Center for Disease 
Control recommendations. Be sure your release plans are 
solid and realistic. The parole board can and does sometimes 
check on letters of support and offers of assistance. Don't 
allow your plans to be discounted because they are vague or 
not verifiable. In mid-April, CDCR says the parole board will 
be able to conduct hearings via videoconference.

Sample Language: My release plan includes a place to 
live at [place], which is a sober-living environment, and 
other support for my health at [through place or institution] 
and financial support of [families or organizations]. I have a 
plan to pursue employment that respects the social distancing 
limitations on the hiring process amid the COVID-19 crisis. 
[If you’ve already built a resume, attach a resume.] I have a 
relapse prevention plan; I know where and when addiction 
support groups will be meeting in my parole area [name 
of place] and I can contact them for information on digital 
meetups. I have both short-term plans for remaining safe and 
stable during the COVID-19 crisis, including [items that could 
include getting identity cards or enrolling in remote school] 
and long-term plans for when the COVID-19 crisis is over. 
My short-term plan includes concrete ways that I can follow 
Center for Disease Control recommendations about mitigating 
the spread of COVID-19, including [ways I can obtain masks, 
safely shop for groceries, avoid impacting local hospitals]. 
I have family members that can support me, including [list 
family members and what they can provide].

STEP 3: File The Initial Request Form (22, 7362, 1824, 
and/or 1858)

Form “22” (For Custody Issues)
You can file a CDCR Form 22 Inmate/Parolee Request for 

Interview, Item or Service,
to ask staff to answer a question, to have a conversation, to 

take action, or to stop doing something if CDCR is causing you 
harm through policy, decision, action, condition, or omission. 

Part A (Level 1) 
Describe in detail what you want to be done or what you 

want to stop being done, include a timeline of the problem, 
who you want to take action, and what action you want them 
to take. 

Sample Language: “I request sanitation and hygiene 

materials necessary to protect myself from infection and 
death from COVID-19: soap (liquid preferred); Hand 
sanitizer (alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at least 
60% alcohol preferred); Gloves; Masks; Clean laundry [state 
how often you are requesting this]; Cleaning products [state 
how often you are requesting this]; Hand drying supplies 
(hand drying machines, disposable paper towels); Hot 
water; Tissues; Toilet paper; Other cough or sneeze covering 
products; More access to hand washing areas and supplies 
for hand washing; EPA approved disinfectant; Respirators; 
No touch trash receptacles; Water at 60–90 °C to wash 
laundry; Detergent to wash laundry; Extra clean clothes, 
bedding, towels; Increased laundry schedule; Fresh chlorine 
bleach solution at a 1:10 dilution mix.”

Part C (Level 2)
Explain why the first response didn’t do what you wanted 

it to do, explain how there was a failure to act, or why the 
action wasn’t what you requested, or how it doesn’t solve 
the problem. 

Sample Language: “CDCR did not give me appropriate 
hygiene and sanitation products to prevent infection and 
death from COVID-19.”

7362 Sick Call Slip (for Medical Issues)
If the problem is caused by medical staff or can be solved by 

medical staff, use this form. Do not use this form if a custody 
issue caused or can solve the problem. Under “Reason You 
Are Requesting Health Care Services”, describe the problem 
with your physical or mental health or symptoms, the date it 
started, the current effects, and what you want done. If you’ve 
tried to get care for it before and haven’t received a response 
or received a denial, describe what happened. Example: “I 
request COVID-19 testing.” “I request delivery of a 30 day 
supply of medication to my cell because of COVID 19, as it 
is unsafe to go to pill call line.”

1824 Disability Reasonable Modification or 
Accommodation Request

Use this yellow form to describe your diagnosis or medical 
or mental health issue, and what treatment, modification, 
accommodation, or assistive devices you need from custody 
or medical staff. See below for examples: Under “What 
Can’t You Do / What is the Problem” say something like 
“COVID-19 caused staff to transfer me to a new housing 
assignment and took away my bottom bunk chrono, but I 
can’t climb on the top bunk or climb stairs.” Under “Why 
Can’t You Do It” say something like “I have arthritis in my 
knees.” Under “What Do You Need” say what would make 
things better. Example: “Re-issue a bottom tier and bottom 
bunk chrono.” ...........................................

CDCR 1858 Form (Staff & Property Complaints)
For appeals about excessive force, staff misconduct, or 

property you must complete and attach CDCR Form 1858 
Rights and Responsibilities Statement to the 602.

STEP 4: Draft an Appeals Form (602, 602HC)
Typically, after you get a response to the initial request 

forms (22, 7362, 1824) (or after CDCR fails to respond 
by its deadline), you can begin the appeal forms. Because 
of the emergency nature of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
we recommend you file 602s at the same time labeled 
“emergency.”

602 Custody Appeal Form
We recommend filing all levels of 602 even if CDCR 

claims it is partially or fully granting your request so CDCR 
can’t raise any challenges in court. Write on each level 
“emergency” due to COVID-19.

602 Part A “Explain your issue”
These three lines should be used to describe in a broad way 

the harm that was caused by the problem you are complaining 
about. (See Section 2, above, for how to describe the harm.) 
Describe the bad thing you don’t want to be happening, and 
that it is CDCR’s job to fix it. In the later 602A attachment, 
you will have more room and there you can cite any CDCR 
rule or state or federal law that applies to your situation, 
and give specific facts as to how the rules are being broken 
or violated. Try to be clear about what happened, when it 
happened, who did it, and what else you have already done to 
try to solve the problem. Write the problem out in a timeline 
in chronological order (you can attach a declaration written 
in a timeline format if that is easier to reference using PAN’s 
declaration guide). Make clear what happened when, because 
of whom, and state what you want the prison staff to do in 
response. Describe what happened to your body. Describe 
the physical manifestations of symptoms you suffered. See 
the “harm” section above for examples. You must include 
every issue related to the problem or you will not be able to 
bring up the issue in the future. Do not give up your right to 
an interview.

602 Part B “Action Requested”
The action is your demand or the solution you identify that 

would address or improve the harm that CDCR caused you 
to suffer. If you are asking for release in the 602B section, 
you should describe why it is safe to release you. You want 
to address three things: 1) The conditions in prison that make 
you vulnerable to die from COVID-19 (list conditions), 
2) the medical risk you have that increases your chances 
of getting COVID-19 while incarcerated, and 3) why you 
are a low risk to public safety if you are released. Describe 
and attach evidence related to what CDCR or a court would 
consider in assessing your “risk” if released.  

Supporting Documents
Attach “exhibits” to 602s whenever possible. Like in court, 

these attachments are considered a type of “proof” or “facts” 
that you can use to prove the claim you make in the 602. The 
attachments are what you will use to prove that something 
bad happened, and to prove the details of the harm caused. If 
you have exhibits, check the box that says you have attached 
documents and list the documents in the space provided (see 
above for ideas of what kinds of documents to attach). If 
you are not attaching any supporting documents, you should 
check the box that says that and explain why (for example, 
if staff haven’t given you a copy of the COVID-19 memo or 
your medical records or if there simply aren’t any relevant 
documents).

602-A Appeal Form Attachment Part A and Part B 
When you run out of room summarizing the problem and 

solutions on the main 602, write more details on the 602-A 
form and turn them in together. This is the chance to get into 
more detail and identify particular rules and rights and how 
you think they were violated, the harm caused, and the reasons 
you should be released.

602 Level 2 (Part D) and Level 3 (Part F)
Appeal through all three levels of the 602 process no 

matter what, describing whatever problems you find with 
the response. Never agree to withdraw. Always continue to 
appeal. If CDCR alleges there is a problem or claims there is 
a reason to “cancel” the appeal, correct the problem and re-
submit the appeal within 30 days. If CDCR language makes it 
seem like they are granting or partially granting your request, 
appeal what is in fact a denial they are trying to disguise as a 
grant, and submit a separate appeal to complain about staff 
falsely characterizing denials as grants, while not giving you 
what you want. Show how the decision is not giving you what 
you asked for.  .......................................... 

“602-G” Appeal Form
To file a 602G group appeal, one person should fill out, sign, 

and submit the 602 form. Along with the 602 form, submit 
a CDCR Form 602-G Inmate/Parolee Group Appeal with the 
names, CDCR numbers, housing location, and signatures of 
all participating. The appeal response will only be provided 
to the person who submitted the appeal, and that person is 
responsible for sharing the response with the other signatories. 
DO NOT COMPROMISE YOUR SAFETY TO DO THIS. 
STAY SIX FEET AWAY FROM PEOPLE DUE TO RISK OF 
COVID TRANSMISSION.

Part A Summarize the Issue in the Attached 602: Write a 
regular 602 but describe how it affects a group. Attach it. 
Summarize what the 602 asks in this form in part A. Then 
have people sign below.

Part B Summarize the Action Requested: This should mirror 
the attached individual 602 but also describe why it affects a 
group.

Sample Language To Appeal COVID-19 Causing Cruel and 
Unusual Group Punishment

Here you can paste any language from the other boxes, like 
about hygiene or sanitation, and inability to distance, but write 
it for a group. Note that congregating with other people during 
COVID is not recommended, so this is not a good strategy due 
to the need to distance.

602B Sample Language for 602-G: We [residents of yard 
name, participants in program name, work crew for job, etc.] 
ask that CDCR stop the COVID-19 policy of [describe policy] 
which is affecting us by [list effects]. The policy of [describe 
policy] is causing all of the signatories to suffer the harm of 
[list harms] . On the date of [date], CDCR staff member [Full 
Name] took the improper action of [describe action]. I am 
requesting [make request]. As a result of COVID-19 on [date] 
at [time], CDCR staff [list names if you have them] inflicted 
[list harms] upon our group. Since then, for [number of] days, 
we have been denied [list what you have been denied]. We 
have also been subjected to [list any other harms]. We are 
asking that CDCR act to rectify this situation. CDCR must 
provide all the signatories below with a [demand] by [date]. 

More 602A & 602B Sample Language
What follows is sample language for helping you fill out 

a 602 appeal with as much clarity as possible.  This sample 
language will focus specifically on rights that may be violated 
by how COVID-19 is affecting your personal circumstances, 
and the general problems it has caused.

Make sure you read over your 602 once you’ve finished 
to make sure it reflects your individual facts. There are 
many sample language templates below. The heading on 
top will explain which issue the sample language relates to, 
and will help you determine which one best addresses your 
problem. Even if a certain template matches your situation, 
not everything may be the same as in your case and you don't 
need to include material that doesn't apply to you. If you’ve 
filed multiple appeals for the different aspects of COVID-19 
affecting you, you will likely need to use multiple templates 
for multiple different 602 appeals. 

Issue: CDCR Not Following COVID-19 Protocols
Describe in 602 Part A: How and when did people put 

CDCR on notice of COVID-19 protocols? Describe videos, 
or loudspeaker announcement, or chronos, or meetings, or 
informational literature that the facility presented (Please mail 
us copies.) What are the protocols? Are there confirmed cases 
in your facility? Are there suspected cases in your facility?  
How and where is CDCR isolating people with symptoms and 

Department Operations Manual (DOM) § 541.  You can write 
the Prison Law Office for more extensive guides, if you want.

Timeline for Filing Requests & Appeals
Requests
For a Form 22, CDCR has 3 work days to respond, and they 

have 7 calendar days to do the “supervisor’s review.” Because 
COVID-19 is an emergency, we suggest you go straight to 
emergency appeals at the same time that you file the 22. 
Non-Emergency Appeals (Not Recommended for 
COVID-19)

You have to appeal problems within 30 calendar days of 
the problem happening or after you get information about the 
problem. Each time you receive a response to your appeal, 
you also have 30 calendar days to appeal the response. You 
should state in each appeal that you are filing your appeal 
within 30 days of a particular harm, event, or response. If you 
are awaiting documents and time is running out, file the appeal 
and explain why you can’t yet attach documents. If you are 
filing late, explain why you could not file your appeal on time. 
For normal, non-emergency appeals, CDCR limits you to one 
every 14 calendar days.

Emergency (We Recommend You Write EMERGENCY On 
All COVID Forms)

FILE EMERGENCY 602 AND 602HC FORMS 
REQUESTING RELEASE IMMEDIATELY. Write 
“Emergency” on the top of the form any form related to 
COVID. But COVID is an emergency. Emergency appeals 
skip the first level. There is no limit to how many you can 
submit in any period of time. CDCR must respond within 5 
working days. Explain that you need an immediate response 
within 5 working days at the second and third levels because 
of the emergency. Explain that you face physical or mental 
harm or death within 5 days. 

CDCR’s Response Time
If CDCR fails to follow the time limits described, you should 

file another Form 22, and file a new appeal complaining about 
CDCR’s failure to meet its timing deadlines. In that appeal, 
state the log number of your original appeal, the date it was 
filed, and the date that you have not yet received a response by.

STEP 2: GATHER DOCUMENTS
Create and Organize Documents
When you are filing an appeal with CDCR, find, create, 

and attach documents that prove “how” you have experienced 
harm or injury. Your forms should go into as much detail as 
possible. Think about what documents will show that you 
experienced physical effects and negative consequences from 
COVID-19. Then create or find those documents. These sorts 
of supporting documents are called “exhibits.”

Examples of Supporting Documents, or, 
“Exhibits” Chronos; medical documents; custody documents 
(showing loss of privileges, denial of program access, change 
to release date, loss of job, etc.); Mental health documents; A 
declaration of facts from you; A witness declaration; CDCR 
policies; CDCR memos, 115 Rules Violation Report; 128-A 
Counseling Chrono; Incident Report; DA Referral; 602; 114-
A (Detention/Segregation Records); 128-B (General); 128-C 
Medical/Psychiatric/Dental/Chrono; 128-G (Classification); 
1858 Rights and Responsibilities Statement (attach to accuse 
a particular staff person of misconduct that violates law, 
regulation, policy or an ethical or professional standard); 7219 
medical report of injury or unusual occurrence, 

Obtaining Records: Check with records, Public Information 
Officer, or Ombusdman about changing to obtaining records 
due to COVID-19.

Obtaining Medical Records to Attach: People inside can fill 
out CDCR 7385 (health record release authorization release 
forms for people outside to write to CDCR/CCHCS to request 
medical records. Write two copies. Put one 7385 form in an 
envelope and address it to “Health Records.” If you are in 
prison, you do not need to write a physical address and can 
use the in-prison mail system to send the form to Health 
Records. Mail the second to an advocate. If you are out of 
prison, you can mail the signed 7385 form to Health Records 
Center, P.O. Box 588500, Elk Grove, CA 95758 fax to (916) 
229-0002 or releaseofinformation@cdcr.ca.gov. If you have 
authorized CDCR to communicate verbally or in writing with 
someone about your health care, they may request records or 
information by writing to the prison medical staff or leave a 
message on the prison’s Release of Information (ROI) Access 
line or the CDCR Headquarters Patient Health Care Inquiry 
Hotline. Or write to: California Correctional Health Care 
Services, Health Care Correspondence and Appeals Branch, 
P.O. Box 588500, Elk Grove, CA 95758. CPHCSCCUWeb@
cdcr.ca.gov fax (916) 691-2406. If you ask to receive a copy of 
all of your medical records, you should not be charged for the 
copies. If you request specific documents, you will be charged 
$.10 per page from your trust account; if you do not have any 
money in your trust account, then you will not be charged. If 
you request that records be sent to someone one the outside, 
you will be charged $.10 per page, unless you have no money 
in your trust account. If you don’t get a quick response file an 
emergency 602 citing the need for the records for COVID-19 
legal purposes. Information about your rights to request 
copies and authorize release of your health care records and 
information is in the Title 15 regulations, §§ 3999.217 to 
3999.219 and the Health Care Department Operations Manual 
§§ 2.2.2, 2.3.4, 2.3.14, 2.3.15. 

Obtaining Custody Records to Attach: You can fill out 

Terrain; DNH Hearing, Requires Auditory Aids; DNL 
Learning, Requires help to understand; DNM Mobility, 
walks with assistance; DNS, Speech Requires Speech 
Aids; DNV Vision Requires Visual Aids; DPH Hearing 
Deaf or Hearing Impaired; DPM Mobility, unable to 
walk; DPO Mobility Intermittent wheelchair user; DPS 
Speech Mute or Speech Impaired; DPV Vision Blind 
or Low Vision; DPW Mobility Permanently requires 
wheelchair; DEC DDP (Developmental Disability 
Program) (any cognitive and adaptive functioning 
limitation); DKD Dialysis; ICF Intermediate Care; 
ACUTE Acute Care; LD, Learning Disability; 
Enhanced Outpatient Program (EOP); Correctional 
Clinical Case Management System (CCCMS); Mental 
Health Crisis Bed (MHCB); Department of Mental 
Health or Department of State Hospitals (DMH/DSH); 
Psychiatric Inpatient Program (PIP).

Examples: Dangerous CDCR Behavior that Has Put 
You in Harm’s Way

Describe: The specifics of what CDCR staff 
members did when implementing a policy or action. 
You can describe CDCR’s actions as cruel and unusual 
punishment, or deprivation of life’s necessities. 
Examples include: lack of medical care or personal 
safety, such as the ability to wash my hands regularly, 
disinfect surfaces, or maintain social distance under 
COVID-19 guidelines released by the Center for 
Disease Control, lack of appropriate hygiene and 
sanitation products to prevent infection and death from 
COVID-19.

Sample Language: Describing Harm
For People over 50 Years Old: My age is [list age] 

and because of this age I am more at risk of infection 
and death from COVID-19. 

For those with vulnerable medical conditions: I 
am diagnosed with [disease or illness]. The condition 
of [diagnosed disease/illness/disorder] puts me at 
risk for COVID-19 because [describe reasons]. I am 
enclosing the following documentation of my medical 
condition. (See exhibit [Try to attach paperwork 
proving this diagnosis]). The news and public health 
officials indicate this condition puts me at risk of death 
from COVID-19 if I remain incarcerated. My [health 
problems] cannot be treated easily inside a prison 
environment even without the challenge of COVID-19. 
A list of my chronic and serious debilitating medical 
conditions includes [list]. My advanced age of [age] is a 
risk factor because [reasons]. 

For those with COVID-19 symptoms: I suffer from 
the following symptoms: [list symptoms here]. (See 
exhibit [Try to attach paperwork proving you have 
these symptoms]).

For younger people: While older people with pre-
existing conditions are the most vulnerable to COVID-
19-related mortality, young people such as myself at 
age [age] without preexisting conditions have, also, 
died from COVID-19. So I am at risk of death or grave 
bodily harm.

For everyone: The conditions at [name of facility] 
include close, unsanitary quarters, lack of access to 
protective measures, and limited medical capacity and 
[list other reasons], all of which mean that I am at greater 
risk of infection if I remain in custody. This also means 
I pose a greater risk of needing extreme measures, such 
as ventilator access, to save my life, should I become 
infected. The action Officer [First Name] [Last Name] 
took because of COVID-19 is resulting in cruel and 
unusual deprivations of life’s necessities because it is 
depriving me of “the minimal civilized measures of 
life’s necessities,” including [list items, which could 
be lack of medical care or personal safety, such as the 
ability to wash my hands regularly, disinfect surfaces, 
or maintain social distance under COVID-19 guidelines 
released by the Center for Disease Control, lack of 
appropriate hygiene and sanitation products to prevent 
infection and death from COVID-19]. While the 
deprivation of [state what is being taken away] might 
be tolerable for a few days, it is intolerably cruel for the 
[duration: days, weeks, or months] staff subjected me 
to it. CDCR caused deprivation of health on [date], by 
[name CDCR staff member] when the staff member took 
the action (or failed to act) of [state action] upon [name 
of person]. This resulted in the harm of [name person]. 
The deprivation of [item or thing] is, “ serious” because 
[explain]. Where CDCR officer [name] failed to prevent 
harm of [name what is harmed] that occurred on [date], 
conditions that posed a substantial risk of serious harm 
included [state risks]. The official knew of the risk of 
serious harm because [name how you know they knew]. 
The official [name] in the position of [job] failed to take 
reasonable measures to stop or reduce it when official 
[name] took the action of [state action] and failed to act 
when [state action that required a response].

How to Request Solutions
The main way to prevent harm is release from 

incarceration. So make sure that you focus on this when 
describing how incarceration is causing you harm, and 
propose solutions to whatever problem you are asking 

release forms for people outside to write to CDCR to request 
your records using the CDCR 1019/1021. Turn one into 
records and mail one to your outside advocate. It is helpful to 
send a 7385 too.  Your advocate can contact your institution’s 
Public Information officer and ombudsman to ask about your 
institution’s process. A person inside can file a form 22 then 
a 602 emergency request due to COVID to be permitted to 
conduct an Olson Review. Sample Language “Due to COVID-19 
emergency legal proceedings I request a copy of my C-File 
(SOMS/ERMS) sent to me and to [list outside person’s name] 
at the earliest possible dates. DOM section 13030.16 “Access 
to Records” states that “Each individual has the right to inquire 
and be notified whether CDCR maintains a record about him or 
her. Any inquiry shall specify the name and title of the records 
system as filed with the OIP. Inmates are granted access and 
review of information pertaining to themselves under case law 
(Olson v. Pope (1974) 37 Cal.App.3d783, 112 Cal.Rptr.579) and 
this section. They may request an Olson review of their Central 
File (C-File) from their assigned Correctional Counselor(CC).
The shall be permitted to inspect and obtain an “exact copy 
of all or any portion of any nonexempt personal information 
about themselves even when it might be kept under the name 
of another person, entity, event, or date or among other records 
systems.” I am enclosing a 1019/1021 form and 7385 form to 
authorize release to a copy of my file to my advocate.

 How to State Harm on your Forms 
Courts need to see proof of COVID-19 causing bad things or 

“harm.” Though it may seem obvious, you still need to describe 
it, and, where you can, attach proof or “exhibits” of the fact 
you are stating. Every exhibit should describe how COVID-19 
caused you to physically suffer. Include all of the following 
(Examples and sample language are in the boxes below.):

- Any high-risk factors that make you especially at risk of 
contracting COVID.

- If you have any CDCR Classification Codes that make you 
especially at risk. 

- Even if you do not have any high-risk factors, explain that 
you are still at risk.

- Describe CDCR’s failure to maintain a safe environment 
from the risk of COVID  

Use any of the examples mentioned in the boxes below if they 
apply to you. 

Examples: COVID-19 Symptoms
Fever, dry cough, fatigue, shortness of breath, sputum 

production (phlegm, thick mucus that is produced by the lungs), 
sore throat, headache, myalgia (muscle pain), arthralgia (joint 
pain), chills, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, nasal congestion

Examples: Potential Harms From COVID-19 
Suffered physical manifestations of symptoms such as anxiety; 

fear; nervousness; paranoia; depression; insomnia; weight loss 
or gain; loss of appetite; problems eating; exhaustion; stress; 
suicidal thoughts; desire to harm self; PTSD (Post-Traumatic 
Stress Disorder) (describe the physical problems this caused); 
self-mutilation (cutting or hurting yourself); anguish; headaches; 
irritable bowels; digestion problems; hives/rashes; psychological 
distress; interference with hygiene; sleep problems; hearing; 
seeing; concentrating; thinking; communicating; working; 
learning; paranoia; agitation; social withdrawal; fatigue; hyper-
vigilance; disorientation; perceptual distortions; hallucinations; 
sensitivity to noises; side effects from medications prescribed 
to help deal with these issues; inability to shower; inability to 
leave cell; inability to go on yard; inability to exercise; in ability 
to participate in programming; inability to work; etc.

Examples: COVID High-Risk Factors
Are you a member of any known COVID-19 high risk 

categories? Describe how they make you more at risk for COVID 
and need release: Age 50 and over; Asthma; Heart conditions; 
Valley fever; lung disease; Previous tuberculosis; severe heart 
conditions; diabetes; obesity (body mass index [BMI] greater 
than 40); Liver disease; renal failure; Current or recent Pregnancy; 
use of immune-weakening medications; blood disorders (e.g. 
sickle cell disease or on blood thinners); chronic kidney disease; 
endocrine disorders; chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; 
neurological, neurologic, and neurodevelopment conditions, 
including disorders of the brain, spinal cord, peripheral nerve 
and muscle such as cerebral palsy, epilepsy, stroke, intellectual 
disability, moderate to severe developmental delay, muscular 
dystrophy, or spinal cord injury; Immunocompromised; bone 
marrow transplant; organ transplantation; immune deficiencies; 
HIV or AIDS; use of corticosteroids (such as hydrocortisone 
and prednisone to treat arthritis, allergies, rashes, lupus); 
Mental health conditions; Smoking; Methamphetamine usage; 
Previous or current cancer; or CDCR already classifies you as 
medically High risk (Chronic care of complicated, unstable, 
or poorly-controlled common conditions (e.g., asthma with 
history of intubation for exacerbations, uncompensated 
endstage liver disease, hypertension with end-organ damage, 
diabetes with amputation) of complex, unusual, or high risk 
conditions (e.g., cancer under treatment or metastatic, coronary 
artery disease with prior infarction). Implanted defibrillator or 
pacemaker. High risk medications (e.g., chemotherapy, immune 
suppressants, Factor 8 or 7, anticoagulants other than aspirin). 
Transportation over several day period would pose health risk, 
such as hypercoagulable state.

Example: High-Risk CDCR Classification Codes
Describe: Describe how CDCR labeling you with these codes 

indicates you are more at risk for COVID and need release (attach 
paperwork showing the code): DLT Mobility Impaired, Level 
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Describe: factors related to how you previously had 
contact with folks outside by phone, email, visits, or mail. 
Then explain what changed and what harm it caused you. 

Sample Language for 602 Part A on limited 
communication: I have the right to communicate with 
people. The California legislature mandates visiting, and 
recognizes that visiting is good for improving prison safety, 
maintaining meaningful connections with family and 
community, and preparing a person for successful release. 
The restriction of visitation imposes “an atypical and 
significant hardship on the inmate in relation to the ordinary 
incidents of prison life.”  I have not received visits from my 
loved ones since [date] because of [name CDCR policy] 
related to COVID-19. 

On the day of [date] I received notice that my 
[communication] for people on yard [list yard] would be 
cancelled for [number] period of time. CDCR staff member 
[name] said CDCR restricted visits at [name] facility 
because [list reasons given].  On [date] CDCR restricted 
my phone access from [date] to [date]. Here CDCR claims 
phone is restricted at [name of facility] facility because 
[list reasons]. CDCR fails to show a rational relationship 
because [list reasons]. CDCR regulations require prisons 
to provide telephone access. Courts have held that people 
in prison have some constitutional First Amendment right 
of access to telephones to maintain contact with friends, 
family, and attorneys. 

Sample Language for 602 Part B on limited communication: 
Requiring our loved ones with little or money in times of 
increasing unemployment drains precious resources at 
a time when they are needed most. CDCR must provide 
free persona tablets. CDCR must provide free phone for 
individual personal use, not shared payphones. CDCR must 
provide free emails through j-pay. CDCR must provide free 
cell phones to reduce infection from shared phones. CDCR 
must provide free video visiting. CDCR must provide free 
and frequent updates to news, particularly on COVID-19. 
CDCR must work with contracting companies to eliminate 
all transfer and transaction fees associated with individual 
accounts. CDCR must work with contracting companies 
to remove limits on the number and amount of deposits 
or transfers to individual accounts. CDCR must conduct 
weekly meetings between prison leadership (including 
medical staff) and inmate advisory councils to update on 
developments and discuss logistical challenges.  

Issue: Unsafe and Unfair Work Environment
Describe: Any factors that are influencing your ability to 

work during the COVID-19 pandemic, or, if you are working, 
how your work is putting you at risk of close contact to 
other people against CDC and WHO recommendations. If 
relevant, answer: how your work has had to change in the 
face of the COVID-19 pandemic. Are incarcerated people 
being paid to clean? Are you working? Does the work put 
you at risk of close contact? How?

Sample Language for 602 Part A on unsafe and unfair 
work environments:

COVID-19 is causing harm to my ability to work because 
[list reasons]. The effect of the action of [name policy] which 
interferes with work because [list reasons] causes the harm 
of [list harms].  Per 15 CCR § 3041.2 Inmate Pay Rates, 
Schedule and Exceptions for my job of [job] I am being 
paid [amount per hour].  Because of COVID-19 I am being 
forced to manufacture safety products of [list product(s)]. 
Because of COVID-19 I am being forced to disinfect 
facilities without [list missing equipment or supplies]. I am 
not being provided adequate training to conduct this work 
while protecting from the spread of COVID-19. The only 
training I received was [training given]. I did not get training 
on [list issues you require training on].  I am experiencing 
the unsafe working conditions of [list hazards]. I have 
not been offered sufficient protection equipment. The 
only protective equipment I received was [list equipment 
received].

Sample Language for 602B on unsafe or unfair working 
conditions: CDCR must pay for COVID-19 reponse work 
at the same rate as non-incarcerated workers. CDCR must 
eliminate requirements to perform tasks that put me at 
risk of contracting the disease and allow people to opt-out 
(cleaning, waste management, handling corpses/digging 
graves, etc). CDCR must provide me with appropriate 
protective gear (i.e. disposable gloves, coveralls, and 
masks).

Issue: Retaliation for Complaining About COVID-19
Describe: how you are being retaliated against for 

complaining about COVID-19. "The First Amendment 
forbids prison officials from retaliating against prisoners 
for exercising the right of free speech." CDCR is prohibited 
from engaging in retaliation via threats, placement in 
segregated confinement, the filing of false disciplinary 
charges, confiscation or destruction of property, denial of or 
interference with medical care, transfer or denial of transfer, 
placement in a psychiatric facility, termination from or 
denial of jobs or programs, unfavorable classification, 
actions affecting parole prospects, and other forms of 
retaliation.  CDCR is prohibited from punishing people 
because they disagree with a political belief, such as the 
impropriety of COVID-19. Guards are prohibited from 
hurting a plaintiff in retaliation for pursuing their case. Staff 

are prohibited from issuing regulations to suppress criticism 
or mail related to the COVID-19 policy. All CDCR staff are 
prohibited from retaliating, not merely the staff being sued 
or named in 602s.

Sample Language for 602 Part A: I complained to officer 
[full name] about my rights to have my health and safety 
protected from transmision of COVID-19. On the date of 
[date] through the method of [list forms, such as 22, 602, 
etc.], I informed CDCR of [action]. CDCR officer [name] 
engaged in threats on [date] at [name of facility] facility. 
CDCR staff member [name] engaged in the action of [action] 
as retaliation for [your action or complaint]. CDCR placed me 
in [type of confinement, such as segregated confinement],  on 
[date] date at [name of facility] facility. CDCR staff member 
[name] engaged in the action of [action] as retaliation for 
[your action or complaint]. CDCR engaged the filing of false 
disciplinary charges on [date] at [name of facility] facility. 
CDCR staff member [name] engaged in the action of [action] 
as retaliation for [action or complaint].  CDCR engaged in 
confiscation or destruction of property, on [date] at [name 
of facility] facility.  CDCR staff member [name] engaged 
in the action of [action] as retaliation for [your action or 
complaint].  CDCR engaged in denial of or interference with 
medical care, on [date] at [name of facility] facility.  CDCR 
staff member [name] engaged in the action of [action] as 
retaliation for [your action or complaint].  CDCR engaged in 
transfer or denial of transfer, on [date] at [name of facility] 
facility.  CDCR staff member [name] engaged in the action 
of [action] as retaliation for [your action or complaint].  The 
following facts are evidence that CDCR engaged in the three 
elements of a First Amendment retaliation rights violation: 
(1) the speech or conduct of [name] was protected, (2) CDCR 
took adverse action of [action] against [name], and (3) there 
was a causal connection between the protected speech and 
the adverse action because [list reasons]. 

Sample Language for 602 Part B: CDCR must stop 
retaliation against me and respect my First Amendment 
rights.  CDCR must stop the following actions [list actions]. 
CDCR must take the following actions [list actions] in order 
to respect my First Amendment rights.

 “602 HC” Health Care Appeal  
Appeals related to medical, dental, or mental health care, 

which should be written on the blue (formerly pink) 602HC 
form that has 2 levels. 15 CCR §§ 3087-3087.11 outlines the 
rules.

Emergency
For all COVID paperwork write “Emergency” on top and 

note the need for an emergency timeframe.
602 HC Part A (first level)
In Part A of the 602 HC, you must “Explain the decision, 

action, condition, omission, policy, or regulation that has had 
a material adverse effect upon your health and welfare for 
which you seek administrative remedy.” Unlike the custody 
602 form that has a part “B” where you list what you want 
CDCR to do, on the 602 HC you write the “action requested” 
in Part A too. Similar to the other forms, we recommend 
describing how you are not getting medical, dental, or mental 
health care because of COVID-19. Be very detailed about 
the kind of medical attention you asked for and when and 
why you think COVID-19 affected it. Ask for an interview.

Attachments
Always try to attach something, such as anything you 

submitted previously, such as a form 22, or 7362 health 
care services request, or 1824, or CDCR policy, or medical 
records. If you lack documents to attach, state why you did 
not attach any documents (staff have not provided any). 

602 HC A Health Care Grievance Attachment 
If you need more space, you can fill out and attach this 

form. Follow the instructions for the 602A form above, but 
focus the description on physical and mental health care.

Part B (2nd and last level)
Always appeal and describe what is unsatisfactory about 

the response, and what you want that you didn’t get in terms 
of treatment or procedure in the response.

Sample Language To Appeal Denial of Medical Care
The first level response was unsatisfactory because it only 

promised a future evaluation for treatment. I understand the 
waitlist for Dr. [name] to be weeks or months long, and I 
don’t have an appointment. I haven’t received the medication 
that I need right away because [list reasons] .

602HC Part A Sample Language Issue By Issue 
Many of the suggested themes above for the custody 602 

can also be used for the medical 602. 
Issue: Personal Medical Risk to Request Release Due to 

COVID-19 
Describe: how CDCR’s COVID-19 protocols have had an 

actual, harmful physical effect on your health and welfare 
that requires an administrative remedy. 

Sample Language for 602HC Part A for CDCR COVID-19 
Policy Causing Medical Harm:  I have the following medical 
conditions: [fill in, prioritizing any medical conditions that 
are considered high-risk for COVID-19 -- See page 4]. 
(See Exhibit: CDCR Medical Record Dated [date]). I have 
the following risk factors for COVID-19: [list any factors 
you have from page 4].  (See Exhibit: CDCR Medical 
Record Dated [date]).  CDCR is providing me the following 
treatment: [examples].  I have requested but am not receiving 
the following treatment:  [fill in with examples].  I am 

suffering from the following symptoms: [list]. The news and 
public health officials indicate this condition puts me at risk 
of death from COVID-19 if I remain incarcerated. The close 
unsanitary quarters, lack of access to protective measures, 
and limited medical capacity in CDCR all mean that I 
would be at greater risk of infection if I remain in custody, 
and also pose a greater risk of needing extreme measures, 
such as ventilator access, to save my life should I become 
infected.  I am enclosing the following documentation of 
my medical condition [example of custody documents that 
show medical conditions , example of medical documents 
that show conditions]. Release is the only thing that will save 
my life. .....................................................

Issue: Medical Care Delivered During COVID-19 Is Not 
Following CDC Standards 

Describe: Any factors related to receiving sterile and 
socially distant medical care, mental health care, and 
disability accommodations. Have they changed the pill line 
or medication protocols? Did they change your medication 
to "Keep on Person" (KOP) designation? Did you get 30 
days of medication? Are they now administered cell front? 
Are medical and custody staff wearing protective equipment 
such as respirator, surgical mask, eye protection (e.g., 
goggles, a disposable face shield that covers the front and 
sides of the face), gloves, and disposable gown or coveralls? 
How are they tracking symptoms? Coming door to door and 
asking? Passing out 7362 (sick call slip) to 602HC? How are 
people with disabilities being accommodated?

Sample Language for 602HC Part A on problems 
accessing COVID-19 medical care: Because of COVID-19, 
I am not receiving adequate medical care. COVID-19 has 
negatively affected my medical care by [list reasons, which 
could include denial of care, switching of doctors, missed 
appointments, changed medication, harmful impact on 
treatment plan, etc.] As a result of the wrongful action of 
[describe action] by CDCR staff [full name], the following 
harm occurred to me: [describe physical harm]. I am 
requesting [list requests, which could include medication, 
treatment, appointment, assistive device, chrono, transfer.] I 
am requesting that CDCR eliminate charges for medical care. 
I am requesting that CDCR eliminate charges for medical 
equipment. I am requesting that CDCR provide access to 
adequate healthcare services of [list services you would 
like to access]. I am requesting that CDCR swab test me 
for COVID-19. I am requesting that CDCR provide 30-day 
supplies of medications to reduce contact and staff workload. 
I am requesting that CDCR house me in a single cell due 
to my risk factors of [list risk factors]. I have symptoms of 
COVID-19 and ask to be placed in an airborne infection 
isolation rooms (“AIIR”). I have symptoms of COVID-19 
and ask to be placed in “a private room with a solid, closed 
door.”  

Issue:  Necessary Medical Services Are Not Offered 
Because of COVID 19

Describe any impact on access to medical care, including 
mental health care, and disability accommodations. What 
pending medical or dental procedures did you have scheduled 
that were postponed? How did this change your medical and 
mental health appointments and routine?

Sample Language for 602HC Part A on Limited Medical 
Services: The facility’s medical facilities prevent me from 
taking recommended COVID-19 precautions because [fill 
in with examples].  The facility’s medical staff prevent 
recommended precautions from being taken by [list examples, 
which could include not giving adequate equipment or 
requiring you to stand within six feet of other people, etc.]. I 
have the following serious medical needs: [list]. I received a 
diagnosis of [name diagnosis] on [date]. This is documented 
in [exhibit]. CDCR had actual knowledge of the risk it 
caused to me because [list examples].  On [date], I filed a 
“Sick Call Slip - Form 7362”. Attached hereto as Exhibit 
[name of exhibit] is a true and correct copy of the Form dated 
[date]. Medical staffing is inadequate because [list reasons].  
Training for how to best protect myself from COVID-19 is 
inadequate because [list reasons, perhaps that no training 
has been provided]. Facilities, Equipment, and Supplies are 
inadequate because [see many example sentences listing 
adequate facility, equipment, and supplies in many issue 
templates in pages above]. CDCR withholds [medical needs, 
such as medication] until payment and CDCR charged me 
[cost] for [item], but I am indigent and cannot pay.  Staff 
[name] interfered with my access to medical care by [list 
how].  The delay between requesting treatment and receiving 
treatment is [duration of time].  Some staff fail to carry out 
the orders of other staff [list names]. There are not enough 
staff to effectively provide me the medical are I need. Staff 
are not trained to [list needs you have that staff are not trained 
to provide]. However, [list staff] are assigned to [accomplish 
task] despite not having training. This caused me pain [list 
how]. This interfered with daily activities because [reasons]. 
Sick call slips are a problem because [reasons]. Grievances 
are a problem because [reasons].(See Exhibit  _ )

Issue: Disability Discrimination & Failure to Accommodate 
Disabilities

Describe: how any policies of CDCR that are not in 
compliance with Title II of the ADA, which states: “[N]o 
qualified individual with a disability shall, by reason of such 
disability, be excluded from participation in or be denied the 

for how long (it should be 14 days)? Do those facilities have 
single cells with solid walls and a solid door that closes? 
Has CDCR put tape on any section of the floor or done 
anything else to designate quarantine or isolation areas? 
Has anyone been transferred to a hospital? Which one? 
Has CDCR posted signs for any isolation or quarantine 
areas? How and where is CDCR isolating people without 
symptoms? If you had close contact with someone 
diagnosed with or displaying symptoms of COVID-19, 
were you then isolated for 14 days (the recommended 
period)? Have you been deemed in “quarantine” or are 
you just “isolated”? Who has CDCR offered tests to? Who 
do staff say they will test and when?  What is the test (a 
swab through nose to back of throat, or other method)? Are 
people administering the tests wearing protective gear (i.e. 
masks and gloves)? Have you had close contact (within 6 
feet) with someone who reported symptoms, if so describe 
contact?  

Sample Language for 602 Part A to Show CDCR is Not 
Following CDC/WHO COVID-19 Protocol: [Full Name] 
brought me into contact with [number] different custody 
workers of [name of institution] and health care workers 
of [name of organization] in one week. And those same 
custody and health care workers are, of course, treating 
other patients — patients who, because those at the facility 
are ones with the highest degree of medical needs, are 
likely those coming in and out of the facility for medical 
treatments and risking exposure in the local hospitals and 
medical facilities. Because of my medical needs, I am 
brought into contact with incarcerated medical assistance 
companions “gold coats” [number] times a week. It 
is physically impossible for me to follow COVID-19 
recommended protocol from the CDC and WHO to stay 
six feet away from others, thus increasing the risk I will 
be infected or killed. I was brought into contact with 
[number] different custody workers and [number] health 
care workers in one week.

Sample Language for 602 Part B to Request Release: 
There is no safe way to house me here because of [reasons]. 
I request release. I am a low risk if released because 
[reasons]. My plans for a supported and successful reentry 
include [see parole plan template above].

Issue: 6 Ft Of Distance Is Not Possible Anywhere in CDCR
Describe: Factors related to your in/ability to stay 6 

feet away from other people. Have you had close contact 
(within 6 feet) with someone who reported symptoms? If 
so, describe the contact? (For instance, if you have been 
within approximately 6 feet of a COVID-19 case for a 
prolonged period of time, have had direct contact with 
infectious secretions from a COVID-19 case (e.g., have 
been coughed on), shared eating or drinking utensils, 
ridden in close proximity in the same transport vehicle, 
slept less than 6 feet away, were in an enclosed office 
together.)  How many people share your housing? How 
many people pass by your cell in a given day and for what 
activities?

What activities do and don’t allow you to maintain that 
space with other incarcerated people, medial staff, and/or 
custody staff? Do staff stay in one place or do they move 
between units to provide meals, medical care, mental 
health treatment, and security checks? How wide is the 
space between beds? How wide are the walkways? Have 
there been any changes in the way that staff interact with 
incarcerated people that are aimed at reducing transmission 
from staff coming from the outside world and transmitting 
it inside? Are yards changed to only people from the same 
housing area and less people at a time? Have cells or bunks 
been reassigned or moved?

Sample Language for 602 Part A to Prove CDCR Not 
Allowing Me To Distance: It is physically impossible to 
follow COVID-19 recommended protocol to stay six feet 
away from other people, and thus it is increasing my risk 
of infection and death.  On [day] at [time] in [location], I 
was within six feet of someone who reported symptoms 
named [name and CDCR # or job] and I could not avoid 
contact with them because of the physical restrictions of 
the prison, such as [list]. I share housing with [number] 
of people and our beds are [distance apart]. Walkways are 
only [number] feet apart. 

It is physically impossible for me to follow COVID-19 
recommended protocol from the CDC and WHO to stay 
six feet away from others, thus increasing the risk I will 
be infected or killed. I was brought into contact with 
[number] different custody workers and [number] health 
care workers in [time period].

Sample Language for 602 Part B to Request Release: 
There is no safe way to house me here because of the 
reasons outlined above, because the facility I am housed 
in does not allow me to be safely six feet away from all 
other people at all times. I request release. I am a low risk 
if released because [reasons]. My plans for a supported and 
successful reentry include [see parole plan template above 
on page 21].

Issue: CDCR Is Not Distributing Free COVID-19 
Transmission Reduction Products

Describe: What hygiene and sanitation products are or 
are not being offered by CDCR, including: Soap (liquid 
preferred); Hand sanitizer (alcohol-based hand sanitizer 

that contains at least 60% alcohol preferred); Gloves; Masks; 
Clean laundry [state how often this is provided]; Cleaning 
products [state how often this is provided]; Hand drying 
supplies (hand drying machines, disposable paper towels); Hot 
water; Tissues; Toilet paper; Other cough or sneeze covering 
products; hand washing areas and supplies for hand washing 
[state how many share these]; EPA approved disinfectant; 
Respirators; No touch trash receptacles; Water at 60–90°C to 
wash laundry; Detergent to wash laundry; Extra clean clothes, 
bedding, towels; Increased laundry schedule; Fresh chlorine 
bleach solution at a 1:10 dilution.

Sample Language for 602 Part A on Limited Sanitation 
Products: I understand some items can minimize the 
spread of COVID-19. CDCR is preventing me from taking 
recommended precautions to minimize the spread of the 
virus. I have limited access to CDC-recommended personal 
hygiene items such as [fill in with examples such as tissues, 
soap, disinfectant, or hot water, laundry, clothing].  [Explain 
your attempts to obtain and the response from CDCR] [Fill 
in information about any relevant hygiene items that may be 
available only to people with financial resources]. 

CDCR fails to offer reasonable opportunities for maintaining 
personal cleanliness.  This deprivation of basic hygiene makes 
me feel [emotion]. This impairs my mental and physical well 
being because [reasons]. [Attach exhibit that demonstrates 
this issue]

CDCR is failing to provide adequate supplies, maintain 
fixtures and equipment, and organize cleaning activities. 
CDCR forced me to live in proximity to human waste on 
[date]. The units have fecal matter, urine, hair, blood, and food 
remnants on the floor. 

CDCR forces people to live in filth and grime. Neither staff 
or incarcerated workers clean regularly. Staff do not regularly 
provide inmates cleaning supplies. People are forced to use 
personal hygiene soap and bathing towels to clean their cells. 
Staff track COVID-19-carrying  matter on their shoes up and 
down halls and into cells.  Because laundry is collected only 
[state frequency], this means I do not have access to the clean 
laundry that the CDC and WHO recommend. The shared 
mop and cleaning brush are never sanitized, this means I am 
exposed to germs. If I want to clean my cell I am forced to 
potentially expose myself. I have seen staff supervise cleaning 
of tiers and showers [number of times] in [number of months] 
and this is not enough. 

Sample Language for 602 Part B Request for Release or 
Supplies: There is no safe way to house me here because 
these cleaning standards do not meet CDC and WHO 
recommendations. I request release. I also request the following 
[name supplies] free of charge with delivery every [number of 
hours/days].  Provide protective equipment, e.g. gloves and 
cleaning materials, and training to incarcerated people and 
staff who participate in prep or distribution of food or other 
goods, like laundry and supplies. Permit the distribution of 
weekly packages containing the following:  Cleaning supplies 
(hand sanitizer, gloves, tissues, cleaning fluid and disposable 
paper towels), hygiene products (soap, toothpaste, shampoo, 
feminine hygiene products as appropriate), non-perishable 
nutritious food (e.g., trail mix, preserved meat, healthy soup 
packets), writing materials (wireless notebook), reading 
materials (books or magazines), indigent mail packets even 
to non-indigent people. Lift all fees for the following supplies 
[list supplies]. Provide me more of the following supplies [list 
supplies]. Reduce prices of all items including [list supplies]. 
Eliminate mark-ups of all items including [list supplies]. 
Remove limits on the number and amount of deposits or 
transfers to individual accounts. Eliminate all transfer and 
transaction fees associated with individual commissary 
accounts. Expedite money order transfers into accounts. 
Remove limits on number, type, weight of Quarterly Package 
and SPO. 

Issue: CDCR Not Allowing COVID-19 Transmission 
Prevention Hygiene

Describe: any factors related to your in/ability to maintain 
personal hygiene. CDCR has stated: “The incarcerated 
population is being provided extra soap when requested.” 
Have you requested it? What happened when you did? 
What kind of soap (liquid, bar) and how much volume? 
Was it free? Was it shared with other people? Is soap placed 
inside institution dining halls, work change areas, housing 
units, and where sinks/soap are not immediately available? 
Has the facility allowed you to practice good hand hygiene 
(e.g.  regularly washing your hands with soap and water for 
at least 20 seconds, especially after coughing, sneezing, or 
blowing your nose; after using the bathroom; before eating or 
preparing food; before taking medication; and after touching 
garbage)? (Note: it’s important to avoid touching your eyes, 
nose, or mouth without cleaning your hands.) Has the facility 
allowed you to practice good cough etiquette (e.g. covering 
your mouth and nose with your elbow (or ideally with a tissue) 
rather than with your hand when you cough or sneeze, and 
throw all tissues in the trash immediately after use)? Is CDCR 
allowing daily showers? Avoiding the use of shared handcuffs, 
waist chains, and leg irons? Avoiding use of shared mobility 
devices? Have they changed laundry protocols?

Sample Language for 602 Part A on the inability to engage 
in recommended hygiene practices: CDCR is failing to 
provide adequate supplies, maintain fixtures and equipment, 
and organize cleaning activities. CDCR forced me to live in 

proximity to human waste on [date]. The units have fecal 
matter, urine, hair, blood, and food remnants on the floor. 
CDCR forces people to live in filth and grime. Neither staff 
or incarcerated workers clean regularly. Staff do not regularly 
provide inmates cleaning supplies. People are forced to use 
personal hygiene soap and bathing towels to clean their cells. 
Staff track COVID-19-carrying matter on their shoes up and 
down halls and into cells.  Because laundry is collected only 
[state frequency] this means I do not have access to the clean 
laundry that the CDC and WHO recommend.. The shared 
mop and cleaning brush are never sanitized, this means I am 
exposed to germs. If I want to clean my cell I am forced to 
potentially expose myself to germs. I have seen staff supervise 
cleaning of tiers and showers [number of times] in [number 
of months] and this is not enough. When handcuffed, I am not 
able to cover my mouth and nose with my elbow (or ideally 
a tissue). I was forced to use unsanitized shared [handcuffs, 
waist chains, leg irons] or [date]. I am forced to use a shared 
mobility device. . 

Sample Language for 602 Part B Request for Release or 
Remedy: There is no safe way to house me here because of 
the limitations on my ability to practice proper hygiene, as 
recommended by the CDC and WHO. I request release. I 
also request the following changes in sanitation [list changes 
requested]. Provide unlimited access to hot running water at 
any time. Provide unlimited access to free liquid soap. Provide 
unlimited access to paper towels. Provide unlimited access 
to touchless trash disposal. Eliminate cost of [list items]. 
Provide hygiene items such as [list items]. for free. Lift 
restrictions on SPO and quarterly packages and allow more 
weight and more frequency of ordering. Increase laundry 
service to [state desired frequency]. Provide all people with 
appropriate protective gear, including [list gear requested - 
i.e. disposable gloves, coveralls, and masks]. I request use 
of a private bathroom, shower, toilet, and sink. I request 
designated bathrooms for use by people who are symptomatic. 
I request that that the bathrooms, toilets, sinks, showers, etc. 
are sanitized multiple times daily. Provide access to showers 
at least every 24 hours. Conduct regular deep cleaning of 
showers, i.e. minimum three times daily. Better ventilation 
in all areas (includes opening windows, allowing fresh air). 
All people must have unlimited and unsupervised access to 
soap and clean running water. Access to clean tissues for 
wiping nose and for when coughing. These tissues should be 
discarded immediately. All cells and common areas should 
have no touch trash cans placed throughout. Trash cans must 
be emptied regularly by staff wearing gloves.

Issue: Indefinite “Lockdown” Modified Program
Describe: any factors related to how indefinite lockdown or 

“modified program” will impact you. Describe any impacts 
on your liberty. Are you losing access to programs you 
need to earn parole? Are you losing access to time credits 
you need for you release date? Is the duration of not leaving 
your cell until COVID-19 might be contained (many months) 
an atypical hardship compared to the way you were living 
before? How has not being able to go outside the cell been 
harmful to you?

Sample Language for 602 Part A on indefinite lockdown: 
CDCR declared a lockdown at [facility name] the means 
the following changes to my day to day routine [describe]. 
I now only have access to leave my cell [describe when]. 
COVID-19 may be in the prisons for many months to come. 
So far I have lost access to the following [describe]. The loss 
of time credits will impact me by [ ]. The loss of programs 
will impact me by [ ]. My ability to be released is harmed by 
[describe] Other harm I experienced is [ ].

Issue: Unsanitary Food or Eating Environment
Describe: factors related to receiving food in a sterile 

environment: Are meals being delivered to bed or cell? Are 
people going to the chow hall? Are people only eating from 
canteen if they can afford it? How far are food preparation 
areas from sinks and toilets? How far are microwaves (if any) 
from sinks or toilets? Has the facility allowed you to avoid 
sharing eating utensils, dishes, and cups? Rearrange seating in 
the dining hall so that there is more space between individuals 
(e.g., remove every other chair and use only one side of the 
table)? Provide meals inside housing units or cells?

Sample Language for 602 Part A on Unsanitary Food or 
Eating Environments: I have the right to adequate and life 
sustaining nourishment in prison. I have the right to be free 
from death in custody. Congregating in line to wait for food 
puts my life at risk because of COVID-19. Traveling to the 
chow hall to eat puts my life at risk because of COVID-19. 
Eating food prepared by other people and placed in common 
areas puts my life at risk because of COVID-19. Food is being 
served in a [describe] setting. Because [number] people from 
[number] areas of the prison come in contact with the food, 
my risk of contracting COVID-19 is increased. 

Sample Language for 602 Part B: I request the following 
sanitary measures be taken with regards to my food [list 
measures]. I request free food from [the canteen or other 
location]. I request food served at [your living space]. With 
respect to utensils and dishes and cups and trays I request 
[state request]. I request that all food be delivered to cell front 
or dorm bed. Distribute pre wrapped canteen food items for 
free. Lift restrictions on SPO and quarterly packages, and 
allow more weight and more frequency of ordering.

Issue: CDCR Preventing Communication
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Sample General Language to Request Release in 602B: Due to 
CDCR’s creation of the life threatening conditions of [summarize 
what you wrote in section 602A] and my unique medical risk 
for COVID-19 of [list medical problems that put you at risk] 
and my low risk to public safety if released as evidenced by [list 
examples] and the enclosed exhibits of [list names of exhibits], 
I am requesting immediate release. I am an excellent candidate 
for early release for the following reasons: [list reasons]. For the 
commitment offense(s) of [list offense(s)], I was sentenced to 
[length of sentence]. The court did not sentence me to death, nor 
do I deserve to die. My point score is low, at [list score]. In my 
most recent risk assessment, CDCR indicated I was [risk status]. 
I am unlikely to repeat my commitment offense(s) because [list 
reasons]. My release plan includes the following place to live 
at [specific address], which is a sober-living environment, and 
other support for my health including [list], and financial support 
of [list]. Sample Language to Request Release in 602B If Have 
Existing Proceedings: Expedite my release date of [current date] 
by moving it up to a sooner date and releasing me immediately. 
Expedite my parole hearing from [date]. As I was already found 
suitable for release by [date] on [date of parole hearing]. I was 
found eligible for release under Prop [number]. I have been re-
sentenced pursuant to [ 1170.95 (SB 1437), other]. I have been 
referred by CDCR or the DA for resentencing under 1170(d)(1). 
I have already applied for a commutation (Enclose) and request 
release due to the merits in my application. 

Template: Sentences to Add to Show “I Have a Release Plan for 
If I Am Released” 

Goal: Describe the release plan that will support you if you 
are released, including your housing, reentry support, work plan, 
potential school plan, general support, training for a job, financial 
support, and medical care. CDCR initially required people to 
provide a physical address. Make clear that if you are released, 
you will not contribute to the wider spread of COVID-19 because 
you will follow all Center for Disease Control recommendations. 
Be sure your release plans are solid and realistic. The CDCR and 
BPH can and do sometimes check on letters of support and offers 
of assistance. Don't allow your plans to be discounted or slowed 
because they are vague or not verifiable. You need a specific 
address for COVID release. 

Sample Language to Prove You Have a Release Plan in 602B: 
My release plan includes a place to live at [place + specific 
address], which is a sober-living environment, and other support 
for my health at [through place or institution] and financial 
support of [families or organizations]. I have a plan to pursue 
employment that respects the social distancing limitations on the 
hiring process amid the COVID-19 crisis. [If you’ve already built 
a resume, attach a resume.] I have a relapse prevention plan; I 
know where and when digital addiction support groups will be 
meeting in my parole area [name of place]. I have both short-
term plans for remaining safe and stable during the COVID-19 
crisis, including [items that could include getting identity cards 
or enrolling in remote school and medical providers] and long-
term plans for when the COVID-19 crisis is over. My short-
term plan includes concrete ways that I can follow Center for 
Disease Control recommendations about mitigating the spread of 
COVID-19, including [ways I can obtain masks and gloves, safely 
get groceries, avoid impacting local hospitals]. I have family 
members that can support me, including [list family members and 
what financial and logistical support they can provide]. 

Template Sentences to Add: “CDCR’s Cruel & Unusual 
Response to COVID-19” 

Your goal is to describe the specifics of what CDCR staff 
members did or DID NOT DO when implementing a policy or 
action around COVID-19, so there is more of an individualized 
factual basis to hold particular people who did harm liable. 

Sample Language for 602A: The action Officer [First Name] 
[Last Name] took because of COVID-19 is resulting in cruel and 
unusual deprivations of life’s necessities because [reasons]. CDCR 
did not give me appropriate hygiene, sanitation, and personal 
protective equipment products [list] to prevent infection and death 
from COVID-19 or allow me six feet of space from others.The 
action of [name action] is depriving me of “the minimal civilized 
measures of life’s necessities,” including [list items, which could 
be medical care or personal safety, such as the ability to wash my 
hands regularly, disinfect surfaces, or maintain social distance 
under COVID-19 guidelines released by the Center for Disease 
Control]. While the deprivation of [state what is not being given, 
or being taken away] might be tolerable for a few days, it is 
intolerably cruel for the [duration: days, weeks or months] staff 
subjected me to it and intolerably cruel to experience even briefly 
during a pandemic such as COVID-19. Here the policy of [name 
policy] causing the action to last [duration], a cruelly long time. 
COVID-19 resulted in deprivation of [safety or item] on [date], 
by [name of CDCR staff member], when the staff member took 
the action of [state action] upon [person name]. This resulted 
in the harm of [injury, symptom, loss]. COVID-19 resulted in 
deprivation of health on [date], by [name CDCR staff member] 
when the staff member took the action (or failed to act) of [state 
action] upon [name of person]. This resulted in the harm of [injury, 
loss, symptom]. Objectively, the deprivation of [item or thing or 
action or event] is “sufficiently serious.” Where 

CDCR officer [name] failed to prevent harm of [name what is 
harmed] that occurred on [date], conditions that posed a substantial 
risk of serious harm included [state risks]. Subjectively, the prison 
official [name] in the position of [name of job] knew of and 
disregarded an excessive risk to my health or safety which was 

posed by [state thing posing excessive risk]. The official 
knew of the substantial risk of serious harm because [name 
how you know they knew]. The official [name] in the 
position of [job] failed to take reasonable measures to stop 
or reduce it when official [name] took the action of [state 
action] and failed to act when [state action that required a 
response]. 

Template Sentences to Add: “CDCR Is Not and Cannot 
Follow CDC’s Standards” 

Goal: Describe in 602A how CDCR has not followed 
safety protocols to protect you from the spread of 
COVID-19. This could include answering the following 
questions: How and when did people put CDCR on notice 
of COVID-19 protocols? Describe videos, or loudspeaker 
announcement, or chronos, or meetings, or informational 
literature that the facility presented. What are the 
protocols? Are there confirmed cases in your facility? Are 
there suspected cases in your facility? How and where 
is CDCR isolating people with symptoms and for how 
long (it should be 14 days)? Has anyone been transferred 
to a hospital? Has CDCR posted signs for any isolation 
or quarantine areas? How and where is CDCR isolating 
people without symptoms? If you had close contact, were 
you then isolated for 14 days? Who has CDCR offered 
tests to? What is the test (a swab through nose to back of 
throat, or other method)? Are people administering the 
tests wearing protective gear (i.e. masks and gloves)? 
Have you had close contact (within 6 feet) with someone 
who reported symptoms, if so describe contact? 

Sample Language for 602A to show CDCR is Not 
Following CDC/WHO COVID-19 Protocol: It is 
physically impossible for me to follow COVID-19 
recommended protocol from the CDC and WHO to stay 
six feet away from others, thus increasing the risk I will 
be infected or killed. [Name of institution or CDCR staff] 
brought me into contact with [number] different people 
[list other incarcerated people, custody workers, and health 
care workers] in one week [or other duration of time] in 
the following locations [list]. The custody and health care 
workers are traveling between buildings and treating other 
patients. So are incarcerated workers, who continue to 
work. My housing situation [describe] brings me within 6 
feet of people or potential surfaces/materials that could be 
infected with the virus at the following locations [describe, 
yard, canteen, bathroom, shower, chow hall]. 

Sample Language for 602B to Argue Following Protocol 
Is Not Possible In ANY CDCR Prison and You Must Be 
Released: 

There is no safe way to house me here because of 
[reasons]. I request release. I am a low risk if released 
because [reasons]. My plans for a supported and successful 
reentry include [see parole plan template above on page 5]. 

Template Sentences to Add: “CDCR Is Not Distributing 
Free COVID-19 Transmission Reduction Products” 

Goal: Describe how CDCR is not, or unreasonably 
delayed in giving out free hygiene and sanitation products. 
This can include soap (liquid preferred), hand sanitizer 
(alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% 
alcohol preferred), gloves, masks, clean laundry, cleaning 
products, hand drying supplies (hand drying machines, 
disposable paper towels), hot water, tissues, toilet paper, 
other cough or sneeze covering products, more access 
to hand washing areas and supplies for hand washing, 
EPA approved disinfectant, respirators, no-touch trash 
receptacles, water at 60–90°C to wash laundry, detergent 
to wash laundry, extra clean clothes, bedding, towels, or 
fresh chlorine bleach solution at a 1:10 dilution. 

Sample Language for 602A on Limited Sanitation 
Products: I understand some items can minimize the 
spread of COVID-19. CDCR is preventing me from 
taking recommended precautions to minimize the spread 
of the virus. I have limited access to CDC-recommended 
personal hygiene items such as [fill in with examples 
such as tissues, soap, disinfectant, or hot water, laundry, 
clothing]. On [date] I asked for [item] and was denied 
by [staff member] and told [explain]. [Explain your 
attempts to obtain and the response from CDCR] [Fill in 
information about any relevant hygiene items that may be 
available only to people with financial resources]. Sample 
Language for 602A on Limited Personal Hygiene: CDCR 
fails to offer reasonable opportunities for maintaining 
personal cleanliness. CDCR is failing to provide adequate 
supplies, maintain fixtures and equipment, and organize 
cleaning activities. CDCR forced me to live in proximity 
to human waste on [date]. The units have fecal matter, 
urine, hair, blood, and food remnants on the floor. CDCR 
forces people to live in filth and grime. Neither staff or 
incarcerated workers clean regularly. Staff do not regularly 
provide inmates cleaning supplies. People are forced to 
use personal hygiene soap and bathing towels to clean 
their cells. Staff track COVID-19-carrying matter on their 
shoes up and down halls and into cells. Because laundry 
is collected only [state frequency], this means I do not 
have access to the clean laundry that the CDC and WHO 
recommend. The shared mop and cleaning brush are never 
sanitized, this means I am exposed to germs. If I want to 
clean my cell I am forced to potentially expose myself. 
I have seen staff supervise cleaning of tiers and showers 

and bathrooms [list other locations] [number of times] in 
[date] and this is not enough. 

Sample Language for 602B Request for Release or 
Supplies: There is no safe way to house me here because 
these cleaning standards do not meet CDC and WHO 
recommendations. I request release. I also request the 
following [name supplies] free of charge with delivery 
every [number of hours/days]. Provide protective 
equipment, e.g. gloves and cleaning materials, and 
training to incarcerated people and staff who participate 
in prep or distribution of food or other goods, like laundry 
and supplies. Permit the distribution of weekly packages 
containing the following: Cleaning supplies (hand 
sanitizer, gloves, tissues, cleaning fluid and disposable 
paper towels), hygiene products (soap, toothpaste, 
shampoo, feminine hygiene products as appropriate), 
non-perishable nutritious food (e.g., trail mix, preserved 
meat, healthy soup packets), writing materials (wireless 
notebook), reading materials (books or magazines), 
indigent mail packets even to non-indigent people and 
increase the supplies in the indigenat packages. Lift all 
fees for the following supplies [list supplies]. Provide 
more of the following [list supplies]. Reduce prices of 
[list supplies]. Remove limits on the number and amount 
of deposits or transfers to accounts. Eliminate all transfer 
and transaction fees associated with commissary. Expedite 
money order transfers into accounts. Remove limits on 
number, type, weight of Quarterly Package and SPO. 

Template for Filing a 602HC: “CDCR Is Not Following 
and Cannot Follow COVID-19 Protocols, Which Is a 
Personal Medical Risk for Me” 

Goal: Describe how CDCR’s COVID-19 protocols have 
had an actual, harmful physical effect on your health and 
welfare that requires a remedy. Unlike the custody 602 that 
has a part “B” for you to include what you want CDCR 
to do, on the 602 HC you write the “action requested” in 
the same section where you describe the physical harm. 
Describe how you are not getting medical, dental, mental 
health care, or disability accommodations because of 
COVID-19. Be very detailed about the kind of medical 
attention you asked for and when and why you think 
COVID-19 affected it. Ask for an interview. 

Where to send requests for release due to COVID-19 
(via LEGAL MAIL)

● CDCR’s COVID-19 response team. 
● J. Clark Kelso, Federal Medical Receiver   (916) 739-7000  
PO Box 588500 Elk Grove, CA 95758
● Ralph Diaz, Secretary for CDCR (916) 324-7308, PO Box , 

Sacramento, CA 94283 
● Diana Toche, Undersecretary - Health Care Services, diana.

toche@cdcr.ca.gov
● Connie Gipson, Director, Division of Adult Institutions 

connie.gipson@cdcr.ca.gov 
● If you have gone before the board and were found suitable, 

contact BPH and Governor Newsome to ask for expedited 
release Jennifer.Shaffer@cdcr.ca.gov

● Write and call the medical department at the prison.
● Reach out to the Ombudsman assigned to prison.
● Ask a lawyer who is available to help or already working 

with you on the case to reach out to the prison’s Litigation 
Coordinator.

● Contact facility Warden. 
● If release date within 60 days and may qualified for expedited 

release James King, james@ellabakercenter.org
● If referred by CDCR under Penal Code section 1170(d)(1) 

for resentencing, contact  emily@ellabakercenter.org. 
● The Public Defender’s office and/or the private attorney 

that handled your criminal case to request resentencing under PC 
1170(d)(1) from CDCR or the DA.

● Prison Law Office (PLO) General Delivery, San Quentin, 
CA 94964 office@prisonlaw.com

● Rosen, Bien, Galvan, & Grunfeld (RBGG) 101 Mission St. 
6th Fl, San Francisco, CA 94105 Email

● Governor Gavin Newsom State Capitol, 1303 10th St., Suite 
1173, Sacramento, CA 95814. Submit commutation application. 
Contact kelli.evans@gov.ca.gov, eliza.hersh@gov.ca.gov.

● The superior court where the prison is through a writ of 
habeas corpus/mandate.

● The federal court where the prison is through a habeas/civil 
rights suit under 42 U.S.C. 1983.

● The legislators representing your home / district you are 
incarcerated in.

● Your loved ones. They can submit packages to advocate for 
your release. You should fill out medical and general release and 
authorization forms so they can obtain documents from CDCR 
and allow CDCR to speak to them. These forms include the 
CDCR 1019/1021 custody records release, CDCR 7385 (health 
record release authorization) (updated October 2019 version), 
CDCR 7421 Advance Directive for Health Care (updated June 
2018 version).

● Stanford Three Strike Project, Michael Romano, 650 
736.8670, mromano@stanford.edu, Susan Champion 650 
736.7757 schampion@law.stanford.edu, Milena Blake 
milenab@stanford.edu Crown Quadrangle, 559 Nathan Abbott 
Way Stanford, CA 94305-8610

● Please note, if you send anything to PAN: PAN will not file 
anything in court, with CDCR, or with the Governor on your 
behalf.  PAN is all volunteer-run, and with the shelter-in-place 
order we expect mail will be delayed 2-4 weeks. We can never 
return originals.•

benefits of the services, programs, or activities of a public 
entity, or be subjected to discrimination by any such entity.”  

Sample Language 602HC Part A Language on Disability 
Accommodations:  I suffer from the physical and mental 
impairments of [list] which substantially limit the life activity 
of [list now, which could include my movement, the operation 
of a major bodily function, caring for myself, performing 
manual tasks, seeing, hearing, eating, sleeping, walking, 
standing, lifting, bending, speaking , breathing, learning, 
reading, concentrating, thinking, communicating, or working]. 
CDCR’s policy of [describe it] interferes with my bodily 
functions including [list reasons including immune system, 
cell growth, digestive, bowel, bladder, neurological, brain, 
respiratory, circulatory, endocrine, or reproductive functions]. 
I have the following disabilities [list. I need the following 
devices, supplies, medication, equipment, appliances, 
technology, aids, or modifications [list]. CDCR became aware 
of this through [name of form or incident] on [date].  I have 
the following conditions that the ADA and Armstrong decree 
recognized disabilities [list, which could include AIDS, and 
its symptoms; alcoholism; asthma; blindness or other visual 
impairments; cancer; cerebral palsy; depression; diabetes; 
epilepsy; hearing or speech impairments; heart disease; 
migraine headaches; multiple sclerosis; muscular dystrophy; 
orthopedic impairments; paralysis; thyroid gland disorders; 
tuberculosis; and loss of body parts; serious mental illness.]  
Because of this, I was previously housed [name of facility 
with ADA accommodations]. Because of COVID-19 CDCR 
changed my housing to [describe place]. This also negatively 
affected other conditions of life such as [list reasons].  
CDCR is denying me the accommodation of  [describe 
accommodation] because of COVID-19. CDCR is denying 
me access to the service of [list], program of [list], activity 
of [list]. CDCR is discriminating against me by denying me 
ADA accommodations because of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
On [date], CDCR transferred me from [place] to [place]. This 
was discrimination because [list reasons this new place is 
not ADA compliant]. This caused [list consequences]. This 
caused the harm of [list physical harms]. COVID-19 deprived 
me of the assistive device of [name device] because [list 
reasons]. COVID-19 changed my disability code from [list, 
could include DLT, DNH, DNM, DNS, DNV, DPH, DPM, 
DPO, DPW, etc.] to [list new code] which caused harm by [list 
harms]. COVID-19 resulted in me losing a chrono for [lower 
tier, ground floor, single cell, etc.] because [list reasons].  
COVID-19 is resulting in failure to accommodate disabilities 
of [name your disability] by [name reasons]. CDCR uses the 
“Other Safety Concerns” criteria to assign people to [list, for 
example: SNY status based on our increased likelihood of 
victimization due to our physical disability, which is denoted 
pursuant to the orders in the Armstrong case].

Issue: Cruel and Unusual Punishment for Failure To Treat 
Mental Illness

Describe how COVID-19 is resulting in punishment of 
people because of their status as being classified by CDCR as 
having symptoms of mental illness. 

Sample Language for 602HC Part A for cruel and unusual 
punishment for failure to treat medical illness:  I have a 
diagnosis of [list mental health diagnosis]. Because of 
COVID-19, CDCR staff took the action of [describe action] 
at [time] which started on [date]. This resulted in [list results] 
and harm of [name physical harms to you] . This lasted for 
[duration of time]. This is making the symptoms of [your 
diagnosis] worse because [list reasons]. This is causing the 
wanton and unnecessary infliction of pain. This interferes 
with my treatment because [list reasons]. CDCR is causing 
me harm by forcing all people who participate in the Mental 
Health Services Delivery System to miss crucial medical 
care. My diagnosis of [your diagnosis] leads to the symptoms 
of [list symptoms] and caused CDCR to designate me as 
EOP. I am particularly vulnerable due to this diagnosis and 
severe symptoms because [list reasons]. [Name of housing 
designation] housing is causing me harm such as [list reasons].  
[CDCR policy] harms my treatment together by [describe 
how] and increases my risk of victimization by [describe 
how]. It decreases my ability to program by [describe how]. 
Due to my ongoing severe symptoms and unique needs, I 
should be protected from [name what you should be protected 
from] by CDCR.  CDCR designated me as [list designation, 
such as (CCCMS, EOP, MHCB, DMH/DSH, ICF, ACUTE)] 
and then on the date of [date] changed my designation to [list 
new designation].  CDCR transferred me to [place you were 
transferred]. On [date], CDCR transferred me from [place] 
to [place]. This was discrimination because [list reasons]. 
This caused [list consequences]. This caused the harm of 
[list physical harms].  This puts me in danger because [list 
reasons]. This is treating me different than others because I 
am facing punishment for a mental health diagnosis beyond 
my control. I am now suffering from [list issue, such as 
(anxiety, mania, depression and suicidal tendencies, etc.)]. 
This led to me not being able to receive treatment because 
[list reasons]. This deprivation of treatment is discrimination 
because [list reasons]. This is also disability discrimination 
because my diagnosis of [name diagnosis] and symptoms 
of [list symptoms] constitute a serious impairment affecting 
major life activities.

Step 5: Submit The Form and Attachments
When you are done filling out your forms, write a Form 22 

noting you want to document the proof of the date and time 

that you are submitting a 602 or 602 HC. Submit the form 
22 and your 602 or 602HC appeal form, and an envelope 
addressed to the Appeals Coordinator to a staff person and 
ask them to sign the Form 22 and give you the goldenrod 
copy. Put all the forms in the envelope, seal it, and place it for 
mailing. If you file the form 22, your form 22 serves as proof 
for the court that you submitted forms in a timely and proper 
manner in case prison staff “lose” your 602 or 602hc or do not 
answer it in a timely manner. 

● 602 Level 1 and 2 = use a U Save Em and address to the 
Appeals Coordinator. 

● 602 Level 3 = use regular mail and address to Chief, 
Inmate Appeals Branch, CDCR, PO Box 942883, Sacramento, 
CA 94283-001.

● 602HC Level 1 = address U Save Em to Health Care 
Grievance Office.

● 602HC Level 2 (there is no level 3) = use regular mail 
and send to Health Care Correspondence and Appeals Branch, 
P.O. Box 588500, Elk Grove, CA 95758. 

Step 6: Copy Forms & Send to Officials & Advocate
Mail copies (because of emergency leading to denial of law 

library access consider handwriting or typing a copy) of your 
forms, and ideally with a declaration with more information 
and anything you think would be helpful for release VIA 
LEGAL MAIL to the organizations listed under the Purpose 
section at the top of this document.

Other Forms
Release & Authorization Forms
You can fill out medical and general release and authorization 

forms so they can obtain documents from CDCR. These 
forms include the CDCR 1019/1021 for custody records, 
CDCR 7385 (health record release authorization) (updated 
October 2019 version), CDCR 7421 Advance Directive 
for Health Care (updated June 2018 version). CDCR 7465 
POLST Physicians Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment to 
write wishes about end-of-life care.

Citizen’s Complaint Form 
People outside can file a citizen's complaint form 2142 to 

report staff misconduct.
Government Claim
One needs to file a government claim form within 6 months 

before filing a lawsuit against CDCR for personal injury, or 
to get compensation for property loss. DGS ORIM 005: Fee 
Waiver Request DGS ORIM 006: Government Claim Form 
https://www.dgs.ca.gov/ORIM/FORMS Office of Risk and 
Insurance Management, Department of General Services, 
707 3rd Street, First Floor, West Sacramento, CA 95605.

 Medical Malpractice
Nurses IComplete a Complaint form and mail to: Board of 

Registered Nursing Attn: Complaint Intake PO Box 944210 
Sacramento, CA 94244-2100. Doctors form Medical Board 
of California, Central Complaint Unit, 2005 Evergreen Street, 
Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 95815 

State Habeas
PLO guide details instructions. Use form new HC001 form 

to file claim about conditions. 
Federal Habeas & Civil Rights (1983) Forms
● NDCA Forms Habeas Under 28 USC § 2254; Application 

to Proceed in Without Prepaying (In Forma Pauperis); 1983 
Complaint under Civil Rights Act 

● CDCA Forms: Civil Rights Complaint (form CV-66) 
(if at facility participating in pilot program form CV-66B 
for electronic complaint); Request to Proceed Without 
Prepayment (Form CV-60P)

● EDCA Forms: Pro Se Packet, Payment Waiver, Civil 
Cover Sheet forms

● SDCA Forms: (Forms SD 1983, CIV 66, CIV 67, CIV 68)
Other Forms Are Referenced In Prison Law Office Guides 

California State Habeas Corpus Manual; California State 
Petition of Writ of Mandate; Federal Habeas Corpus Manual; 
Lawsuits for Money Damages Against Prison Officials 
Manual; Requesting CDCR Records. 

Add As Many Template Sentences As Apply to Your 
Situation Many of these template sentences will apply to you, 
and many will not. Make sure you read through carefully and 
select the template sentences that best reflect the situation you 
are facing. The strongest sentences for you will be sentences 
where you can attach exhibits that back up the claims you are 
making in the sentence, or explain how CDCR wouldn't allow 
you to have access to the exhibits you would have attached 
(and list what you would have attached). Often there will 
be prompts in (parentheses) that suggest exhibits you could 
include. Do not include those prompts in your 602, but you 
should say (See Exhibits) if there are exhibits. 

Template: Sentences To Add To Each “Claim” or “Issue” 
to Demonstrate the “Harm” of CDCR’s COVID-19 Response 
Goal: Each 602/602HC should demonstrate that CDCR’s 
response to COVID-19 is ALREADY causing you actual 
bodily harm, and that it presentes an ongoing threat of injury 
including death. Examples of COVID-19 symptoms: Fever, 
dry cough, fatigue, shortness of breath, sputum production 
(phlegm, thick mucus that is produced by the lungs), sore 
throat, headache, myalgia (muscle pain), arthralgia (joint 
pain), chills, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, nasal congestion. 
Examples of harm that COVID-19 could have already caused: 
Physical manifestations of symptoms such as anxiety; fear; 
nervousness; paranoia; depression; insomnia; weight loss or 
gain; loss of appetite; problems eating; exhaustion; stress; 
suicidal thoughts; desire to harm self; anxiety; PTSD); 

self-mutilation; anguish; headaches; irritable bowels; 
digestion problems; hives/rashes; psychological distress; 
interference with hygiene; sleep problems; hearing; 
seeing; concentrating; thinking; communicating; working; 
learning; paranoia; agitation; social withdrawal; fatigue; 
reading; hyper-vigilance; disorientation; perceptual 
distortions; hallucinations; sensitivity to noises; side 
effects from medications prescribed to help deal with 
these issues; inability to shower; inability to leave cell; 
inability to go on yard/exercise. COVID-19 High Risk 
Categories Identified By the Center For Disease Control 
and Other Medical Experts: Age 50 and over; asthma; 
heart conditions; Valley fever; lung disease; previous 
tuberculosis; diabetes; obesity; liver disease; renal failure; 
current or recent pregnancy; use of immune-weakening 
medications; blood disorders (e.g. sickle cell disease or 
on blood thinners); kidney disease; endocrine disorders; 
obstructive pulmonary disease; neurological, neurologic, 
and neurodevelopment conditions, including disorders of 
the brain, spinal cord, peripheral nerve and muscle such 
as cerebral palsy, epilepsy, stroke, intellectual disability, 
moderate to severe developmental delay, muscular 
dystrophy, or spinal cord injury; Immunocompromised; 
bone marrow transplant; organ transplantation; immune 
deficiencies; HIV or AIDS; use of corticosteroids (such as 
hydrocortisone and prednisone to treat arthritis, allergies, 
rashes, lupus); mental health conditions; smoking; 
methamphetamine usage; previous or current cancer; or 
CDCR already classifies you as medically high risk. 

Sample Language for 602A (Personalize language and 
add each sentence that applies to you): For People Over 
50 Years Old: My age is [list age] and because of this age 
I am more at risk of infection and death from COVID-19. 
CDCR’s inability to follow CDC and WHO regulations 
to protect me from COVID-19 caused me the physical 
harm of [list harm]. For those with vulnerable medical 
conditions: I am diagnosed with [disease or illness]. (Try 
to attach as “Exhibit” paperwork from CDCR or elsewhere 
proving this diagnosis). The condition of [diagnosed 
disease/illness/disorder] puts me at risk for COVID-19 
because [describe reasons]. I am enclosing the following 
documentation of my medical condition. The news and 
public health officials indicate this condition puts me at 
risk of death from COVID-19 if I remain incarcerated. 
My [health problems] cannot be treated easily inside 
a prison environment even without the challenge of 
COVID-19. A list of my chronic and serious debilitating 
medical conditions includes [list]. CDCR’s inability to 
follow CDC and WHO regulations to protect me from 
COVID-19 caused me the physical harm of [list harm]. 
For those with COVID-19 symptoms: I suffer from the 
following symptoms: [list symptoms here]. (Try to attach 
as “Exhibit” paperwork proving). CDCR’s inability to 
follow CDC and WHO regulations on COVID-19 caused 
me to contract these symptoms [list]. For younger people: 
While older people with pre-existing conditions are the 
most vulnerable to COVID-19-related mortality, young 
people such as myself at age [age] without preexisting 
conditions have, also, succumbed to COVID-19. CDCR’s 
inability to follow CDC and WHO regulations to protect 
me from COVID-19 caused me the physical harm of 
[list harm]. For everyone: The conditions at [name of 
facility] include close unsanitary quarters, lack of access 
to protective measures, limited medical capacity, and [list 
other reasons]. CDCR is not spacing me six feet away from 
people [list other transmission vectors like toilets, sinks, 
showers] or giving me the hygiene and sanitation items 
of [list] or cleaning [list places]. I am at greater risk of 
infection if I remain in custody, and also pose a greater risk 
of needing extreme measures, such as ventilator access, to 
save my life should I become infected. CDCR’s inability 
to follow CDC and WHO regulations to protect me from 
COVID-19 caused me the physical harm of [list harm]. 
Sample Language for 602B (Pick sentences that apply to 
you): Releasing me will not only protect me from the risk 
of infection when the COVID-19 outbreak spreads more 
but also avoids the unavoidable impact upon the quality of 
the medical care I will require by taxing an already taxed 
system. My release will have the added benefit of opening 
a medical bed to other people. 

Template: Sentences to Add to Show “I Am Safe to 
Release from CDCR” 

Goal: Ask for release & show why you are a low risk 
to public safety through attachments that prove it. If you 
are asking for release in the 602, you should describe 
why it is safe to release you. Show don’t tell. Don’t just 
reach that conclusion, give proof. Describe and attach  
evidence related to what CDCR or a court would consider 
in assessing your “risk” if released. Note any positives 
from: Security Level of Yard; Placement/Classification 
score; Custody designation (Max, Close, Med A, Med 
B, Min A, Min B); COMPAS Risk Assessment Score; 
California Static Risk Assessment “CSRA” Score; BPH 
Comprehensive Risk Assessment Score; Commitment 
offense(s) and classification (Non/Violent); Years of 
incarceration completed and remaining (if known, release 
date, if indeterminate, parole hearing or other proceeding 
date); Rehabilitation efforts. 
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categories? Check all that apply. ❏ Age 50 and over ❏ Asthma 
❏ Heart conditions ❏ Valley fever ❏ lung disease ❏ Previous 
tuberculosis ❏ moderate to severe asthma ❏ severe heart 
conditions ❏ diabetes ❏ obesity (body mass index [BMI] greater 
than 40) ❏ Liver disease ❏ renal failure ❏ Current or recent 
Pregnancy ❏ asthma), or prolonged use of immune  weakening 
medications); ❏ Valley fever ❏ blood disorders (e.g. sickle 
cell disease or on blood thinners) ❏ chronic kidney disease ❏ 
endocrine disorders ❏ chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
❏ neurological, neurologic, and neurodevelopment conditions, 
including disorders of the brain, spinal cord, peripheral nerve 
and muscle such as cerebral palsy, epilepsy, stroke, intellectual 
disability, moderate to severe developmental delay, muscular 
dystrophy, or spinal cord injury ❏ Immunocompromised ❏ 
bone marrow transplant ❏ organ transplantation, ❏ immune 
deficiencies ❏ HIV or AIDS ❏ use of corticosteroids (such 
as hydrocortisone and prednisone to treat arthritis, allergies, 
rashes, lupus) ❏ Mental health conditions ❏ Smoking ❏ 
Methamphetamine usage ❏ Opioid usage ❏ Previous or current 
cancer ❏ Other: 
13. Describe these and other medical conditions or risk 
factors: 
SECTION C: COVID-19 Symptoms 
People with COVID-19 generally develop signs and symptoms, 
including some, or all of the following: respiratory symptoms, 
gastrointestinal distress, fatigue, dry cough, chest pain, loss of 
sense of smell and/or taste, and/or fever, average 5 days, range 
2-14 days after infection. 
14. In the blank write the date range you had any of the 
Typical Signs and Symptoms 
❏ Common:_________ Fever, _________dry cough, 

_________fatigue, _______ shortness of breath. 
❏ Less common: _________sputum production (phlegm, 
thick mucus that is produced by the lungs), _______ sore 
throat, ________ headache, ______myalgia (muscle pain), 
________ arthralgia (joint pain), _________chills. 
❏ <5% occurrence: _______ nausea, _______ vomiting, 

______ diarrhea, _______ nasal congestion ❏ Other: 
15. Have you been “screened for symptoms of influenza-
like illness (lLl) including COVID-l9” 
Have you been verbally asked if you have a cough, fever 
and/or difficulty breathing, etc., and/or someone taking your 
temperature. If so, where, when, by who, what happened as a 
result? 
16. Have you filed a 7362 (sick call slip) or 602HC? Or 
other new forms if there are any? 
17. If you tested positive for COVID-19, how did staff 
categorise the disease (check boxes) 
❏ Mild to Moderate Disease: Approximately 80% of laboratory 
confirmed patients have had mild to moderate disease, which 
includes non-pneumonia and pneumonia cases. Most people infected 
with COVID- 19 related virus have mild disease and recover 
❏ Severe disease: Approximately 14% of laboratory confirmed 
patients have severe disease (dyspnea, respiratory rate ≥30/
minute, blood oxygen saturation ≤93%, and/or lung infiltrates 
>50% of the lung field within 24-48 hours 
❏ Critical disease: Approximately 6% of laboratory confirmed 
patients are critical (respiratory failure, septic shock, and/or 
multiple organ dysfunction/failure). 
18. If you had symptoms of COVID-19, how did staff treat you? 
SECTION D: Facility’s Response to COVID-19 
19. How and when did people put CDCR on notice of 
COVID-19 protocols? 
Describe videos, or loudspeaker announcement, or chronos, or 
meetings, or informational literature that the facility presented, 
and if possible, please mail us copies. What are the protocols? 
20. Are there confirmed cases in your facility? 
21. Are there suspected cases in your facility? 
22. How and where is CDCR isolating people with 
symptoms, and for how long (14 days?)? 
Do those facilities have single cells with solid walls and a 
solid door that closes? Has CDCR put tape on any section 
of the floor or done anything else to designate quarantine or 
isolation areas? Anyone transferred to a hospital? Which one? 
23. Has CDCR posted signs for any isolation or 
quarantine areas? 
24. How and where is CDCR isolating people without 
symptoms? 
25. Have you had close contact within 6 feet with 
someone who reported symptoms? If so, describe contact. 
(Examples - have been within approximately 6 feet of a 
COVID-19 case for a prolonged period of time, have had 
direct contact with infectious secretions from a COVID-19 
case; have been coughed on; sharing eating or drinking 
utensils; riding in close proximity in the same transport 
vehicle; sleeping less than 6 feet away; orin an enclosed 
office.) 
26. If you had close contact, were you then isolated for 14 
days (the recommended period)? Have you been deemed 
“quarantine” or are you just “isolated”? 
27. Who has CDCR offered tests to? Who do staff say they 
will test and when? What is the test? (a swab through nose 
to back of throat, or other method)? 
28. Has facility provided you with: ❏ Soap (liquid 
preferred) ❏ Hand sanitizer (alcohol-based hand sanitizer that 
contains at least 60% alcohol preferred) ❏ Gloves ❏ Masks 

❏ Clean laundry, if so how often ❏ Cleaning products, if so, 
how often ❏ Hand drying supplies (hand drying machines, 
disposable paper towels) ❏ Hot water ❏ Tissues ❏ Toilet 
paper ❏ Other cough or sneeze covering products ❏ More 
access to hand washing areas and supplies for hand washing 
❏ disinfectant ❏ Respirators ❏ No touch trash receptacles 
❏ Water at 60–90 °C to wash laundry ❏ Detergent to wash 
laundry ❏ Extra clean clothes, bedding, towels ❏ Increased 
laundry schedule ❏ Fresh chlorine bleach solution at a 1:10 
dilution. mix: 5 tablespoons (1/3rd cup) bleach per gallon 
of water or 4 teaspoons bleach per quart of water (Follow 
instructions for application and proper ventilation, and 
check to ensure the product is not past its expiration date. It 
is dangerous to mix household bleach with ammonia or any 
other cleanser.) ❏ Other 
29. Describe factors related to your in/ability to stay 6 
feet away from other people: ❏ How many people share 
housing? ❏ How many people pass by cell in a given day 
and for what activities? ❏ What activities do and don’t 
allow you to maintain that space with other incarcerated 
people, medial staff, custody staff? ❏ Do staff stay in one 
place or do they move between units to provide meals, 
medical care,mental health treatment, and security checks? 
❏ How wide is the space between beds? ❏ How wide are 
walkways? ❏ Any changes in the way that staff interact with 
incarcerated people that are aimed to reduce 
transmission from staff coming from the outside world and 
transmitting it inside? ❏ Are yards changed to only people 
from the same housing area and less people at a time? ❏ 
Have cells or bunks been reassigned or moved? 
30. Describe factors related to your in/ability to maintain 
personal hygiene: 
❏ CDCR says, “The incarcerated population is being 
provided extra soap when requested” -Have you 
requested it? What happened when you did? What kind 
of soap (liquid, bar) and how much volume? Was it free? 
Was it shared with other people? ❏ Is hand sanitizer being 
placed inside institution dining halls, work change areas, 
housing units, and where sinks/soap are not immediately 
available? ❏ Has the facility allowed you to practice good 
hand hygiene, such regularly washing your hands with soap 
and water for at least 20 seconds, especially after coughing, 
sneezing, or blowing your nose; after using the bathroom; 
before eating or preparing food; before taking medication; 
and after touching garbage?void touching your eyes, nose, 
or mouth without cleaning your hands? ❏ Has the facility 
allowed you to practice good cough etiquette: cover your 
mouth and nose with your elbow (or ideally with a tissue) 
rather than with your hand when you cough or sneeze, 
and throw all tissues in the trash immediately after use? ❏ 
Allowing daily showers? ❏ Avoiding use of shared handcuffs, 
waist chains, leg irons? ❏ Avoiding use of shared mobility 
devices? ❏ Have they changed laundry protocols? 
31. Describe factors related to your in/ability to maintain 
a hygienic environment:
 ❏ CDCR says, “The incarcerated population is being 
provided “hospital-grade disinfectant that meets Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention guidance for COVID-19.” 
Have you requested it? What happened when you did? What 
kind and how much volume? Was it free? ❏ Have you seen 
staff disinfecting frequently touched surfaces in common 
areas (e.g., mop handles, faucet handles, countertops, 
bathroom surfaces, sink areas, shower areas, food areas, 
doorknobs, light switches, sink handles, toilets, toilet handles, 
recreation equipment, kiosks, and telephones)? ❏ Have you 
been given permission and means to disinfect frequently 
touched surfaces in common areas multiple times a day 
(e.g., faucet handles, countertops, bathroom surfaces, sink 
areas, shower areas, food areas, doorknobs, light switches, 
sink handles, countertops, toilets, toilet handles, recreation 
equipment, kiosks, and telephones)? ❏ Does your living area 
have solid doors? On the cells? Elsewhere? ❏ How are sink/
toilet/shower being cleaned? ❏ Where is toilet/sink relative 
to bed? How far are sinks away from toilets? ❏ Where is 
shower relative to bed and how many people share? ❏ How 
are belongings stored? In open space around the beds? In 
lockers? How far apart? In the open? In mesh bags? In plastic 
bins? In paper boxes? In lockers? Etc. ❏ Shared spaces? 
Kiosk? Phone? Holding cell? Canteen? Medical? Work? 
Yard? ❏ Have they change trash handling protocols? If so, 
please describe the old, and now the new procedures: ❏ Do 
they Sanitize thermometers after each use and require the 
person who administers the thermometer to change gloves 
between each use 
32. Describe factors related to receiving food in a sterile 
environment 
a. Meals: are they now being delivered to bed or cell? Are 
people going to chow hall? Are people only eating from the 
canteen if they can afford it? 
b. How far are food preparation areas from sinks and 
toilets? 
c. How far are microwaves (if any) from sinks or toilets? 
d. Has the facility allowed you to avoid sharing eating 
utensils, dishes, and cups? 
e. Has the facility rearranged seating in the dining hall so 
that there is more space 
between individuals (e.g., remove every other chair and use 

only one side of the table)? Provided meals inside housing 
units or cells? 
33. Describe changes in work: 
a. Are incarcerated people being paid to clean? 
b. Are you working? Does the work put you at risk of close 
contact? How? 
34. Describe changes in programming: ❏ What kind of 
substitute in-cell programming are you being provided? ____ 
therapeutic treatment packets, ____workbooks, ___ other 
in cell activities _________ other ❏ Programs have been 
cancelled due to COVID 
SECTION E: Harm and Injuries Caused by Facility 
35. If this is causing harm and injuries, such as mental, 
physical, to your liberty, please describe your experience:    
❏ Have you experienced: depression, anxiety, panic attacks, 
psychomotor agitation, psychotic symptoms, delirium, 
suicidality, desire to self harm, depression, stress, anguish, 
headaches, hives, rashes, PTSD, weight loss, weight gain, 
inference with hygiene, interference with sleep, problems 
eating, problems seeing, problems working, paranoia  
agitation, problems concentrating, thinking, communicating, 
fatigue, hyper-vigelence, disorientation, hallucination, other? 
❏ What do you identify as the sources of your stress - social 
isolation, decreased sensory stimulation, lack of access to 
clinical programming, diminished coping strategies, and 
limited outdoors or out-of-cell exercise and activities, lack of 
information, other? ❏ Describe any impacts on finances. ❏ 
Describe any impacts on loved ones or visitors. ❏ Describe 
impacts on your time credits, release date, BPH proceedings, 
court cases. ❏ Marriage cancellation, effect on you. ❏ Loss 
of visits, effect on you. ❏ Loss of legal visits, effect on you. 
❏ Loss of programs, effect on you. ❏ Loss of phone access, 
effect on you. ❏ Changes to law library access, and effect. ❏ 
Education change, and effect. ❏ Effect on your credit earning 
(education, work, program, etc.). ❏ Change in religion 
access, and effect on you. ❏ Describe impacts on access to 
food, and package, and mail. 
SECTION F: Request for Relief 
36. Exhaustion of Remedies: Describe efforts to notify 
CDCR, and exhaust appeals (attach  copies) 
a. What reports were made to CDCR? (form 22 or 602, 7362, 
1824, call or email or letter  from family.) 
b. What is the result of reports to CDCR? 
c. What is the status of any 602 or staff complaint about this? 
d. Have you experienced retaliation? If so, what retaliation 
happened and why (for example, what action was taken as a 
result of a 602 being filed, or raising the issue at committee, 
etc.) 
37. What kind of relief do you want? 
a. What do you want to happen? Transfer? Release? Medical 
care? 
b. Who is responsible for providing that relief? 
SECTION H: Release Plan 
38. If you are seeking release, what is your release plan? 
39. Why you are a low risk of re-offending: rehabilitation, 
low risk score, etc.? 
40. What kind of support do you have? 
a. What is your housing plan upon relief? Specific address 
required b. What is your re-entry programming plan? Work? 
School? Training? 
41. Do you have access to at least $3,000 for up to three 
months of financial support upon release? 
42. Do you have a plan for access to medical care? 
 a. Do you have a plan to apply for Medi-Cal state insurance? 

Sample Table of Exhibits 
Instructions: DO NOT USE THIS AS A FORM. This is only 
an example. Only list the exhibits that you will attach. Type 
or handprint your own declaration using the following format. 
Number each paragraph as shown below. List the documents in 
the order you discuss them in the declaration. 
EXHIBIT #   DESCRIPTION 
A  CDCR classification hearing memo 
B  128 Chrono noting change to ___ due to COVID 19 
C  7362 Sick call slip requesting ____ due to COVID 19 
D  602HC requesting ____ and release due to COVID 19 
E  602 requesting _____ and release due to COVID 19 
F  1824 requesting ___disability accommodation of ___ 
due to COVID 19 
G  Form 22 requesting _____ due to COVID 19 
H  CDCR’s response to ______ denying ___ 
I  Medical record ___ noting diagnosis of ____ and need 
for accommodations of __ and treatment of ___ and COVID 19 
high risk category 
J  Documentation of release plan of _____ 
K  Letter from _________ offering job 
L  Letter from _______ offering place to live 
M CCHCS, The ____COVID-19 Interim Guidance for 
Health Care and Public Health Providers, dated March 2020 
N  CCHCS Memorandum regarding COVID-19 
Guidance Regarding Field Operations, dated March 20, 2020 
O  CCHCS/CDCR memorandum to the field and 
attached chart dated March 25, 2020,entitled “COVID-19 – 
Mental Health Delivery of Care Guidance” 
https://www.cdcr.ca.gov/covid19/wp-content/uploads/
sites/197/2020/03/R_CCHCS-CO VID-19-Interim-
Guidance-3.19.2020.pdf

PAN WORKSHEET TO HELP 
GATHER & SHARE FACTS FOR 

YOUR COVID-19 DECLARATION 
These questions are designed to support you in identifying 

the relevant facts to include in your declaration. Once you have 
completed the worksheet, turn each answer into a full and complete 
sentence to include in your declaration. If you have more detail to 
include regarding any specific answer, add that in too. The more 
specific you can be with descriptions, dates, times, locations, 
numbers, and people in your declaration, the better. If you 
have any documents that relate to or support an answer, note 
those in your worksheet, and then “introduce” that exhibit in your 
declaration with a sentence describing it, and also add that exhibit 
to your attached table of exhibits. 

SECTION A: Background on You & Your Housing 
1. Name (Your legal name as used by CDCR for mailing purposes, 
as well as your chosen name if different) 2. Prison Mailing 
Address Including Yard/Cell/Bunk  #
3. What facility are you in? 
4. Housing type or “type of bed” Check all that apply 

❏ 180 Cell ❏ 270 Cell ❏ Single Cell with no cellmate ❏ Single 
Cell with cellmate ❏ Double cell with no cellmate ❏ Double cell 
with cellmate ❏ Fire camp ❏ 270 Dorm ❏ Dorm ❏ Medical Bed 
❏ Mental health bed ❏ Solitary / Segregation ❏ Reception Center 
(RC) ❏ General Population (GP) ❏ Enhanced Outpatient Program 
(EOP) ❏ Mental Health Crisis Bed (MHCB) ❏ Psychiatric 
Inpatient Program (PIP) ❏ Specialized Medical Beds Housing 
❏ Administrative Segregation Unit (ASU) ❏ Condemned ❏ 
Long Term Restricted Housing Unit (LTRH) ❏ Non-Disciplinary 
Segregation (NDS) ❏ Psychiatric Services Unit (PSU) ❏ Security 
Housing Unit (SHU) ❏ Short Term Restricted Housing Unit (STRH) 
❏ Protective Housing Unit (PHU) ❏ Restricted Custody General 
Population (RGCP) ❏ General Acute Care Hospital (GACH) ❏ 
Correctional Treatment Centers (CTC) ❏ Outpatient Housing Units 
(OHU) ❏ Treatment and Triage Area (TTA) ❏ Palliative care ❏ 
Hospice care ❏ Other (please explain) 
5. Any recent housing changes? Have you had a recent 
committee hearing? If so, what was the result? (e.g., are you 
awaiting a move to a lower security yard)? 
6. CDCR Classification 

a. Security Level of Yard: I, II, III, IV 
b. Placement/Classification score:__________ 
c. Custody designation (Max, Close, Med A, Med B, Min A, Min B) 
d. COMPAS Risk Assessment Score 
e. California Static Risk Assessment “CSRA” Score 
f. BPH Comprehensive Risk Assessment Score 

7. Commitment offense(s) 
a. classification (non/violent) [CDCR said commitment offenses 

categorized as violent under § 667.5(c) won’t be considered for 
early release) b. 260 registerable offense? [CDCR said registrants 
won’t be considered for early release) c. Domestic violence offense? 
[CDCR said won’t be considered for early release) 
8. Anything else related to what CDCR or a court would 
consider in assessing your “risk” if released. 
SECTION B: COVID-19 Medial Risk Factors 
9. Age: 
10. CDCR Medical Classification Risk ((CCHCS, Health Care 
DOM 1.2.14, Appx. 1, § (c)(3)(c)).) ❏ Don’t Know ❏ (A) Low 
Risk: Routine medical conditions, focused on preventative care. 
Chronic care of common conditions in good control throughout the 
last year. ❏ (B) Medium Risk: Chronic care of well or moderately-
controlled common conditions. Requires time-sensitive laboratory 
studies. ❏ (C) High risk (Chronic care of complicated, unstable, 
or poorly-controlled common conditions (e.g., asthma with 
history of intubation for exacerbations, uncompensated endstage 
liver disease, hypertension with end-organ damage, diabetes with 
amputation) of complex, unusual, or high risk conditions (e.g., 
cancer under treatment or metastatic, coronary artery disease with 
prior infarction). Implanted defibrillator or pacemaker. High risk 
medications (e.g., chemotherapy, immune suppressants, Factor 8 
or 7, anticoagulants other than aspirin). Transportation over several 
day period would pose health risk, such as hypercoagulable state. 
11. Does CDCR classify you with any of these codes? (Check 
all that apply and explain) ❏ DLT Mobility Impaired, Level 
Terrain ❏ DNH Hearing, Requires Auditory Aids ❏ DNL 
Learning, Requires help to understand ❏ DNM Mobility, walks 
with assistance ❏ DNS, Speech Requires Speech Aids ❏ DNV 
Vision Requires Visual Aids ❏ DPH Hearing Deaf or Hearing 
Impaired ❏ DPM Mobility, unable to walk ❏ DPO Mobility 
Intermittent wheelchair user ❏ DPS Speech Mute or Speech 
Impaired ❏ DPV Vision Blind or Low Vision ❏ DPW Mgobility 
Permanently requires wheelchair ❏ DEC DDP (Developmental 
Disability Program) (any cognitive and adaptive functioning 
limitation) ❏ DKD Dialysis ❏ ICF Intermediate Care ❏ ACUTE 
Acute Care ❏ LD, Learning Disability ❏ Enhanced Outpatient 
Program (EOP) ❏ Correctional Clinical Case Management System 
(CCCMS) ❏ Mental Health Crisis Bed (MHCB) ❏ Department of 
Mental Health or Department of State Hospitals (DMH/DSH) ❏ 
Psychiatric Inpatient Program (PIP) ❏ Other 
Provide more details explaining any of the boxes checked 
above: 

*This educational guide does not constitute legal advice or legal 
representation* DO NOT ATTACH THIS TO ADMINISTRATIVE 
APPEALS OR LEGAL FILINGS USE CDCR FORMS, COURT 
FORMS, OR DRAFT A DECLARATION Updated 4/20/20 17/26 

12. Are you a member of any known COVID-19 high risk 

Write to PAN to request additional info worksheet: How To Draft Declarations To Support Requests Related To Covid-19

STATATORY AUTHORITY
To: All County Sheriffs and Probation Officers
From: The office of Xavier Becerra, Attorney General CA, DOJ
Subject: COVID-19 and Statutory Authority Under  Gov.Code Section 8658  No. 2020-DLE-05 Date: 4/14/2020 
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to threaten the lives and livelihoods of all those in California and the United States. 
As you make plans with your local court and public health officials for the protection for your staff and for those in 
custody and confinement, this bulletin acts as a reminder of your authority under Government Code section 8658. 
Section 8658 provides that in responding to any existing or imminent emergency endangering the lives of inmates in any 
county jail, juvenile detention center, or other correctional institution: 
[T]he person in charge of the institution may remove the inmates from the institution. He shall, if possible, remove 
them to a safe and convenient place and there confine them as long as may benecessary to avoid the danger, or, if 
that is not possible, may release them.

There is no requirement in the statute that such removal or transfer of inmates be made pursuant to a court order. Section 
8658 further provides civil or criminal immunity for acts performed under the statute. 
The statute was enacted as part of the Emergency Services Act in 1970. In passing the Act, the Legislature recognized 
the authority of the state and its political subdivisions to “mitigate the effects of natural, manmade, or war-caused 
emergencies that result in conditions of disaster or in extreme peril to life, property, and the resources of the state, and 
generally to protect the health and safety and preserve the lives and property of the people of the state.” 

Section 8658 is just one potential measure available to respond to the concerns 
raised by the COVID-19 pandemic within confinement facilities, and there are health 
and safety measures that can and should be employed

Section 8658 is just one potential measure available to respond to the concerns raised by the COVID-19 pandemic 
within confinement facilities, and there are health and safety measures that can and should be employed within such 
facilities regardless of whether it becomes necessary to employ Section 8658 at a particular facility. It is also advisable 
to determine the potential impact of the application of Section 8658 on the health and safety of both confined individuals, 
and the general public, before exercising the authority provided for in that section. 
For information contact: Edward Medrano, Chief Division of Law Enforcement (916)210-6300

CDCR’s Stated Policy Your Experience of CDCR’s Actual Practice

CDCR is disseminating critical information to incarcerated 
persons, staff, and visitors. CDCR has posted signage in all 
facilities indicating the symptoms of Covid-19, hand hygiene 
instructions, instructions on reducing spread of the virus, and 
procedures to  report symptoms to staff. They have made this 
signage available to non-English speaking persons and those 
with disabilities.

Whether you received the communication and, 
if so, whether it was so delayed that it caused 
harm. Detail the days and times you did or didn’t 
receive communication and any harm caused by 
delay. 

CDCR has suspended internal movement except for transfer 
necessary to save life or address a security/safety concern. 
When people are transferred, they are screened for symptoms 
and a temperature check is performed.

Dates and times and reasons transfers are 
happening.

CDCR has developed physical locations to isolate people 
who have either tested positive for Covid-19 or have t shown 
symptoms of Covid-19. Whenever someone is in close contact 
with a known or suspected Covid-19 case, they are quarantined 
for 14 days.

Dates and times and locations related to 
exposure to symptomatic people and how they 
are isolated.  Dates and times of movement of 
people.

All staff are wearing  facemasks, including personal protective 
equipment, when interacting with anyone displaying symptoms of 
Covid-19.

When and where are staff wearing masks? Are 
they always wearing facemasks around sick 
people?

When someone displays any symptoms of Covid-19, CDCR is 
making them wear facemasks.

Did people request masks? When? What was 
the initial response? Were people disciplined for 
making and wearing masks? When did people 
recieve masks? Who did and did not get masks?

CDCR has implemented social distancing strategies intended 
to keep people at least six feet apart. This  includes meals, 
recreational access, housing, group activities, medical  lines, and 
other common areas. 

Dates and times and locations where you have 
not been six feet away from people.

CDCR staff are staying home when they display any symptoms 
of Covid-19.

Dates and times and locations where you 
interacted with staff who had symptoms.

CDCR is maintaining the minimal level of staff necessary in each 
prison.

Dates and times and locations where decreased 
staffing harmed you, and how it harmed you. 

CDCR has offered the seasonal  flu vaccine to all incarcerated 
people.

Did you know the flu vaccine was available? Did 
you get one?

CDCR has made hygiene supplies, cleaning supplies, PPE, 
and medical supplies available in each  facility. These supplies 
include tissue, liquid soap, hand drying supplies,  alcohol-based 
hand sanitizer, cleaning supplies, and facemasks.

 Dates and times and locations where lack of 
supplies harmed you. This would include any 
interactions you had with  someone showing 
symptoms after which you could  not properly 
clean yourself.

CDCR is intensively cleaning  every facility, including use of EPA 
registered disinfectants. Areas cleaned  daily include doorknobs, 
light switches, sink handles, countertops, toilets, toilet handles, 
recreational equipment, kiosks, and telephones.

 Days and times cleaning started, and when it 
didn’t occur.

CDCR is aware of those at higher risk of serious illness due to 
Covid-19 and taking additional protective steps for those people.

 If you are at higher risk, what steps CDCR did or 
didn’t take.

Anyone displaying symptoms is promptly evaluated by medical 
staff and tested for Covid-19.

 Did people get evaluated immediately?

All medical evaluations are conducted cell front or in a 
designated area near the cell, requiring minimal movement and 
contact with other people.

 Dates and times and locations of medical 
appointments. 

Anyone with severe illness is  transferred to a local hospital.  How many people transferred? When? 

All staff are thoroughly  washing their hands in between 
interactions with incarcerated people.

 When and where is this happening or not? Have 
you seen staff interact with multiple incarcerated 
people in a row without washing their hands?

The list of CDCR’s claims are below, if these steps have not been taken at your facility make sure to document how CDCR has failed. 
Even if some steps have been taken, note when CDCR took the action, and if it was too late to be meaningful describe why. If the 

delay caused harm, that is important for you to note.  Showing the difference between the state policy and practice at your facility, and 
noting the timeline, will be important both for securing your own release and developing a record that may help others get out.

COMMUTATIONS AND PARDONS APPLICATION INFORMATION MANUAL
Ask someone you know to download and send you a copy or contact. Ca. Coalition for Women Prisoners 

CCWP 4400 Market St., Oakland, CA 94608  (415) 255-7036 x4  www.womenprisoners.org
If your family members are struggling on the outside, they might find some useful Emergency and Mutual Aid 

resources on the CCWP website:  womenprisoners.org/covid-19-resources/
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  Who To Contact At Superior Courts and Public Defender (for example, relevant if you are pursuing
  a commutation or 1170(d)(1) resentencing.
Court Address        Public Defender Address and Phone Number
 Alameda County Superior Court, 1225 Fallon Street   Oakland, CA 94612     1401 Lakeside Dr, Ste 400, Oakland, CA 94612-4305     (510) 272-6600
Alpine County Superior Court, 14777 State Route 89, P.O. Box 518  Markleeville, CA 96120 1 4777 CA-89, P.O. Box 518, Markleeville, CA 96120 
Amador County Superior Court, 500 Argonaut Lane, Jackson, CA 95642   201 Clinton Road, Suite 202, Jackson, CA 95642 (209) 223-0877
Butte County Superior Court, One Court Street. Oroville, CA 95965         (530) 741-2331
Calaveras County Superior Court, 400 Government Center Drive  San Andreas, CA 95249  265 West St. Charles St., Ste. 4, San Andreas, CA 95249
Colusa County Superior Court , 532 Oak St. Colusa, CA 95932  Contra Costa 
Contra Costa County Superior Court, 725 Court Street Martinez, CA 94553-1233   800 Ferry Street, Martinez, CA 94553  (925) 335-8000
Del Norte County Superior Court  450 H Street, Room 209  Crescent City, CA 95531  
El Dorado County Superior Court, 495 Main Street Placerville, CA 95667   3976 Durock Rd, Ste 104, Shingle Springs, CA 95682  (530) 621-6440
Fresno County Superior Court, 1100 Van Ness, Fresno, CA 93724-0002   2135 Fresno St # 100, Fresno, CA 93721  (559) 600-3546
Glenn County Superior Court 526 West Sycamore Street Willows, CA 95988 
Humboldt County Superior Court 825 Fifth Street Eureka, CA 95501    1001 Fourth Street, Eureka, CA 95501   (707) 445-7634
Imperial County Superior Court 939 West Main Street El Centro, CA 92243   895 Broadway, El Centro, California 92243  (442) 265-1705
Inyo County Superior Court 168 North Edwards Street Independence, CA 93526   308 W Line St Ste 5, Bishop, CA 93514 
Kings County Superior Court 1640 Kings County Drive Hanford, CA 93230   4125 W Noble Ave #199, Visalia, CA 93277 
Kern County Superior Cout415 Truxtun Ave, Bakersfield, CA 93301    1315 Truxtun Avenue, Bakersfield, CA 93301 (661) 868-4799
Lake County Superior Court  255 North Forbes Street Lakeport, CA 95453  
Lassen County Superior Court 220 South Lassen Street Susanville, CA 96130   2950 Riverside Dr. Suite 103, 96130 Susanville, CA (530) 251-8312
Los Angeles County Superior Court (main criminal) 210 W. Temple Street Lancaster, CA 90012 210 W. Temple St., 19-513 CSF, Los Angeles, CA 90012 (213) 974-2811
Madera County Superior Court 200 South G Street Madera, CA 93637   221 North I Street, Madera, California 93637  (559) 674-4696
Marin County Superior Court  3501 Civic Center Dr., P.O. Box 4988  San Rafael, CA 94913  3501 Civic Center Dr., Ste 139, San Rafael, CA 94903  (415) 473-6321
Mariposa County Superior Court 5088 Bullion Street, P.O. Box 28 Mariposa, CA 95338-0028  
Mendocino County Superior Court 100 North State Street, Rm 108 Ukiah, CA 95482  175 S. School Street, Ukiah, CA 95482  (707) 234-6950
Merced County Superior Court, 2260 N Street Merced, CA 95340-3744   2150 M Street, Merced, CA 95340   (209) 385-7692
Modoc County Superior Court 205 South East Street Alturas, CA 96101        (530) 233-6332
Mono County Superior Court  P.O. Box 103  Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546  
Monterey County Superior Court (criminal) 240 Church St. Salinas, CA 93901   168 West Alisal, 2nd Floor, Salinas, CA 93901  (831) 755-5058
Napa County Superior Court 825 Brown Street Napa, CA 94559    1127 First Street, Suite B, Napa, CA 94559  (707) 253-4442
Nevada County Superior Court 201 Church Street, Suite 7 Nevada City, CA 95959  109 North Pine Street, Nevada City, CA 95959 (530) 265-1400
Orange County Superior Court (criminal) P.O. Box 1138 Santa Ana, CA 92702   14 Civic Center Plaza, Santa Ana, CA 92701  (657) 251-6090
Placer County Superior Court 10820 Justice Center Dr. P.O. Box 619072 Roseville, CA 95661 3785 Placer Corporate Dr #550, Rocklin, CA 95765 (916) 644-1100
Plumas County Superior Court 520 Main Street, Room 104 Quincy, CA 95971  
Riverside County Superior Court (criminal) 4100 Main Street Riverside, CA 92501  4075 Main St. Suite 100, Riverside, CA 92501 (951) 955-6000
Sacramento County Superior Court 720 9th Street Sacramento, CA 95814   700 H Street, Suite 0270, Sacramento, CA 95814 (916) 874-6411
San Benito County Superior Court 440 5th Street Hollister, CA 95023  
San Bernardino County Superior Court 247 West Third Street San Bernardino, CA 92415  172 W. 3rd Street, 2nd Floor, San Bernardino, CA 92415 (760) 241-0413
San Diego County Superior Court  220 W. Broadway San Diego, CA 92101   450 B Street, Suite 1100, San Diego, California 92101 (619) 498-2001
San Francisco County Superior Court (criminal) 850 Bryant Street. Francisco, CA 94103"  555 7th Street, San Francisco, CA 94103  (415) 553-1671
San Joaquin County Superior Court 222 East Weber Avenue #303 Stockton, CA 95202  102 South San Joaquin Street, Stockton, CA 95202 (209) 468-2730
San Luis Obispo County Superior Court 1035 Palm Street, Room 385 San Luis Obispo, CA 93408      (805) 541-5715
San Mateo County Superior Court 400 County Center Redwood City, CA 94063   333 Bradford St #200, Redwood City, CA 94063 (650) 298-4000
Santa Barbara County Superior Court P.O. Box 21107 Santa Barbara, CA 93121"   1100 Anacapa Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 (805) 568-3470
Santa Clara County Superior Court 191 North First Street San Jose, CA 95113   120 W. Mission St. San Jose, CA 95110  (408) 299-7700
Santa Cruz County Superior Court 701 Ocean Street Santa Cruz, CA 95060"   2103 North Pacific Avenue, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 (831) 429-1311
Shasta County Superior Court 1500 Court Street Redding, CA 96001    1815 Yuba St., Redding, CA 96001  (530) 245-7598
Sierra County Superior Court 100 Courthouse Square P.O. Box 476 Downieville, CA 95936  
Siskiyou County Superior Court  311 4th St.P.O. Box 1026 Yreka, CA 96097   322 1/2 West Center Street, Yreka, CA 96097 (530) 842-8105
Solano County Superior Court 600 Union Avenue Fairfield, CA 94533   675 Texas Street, Suite 3500, Fairfield, CA 94533 (707) 784-6700
Sonoma County Superior Court 600 Administration Drive, #107J Santa Rosa, CA 95403               600 Administration Dr, 1st Fl. Rm 111, Santa Rosa, CA 95403  (707) 565-2791
Stanislaus County Superior Court P.O. Box 3488 Modesto, CA 95353                    1021 I Street, #201, P.O. Box 3428, Modesto, CA 95353 (209) 525-4200
Sutter County Superior Court 1175 Civic Center Blvd. Yuba City, CA 95993   604 B Street Suite 1, Yuba City, CA 95991  (530) 822-7355
Tehama County Superior Court 445 Pine Street, P.O. Box 170 Red Bluff, CA 96080 
Trinity County Superior Court 11 Court Street, P.O. Box 1258 Weaverville, CA 96093 
Tulare County Superior Court 221 S. Mooney, Rm 303 Visalia, CA 93291  Visalia Courthouse RM G35, 221 S. Mooney Blvd, Visalia, CA 93291 (559) 636-4500
Toulumne County Superior Court 41 West Yaney Avenue Sonora, CA 95370   99 N Washington St, Sonora, CA 95370   (209) 533-6370
Ventura County Superior Court  Box 6489 Ventura, CA 93006                Hall of Justice, 800 S. Victoria Ave, Rm # 207, Ventura, CA 93009   (805) 654-2201
Yolo County Superior Court  1000 Main Street Woodland, CA 95695   814 North Street, Woodland, California 95695                       (530) 666-8165
Yuba County Superior Court  215 Fifth St., Ste 200  Marysville, CA 95901   303 6th St, Marysville, CA 95901                      (530) 741-2331

WHO TO CONTACT FOR COVID-19 IN CDCR (POTENTIAL DEFENDANTS FOR SPECIFIC FACILITIES ONLY) 
Prison, Address    Warden, #    Public Information Officer Name, # Health Care CEO, Medical Dept. #
ASP, P.O. Box 8, Avenal, CA 93204  Rosemary Ndoh, (559) 386-0587          Michael Tuntakit, Lt., (559) 386-0587 ext. 5028 Jaron Nash (559) 386-0587 ext. 2336
CAC, P.O. Box 2626, California City, CA 93505 George Jaime, (760) 246-7600          Sharman Parker, Lt, (760) 246-7600 ext. 7015 Penny Shank (760) 246-7600 ext. 7240
CCC, P.O. Box 790, Susanville, CA 96127-0790 Suzanne M. Peery, (530) 257-2181        Charlene Ruggiero, Lt., (530) 257-2181 ext. 4110 Robert Duncan, (530) 257-2181 ext. 471
CCI, P.O. Box 1031, Tehachapi, CA 93581  William “Joe” Sullivan, (661) 822-4402      Nadia Erwin, Lt., (661) 822-4402 ext. 3021 Rhonda Litt-Stoner (661) 823-5054
CHCF, P.O. Box 32050, Stockton, CA 95213  Laura Eldridge, (209) 467-2500           Obanuru Ratliff, Lt., (209) 467-2512 Shereef Aref, (209) 467-1800 , 
CIM, P.O. Box 3100, Chino, CA 91708   Mona D. Houston, (909) 597-1821  Tom Lopez, Lt., (909) 606-7068  Louie Escobell (909) 606-7270
CIW 16756 Chino-Corona Road, Corona, CA 92880  Richard Montes, (909) 597-1771  Rosie Thomas, Lt., (909) 606-4921 Jim Elliot (909) 597-1771 ext. 379
CMC, Box 8101, San Luis Obispo, CA 93409-8101  Josie Gastelo, (805) 547-7900   John Hill, Lt., (805) 547-7948  Teresa Macias (805) 547-7900 ext. 4099
 CMF, 1600 California Dr., Vacaville, CA 95696 Jared D. Lozano, (707) 448-6841  Brady Olivas, Lt. (707) 449-6509  Lori W. Austin (707) 448-6841 ext. 2098
CRC, P.O. Box 1841, Norco, CA 92860-0991  Cynthia Y. Tampkins, (951) 737-2683 Robert Morales, Lt. (951) 273-2920 Kerry Oglesby (951) 739-3598
CSP-COR  Box 8800, Corcoran, CA 93212-8309   Ken Clark, (559) 992-8800  Anthony Peterson, Lt. (559) 992-6104 Celia Bell (559) 992-8800 ext. 6902
LAC CSP, BOX 8457, Lancaster, CA 93539-8457  Raybon Johnson, (661) 729-2000  Karla Graves, Lt. (661) 729-6912       Christina Galstian (661) 729-2000 ext. 7841
SAC, P.O. Box 290001, Represa, CA 95671  Jeff Lynch, (916) 985-8610  Levance Quinn, Lt. (916) 294-3012          Brittany Brizendine, (916) 985-8610 ext. 5511
SOL, P. O. Box 4000, Vacaville, CA 95696-4000 Giselle “Gigi” Matteson, (707) 451-0182  Luis Gomez, Lt. (707) 454-3257   Lisa McGhee (707) 454-3497 
CA, PO Box 5002, Calipatria, CA 92233-5002  Warren L. Montgomery, (760) 348-7000  Ernesto Bustamante, Lt., (760) 348-6002 Muhammad Nasir, (760) 348-4610
CEN, P.O. Box 731, Imperial, CA 92251-0731  Raymond Madden, (760) 337-7900 Dana Mortimer, Lt. (760) 337-760         Brandy Hernandez, (760) 337-7900 ext. 6955
CCWF, Box 1501, Chowchilla, CA 93610-1501    Michael Pallares, (559) 665-5531  Gene Norman, Lt. (559) 665-6002  Toni Clarke (Acting) (559) 665-8102
CVSP, P.O. Box 2289, Blythe, CA 92226  David Holbrook, (760) 922-5300  John Hernandez, Lt. (760) 922-9710 John E. Murrain (760) 922-5300 ext. 7069
CTF, P.O. Box 686, Soledad, CA 93960-0686  Craig Koenig, (831) 678-3951  Krystle Binning, Lt.(831) 678-5952 Bayode Omosaiye (831) 678-3951 ext. 4126
DVI, 23500 Kasson RD, Tracy, CA 95304  Robert Burton, (209) 835-4141  Sean Parsons, Lt. (209) 835-4141 ext. 3851 W. David Smiley (209) 835-4141 ext. 5881
FSP, P.O. Box 910, Represa, CA 95671  Rick Hill (916) 985-2561  Ernie Valencia, Lt., (916) 351-3016 Theresa Kimura-Yip (916) 608-3162
HDSP, Box 750, Susanville, CA 96127-0750  Jason Pickett,, (530) 251-5100  Celina Cervates, Lt.  (530) 251-5100 ext. 5501    Todd Murray (530) 251-5100 – ext. 7777
ISP, P.O. Box 2229, Blythe, CA 92226  Neil McDowell, (760) 921-3000  Sal Cardenas, Lt.(760) 921-4382  Eric Andersson (760) 921-3000 ext. 5496
KVSP, P.O. Box 3130, Delano, CA 93216-6000 Christian Pfeiffer, (661) 721-6300  John Melvin, Lt. (661) 721-6314  Michael Felder (661) 721-6300 ext. 5996 
MCSP, P.O. Box 409099, Ione, CA 95640  Patrick Covello, (209) 274-4911  Angelo Gonzalez, Lt. (209) 274-5080    Traci Patterson (209) 274-4911 ext. 6104
NKSP, P.O. Box 567, Delano, CA 93216-0567 Kelly  Santoro, (661) 721-2345         Garry Garrett, Lt. (661) 721-2345 ext 5006          Theodore A. Kubicki (661) 721-2345 ext. 6007
PBSP, P.O. Box 7500, Crescent City, CA 95532 James “Jim” Robertson, (707) 465-1000  Del Higgerson, Lt., (707) 465-9040 Bill Woods (707) 465-1000 ext. 4636
PVSP, P.O. Box 8500, Coalinga, CA 93210  Scott Frauenheim, (559) 935-4900  Jose Benavides, Lt.(559) 935-4972 Charles E.   Young (559) 935-4900 ext. 5434
RJD, 480 Alta Road, San Diego, CA 92179  Marcus Pollard (619) 661-6500 Edgar Garcia, Lt. (619) 661-7802  Mary Ann Glynn (619) 661-6500 ext. 7088
SVSP, P. O. Box 1020, Soledad, CA 93960-1020   Matthew Atchley, (831) 678-5500  Alan Meyer Lt. (831) 678-5554  Sarah Sawyer  (831) 678-5500 ext. 6259
SQ, San Quentin State Prison, San Quentin, CA 94974   Ron Broomfield (415) 454-1460  Sam Robinson, Lt.(415) 455-5008  Matt Verdier (415) 454-1460 ext. 3457
SCC, 5100 O’Byrnes Ferry Rd, Jamestown, CA 95327   Patrick Eaton (209) 984-5291  Ricardo Jauregui, Lt. (209) 984-5291 ext. 5499    Karen Brown (209) 984-5291 ext. 5115
SATF-CSP  P. O. Box 7100, Corcoran, CA 93212  Stuart Sherman (559) 992-7100         Clarence Cryer (559) 992-7100 ext. 4112
VSP, P. O. Box 99, Chowchilla, CA 93610-0099 Raythel Fisher (559) 665-6100  David Barksdale, Lt. (559) 665-6100 ext. 5509     Raul Recarey (559) 665-6100 ext. 6562
WSP, 701 Scofield Ave., Box 8800, Wasco, CA 93280  John Sutton (661) 758-8400  Joshua Farley, Lt.(661) 758-8400 ext. 5013   David Hill (661) 758-8400 ext. 7543 

describing specific conditions in facilities in the following 15 counties: Alameda, Contra Costa, Fresno, Los Angeles, Monterey, Orange, Riverside, Sacramento, San Bernardino, San Diego, 
San Francisco, Santa Barbara, Santa Clara, Tulare, and Yuba. They have not provided specific information concerning conditions in other counties. The issues raised in the petition call for 
prompt attention in a manner that considers the diversity of local conditions throughout the state. In order to promote expeditious and tailored resolution of petitioners' claims, and cognizant 
of the important questions raised concerning the balance of local and state responsibility for addressing conditions in jails and juvenile facilities, the court hereby orders the following: 

The petition for writ of mandate is denied without prejudice to the institution of actions raising similar claims against these respondents or other officials or entities in the superior courts of 
appropriate counties. For any such filing, the superior court should be mindful of a range of procedural tools to achieve prompt and effective resolution of the matter. Those tools include the 
authority to: - join all parties necessary for full inquiry into the issues raised and for development and implementation of any appropriate relief (Code Civ. Proc., § 389, subd. (a)); - consolidate 
the action with any similar actions pending in the court, in the interest of efficiency and in light of public health concerns (Code Civ. Proc., § 1048, subd. (a)); - transfer and consolidate matters 
across counties upon a motion by any party when such transfer and consolidation would promote efficient utilization of judicial resources and otherwise satisfy applicable standards (Code Civ. 
Proc., §§ 403, 404.1); - assign a single bench officer or appoint one or more referees or special masters to bring swift and focused attention to the issues raised (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 3.734; Code 
Civ. Proc., §§ 638, 639); - facilitate discussion among all parties to achieve a negotiated resolution that is responsive to local conditions and avoids protracted litigation; - order interim relief, as 
appropriate, during the pendency of the action; and - give the matter expedited consideration for evidentiary hearings, briefing, and any joint discussions for resolution. In all such matters, the 
superior court is to proceed as expeditiously as possible and to be mindful that conditions associated with COVID-19 in detention facilities and local communities are continually evolving. Given 

WRIT OF MANDATE.
(MANDAMUS)

A court order to a government 
agency, including another court, 
to follow the law by correcting its 

prior actions or ceasing illegal acts. To obtain 
a writ of mandate, a petitioner must show that: 
(1) “the respondent has failed to perform an act 
Document received by the CA Supreme Court. 
70 despite a clear, present and ministerial duty 
to do so,” (2) “the petitioner has a clear, present 
and beneficial right to that performance,” 
and (3) “there is no other plain, speedy and 
adequate remedy.”

AMERICA'S 
EMERGENCY LAW 
REGIME
By Patrick A. Thronson 
University of Michigan Law School

Unbenownst to most Americans, the U.S. 
is presently under 30 presidentially 

declared states of emergency. They confer vast 
powers on the Executive Branch, including the 
ability to financially incapacitate any person or 
organization in the U.S., seize control of the 
nation's communications infrastructure, mobilize 
military forces, expand the permissible size of 
the military without congressional authorization, 
and extend tours of duty without consent from 
service personnel. Declared states of emergency 
may also activate Presidential Emergency 
Action Documents and other continuity-of-
government procedures, which confer powers on 
the President-such as the unilateral suspension 
of habeas corpus-that appear fundamentally 
opposed to the American constitutional order. 
Although the National Emergencies Act, by 
its plain language, requires Congress to vote 
every six months on whether a declared national 
emergency should continue, Congress has done 
so only once in the nearly forty-year history of 
the Act. 

Many directives are still classified, and those 
about which something is publicly known likely 
represent only a portion of the total.•
For a complete assessment of the scope and legal 
effects of the 30 national emergencies now in effect 
in the U.S., including proposed specific statutory 
reforms to rein in the unchecked growth of these 
emergencies and political reforms to subject 
the vast executive powers granted by the U.S. 
emergency law regime to the democratic process.
MJLR_46-2_suppl_national_emergency_powers.pdf 

the dynamic nature of the pandemic, 
the denial of the petition is without 
prejudice to the filing of a new 
petition in this court raising similar 
claims if circumstances warrant. 
Petitioners' application to file 
portions of the record under seal 
is granted as to the declarations 
described in their application. (Cal. 
Rules of Court, rules 2.550(d), 
8.46(b).) In ordering the sealing, this 
court makes the findings required 
by California Rules of Court, rules 
2.550(d) and 8.46(d)(6). The clerk 
of this court is directed to file under 
seal the declarations described in 
petitioners' application. The request 
for judicial notice is granted except 
as to "Government Records" items 
1-8, 14-24, and 29-32. (Req. for Jud. 
Not., at pp. 5-6.)" •           
 Full petition can be downloaded 
at:  https://www.nacdl.org/
getattachment/663640e0-94e7-47dc-
8f0c-ece82fc07af6/petition-writ-of-
mandate.pdf   (103 Pgs)  

DECLARATION OF [Your Nameand CDCr #] 
  I, [your name], declare under penalty of perjury:
1. The following statements are made of my own personal knowledge except as to those matters stated to be based on 
information or belief. If I were to be called as a witness, I could competently testify about what I have written in this 
declaration.
2. I am currently housed in [Prison Name].

3. ISSUE #1: My Medical Conditions Place Me at Great Risk of Death from COVID-19.
4. I have the following medical conditions: [fill in with examples]. (See Exhibit  [list exhibit name, i.e., Exhibit A]: CDCR 
Medical Record Dated [date])  
5. I have the following risk factors for COVID-19 [fill in with examples].  (See Exhibit [exhibit name]: CDCR Medical 
Record Dated [date])
6. CDCR is providing me the following treatment [fill in with examples]. 
7. I have requested but am not receiving the following treatment  [fill in with examples].
8. I am diagnosed with [list medical conditions]. 
9. I suffer from the following symptoms [list symptoms]. 
10. The news and public health officials indicate this condition puts me at risk of death from COVID-19 if I remain 
incarcerated. The close unsanitary quarters, lack of access to protective measures, and limited medical capacity all mean  
that I would be at greater risk of infection if I remain in custody, and also pose a greater risk of needing extreme measures, 
such as ventilator access, to save my life should I become infected.  
11. I have been diagnosed with [list medical conditions which would make infection with COVID-19 worse].Because of this 
I am more at risk because [explain how your condition would make the COVID-19 symptoms worse].
12. In the course of one week, [CO, Warden, etc] brought me into contact with [List number of custody and health workers] 
different custody and health care workers. 
13. Those same custody and health care workers are, of course, treating other patients; patients who, because they have the 
highest degree of medical needs, are likely coming in and out of the facility for medical treatments and risking exposure of 
COVID-19 at the local hospitals and medical facilities. 
14. Because of my medical needs I am brought into contact with incarcerated workers [x] times a week.
15. I am enclosing the following documentation of my medical condition: [ list of custody documents that show medical 
conditions ]. 

16. ISSUE #2: [Prison Name]’s Response to COVID-19 is Inadequate to Protect my Health and Safety.
17. I have observed this facility taking the following steps to prevent the spread of COVID-19 [fill in with examples].
18. I have not observed this facility taking the following steps to prevent the spread of COVID-19: [list examples].

19. ISSUE #3: The Housing Provided by [Prison Name] does not Allow me to Maintain a Safe Distance from Others, 
and its Conditions would Exacerbate Symptoms of the Virus.
20. Currently, I am housed in a/n [x] foot by [y] foot cell, with [x] other people. Because of this, it is impossible for me to 
maintain a safe distance of at least 6 feet from my cellmates. 
21. Furthermore, I have no access to recreation time, no access to in pod recreation, and no access to out of pod yard. 
22. Typically, I am in the cell for [number] hours per day. 
23. During the week I have[x] hours for recreation,[y] hours for medical, and [z] hours for visits.  
24. The size of the yards are as follows [x feet by y feet], [z feet by w feet], [etc]. 
25. The conditions of the yard can be described as [list conditions in yard but focus on how close you are to others]. 
26. If I were to contract COVID-19, the conditions in my cell would exacerbate my symptoms, and place me at greater 
risk of death because: there is no direct light in the cells, [list other cell conditions, like air quality, sanitation, etc., that you 
believe would make your symptoms worse, or which make your already existing medical conditions worse].

27. ISSUE #4: [Prison Name] is Not Providing Me Sufficient Access to Hygiene Items to Protect My Health.
28. I understand some hygiene items can minimize the spread of COVID-19. 
29. CDCR is preventing me from taking recommended precautions to minimize the spread of the virus. 
30. I have limited access to CDCR recommended personal hygiene items [fill in with examples such as tissues, soap, 
disinfectant, or hot water, laundry, clothing].  
31. [Explain your attempts to obtain and the response from CDCR] 
32. [Fill in information about any relevant hygiene items that may be available only to people with financial resources]. 
33. [Prison name] fails to offer reasonable opportunities for maintaining personal cleanliness [explain how]. 
34. If I cannot maintain my personal hygiene, then I would be at greater risk of catching and transmitting the virus. This is 
true of every incarcerated person in the facility. 
35. This deprivation of basic hygiene makes me feel afraid for my safety.

36. RELEASE FACTOR #1: I Am A Low Risk If Released
37. My sentence: [sentence length].
38. My release date: [release date].
39. My convictions: [list convictions]. 
40. My classification score [score]. 
41. My risk assessment score is [x] 
42. [Evidence of my rehabilitation]. 

43. RELEASE FACTOR #2: I have a clear plan for re-entry to the community when I am released
44. I will live at [specific address] and with the following people [list people].
45. My reentry plans include [list].  
46. [list work plans]
47. [list relevant training]
48. I have financial support from [names]
49. [What fam46. ilial/emotional support do you have?]

50. RELEASE FACTOR #3: If I am released from custody, I will be better protected from COVID-19 infection or 
complications. 
51. [Explain why] 
52. [End with the following language] I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed on [insert date], at [insert location], California.
_________________________
Signature
_________________________
Date
_________________________
Printed Name
_________________________ 
Address

Sample 1 is directly related to Covid and meant to reflect the level of detail you could get into with each issue that you 
present. The issues that you present should be directly relevant to your claim. You should explain in detail why COVID-19 
poses a threat to you, and why the conditions of your confinement make that threat worse. We leave it to you to identify the 
issues relevant to your claim. When there are brackets [ ], that is where you should make it your own, including as many 
personal details as possible.  DO NOT USE THIS AS A FORM. Type or handprint your own declaration numbering each  
each paragraph as shown below. 

___________________________________
CDCR Number
___________________________________
County of Conviction and Case Number For Commitment 
Offense Case

A WRIT OF MANDATE PETITION DENIED
Courts across the country have found deliberate indifference 

based on conditions that make social distancing within 
carceral facilities impossible to implement, violating the 
8th Amendment. On April 24th, The National Association 
of Criminal Defense Lawyers, CA Attorneys for Criminal 
Justice, and Youth Justice Coalition filed a Writ of Mandate 
to remedy California's constitutionally deficient response to 
COVID-19. They claimed that normal processes of addressing 
individualized grievances are not speedy enough or sufficient to 
address this urgent, system-wide changes like those addressed 
in their petition filed with the CA Supreme Court. 

Unfortunately the petition was denied on May 4th. Following 
is an excerpt from the courts decision.
"Petitioners contend that numerous jails and juvenile detention 
facilities throughout the state are not in compliance with CDC 
guidelines for preventing and limiting the spread of infection, 
thereby endangering the health and safety of inmates, staff, 
and the public at large. Petitioners allege, with supporting 
declarations, that various facilities do not practice appropriate 
social distancing, do not maintain sanitary conditions in cells 
and common areas, do not provide adequate medical care 
to inmates with possible symptoms of infection, and do not 
provide inmates with masks or supplies for basic hygiene, 
such as soap or hand sanitizer. Petitioners contend that these 
conditions amount to a violation of inmates' constitutional 
rights that respondents, the Governor and the Attorney General, 
have a legal duty to remedy. Respondents contend that the duty 
to remedy any violations rests with local officials in charge 
of the facilities and that the factual issues presented are best 
resolved by trial courts in the first instance.

The CDC guidance cited by petitioners underscores that it 
"may need to be adapted based on individual facilities' physical 
space, staffing, population, operations, and other resources and 
conditions." (CDC Guidance, supra, at p. 1, boldface omitted.) 
In a jurisdiction as large and diverse as California, it is evident 
that current conditions in detention facilities with regard 
to the COVID-19 pandemic are not uniform throughout the 
state. Petitioners have provided declarations from witnesses 

Sample 2 is an example in which case Mr. Ed was denied a 
"Black Seeds" calendar he had received in the mail by IGI 
mail room staff, who had alleged that it was gang-related. 
In solidarity, several of his peers ordered and received the 
same calendar, and then came together, each composing their 
own Declaration to show that Mr. Ed had been singled out, 
substantiating CDCr's implicit bias against Mr. Ed - which 
was an act of retaliation for Furnace's legal activism. The 
Declarations of others who had received the same calendar, 
unobstructed by staff, contributed to the success of the 
subsequent lawsuit that Mr. Ed filed, for the violation of his 1st 
and 14th Amendment rights.

SAMPLE DECLARATIONS 

Declaration of Willy Nilly, CDCR #G78106
I, Willy Nilly, CDCR #G78106, 
declares as follows: 
1. I am a prisoner here within the California Department 
of Corrections (CDCR) housed at Pelican Bay State Prison 
Level IV 180 B-Yard. I make these claims competent and 
upon my own will and if called as a witness I would testify on 
behalf of the Plaintiff. i.e., (Mr. Ed, CDCR #H5225.) 
2. My racial ethnicity is New Afrikan-American and I have 
been incarcerated ever since Jan. 12, 2000. (16 years at 85% 
based upon a second degree bank robbery with a federal 
enhancement of the same 211 prior.) 
3. I do consider myself a historically, politically, and 
socially conscious New Afrikan-American man, I am also 
a documented minister and prison activist I also practice 
and participate in  African Cultural Studies and practice 
Kemetic and other Pan African Religious-Universal 
Ideologies via our established or granted Religious Study 
Group. 
4. On July 27, 2016, there was a yellow envelope stamped 
and filed in my name via U.S. Postal Service on 8/1/2016. 
I received a "Black SEEDS 2016, Black Historical and 
Educational Calender." I still have the calendar, which was 
sent to me directly from "Black Seeds," Inc Main Office, 
located at  1217 - 17th St., Northeast, Washington, DC 
20002
5.  I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of 
California that the foregoing is true and correct.
__________________
Signature
__________________
Date
__________________
Printed Name
__________________ 

_____________________
CDCR Number
_____________________
County of Conviction 
and Case Number For 
Commitment Offense Case

Learn more about the KAGE Universal Mediation 
Litigational Keystones (MLK) Project in PF Issue 61.

How a Jailhouse Lawyer 
Writes A Declaration



ABOUT CPF
Prison Focus is a publication 

of California Prison Focus. We 
are a small, community-based 
organization that works to expose 
and end human rights abuses 
in California's carceral facilities 
by elevating the voices of and 
working in solidarity with those 
who are most directly impacted.

CONFIDENTIALITY 
STATEMENT

We care about the privacy and 
safety of everyone who writes to 
us at CPF.  We understand that 
there are risks involved, and 
also realize that most letters 
are sent to us with the hopes 
that CPF will use the letters 
to expose prison conditions 
and abuses, and to change 
the public narrative about 
crime, "criminals" and justice. 
Unless you tell us otherwise, 
we may share your letters and 
reports anonymously, in order 
to educate the public, through 
your own voices. We rely on 
you to tell us if you do NOT 
want us to share your letter (or 
artwork) at all, if you specifically 
DO NOT want your letter 
shared in Prison Focus, and/or 
if you DO want us to use your 
name, initials and/or name of 
the facility.

www.prisons.org

4408 MARKET ST., STE A
OAKLAND, CA 94608

IT'S TIME TO FLATTEN THE CURVE    
IF NOT NOW, WHEN?

 DECARCERATE

Prisoner Artists!
Join CPF and other Artivists, in Action and Solidarity at the 2020 

Ratcliff Awards.  Submit your art and poetry to be sold at the event 
and get paid for your participation if your art sells. A percentage 
will support Prison Focus and SF BayView Newspaper.

California Prison Focus is still here in good standings after 30 
years of real activism. Now we have entered into a new  paradigm, 
bloom where you are planted  Prepare to prosper!

"Everything 
will be okay in 
the end. If it's 
not okay, it's 
not the end." 
John Lennon

Stay Strong!  Things 
will get better. It 
may be stormy 
right now, but it can 
never rain forever.

By Artivist in Action and Solidarity Baridi

This one's for you Baridi. Not a glimpse of the sun for 26 years,
yet still you shine. Can't wait to have you over for dinner, just as soon as we... 

DROPDROP   LWOPLWOP

"...People who have no voice have always 
suffered in silence. That's why the social 
justice activists and all the people who fight 
for the interest of others, who are selfless, 
are so important. Because right now we're all 
going to need each other." Mutope

THANK YOU  Akonadi Foundation for joining 
California Prison Focus to inform and empower 
our community and others, inside prisons and 
out. Thank you to all of our supporters, on both 
sides of the walls. . In Solidarit y, CPF 

 
SAVE THE DATE
In Dec 2019 
KAGE Universal 
presented it's 
first ever prisoner 
art awards at 
the first annual 
ARTIVIST IN 
ACTION & 
SOLIDARITY 
RATCLIFF 
AWARDS, 
supporting 
Prison Focus 
and SF BayView 
Newspaper, and 
the imprisoned 
artivists who 
participated.. 
We invite you to 
save the date for 
the 2nd Annual 
Ratcliff Awards 
on December 7th, 
2020 in Oakland 
California. 


